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PRECIS
In the opinion of the remaining speakers of rigiyamba: this study was 
undertaken at least twenty years too late. Its central aim is to be as 
detailed and comprehensive as is now possible.
Discussion of the phonology concentrates on those areas which posed 
most difficulties for orthographic representation. Some of this discussion 
is of wider interest, providing fuel for theoretical argument (the inter­
pretation of diphthongs and certain long vowels as deriving from underlying 
vowel-glide^vowel sequences) , and supplying precise exemplification of a 
feature common to the phonological systems of many Australian languages 
(severely restricted contrast among laminal consonants).
The organisation of the remainder of tne study is mainly morphological, 
except for Chapter 8, which consists largely of cross references drawing 
togetner in a syntactic perspective material introduced elsewhere. The 
linguistic description is exhaustive in the limited sense that some account 
is given of every bound morpheme encountered, not only of its formal 
properties out also of its semantic and/or syntactic function,
A close investigation is made of the role of various features met 
witn in other Australian languages, such as the enclitic pronoun system 
and the complex array of 'aspectual' and other verbal suffixes.
Some topics are given special attention, notably compound verbs, which 
occur in apposition to other verbs and act as verb-classifiers; particles, 
both free and enclitic, whose functions are fully illustrated in discourse; 
and finite subordinate clauses.
Grammatical points are frequently illustrated by reference to the 
texts and songs in the appendices, which have been chosen not only for 
tnis purpose but for tneir intrinsic interest. The morpheme-by-morpheme 
analysis of texts and other examples is complete, and any difficulties 
readers experience in their interpretation should be clarified by reference 
to sections of the grammar indicated by the interlinear glosses.
ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
Dialects (1.1) :
K indicates tnat a form is used by the "Keewong mob"
T indicates that a form is used by the "Trida mob"
Syntactic functions (8-1):
S subject
A agent
O object
10 indirect object 
POSS possessive
NP nominal phrase (8.2)
Symools used in Ngiyamba: texts anu examples, their morpneme-by-morpheme 
glosses and their English translations:
/ pause
= enclitic pronoun boundary (5.1.3)
- other morpheme boundary
+ links glosses for morphemes in sequences within which boundaries
cannot be marked with a hyphen
() material, excluding articles, supplied in the English translations
In the morpheme-by’-morpheme glosses, the first morpheme of a word 
is given in lower case and all subsequent bound morphemes in capitals.
Glosses for bound morphemes are normally abbreviations or contractions 
of the descriptive names or translations by which these morphemes are 
identified in the Contents (pp.iv-xii). The portion of the name or 
translation used in the morpheme-by-morpheme glosses is picked out in 
capitals in the Contents.
English translations are enclosed in double inverted commas if they 
are an informant's own, verbatim. Otherwise they are enclosed in single 
inverted commas, except in the Appendices, (All verbatim quotations throughout 
the study, whether from informants or from written sources, are enclosed 
in double inverted commas,)
References preceded by T and S are to lines of Texts (Appendix 1) 
and Songs (Appendix 2) respectively.
CHAPTER 1
THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS
1.1 NAMES
This study describes the language spoken by a local group of 
WaQaiybuwan 'people with waQa:y (for 'no')1. They know vernacular place 
names within the area encircled at Maps 1 and 2. They are bilairgiyalu 
’bull oak (or belar tree) people', and this area is their Quramba:, their 
’country’ or ’homeland’, distinguished from surrounding areas by the plentiful 
presence of bull oaks. But few today even visit it, since most now live 
in or near towns outside the area (Map 1).
The bila:rgiyalu call their language Ngiyamba: 'language'. They also 
identify themselves as Ngiyamba; or Ngiyamba:mbuwali. But when distinguishing 
themselves from the speakers of other languages which do not have wagaiy 
for ’no’ they describe themselves and their language as WaQa:ybuwan.
Waga;ybuwan country not only consisted of the Quramba; of the 
bila;rgiyalu, but also included those of all other local groups whose language 
had waga;y for 'no'. No surviving bila;rgiyalu are able to delimit this 
territory with confidence. They know of only two other, adjacent, local 
groups of Waga;ybuwan, nhi:lyigiyalu 'nilyah tree people' and gapulgiyalu 
'stone people’ (Map 2). Radcliffe-Brown (1923) mentions two more local 
groups, "Warandi" and "KaQarama" which I was unable to verify.
The only known remaining speakers 'with waQa;y' are bilairgiyalu.
They regard themselves as further divided into two sub-groups, those who 
began life camping more regularly in the area around yagararay 'Keewong 
Station', known as the Keewong mob, and those whose association was stronger 
with the area around gunambidjal 'Trida', known as the Trida mob (Map 2).
There are occasional dialectal differences between the speech of the two 
groups, in vocabulary and in the forms of some suffixes.
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Map 1. blgiyamba: speakers past and present
The ring encloses the area in which surviving Ngiyamoa: speakers were 
born and for which they know place names, the 'juramba: ('homeland').
BlacK circles mark towns in wnich WaQa:ybuwan descendants with some 
knowledge of Ngiyamba: now live.
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Map 2. The bilarrgiyalu and their neighbours
This is a closer view of the ringed area of Map 1, showing the creeks 
which bound it to the north and soutn. All places mentioned in texts 
and songs are marked. Ngiyamba: and English names for tne same place 
are bracketed together.
1.1 4
Throughout Chapters 2 to 10, the language of the bila:rgiyalu is 
referred to as Ngiyamba:, the language name preferred by its speakers, 
and they themselves are referred to as WaQa:ybuwan, the tribal name which 
identifies them by a feature of their language. No other words of the 
language are cited with an initial capital letter.
1,2 NEIGHBOURS
From Albury at the Victorian border of New South Wales northwards
to the border with Queensland, maps of tribal Australia such as Tindale's
(1974) show a belt of contiguous territories, bounded on the east by the
Great Dividing Range, each bearing a name consisting of the word for
'no' in the language of the area, followed by its comitative suffix
’having' or ’with’. Waga;ybuwan is one of these (usually spelt Wongaibon) ,
Genetic relationships between languages distinguished in this fashion
appear to be closer than those between any of the languages within this
group and those of neighbouring territories named according to different
etymological principles, for instance those to the south-west of the ’no-
having’ languages whose names are reduplications of the local form for
'no', and Ba:gundji to the west, which is the vernacular equivalent of
’belonging to the Darling River’,
Austin, Williams and Wurm have said all that can confidently be 
said at the present time about the internal relationships between 
the northern and southern languages of the 'no-having' groups 
(forthcoming). What is known about the 'no-no' languages has 
been recorded by Luise Hercus (1969 and forthcoming). Bargandji 
had many dialects mostly no longer spoken. Luise Hercus is 
currently writing a Ba:gandji grammar based on salvage work 
she has done with the last speakers.
The bila;rgiyalu think of traditional social organisation primarily 
in terms of groups of people named as 'owning' or 'belonging to' tracts 
of land adjacent to their guramba;, each of which is distinguished by 
some topographical feature (Map 2), The names used to distinguish different 
groups according to this system are all words in their own language (which 
are analysed into their constituent morphemes at 4.3.4,1), They use the
1.2 5
name system described above, in which each name is a word of the language 
concerned, to explain which languages were spoken by each of these neigh­
bouring groups (Table 1.2). Where the language spoken was the same as 
their own, they call it either Ngiyamba: or WaQa:ybuwan. They prefer the 
latter 'no-having' name only when the question of the language spoken is 
raised in the context of a comparison with a group speaking some other 
'no-having' language (Table 1.2),
Table 1,2 includes only one of the 'no-having' names besides WaQa:ybuwan, 
Wiradjuri (wiray was 'no'). It is not known what Wiradjuri people called 
their language among themselves, when not contrasting it with another 
'no-having' language. Giinther lists ngiang 'a word', and several other 
words with the initial element ngiamba-, with glosses such as 'converse', 
'reply', 'bragadoccio' and 'truth, a fact' (1892;92). This suggests that 
they had a word cognate with Ngiyamba; to refer at least to language in 
general. (See 4.4,1 for the etymology of Ngiyamba;.)
Beyond the territory ascribed to the vanished ga|;ulgiyalu at Map 2, 
to the north-east, was once the country of another 'no-having' tribe, the 
Wayilwan, with wayil for 'no', A couple of isolated speakers survive with 
whom Janet Mathews has made recordings (1.4), They have a word giyamba: 
'language' which they also use in reference to their own language and to 
themselves, in the fashion described for the Waga:ybuwan at 1.1.
Thus there are two known surviving kinds of Ngiyamba:, one with 'with 
waga:y' and one 'with wayil'. One of the last Ba;gandji speakers, Elsie 
Jones of Wilcannia, recalls being told as a child precisely this, that 
there were two sorts of Ngiyamba:.
1.3 NGIYAMBA; OF THE WAQA;YBUWAN AND NGIYAMBA: OF THE WAYILWAN
Speakers of Ngiyamba; 'with waga:y', although able to recall nothing 
about the extent of Wayilwan territory or Wayilwan social organisation, 
had enough contact with individual speakers of Ngiyamba: 'with wayil' in
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years gone by to have views on the differences between the two. Apart
from the obvious difference between their respective words for 'no1,
what struck them most was that Wayilwan people said gumali for 'hit' and
wala for 'head' (while they say bumali and bala respectively). They sometimes
mention that the Wayilwan had different words for some things, but are
rarely specific in a reliable context. (When unable to recognise a word
I was checking, people would sometimes say "might be Wayilwan".) The
difference, like so many dialectal differences in Australia, is conventionally
summed up "They’re lighter (in the tongue) than us".
When I asked a WaQarybuwan speaker what was different about 
the way in which the late Janey Frayle, a Wayilwan, used to talk, 
she imitated her threatening a child with what she regarded as 
an unusual punishment, The sentence she quoted (which did not 
contain a word for ’no’) had no features to distinguish it from 
Ngiyamba: ’with waQa:y’. Since Janey Frayle’s differing views
on child-rearing struck my informant more forcibly than any 
linguistic differences, I take it that WaQa:ybuwan and Wayilwan 
speakers had little difficulty in understanding one another.
Preliminary study of the taped material in Wayilwan (1.4), suggests 
that there are some differences between Waga:ybuwan and Wayilwan in the 
forms and functions of bound morphemes, particularly enclitic particles, 
besides the vocabulary differences and phonological correspondences alluded 
to by WaQaiybuwan people, but that their grammar is essentially the same.
1.4 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Interested whites who gathered information from Wagaiybuwan people 
about their language would sometimes record its name as Ngiyamba:, and 
sometimes as Waga:ybuwan, depending on the name informants chose for their 
benefit. Information gathered from Wayilwan speakers would likewise be 
recorded sometimes as Ngiyamba:, and sometimes as Wayilwan. Only one 
investigator, the surveyor R.H. Mathews, recorded material in both kinds 
of Ngiyamba:, ’with waQa:y' and 'with wayil'; and he published his findings, 
not as descriptions of two languages, but as descriptions of three, namely 
"The Wongaibon Language" (1902), "Le langage Weilwan" (1903) and "The
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Ngeumba Language" (1904). He described the Ngeumba people as inhabiting 
"the country from Brewarrina on the Darling River southerly up the Bogan 
almost to Nyngan. They stretched thence westerly beyond Cobar and Byrock, 
including the upper portions of Mulga Creek and surrounding country"
(1904:17).
Most subsequent tribal maps, including Tindale's (1974), reflect 
this confusion. His, for instance, shows three territories, named 
"Wongaibon" (of which the countries of the bila;rgiyalu and nhi:lyigiyalu 
at Map 2 occupy the south-west corner), "Weilwan" and "Ngenrvba". This 
last is almost coterminous with the ’’Ngeumba" territory described by 
Mathews, except that it extends further west and less far south.
One writer however did notice the etymology of the name Ngiyamba: 
and of the 'no-having' name in the language with which he was concerned. 
"Wailwun or DIumba is the language spoken along forty miles of the Barwon, 
from the junction of the Namoi downwards, It is called (Wailwun) from 
the negative "wail" (sounded like the English word "wile"), meaning "no" 
it is called "qiumba" from gia = to speak (Mr. Honery prefers the name 
"glumba", which he says is that generally used by the people as the name 
of their own language. They call themselves "Wailwun," and sometimes use 
this word for the language," (Ridley 1878:46)
Radcliffe-Brown realised that "the evidence is all against... the 
existence of a separate Oiambar tribe" (1923:433). His tribal map shows 
only two territories, "WoQaibon" and "Weilwan" (1918:226), But he did 
not seem to know that the name Ngiyamba: was used by both tribes, and 
furthered the confusion by offering the notion that "the Oiambar" were 
"...a local division of the Weilwan" (1923:433),
If there were a separate Ngiyamba: tribe, its language would presumably 
be distinguished from that of the Waga:ybuwan and the Wayilwan by having 
neither waga:y nor wayil for 'no' (and from any of the other ’no-having' 
languages such as Wiradjuri, if they had alternative names cognate with
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Ngiyamba:).
No evidence has been forthcoming for such a language, either from 
living WaQa:ybuwan or Wayilwan people, or from material recorded in 
writing.
Three types of written records were collected:
[1] material recognisably named as WaQa:ybuwan, Wayilwan or Ngiyamba: ;
[2] material not ascribed to any particular language, but gathered within 
the area described by other collectors as WaQa:ybuwan, Wayilwan or 
Ngiyamba: country;
[33 material gathered outside this area, or said to be in other languages, 
taken down from named informants known to surviving Waga:ybuwan or 
Wayilwan people.
Not only was there no evidence in all this material for any word 
for 'no' other than waQa:y or wayil. It was also possible to make a 
reasonably confident positive decision as to whether each item had been 
gathered from WaQa:ybuwan or Wayilwan speakers (Tables 1.4a and 1.4b),
(Items listed among the references under Donaldson are omitted.) The 
criteria used were:
[l] name given, if recognisable as WaQaiybuwan or Wayilwan;
[23 word for 'no';
[3] presence of initial b, g or w in relevant forms;
[43 knowledge of informants cited.
Several investigators found waQa:y for 'no' in the area R.H, Mathews 
described as "Ngeumba" country, including Mathews himself (also Dunbar, 
Worms, T. Mathews).
Two vocabularies from Curr which are substantially comprehensible 
as War]a:ybuwan none the less have "weeri'' and "weerai" for 'no' 
and are on these grounds regarded as Wiradjuri. They are 
No.190 - Bathurst (1886-7:378-9), and No.190 - Sources of the 
Bogan River (1886-7:382-3) respectively, the former from outside, 
the latter from just inside territory ascribed to the WaQa:ybuwan 
elsewhere,
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None of these written records is of any great linguistic interest.
Only Mathews, and to a lesser extent, Ridley, attempt any grammatical 
description of the language, and there is neither enough information nor 
enough consistency in its presentation for conclusions made on such a basis 
alone to be entirely reliable. For this reason I have not listed or 
commented on the (in any case small amount of) printed linguistic discussion 
of Wagaiybuwan or Wayilwan which draws on these sources.
The written records have however proved extremely useful in stimulating 
people's memories of activities, beliefs and practices long in abeyance, 
and the vocabulary associated with them; and in reminding people of 
mythological stories. Particularly useful were Mathew's fourth notebook, 
Mathew's Ngeumba vocabulary (1904), Dunbar's descriptions of the technology 
of the WaQa;ybuwan who lived around Yanda Station south of Bourke (1943-4) 
and Berndt's account of magic and clever men (1947),
Other material which contains no linguistic information was also 
valuable in this way: chiefly stories recorded by Jeremy Beckett which
form the basis of Blows 1975, and also material recorded by Roland Robinson 
from Fred Biggs, Beckett's main informant on traditional matters (1966,
1976),
There is a considerable amount of relevant material in the tape Archive 
of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra (named as being in
Waga:ybuwan, Wayilwan, Ngiyamba: and (a little) Wiradjuri). Material 
recorded by Luise Hercus with bila;rgiyalu people forms part of the corpus 
which this study describes (whereas none of the written material does, 
unless authenticated by informants). Among those she worked with were 
a number of people who died before this study began, and as a result of 
her work it has been possible to pursue vocabulary and grammatical forms 
whose existence I might otherwise not have suspected; and songs and stories 
have been preserved which living speakers had forgotten.
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No more than preliminary study has been undertaken of the remainder 
of the material, virtually none of which has been transcribed. The bulk 
of it consists of more than forty tapes named as being in Ngiyamba: or 
Wayilwan collected by Janet Mathews, mainly in Walgett and Coonamble,
The chief defect of this vital material is that although the essential 
questions for an understanding of the language have been asked, the 
collector was not in a position to assess the replies to them, since 
she did not learn the language as she proceeded and has no linguistic 
training. Proper assessment of this material will be possible when a 
separate comparative study is made of Wayilwan, Presentation of a tribal 
map correcting the confusions described at 1.4 is best deferred until this 
work is done. It will then be as definitive as will ever be possible.
1,5 RECENT HISTORY OF THE bila:rgiyalu
The Ngiyamba: of the WaQa;ybuwan is the only language in New South 
Wales west of the Great Dividing Range with more than a couple of speakers. 
This extraordinary survival is partly explained by the geography of 
bila:rgiyalu country, which set limits to white encroachment. It is a 
dry land without any rivers (4.3,4.1). The area was divided up into 
sheep stations, There are no towns within the area and none for many 
miles around, except Ivanhoe, whose population is only a couple of hundred. 
White settlement meant a radical change in the economy of the bila;rgiyalu, 
and much else besides, but not, initially at least, physical displacement. 
The rest of the explanation lies in their history during this century.
I spoke about, and later in, Ngiyamba; with about thirty people. Of 
these the ten oldest, born around the turn of the century or before, 
regard each other as ’having the language' (Qiyamba:m-buwan), They derive 
their sense of themselves as inheritors of a cultural tradition from 
memories of the last burba 'initiation ceremonies' held in their territory 
in 1912 (Text 1). (This was when Archie King, the last surviving initiated
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man, was "put through the rules",) All those who are too young to have
memories of this event lack confidence as Ngiyamba: speakers and are very
aware of the limits of their knowledge, referring me for authoritative
information to members of what I shall call "the burba generation".
Three emerged as specialists in memories of various kinds; Eliza Kennedy
(grammar and traditional knowledge known to women), Sarah Johnson (place
names and songs) and Archie King (mythology, technology and wildlife
vocabulary), Archie King is also the lonely repository of secrets learnt
at initiation which he is unable to pass on.
Dunbar mentions a secret or "inverted" language privy to 
initiated men (1943:146), The only example he gives is 
"wok-er", according to him ’vagina' in the secret language 
and 'tomahawk' in everyday language. Surviving WaQa:ybuwan 
speakers refer familiarly to the clitoris as wagar 'axe', 
regardless of sex and status. No other evidence of any 
"inverted" language has been found.
Already at the time of the 1912 burba, members of this generation 
were learning English and the last WaQa:ybuwan who never did so was in 
his maturity (4.2,3), There were no young bila:rgiyalu of wholly Aboriginal 
descent, (As one of the generation put it, "Our grandmothers were taken 
advantage of".) Within the community, people were "marrying wrong". Only 
one of the surviving women of the burba generation was able to marry a man 
who was "right meat" for her (Song 3). Though there were still people who 
knew their clan membership (Beckett 1959), one of the animals of the 
totemic clan system, the rabbit-eared bandicoot, was already extinct.
However, such traditions as were then known were remembered because 
the bila:rgiyalu began to live increasingly closely together as a community, 
as poverty grew and water supplies dwindled. Both Keewong and Trida mobs 
began to camp more and more in the area around Carowra Tank, a huge man­
made reservoir in the centre of their Quramba: (Map 2). It was here that
many experienced the 1919 'flu epidemic, 170 people camping round Trida 
shifted to Carowra as a result of drought in 1923. In 1926 Carowra Tank 
was established as a white-run Aboriginal station.
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Here a new type of contact with whites began. There were missionaries, 
described by those who remember them as "kill-joy people" who stopped 
them dancing; and then station managers. And it was from here that 
"lighter caste" children were removed for education at specially created 
institutions,
Ngiyamba: continued to be spoken, and Ngiyamba: speakers outnumbered 
both the white authorities and the people from other tribes with other 
languages who began to arrive at,or be sent to,Carowra (a few Wiradjuri 
and a few from further afield, even from Victoria). The bilarrgiyalu 
were also joined at Carowra by their fellow Ngiyamba; speakers, the 
nhi:lyigiyalu from around Marfield Station, The Marfield mob, or Geordie 
Murray’s mob, as they were also known, were "a mob like a little wild 
family", who built miamias outside the tin-roofed huts supplied by the 
government, in preference to living in them. It was through being used 
in this large community at Carowra Tank, virtually as a lingua franca, 
that Ngiyamba; survived as a spoken language longer than the languages 
of the neighbouring tribes.
In 1934 came the event which is most vivid in the communal memory 
of the "Carowra Tank mob", The water supply at Carowra Tank was becoming 
inadequate to support the community. Without prior warning, or a chance 
to contact absent relatives, the entire community (but not all its 
possessions) was removed to Menindee, to share squalid conditions with 
the remnants of the Ba;gandji, with whom they had traditionally hostile 
relations, To make matters worse, when the sand blew at Menindee, human 
bones were uncovered, (Powdered human bone was one of the chief ingredients 
of the traditional poison, badharmbadha; (6.3.3,4),) It was here that
nearly all the nhi;lyigiyalu died. From the time of this move on, Ngiyamba: 
yielded rapidly to English as the primary language spoken by the last 
generation of Ngiyamba; speakers,
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In 1949 those who had not moved elsewhere on their own initiative 
(see Map 1) were moved again to a new station at Murrin Bridge, 7 miles 
outside Lake Cargelligo. Conditions here and at other places where the 
people from Carowra were living in the fifties, together with some history 
of the preceding period, are described in great detail by Jeremy Beckett 
(1958), His findings are summarised, together with a certain amount of 
more recent information, in Chapters 11 and 12 of Rowley (1970).
Some account of organised Aboriginal reaction and political activity 
during this whole period is given in Jack Horner’s biography of Bill 
Ferguson, whose relatives married into the community of WaQarybuwan 
descent (1974),
Some changes have taken place in the lives of the communities described 
by Beckett in recent years, They continue to lose people of enterprise 
who go to try their luck elsewhere, though they return frequently for 
visits. They have also made some gains in control over decisions affecting 
their day-to-day lives. In June 1975 Murrin Bridge, previously the 
responsibility of the New South Wales Department of Youth and Ethnic 
Affairs was turned over to the Lands Trust, and the residents now manage 
the reserve themselves.
The grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the burba generation 
who are growing up now have very different and more subtly challenging 
lives ahead of them. But the affection which the last speakers of Ngiyamba; 
feel for the time when they "grew up in the ashes” is something they can 
sense and draw strength from.
1.6 MATERIALS FOR THIS STUDY
This study is based on notes and 40 tapes (deposited with the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra), which I recorded during a 
series of visits to Ngiyamba; speakers between 1972 and 1976, supplemented 
by recordings made by Luise Hercus (1,4),
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Though I shared a good deal of the daily life of the communities in 
which the speakers live, virtually all the material was collected in 
elicitation sessions.
The way in which examples are cited may give the impression that the 
language is more freely used than it in fact is. A context is often given, 
such as "said to an intruder". The example is in fact almost invariably 
what informants say they would have said in the situation, if they had 
been speaking Ngiyamba: rather than English, not what they actually said
or would say.
CHAPTER 2
PHONOLOGY
2.0 INTRODUCTION
The phonological system of Ngiyamba: is typical for an Eastern 
Australian language. (For what to expect, see Dixon 1972:2-3.) The 
consonant system has only one apical series, i.e. no retroflex stops 
or nasals, and only a single lateral, apico-alveolar 1. There is a 
contrast between lamino-interdental and lamino-alveopalatal stops and 
nasals, but only intervocalically. Laminal variation in other positions 
is conditioned in a variety of ways (2.10).
Homorganic nasals occur before suffix-initial stops on some stems 
whose absolutive forms end in a vowel or y (2.5),
The vowel system conforms to the Australian norm with three vowels: 
i, a, u. Vowel length is phonologically significant. Phonetic [e:] 
and [o:] occur frequently in Ngiyamba: speech, and this is reflected 
fairly consistently in the orthography of previous writers, along with 
a certain amount of other vowel variation. For instance spellings of 
the preferred tribal name WaQa:ybuwan have included Wongaibon (Mathews) 
and Wonghibone (Cameron), Renderings of the preferred language name 
Ngiyamba: have included Ngeumba and Ngeamba (Mathews, among other spellings) 
and Ngemba (Dunbar). A number of phonetic long vowels are analysed in 
this description as reduced forms of vowel-glide-vowel sequences (2.4.3).
2•1 SEGMENTAL PHONEMES
A phonemic description of Ngiyamba: requires recognition of the
following 18 segmental phonemes, represented here by the standard symbols 
of the International phonetics Association (1949:10), In the phonemic 
representation of certain diphthongs, discussed at 2.4.3.3, the presence
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of a glide must be postulated, but the distinction between /w/ and /y/ is 
neutralized. The symbol G is used.
CONSONANTS:
bilabial apical laminal dorsal
alveolar interdental alveopalatal velar
stops b d d J g
nasals m n n P 0
lateral 1 - apico-alveolar lateral
rhotics r - apico-alveolar tap/trill
c - apico-post-alveolar continuant
glides w - bilabio-velar glide
Y " lamino-palatal glide
VOWELS:
i - close front vowel
a - open vowel
u - close back vowel
u is rounded, which is not always the case in Australian languages.
Phonologically distinctive vowel length is represented by a colon after
the vowel; thus long /a/ is written /a:/.
The voiced series of stop symbols is used here. In 1972, when 
fieldwork leading to this study was begun, this was the majority 
practice in the description of Australian languages lacking a 
voice distinction.
2,2 ORTHOGRAPHY USED FOR EXAMPLES AND TEXTS
A number of digraphs are used in place of symbols listed at 2.1, 
following the practice commonly adopted for living Australian languages 
which are written and read by non-linguists. g and £ are the only non- 
alphabetical symbols retained in the orthography. At the time of writing 
only one informant is both literate in English and fluent enough in the 
language to read transcriptions of simple sentences accompanied by an
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English gloss. But the fact that she is able to lend her authority to 
transcriptions in this practical orthography is some guarantee to the 
community of WaQa:ybuwan descent that Ngiyamba: is being properly recorded, 
as far as both spelling and the content of texts and examples are concerned.
Symbol at 2.1: Symbol used from now on:
d dh
5 dj
n nh
P nj
In some positions a number of the distinctions represented by the 
system of symbols at 2.1 are neutralised. Symbols used in the orthography 
represent phonemes and archiphonemes except that in all texts and sentential 
examples, and elsewhere as well in certain circumstances, appropriate 
realisations of archiphonemes are indicated, in order to make examples 
easier to read aloud.
Interdental and alveopalatal laminals are conditioned variants in 
morpheme-initial position. The archiphonemic digraphs DH and NH are used 
when suffixes beginning with the laminal archiphoneme are cited in isolation, 
but dh or dj and nh or nj are used to indicate the appropriate phonetic 
realisation whenever such affixes are attached to a stem. Thus the 
diminutive affix is written -DHul, but 'little dog' is written miri-djul. 
Word-initial laminal stop archiphonemes are realised interdentally except 
in a very restricted environment (specified at 2.10.2). Archiphonemic 
symbols are not used at all word-initially, Thus 'emu-bush' is written 
dhigu , not DHigu ,
Another archiphonemic symbol, N, is used in certain circumstances to 
represent a homorganic nasal which occurs morpheme-finally before a stop 
but not elsewhere, N is used in syllable-structure formulae (2,6) and in 
phonotactic statements and discussion (2.8),. It is also used in the
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citation of roots and suffixes. Those which have homorganic nasals before 
suffix-initial stops are marked with a final N-, the hyphen indicating that 
N is restricted to bound forms. But N is never used in texts and examples. 
The appropriate realisation is always given before a suffix-initial stop; 
and N is absent from absolutive forms. Thus the root 'mother' is cited 
as guni:N-, the comitative form 'with mother' is written guni:m-buwan, and 
the absolutive form 'mother' is written guni: . (N is introduced at 2.5.)
r and £ do not contrast preconsonantally or word-finally. r is used 
to represent the rhotic (grooved tongue sound) in these positions, in 
preference to an archiphonemic R, because of the greater phonetic 
resemblance of the rhotic in these positions to intervocalic r than to 
intervocalic £.
2.3 MINIMAL PAIRS TO ILLUSTRATE CRITICAL PHONOLOGICAL CONTRASTS 
2.3.1 Vowel contrasts
The following minimal pairs show that vowel length is phonologically 
distinctive:
i/i:
dhirba-nha (get chipped-PRES) 'gets chipped' 
dhi:rba-nha (know-PRES) 'knows' 
bagi 'water's edge' 
bagi: 'whirly-wind'
a/a:
gara 'head-cold, catarrh'
ga:ra 'snake-skin, fish-scale, scab, dandruff' 
madha 'crowfoot' 
madha: 'wet, damp'
u/u:
gula-nha 'sing out-PRES' 
gu:la-nha 'get warm-PRES'
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muru 'way, road' 
muru: 'grasshopper'
2.3.2 Consonant contrasts
The following minimal pairs illustrate contrasts between consonants 
with the same manner of articulation in which the members of the opposition 
only contrast intervocalically. This is because the apico-alveolars d and 
n do not occur in other positions of contrast (n does occur word-finally, 
but is the only nasal to do so); and because the interdental and alveo- 
palatal laminals are in complementary distribution with each other elsewhere. 
(Intramorphemic laminal contrasts are discussed in more detail at 2.9.) 
Non-peripheral stops: 
dh/dj
gadhal ’bough shed built for novices in the burba; ceremonies' 
gadjal 'wooden water vessel'
dh/d
budhu 'smoke' 
budu 1 dry1
dj/d
widji 'place, spot' 
widi 'space, gap'
Non-peripheral nasals;
There are very few words with either intervocalic nh or nj. (They 
are listed at 2.9.1,) The following pairs are sub-minimal, except for the 
first;
nh/n j
nhanha K 'heel' (Trida speakers use dhaQa)
nhanja 'persistent'
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nh/n
qurunhu 'crabhole, swamp’
munu 'bitch’s external genitalia'
nj/n
nhanja ’persistent’ 
rjana ' that ’
The following pairs contrast the peripheral nasals m and q in both 
initial and intervocalic position, Keewong speakers say munu:ga for 'elbow' 
and mandaba: for 'red-bellied black snake' while Trida speakers say 
qunu:ga and qandaba: .
B. & H. Geytenbeek provide an example of another Australian 
language with the peripheral nasal phonemes m and q, some of 
whose speakers use one, and some the other, in the same 
position; some Gidabal speakers metathesise the pronominal 
form njulaqam and use njulamaq instead (Geytenbeek: 1971:15).
Not more than a dozen Ngiyamba; forms with intervocalic q have been
found, so the pair which illustrates the contrast between m and q inter-
vocalically is again sub-minimal:
m/q (initial)
madha: 'chewI'
qadha: 'tasteJ'
m/q (intervocalic)
qhama 'ash'
dhaqa T 'heel' (Keewong speakers use nhanha)
The two rhotics r and £ contrast in intervocalic position, as 
exemplified below. Also exemplified are the contrasts between the rhotics, 
the alveolar lateral and the alveolar stop:
r/c/1
yuru 'rain'
yu|~u 'grey shrike-thrush' 
yulu 'nail, claw'
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r/l/d (intervocalic) 
mura 'spear' 
mula 'pus'
muda 'buttock, rump'
r/1 (final) (d only occurs finally in loan-words, 2.14.1.1) 
gadhar 'crotch, inside of upper thigh'
gadhal 'bough shed built for novices in the burba: ceremonies'
2.4 PHONETIC REALISATION 
2.4.1 Vowels
Figures 2.4.1a and 2,4.1b show Ngiyamba: short and long vowels 
respectively. The long vowels encircled by a dotted line on Figure 2.4.1b 
are realisations of underlying vowel-glide-vowel (VGV) sequences which are 
discussed at 2.4.3, This section describes the phonetic variants of single 
vowels, short and long, and their conditioning. Note that the back vowels 
are rounded.
/i/ [l] slightly lower and laxer than the major allophone, occurs before
final /r/: /babir/ [pabrr] 'large'
[ij close front unrounded vowel, slightly lower than cardinal [i], 
occurs elsewhere: /miri/ [miri] 'dog'
/i;/ [i:J as [t], but long, occurs in the same environment: /mi:r/ [mi:r]
'wind'
£i;3 as [ij, but long, occurs elsewhere: /dhi:nban/ [thi;nbanj 'diver'
/a/ [e] more raised and fronted than the major allophone, occurs before
/y/: /biba-y-aqa/ [pibe-y-ega] (squat-CM-IRR) 'might squat'
/yaray/ [y£rey] 'beard'
£ e] between [ej and [a], occurs after /y/ except word-finally:
/yada / [y£daj 'well'
[o] raised and backed to the same extent as [ej is raised and fronted, 
occurs before intervocalic /w/: /gurawin/ [kurowinj 'flower'
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Figure 2.4.1a. Phonetic short vowels
/i/
/a/
Figure 2.4.1b. Phonetic long vowels
/ ayi/
/awu//iya/
! o: ;\/uwa/
/a:/
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[o] raised and backed to the same extent as [e] is raised and fronted, 
occurs after /w/ except word-finally: /waQa:y/ [woga:y] 'no, NEG'
[a] raised central vowel, occurs between /w/ and /y/: /wa:way/
wa:way 'mythical being' (see Text 3)
[a] slightly less open and laxer than the major allophone, occurs 
before final /r/; /winar/ [winAr] 'woman*
[aj open vowel, occurs elsewhere: /mura/ [mura] 'spear1
/a;/ [a:] long open vowel: /ma:r/ [ma:r] 'trunk from waist up, torso'
/u/ [o] slightly lower and laxer than the major allophone, occurs before
final /r/: /garbagur/ [karbagor] 'basin in fork of tree'
[o] lower than the major allophone, occurs before final /y/: /buluy/
[puloyj 'black'
[u] close back vowel, slightly lower than cardinal [u], occurs 
elsewhere: /guni:/ [kuni:] 'mother'
/u:/ [q :] as [o] but long, occurs in the same environment: /bulu:r/
[pulo:r] 'frogmouth'
[o;J as [o] but long, occurs in the same environment: /walu:y/
[walo:yJ 'initiated man'
[u:] as [u] but long, occurs elsewhere: /buru:Qga/ [puru:Qga]'bull ant'
2.4.2 Consonants
Voicing is not significant. Stops are normally unvoiced initially 
and voiced medially. Final stops in loan words such as yura:bad 'rabbit' 
and badig 'fence' are also unvoiced. Stops are tenser than in English 
and are never aspirated.
A palatal off-glide is sometimes perceptible after the dorso-velar 
consonants /g/ and /q/ when they are followed by /i/, if they are also in 
initial position or preceded by /i/ ; /manabi-giri/ [manabi-gYiri] (hunt-PURP) 
'to hunt', /Qilu-la:/ [QYilu-la:] (this+ERG-EST) 'this one', Mathews 
seems sometimes to have heard this. His spelling of the example just given,
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nyillula, reflects but exaggerates the effect (Mathews 1902:150).
It was pointed out at 2.3 that the rhotics /r/ and /[;/ contrast 
intervocalically but not preconsonantally or finally. Intervocalic /r/ 
is realised as a grooved apico-alveolar tap, or a trill if emphasised, as 
when wara;y is used to exclaim 'No good!'. /p/ is an apico-postalveolar 
continuant made with the tongue-tip turned back. The rhotic in other 
positions resembles /r/, not /(;/, phonetically. Preconsonantally it is 
a tap, or a trill when emphasised. Word-finally it may be a tap or trill, 
or a voiceless fricative. The latter realisation is particularly common 
utterance-finally, and may consist of a brief, practically inaudible, 
whistling sound.
Speakers often modify their realisations of both /r/ and /f/ in the 
direction of the English rhotic. The tongue-tip may often not be turned 
back enough for /{;/, or not be vibrated for /r/, especially in the positions 
where it does not contrast with /f/. Some speakers have noticed this and 
attribute it to speaking "lazily". This effect is most marked among those 
who lack grammatical control of Ngiyamba: but who scatter their English 
with Ngiyamba: vocabulary. It is not known whether or not people spoke 
"lazily" before everyone of Waga;ybuwan descent began to use English more 
often than Ngiyamba;.
When the glides /y/ and /w/ are word-initial or follow a short vowel, 
they are not realised before /i/ and /u/ respectively. /yinga/ 'yabbie' 
is realised as [inga] and /wudha/ 'ear' is realised as [udha], regardless 
of the final segments of any preceding word. The elision of glides in 
vowel-glide-vowel sequences is discussed and exemplified at 2.4.3. Except 
under certain conditions specified at 2.4,3.1, /y/ and /w/ are also elided 
from VGV sequences in which the initial vowel is /i/ or /u/.
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2.4.3 Vowel-glide-vowel sequences
This section describes the phonetic realisation of vowel-glide-vowel 
(VGV) sequences. There are a number of phonetic diphthongs in Ngiyamba:, 
and a number of phonetic long vowels which are not realisations of phonemic 
long vowels (Figure 2,4.1b). These diphthongs and phonetic long vowels 
are shown to be realisations of such sequences.
Evidence that diphthongs realise VGV sequences is provided by roots 
whose phonetic realisation include a glide when the root has no suffixes, 
but does not when the root is inflected, /wuwi/ ’pubic hair’ is realised 
as [uwi]. When the locative suffix /-ga/ is added the resulting form is 
realised as [ui-ga].
Evidence that two-syllable forms underlie the long vowels [e:], [o:],
[e;] and [o:J is provided by reduplicated stems, as in:
[po:-bo;bi-giri] '(We) ought to half-rest' i.e. 'ease off' 
REDUP-rest-PURP
Productive reduplication involves copying the first syllable and the first
CV of the second syllable onto the front of the root, (For details see
3.2,) Other reduplicated stems reveal the first vowel of VGV sequences
which are realised in the unreduplicated root as long vowels:
[pibu-bibo;-nha] 'half-runs'
REDUP-run-PRES
(used of a car going forward by fits and starts), and;
[ kali-gale;rma-nhi=lu=na] 'he half-cured her' 
REDUP-cure-PAST=3ERG=3ABS
(used of a doctor "patching up" an ulcer which broke out again), The 
reduplicated stems in these forms can be represented phonemically as 
/buwa-buwabi-/, /bibu-bibuwa-/ and /gali-galiyarma-/ respectively. The 
quality of the phonetic long vowel in the realisation of such forms is 
equivalent to a lengthened version of the allophone predicted for short
/a/ in such an environment at 2,4.1.
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The first part of this section deals with the inventory of possible 
phoneme sequences of the form VGV. Their phonetic realisations are 
described systematically in such a way that all the phonetic diphthongs 
are predictable as realisations of such sequences (2.4.3.1), and the long 
vowels [e:], [o:], [e;] and [o:J likewise (2.4,3.2). Table 2.4.3 presents 
the VGV sequences involved, and the full range of phonetic realisations 
for each together with the environments in which they occur, as predicted 
by this system. 2,4.3.3 exemplifies the sequences and their realisations.
A problem of phonemic irresolvability arising from the interpretation of 
diphthongs in terms of the elision of intervocalic glides is also illustrated 
and discussed at 2.4.3,3. (If the realisations for sequences of types 1 
and 2 at Table 2.4,3 are compared, it will be seen that more than one 
sequence may have the same phonetic realisation.)
’Vowel-glide-vowel sequence' is used to refer to sequences of the form 
'short vowel-glide-short vowel'. Wherever a long vowel precedes and/or 
follows a glider the phonetic realisation of the sequence is fully 
predictable from the information about the phonetic realisation of vowels 
given at 2.4.1,
VGV sequences have a variety of types of phonetic realisation. It 
has already been shown that some of these involve the phonetic reduction 
of the sequence. One type of realisation reduces the sequence to a 
diphthong through elision of the glide; another further reduces it through 
both loss of the glide and reduction of the diphthong to a long vowel, (a 
lengthened version of the allophone of the sequence-initial or sequenice- 
final vowel as described at 2.4.1). The conditioning of these variouis 
realisations can be accounted for systematically if the three vowels and 
two glides are described as having the following values for the featuires
'high’ and ’back':
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/i/ and /y/ are both <+high -back>
/u/ and /w/ are both <+high +back>
/a/ is <-high +back>
The two glides and three vowels of Ngiyamba: make eighteen VGV 
sequences possible. Of these eighteen possible sequences, ten contain two 
or more adjacent segments which are <+high a back>, while the remainder do 
not.
All the possible VGV sequences of the latter type occur. They are 
realised phonetically as VGV sequences. There is no elision of glides and 
the phonetic values of the vowels are as described at 2.4.1.
The VGV sequences whose phonetic realisations include diphthongs and 
long vowels all belong to the set of ten possible VGV sequences which contain 
two adjacent <+high aback> segments. The VGV sequences of this set fall 
into five pairs, according to whether the adjacent <+high aback?» segments 
precede or follow another vowel; and according to the value of this other 
vowel with respect to the features ’high' and 'back'. Table 2.4,3 shows 
the full range of phonetic realisations for each of the ten sequences. In 
the left-most column the feature characteristics common to both members of 
each of the five pairs of sequences is given. The adjacent <;+high aback> 
segments are underlined, and the value of the remaining vowel with respect 
to the feature ’high' is indicated and with respect to the feature ’back’ 
also, if the vowel is <+high>. The second column contains the phonemic 
representations of the ten VGV sequences, pair by pair. The remaining 
columns show the phonetic realisations for each sequence, together with 
numbers indicating environments to which the realisations are restricted. 
These numbered environments are defined at 2.4.3.3. The right-most phonetic 
realisation for each sequence occurs everywhere except in environments 
where some other realisation is indicated in a column to the left of it.
The phonetic forms given at Table 2,4.3 and their distribution are
accounted for as follows:
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[1] The phonetic realisation of vowels other than the long vowels in 
the right-most column is described at 2.4,1.
[2] The elision of glides is described at 2.4.3.1,
[3] The reduction of diphthongs to long vowels is described at 2.4.3.2.
2,4.3.1 Elision of glides
The elision of /y/ before /i/ and /w/ before /u/ which is responsible 
for the absence of a glide in the realisations of VGV sequences of types 
1, 3 and 5 at Table 2.4.3 is mentioned at 2.4.2. The conditions under 
which this elision takes place can be restated more succinctly in terms of 
the features ’high’ and 'back’. A glide which is followed by a vowel with 
the same values with respect to these features is elided:
Rl) G + 0 / V
r+hii r+hi]
[abkj |abkj
It was mentioned too at 2.4.2 that /y/ and /w/ are not realised after 
/i/ and /w/ respectively in VGV sequences, except under certain conditions. 
Glides are also elided according to the following rule, which is ordered 
after Rl:
R2) G -> 0 / X V
'+hi' +hi"
abk abk
Conditions; X is not a glide which is <+high -aback>, and Y is not a 
word-boundary. (Note also that there is no morpheme-boundary within the 
VGV sequence. This too would prevent elision of the glide.)
2.4.3.2 Reduction of diphthongs to long vowels
The realisation of a VGV sequence as a long vowel is only possible in 
environments where the sequence is subject to elision of the glide, as 
described at 2.4.3.1.
VGV sequences of types 1 and 2 at Table 2.4,3 comprise two adjacent 
<+high aback> segments and a preceding or following vowel which is
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<+high -aback>. When the glide is elided from such sequences, they are 
never realised as long vowels, but always as diphthongs.
VGV sequences of type 3, in which two <+high> segments are preceded 
by the <-high> vowel, /a/, are always subject to the elision of the glide. 
The resulting diphthong is reduced to a long vowel, provided that the VGV 
sequence is not followed by a word-boundary.
VGV sequences of Type 4, in which the <-high> vowel, /a/, follows 
rather than precedes two adjacent <+high> segments, are realised as long 
vowels whenever they are subject to elision of the glide.
The phonetic quality of the long vowels which realise VGV sequences 
of Types 3 and 4 is equivalent to a lengthened version of the allophone 
of /a/ appropriate in the environment concerned (as described at 2.4.1).
The elision of the glide from VGV sequences of Type 5, in which both 
vowels have the same value with respect to the feature 'back' as the elided 
glide, results in phonetic forms [iij and [uu], which are phonetically 
equivalent to [i:] and [u:J,
2.4.3,3 Examples
The environments indicated by numbers at Table 2.4,3 are stated in the 
restrictions on the elision of glides at 2,4,3.3 and on the reduction of 
diphthongs at 2.4.3.4, They are defined here for easy reference, since 
they will again be indicated by number only in the lists of examples below:
Environment (1); The VGV sequence is followed by a word-boundary 
Environment (2): A VGV sequence whose first two members are ^+high aback>
is preceded by a glide which is <+high -aback> 
Environment (3): The VGV sequence contains a morpheme-boundary
VGV sequence types are indicated by the numbers which they are given 
in the leftmost column at Table 2.4.3.
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Sequence Type 1 
/uyi/
Sequence Type 2 
/ iyu/
Env.(1)
Env. (2) wiyuQga-^a (say wiJu:y-PRES)
(2.14.7)
[wiyuQga-pa]
Elsewhere giGur ’bone needle, (nose) peg’ 
[kior3
/iwu/
giGur 'bone needle, (nose) peg' 
[kior]
/uwi/
wuwi 'pubic hair'
[ uwi ]
yuwim-buwan (name-COMIT)
[yuwim-bo:n]
wuwi-ga (pubic hair-LOC) 
[ui-ga].
The realisations [ui] and [iu] are predicted for Type 1 sequences 
/uyi/ and /iwu/ in all environments. The Type 2 sequences /uwi/ and 
/iyu/ have identical realisations, [ui] and [iu] respectively, except in 
environments 1 and 2. A VGV sequence of Type 2 which is root-final has 
a phonetic realisation indistinguishable from the realisation of a Type 
1 sequence when the root is followed by a suffix. But the phonemic VGV 
sequence which underlies it is recoverable, because the glide is not 
elided from the unsuffixed form. Thus [ui-ga] is the locative form of 
wuwi, not wuyi, because the absolutive form is [uwi], not [ui], But 
phonetic forms [ui] or [iu] which do not occur before a morpheme-boundary 
which can also be a word-boundary cannot be said to have underlying VGV 
forms of Type 2 rather than Type 1, or vice versa, since they occur only 
in environments where /uyi/ has the same realisation as /uwi/, and /iyu/ 
has the same realisation as /iwu/. The contrast in values for the feature 
'back' which distinguishes between the two glides is neutralised. It is 
in principle impossible to assign the elided glide to either the <-back>
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glide phoneme /y/, or to the <+back> glide phoneme /w/, It can only be 
assigned to the class of glide phonemes. Hence giGur is written with 
the symbol G and appears as an example of both types of sequence, without 
distinction. ([o] in the phonetic realisation [kior] is conditioned by 
the final /r/, 2,4.1.)
Examples of VGV sequences of Types 1 and 2 are rare. No forms have 
been encountered for which final /uyi/ or /iwu/ most be posited. The only 
form found with final /iyu/ occurs in environment (2) (wiyu: 'white­
winged chough'). Apart from wuwi, the only other form with final /uwi/ 
also occurs in environment (2) (yuwi 'name'). The only example of a 
VGV sequence in which the phoneme membership of the glide is irresol vable 
is from Mathews. He has the forms gi-ur and ki-ur (sic) (Mathews 1904 :229). 
No living speakers recall bone needles, though they know nose-pegs were 
used. They pronounced the form with confidence while searching for a 
meaning to match it with, though no-one came up with one.
Sequence Type 3
/ ayi/
Env.(1) mayi 'person'
[mei]
Elsewhere mayiQ-gu (person-ERG)
I me;Q-gu]
Sequence Type 4 
/iya/
Env. (1) marayibiya ’old’
[mare:biya]
Env,(2) wiyargal 'lignum'
[wiyergal]
Env.(3) wiri-y-aga (cook-CM-IRR)
'might cook'
[wiri-y-ega]
/awu/
gadawu 'large-leaved sandalwood 
[kadou]
Qawugaramba 'early'
[Qo:garamba]
/uwa/
muwa 'body hair, fur, feathers' 
[muwa]
yuwan 'vegetable food, bread'
[yuwon]
gupu-wa-nha (enter-MOVING-PRES) 
'goes along into1
[kutu-wo-nha]
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Elsewhere maliyan ’eagle-hawk'
[male:n]
Ngiyamba: 'language name'
[qY£ ; mba: j
guwanhdha 'quandong'
[ko:nhdha]
WaQacybuwan 'tribal name’ 
[WDQa;ybWD:n]
As the last two examples show, off-glides are sometimes perceptible 
after peripheral consonants followed by [£;] and [o:]; lamino-palatal 
off-glides after dorso-velars followed by [e: ]; and bilabio-velar off- 
glides after bilabials followed by [o:j (c.f. [gYilu-la:] at 2.4.2).
Sequence Type 5
/iyi/ /uwu/
mamiyi (take+PAST) ___
[mami:]
[i:] is the major allophone of /i:/ and [u:] is the major allophone 
of /u;/. When [i:] or [u:] occur in the first syllable of a root subject 
to productive reduplication, it is possible to test whether they are 
realisations of long vowel phonemes or of VGV sequences, [gi:djan] for 
instance realises /gi;djan/ ’green’, not /giyidjan/, because the 
reduplicated form, meaning ’greenish’, is [gi:dja-gi:djan], not [gi:-gi:djan], 
as it would be if the first two syllables of /giyidjan/ were copied onto 
the front of the root. The reduplication test was tried on all known 
examples of [i:] and [u;] occurring in the initial syllable of words 
subject to productive reduplication. No underlying /iyi/ or /uwu/ were 
discovered.
The other position in which an underlying /iyi/ or /uwu/ could be 
detected as opposed to /i:/ or /u;/ is where a suffix beginning in a glide 
followed by a high vowel is attached to a stem ending in the same high 
vowel. There are several suffixes beginning in /-ya/ and /-wa/, and there 
is a conjugation marker suffix -y. But there are only two suffixed forms
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which are analysed as beginning in a glide followed by a high vowel, -yi 
(L conjugation past inflection), and -yili-y, (a verbal suffix indicating 
ulterior focus, 6.3.3.6).
Phonetic forms such as [mami:] (take+PAST), and [pumbi:li-dja] 
(blow+ULT FOCUS-IMP) are interpreted as realisations of /mamiyi/ and 
/bumbiyili-dja/ respectively, for the reasons set out below.
Consider the following past tense forms for L conjugation verbs, whose
roots end in /a/ or /i/:
1 [mami: 1 /mama/ + PAST 'took 1
2a [pumi:] /buma/ + PAST 'hit'
2b j'pumeij II 11 " (alternative form)
3 [theil /dha/ + PAST 1 ate'
4 j pumbi ;j /bumbi/ + PAST ’blew’
Forms 2b and 3 are the only instances of L conjugation verbs in the past
tense ending in [ei] as opposed to [i:j,
The past tense forms of L conjugation verbs can be described as
involving;
[1] the change of root-final /a/ to /i/ (except in 2b and 3)
[2] the addition of /-yi/.
Under this interpretation these past forms end in VGV phoneme sequences 
containing adjacent segments which are <+high> and <aback>. The phonetic 
realisation of both the regular forms, and the exceptional forms 2b and 3 
is as predicted by Table 2.4,3,
1 /mamiyi/ [mami:]
2a /bumiyi/ [pumi:]
2b /bumayi/ [pumei]
3 /dhayi/ [dhei]
[pumbi:]4 /bumbiyi/
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It could be argued that the L conjugation past tense forms 
should be described as involving changing any root-final /a/ 
to /i/ and then adding, not /-yi/, but vowel length. (The 
imperative inflection for L conjugation roots ending in /a/ 
consists of adding length to the root-final vowel.) But such 
an interpretation would not account for [bumei] and [thei].
Another small piece of evidence favours the setting-up of underlying
forms ending in /-yi/. In a word containing more than one VGV sequence
with adjacent <+high aback> segments, phonetic reduction of the sequences
operates from left to right, starting with the leftmost sequence. For
instance in the following form (drag+PAST), these underlined sequences
become phonetic long vowels;
buriyayiyi [bur£:yi:] ’dragged’
not this one:
*buriyayiyi.
This particular example does not affect the choice between /-yi/ and vowel 
length as the underlying form of the part of the past morpheme shared by 
all L roots. The phonetic form [bure:yi:] could have the underlying form 
/buriyayi-yi/ or /buriyayi-:/. But consider the phonetic form of giya 
+PAST ’spoke’. It is [gi:i], not *[gii;]. With an underlying form 
containing /-yi/ it is possible to account for this pronunciation. The 
leftmost VGV sequence has been realised as a long vowel, as underlined; 
giyi-yi [ gi:i] ’spoke'
An underlying form /giyi-:/ could only lead to the realisation *[gii:], 
unless some special rule is invoked for this particular form. (There are 
no other L conjugation verbs with roots ending in /iya/.)
The interpretation of the PAST morpheme as containing /-yi/ yields 
one minimal pair, giyi (ga+PAST) ’was/were' versus gi; 'heart'. Informants 
said they could not distinguish which was intended if they heard the form 
[gi:] in isolation, though they spontaneously translated 'heart' before the 
possibility of confusion was raised, presumably because contexts for 'heart' 
as a complete utterance are less restricted.
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The implicative suffix -yili-y is attached to roots of all conjugations
When it is attached to verbs ending in /a/, the final /a/ is changed to
/i/, except in one elicited example: the root-final vowel remains unchanged
when -yili-y is attached to the root dha- 'eat'. The phonetic form for
’eat (it) for (me)!' is [the:li-dja] not *[thi:li-dja]. When this suffix
is attached to roots whose final vowel is /u/, a syllable ending in /i/
is inserted between the root and the suffix (Table 6,3.3a), The part of
the implicative morpheme shared by all stems formed with it is set up as
-yili-y rather than -:li-y, to parallel the solution adopted for the L
conjugation past tense inflection.
For the function of -yili-y, see 6.3,3.6. In this connection, 
note that [the:li-djaj is an elicited form. Informants felt 
that it was semantically impossible to 'eat for someone else'.
They explained that they would not say [the:li-dja] for that 
reason, whereas they failed to attach any meaning to *[thi:li-dja]
2,5 N, A MORPHEME-FINAL NASAL ARCHIPHONEME
Column 1 at Table 2,5a illustrates the full range of types of word- 
final syllaole ending in a vowel, or a vowel followed by y, as shown in 
the absolutive forms of nominals, which have zero inflection (forms 1-5). 
Column 2 shows the same roots in combination with the dative inflection 
-gu. Column 3 combines them with the comitative suffix -buwan. In the 
(a) forms at Columns 2 and 3, a nasal appears before the suffix which is 
not present in the corresponding absolutive form. This nasal is homorganic 
with the suffix-initial stop, unlike the nasal which occurs in each of the 
forms at 6 on the table. The rightmost column, Column 4, gives the 
Wiradjuri absolutive forms which correspond to the Ngiyamba: ones at 
Column 1. There are no columns giving Wiradjuri suffixed forms. The 
evidence for them from the extant Wiradjuri materials is neither plentiful 
nor clear.
The forms at Column 4 are phonemicizations based on evidence from 
at least Glinther (1892) or H. Hale (1846) , usually both.
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Long vowels were clearly perceived by most transcribers of Wiradjuri 
in open monosyllabic words. But their recording of long vowels in other 
forms is sparse and erratic. Length colons are underlined at Column 4 
where vowel length is putative rather than proven.
If the Ngiyamba: words whose suffixed forms contain a root-final 
homorganic nasal are compared with the Wiradjuri words ending in nasals, 
a set of morpheme-final correspondences emerges. They are set out at 
Table 2,5b:
Table 2.5b
Ngiyamba; and Wiradjuri morpheme-final correspondences
Examples at 
Table 2,5a
Ngiyamba: Wiradjuri
Word-final Pre-suffixal Word-final
1(a) i iN inj
iQ
2(a) V VN- VQ
4(a) vy VyN- Vnj
N = a nasal homorganic with a following stop 
V = a vowel other than i
So far as is known, the pattern of correspondences shown at Table 
2.5b holds irrespective of vowel length. If the vowels in the Ngiyamba: 
forms are long, then the vowels in the corresponding Wiradjuri forms were 
also long (2(a), 3(a) and 5(a) at Table 2,5a).
The ancestor language common to Ngiyamba: and Wiradjuri evidently 
had other word-final nasals besides the apico-alveolar n, nasals which 
have been lost in Ngiyamba:, The pre-suffixal homorganic N of Ngiyamba: 
descends from the reflexes of these nasals before suffixes in the proto­
language ,
Synchronically, the absence of any nasal in word-final position in
the absolutive forms of those stems which have homorganic nasals before
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suffixes can be described in terms of a rule which drops the underspecified 
N word-finally (Rule 7 at 2.9). The underlying form of the root set up 
for words of type (a) at Table 2.5a does not coincide with the absolutive 
form of the same word. The roots of words of this kind are written as in 
the following examples taken from Table 2,5a, when they are cited in 
isolation:
1(a) ’person’ mayiN-
2(a) 'happy’ gadha:N-
3(a) ’heart’ gi ;N-
4(a) ' emu' QuruyN-
5(a) ’frog’ dhanda:yN-
The hyphen is to draw attention to the fact that realisations of N are 
restricted to bound forms. (Hitherto, only absolutive forms have been 
cited for such words, not roots,) Elsewhere, N is given its appropriate 
phonetic value.
N represents an underspecified nasal segment with no assigned place 
of articulation, this being determined in every position in which it occurs 
by the place of articulation of a following stop consonant, N occurs 
morpheme-finally only, either alone, or in conjunction with a preceding y.
In this position, both N and yN are phonotactically equivalent to (i,e, in 
paradigmatic contrast with) single fully specified consonants. It has 
been argued from the evidence presented at Table 2,5a that N and yN are 
historically related to the final nasals *Q and *nj of the proto-language. 
But because these nasals have been lost in word-final position in Ngiyamba:, 
there is no synchronic evidence for setting up roots ending in underlying 
nasals which are fully specified. The synchronic distinction is between 
N, descended from (pre-suffixal reflexes of) both *q and *nj after *i, 
and yN, descended uniquely from (pre-suffixal reflexes of) *nj.
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Some homophony among absolutive forms in Ngiyamba: is attributable 
to the historical loss of word-final *Q and *nj. dhalay is 
ambiguous as between 'tongue* or 'angry* (4(a) and 4(b) at 
Table 2.5a). But the ambiguity is resolved in the root forms, 
dhalayN- and dhalay respectively. Likewise, some words which 
are distinguished by different vowel lengths alone in their 
absolutive forms, are distinguished by both length and the 
presence or absence of N in their root forms. Compare 'sinew* 
(1(a) at Table 2.5a), whose root form is gayaN-, with 'wooden 
shovel', whose root and absolutive forms are the same, gaya:.
The origin of every morpheme-final N in Ngiyamba: cannot be 
traced to an ancestral *Q or *nj. The paucity of the Wiradjuri 
remains apart, a correspondence such as the following is not 
accounted for by the historical process discussed in this 
section:
Ngiyamba; root Wiradjuri absolutive
'mother* guni;N- guni:
(This is the only correspondence of this kind encountered so 
far, but a thorough search has not been made.) Another instance 
of a root-final N from a different source occurs in a loan 
word based on English 'drunk*, dhara:N-, whose ergative form 
is dhara:Q-gu and whose absolutive is dhara: (c.f. dharaN-
'thigh', 1(a) at Table 2,5a),
In order to know whether a root ends in N before a stop or not, a 
speaker must be familiar with inflected forms of the word, as used in 
conversation, as well as with its citation (absolutive) form. Speakers 
are not always totally consistent in their analysis of the root forms of 
some words whose absolutive form ends in a vowel or y. Sometimes they 
include a homorganic nasal before a suffix-initial stop, sometimes they 
omit one. Words about which this type of uncertainty is shown are thus 
revealed as belonging to the speaker's passive vocabulary. That is, they 
are words which have little practical relevance to his or her everyday 
concerns, but their citation forms can still be summoned to mind or 
recognised as appropriate answers to the question "What did they call 
such-and-such?". For most speakers such words include a few names of 
birds or other creatures, the names of one or two artefacts no longer 
made or used, and perhaps a couple of words relating to social activities 
of the past, such as dancing and initiation. Thus uncertainty about 
linguistic forms is a guide to the areas in which the cultural pre-
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occupations of the community have cnanged most during the period in which 
Ngiyamba: has been being ousted by English.
The argument for setting up morphemes with underlying forms ending in
N and yN has been presented in terms of the need to account for nasals which
are homorganic with a following suffix-initial stop but which do not appear
at all word-finally. This argument ignores other environments in which
morphemes may occur for which a final N is posited. Morpheme-final N is
dropped everywhere except before a suffix-initial stop, including before
enclitic pronouns beginning with stops, though not before other enclitics.
Rule 7 at 2.9 accounts for the surface forms of all morphemes with final N
in their underlying structure except for mayN- 'fail' in one environment.
There is a morpheme meaning 'fail* to which bound verb roots 
are added to form compound verbs (7.3). The root of this morpheme 
is set up as mayN- on the basis of its forms in all environments 
but one. Instead of dropping N before the bound verb -ma-1, as 
predicted by Rule 7, the compound verb 'try but fail to do' has 
the form manjma-1. mayN- never occurs word-finally. Hence, 
presumably, the survival of *nj. There is a similar survival 
in munjbu 'all of a sudden'. Though -bu is an analysable suffix 
of the language, munj never appears without it (3.3.3.1). This 
was presumably also the case in the parent language, and so *nj 
has survived.
2,6 SYLLABIC STRUCTURE OF MORPHEMES AND WORDS
Sections 2.6,1 to 2,6.4 describe morphemes in terms of the underlying 
phonological structure of their constituent syllables. As was seen at 2.5, 
morpheme-final N is dropped from the surface representation of a morpheme 
when the morpheme occurs word-finally. These sections describe morpheme- 
final syllables as ending in N without regard to any variation in structure 
they may undergo according to the position occupied by the morpheme within 
the word. The combination of morphemes into words is described at 2.6.6.
2.6.1 Monosyllabic roots
Monosyllabic verb roots conform to the formula:
CV (:) (N -)
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There are nine:
wi:- ’sit', Qa:- 'see!, Qu- 'give', ga:N- 'bring, take', 
dha- 'eat', ga- 'be', dhu- 'prick, spear', dha:- 'copulate with'. 
All non-verbal monosyllabic roots either have the form:
CV: (N-)
or:
CV(:)fc1 yN-
The following is a list of all the non-verbal monosyllabic roots encountered. 
The first two are non-inflecting. The remainder are all nominals:
dha:yN- 'hither'
ya:yN- 'thus'
bi: 'forearm'
dji; r 1spirit of the dead' T
dnun 'tail'
dhu: r 'man ’
gi; L'J- 'heart'
gi: 1 'urine' K . The Trida form
guyN- 'white man'
ma; r 'trunk from waist up, torso'
mil ' eye'
mi; r 'wind'
mu :n 'alive'
Qi;N- 'anus'
wi: N- 'fire, firewood'
2.6.2 Other simple roots
There are no roots of more than two syllables belonging to the Y2 
conjugation (6,1,4.2), Otherwise simple verb roots of more than one syllable 
are more or less evenly divided between disyllabic and trisyllabic roots
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with sporadic instances of roots with four syllables (fewer than ten 
among the 270 verbs encountered by September 1976).
There are at least twice as many disyllabic as trisyllabic non-verbal 
simple roots, and at least three times as many trisyllabic roots as roots 
of four syllables. There are sporadic instances of non-verbal roots with 
five syllables, e.g. yuwadjalga£a 'topknot pigeon'.
The possibilities for the final syllables of polysyllabic verb roots 
are expressed in the formula:
CV(N-).
The final syllaoles of other polysyllabic roots have the form:
CV (;) / r c "
■ N-
\ yW-
as shown at 2.5. All other syllables in polysyllabic roots have the form:
CV (:) (C) .
2.6,3 Complex roots
There are two types of form which behave like simple roots with respect 
to suffixation, but which have an internal structure differing from that 
described for simple roots at 2.6,1 and 2.6.2. These are compound verb 
stems, and roots with internal reduplication.
2.6.3.1 Compound verb stems
Compound verb stems are analysable into sequences of two (sometimes 
three) bound morphemes (7,1). The last of these have the syllable 
structure of simple verb roots. The preceding morphemes have the structure 
of non-verbal roots, with one difference. If the morpheme is monosyllabic 
and open, the vowel may be short.
2.6.3.2 Roots with internal reduplication
The first two syllables of a root with internal reduplication have the 
syllable structure of a simple non-verbal root. It is possible for the 
second syllable to end in N- or yN- which are otherwise restricted to
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morpheme-final position. Take for example the absolutive forms giraQgira
'sickly' and bulaymbulay 'blue-bonnet parrot'. Though these seem at first
sight to be idiosyncratic partially reduplicated forms, representation
in terms of the underlying forms of the roots, giraN-giraN- and bulayN-bulayN-
respectively, reveals them as regular roots with internal reduplication.
Their surface forms are accounted for by Rule 7 at 2.9 (Word-final N is
dropped, N before a following stop is realised as a homorganic nasal.)
Roots with internal reduplication, which have no unreduplicated 
reflexes, are to be distinguished from roots which have undergone 
productive reduplication (3.2). The portion of a root which is 
productively reduplicated consists of the first syllable and 
only the first CV of the second syllable, as in gira-girambi-ca 
(REDUP-sick-PRES) 'is somewhat sick'.
Some of the roots with internal reduplication consist simply of a 
reduplicated disyllabic form:
guri-guri 'fallen tree-trunk, log'
bulayN-bulayN- 'blue-bonnet parrot'
Others have this form followed by another one or two syllables: 
ga:nbi-ga:nbi-gaN- 'scorpion'
miri-miri-ga£a: 'cricket'
Occasionally, speakers recognise the reduplicated form as a root, as in: 
maca-maca-gaN- 'spider',
which an informant explained etymologically, "because he's all hands".
(' hand' is ma(;a, )
2,6,4 Suffixes
Suffixes normally consist of one or more syllables. The maximum number 
of syllables encountered in a suffix is three. Two examples known are 
the privative suffix -DHalaba;N- (4.3,2,1), and the reciprocal plural suffix 
-galaydja:N- (4.2,2.3).
Note that the latter contains an intramorphemic y, Syllable- 
final y is normally restricted to morpheme-final position (.Table 
2 .8 .2),
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The syllable structure of suffixes is normally the same as that of 
polysyllabic roots (2.6.2). In other words, suffix-final syllables (including 
those which constitute monosyllabic suffixes) conform to the formula:
'C ' \- N- ■
1 .Yn - ij
while all other syllables of suffixes have the structure:
CV (:) (C) .
Those suffixes which are irregular, in the sense that their syllabic 
structure does' not conform to the pattern just described, are of three kinds: 
[lj Suffixes beginning with y followed by a nasal
There are two demonstrative suffixes, -yN- and -ynja (5.2.4.1), in 
which the y plus nasal element is presumably descended from *nj in an earlier 
stage of the language (2.5).
[2] Sub-syllabic affixes
These include the imperative inflection of Ll verbs, vowel length (Table 
6.2,1); and a number of single consonant suffixes, the conjugation markers 
-y, -1 and -r (6.1,2),
[3 j Suffixes beginning with a vowel
These include the aspectual suffix -a;li-y 'again’ (6,3.4.6), and 
some verbal inflections, (Verbal stem-forming suffixes are cited together 
with the appropriate conjugation marker.)
2.6.5 Enclitics
Enclitics have the syllable structure described as regular for suffixes 
at 2,6.4, except for one enclitic pronoun, the second person nominative 
-ndu, which begins in a consonant cluster. (Enclitics are syntactic but 
not phonological words.)
2.6.6 Words
Phonological words (i.e, syllable sequences with only one major stress) 
consist of a root or complex root with or without suffixes, A verb root
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must have at least one (inflectional) suffix with phonological form. Roots 
of other word classes may have none. A sentence-initial word may be longer 
by up to four enclitics than the same word elsewhere in the sentence (9.3).
Section 2,6 has portrayed Ngiyamba: as a strictly agglutinating 
language as far as underlying forms are concerned. However there are a 
small number of morphologically conditioned changes to the forms of stems 
and suffixes, including some which lead to the obscuring of morpheme 
boundaries at the surface (2.9). In addition, the ergative/instrumental 
and locative case inflections have alternants for which a single underlying 
form composed of phonemic or archiphonemic segments cannot be posited 
(4,1.1). So also does the imperative verb-final inflection (Table 6.2.1).
And some inflectional morphemes are realised suppletively, as in parts of 
the pronoun paradigm (Table 5.1,1.1).
2.7 STRESS AND INTONATION
2.7,1 Primary and secondary word stress
The following words exhibit a variety of stress patterns. Stressed 
syllables are marked with the number of the stress-assignment rule which
has applied, Thus 1 indicates primary
secondary stress:
1
(a) girala 
(star+ABS)
1 3
(b) giralaQ-ga 
(star-LOC)
1 2
(c) giralam-bidi 
(star-AUG+ABS)
3 1
(d) gabada:-ga 
(moon-LOC)
3 1
(e) gabada;-bidi 
(moon-^UG+ABS)
stress, and 2, 3, 4 and 5 indicate
'star1
'on star'
'big star1
'on moon’
'big moon'
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1
(f) girbadja-gu 
(kangaroo-DAT)
1 2
(g) girbadja-bidi 
(kangaroo-AUG+ABS)
1 4  2
(h) yana-wa-y-gara:-dha 
(go-MOVING-CM-ALL DAY-IMP)
1 2
(i) yana-wa-y-ga:-dha 
(go-MOVING-CM-A BIT-IMP)
1 2
(j) yana-wa-y-ga:-giri 
(go-MOVING-CM-A BIT-PURP)
1 2  4
(k) yana-buna-wa-dha
(go-BACK-MOVING-IMP)
3 1
(l) binjdju-binjdju:ri-nji 
(REDUP-recover balance-PAST)
1 2
(m) girbadja-gu-baga:-dhi: 
(kangaroo-ERG-CONTR ASSER-lOBL)
1
budha:ni-nji 
(scent-PAST)
1 1
(n) rjiyam-Da: [ge:mba:J
(language name+ABS)
1 1
(o) gadawu-ga [gado:-ga] 
(large-leaved sandalwood-LOC)
1 1
(p) bayirga-gu [be:rga-guj 
(leech-DAT)
1 1
(q) maliyan [mal£:n]
(eagle-hawk+ABS)
1 2  1 2
(r) mayim-buwan [me:m-bo:n] 
(person-COMIT)
'kangarools '
'big kangaroo'
'Go along all day I'
'Go along a bit!'
'(Let's) go along a bit!'
'go along back!'
'(I) half-recovered (my) balance.
'But the kangaroo scented me.'
'Ngiyamba:' (a.naiy5td &-t
'on large-leaved sandalwood'
'leech's' K
'eagle-hawk'
'with person'
Stress is predictable. Stress assignment precedes the rules for the 
realisation of VGV sequences as long vowels (2.4.3). Examples (n) to (r) 
show how stress is assigned in words containing VGV sequences realised as 
long vowels. If one of the vowels in the sequence is stressedf so is the
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phonetic long vowel. Thus two adjacent phonetic long vowels may be stressed, 
as in (r).
There are the following general constraints on the assignment of stress: 
[lj No two adjacent syllables within a word are stressed.
[2] No word-final syllable is stressed, unless it contains a long vowel.
[3] No morpheme-final syllable with a short vowel is stressed, unless it 
is closed,
[4J No more than two unstressed syllables occur in sequence.
Given these general constraints, the following four ordered rules 
describe how stress .is assigned to syllables;
Stress rule 1; primary stress in roots
Primary word stress falls on the first syllable' which contains a long 
vowel, as in (d), (e) and (1), In a trisyllabic root without long vowels, 
if the final syllable is open and a monosyllabic final suffix with a short 
vowel follows, primary stress falls on the second syllable, as in (f) 
and (p), Otherwise, if a root contains no long vowels, primary stress falls 
on the first syllable.
Stress rule 2: secondary stress in suffixes
Secondary stress falls on the first syllable containing a long vowel 
in each suffix. If a suffix has no long vowel, and has more than one 
syllable, it falls on the first syllable. This rule applies to each suffix 
in turn, starting from the first to be affixed to the root, provided that 
none of the general constraints mentioned above are violated, For instance 
the rule does not apply if it would place a secondary stress adjacent to a 
root-final syllable with primary stress, as in (e), or to a suffix-final 
syllable with secondary stress, as in (j).
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Stress rule 3: secondary stress in roots
Secondary stress falls on the first syllable of a root if primary 
stress falls on some other syllable than the first or second (adjacent) 
syllable, as in (d), (e) and (1). Secondary stress falls on alternate 
syllables of the root to the right of the syllable carrying primary 
stress, as in (b), unless the third of the constraints mentioned above 
would be violated, as in (g),
Stress rule 4; secondary stress in monosyllabic suffixes with short vowels 
Secondary stress falls on monosyllabic suffixes with short vowels 
which are flanked by unstressed syllables, as in (h) and (k).
Enclitics, both particles and pronouns, are assigned secondary stress
in the same way as suffixes, In this respect all enclitic boundaries
resemble morpheme boundaries within words. However words followed by
enclitics are stressed in the same way as words not followed by enclitics,
i,e, an unstressed monosyllabic final suffix, such as a case or tense
inflection, does not receive secondary stress via Rule 4 when preceded by
an unstressed syllable and followed by another which begins an enclitic (see
example (m)). Thus the constraint described at [4] does not apply to a
sequence of more than two unstressed syllables which contains an enclitic
boundary. In this respect all enclitic boundaries resemble word boundaries.
Boundaries with enclitic particles have not been distinguished 
from other morpheme boundaries in the orthography. They too 
are marked with a hyphen. But boundaries with enclitic pronouns, 
which are idiosyncratic in yet another way, are marked with the 
"equals" symbol, = (5.1.3).
2.7.2 Sentence delivery
When speakers want to drive home a point, they sometimes protract the 
final word of the sentence, stressing each syllable regardless of the regular 
stress pattern, and uttering the last with a sudden clipped vehemence.
Someone accused of being stubborn in not joining a fishing expedition said;
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bala walan-dhu ga-l-aga
head+ABS hard+ABS-lNOM be-CM-IRR
'I'm going to be stubborn!'
Likewise, someone finished an account of how the whistling kite builds its
nest with the comment:
ya:la:-bu-lu-na ma-l-aga
thus-EST-UNIV-3ERG-3NOM make-CM-IRR
'That's just how he would make it!'
The same delivery may be used in echoing something said by somebody else
to show active agreement, A sympathetic response to this:
maradhali: manabi-wa:giyi
long ago+lNOM+DU hunt-DUR+PAST
'A long time ago we used to go hunting.'
was:
maradhal
'A long time ago!'
This style of delivery is particularly favoured by the speaker whose 
life has brought her into least contact with white society, and whose English 
differs most from that of local white people.
2.7.3 Intonation
An utterance to which a particular type of response is sought is spoken 
with final rising intonation. (The syntax of various questions is described 
at Chapter 9, in particular at 9.3,1.1, 9,3.4 and 9.3.5.)
2,8 PHQNQTACTICS
Section 2.6 showed how word structure can be described in terms of 
sequences of morphemes composed of sequences of syllables of the form 
CV(:)(C), with the additional possibility, in morpheme-final position, of 
syllables ending in N- or yN- rather than a single fully specified consonant. 
This section indicates which vowels and which consonants are capable of 
representing V and C in given positions within words.
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2.8.1 Vowel distribution
i does not occur before final y. The final syllables of polysyllabic 
verb roots and compound verb steins never contain long vowels. (u only 
occurs in the final syllable of a very small group of verbs belonging to 
the Y2 conjugation.)
Otherwise any vowel, long or short, may occur in any syllable, open 
or closed.
2.8.2 Consonant distribution according to structural position
Which consonant or semi-vowel from those listed at 2,2 may represent 
C in a given syllable depends on the structural position of C, defined 
according to three criteria:
[lj The position of the consonant within the syllable
The initial and final consonants in the syllable structure formula 
CV (:) (C) can be distinguished from one another by re-writing the formula:
C V (;) (C2 ) .
There are different possibilities for and C2,
[2] The position of the syllable within the morpheme
There are different possibilities for intra-morphemically and 
morpheme-initially; and for C2 intra-morphemically and morpheme-finally.
[3 ] The position of the morpheme within the word
There are different possibilities for morpheme-initial word-initially 
and suffix-initially; and for morpheme-final C2 before a suffix and word- 
finally, because morpheme-final N is dropped when the morpheme is word- 
final (2,5), (N and yN are treated as representatives of in the 
discussion of consonantal phonotactics,)
Table 2,8.2 illustrates which consonant phoneme or archiphoneme may 
represent C in each of the positions within the word defined by the interplay 
of these criteria. Every consonant in the Ngiyamba: phonological system
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occurs in intra-morphemic intervocalic position (Column 1 of the table). 
Every consonant except the class of apicals (d, n, 1, r and £) occurs 
word-initially (Column 3). C^ and C^ consonants come together as clusters 
both intra-morphemically and at morpheme boundaries. Restrictions on 
combinations of consonants from columns 5 and 2, and columns 6 and 4, are 
described at 2,8.3.1 and 2,8.3,2 respectively.
Table 2.8,2 shows consonant distribution in words whose roots are 
simple. Complex roots have internal boundaries. The relationship between 
consonant distribution at these boundaries and at morpheme boundaries 
between roots and suffixes is systematic. It is described at 2.8.3.3.
A number of consonants which occur in a variety of positions in words 
of the language are excluded from Table 2,8.2:
[1] consonants which constitute single-segment suffixes, described as 
structurally irregular at 2.6.4,
[2] Consonants occurring morpheme-initially only in enclitic pronouns
(5,1.1.4 and 5,1.2). (They are excluded from Column 4, which otherwise 
accounts for consonants in enclitics as well as in suffixes.)
[3] Consonants which occur, or occur in certain structural positions, only 
in isolated roots, exclamatory or onomatopoeic interjections, or 
rephonologisations of English words. Consonants of this kind are 
discussed at 2,12.
2,8,3 Consonant clusters
2.8,3.1 Restrictions on intramorphemic consonant clusters
Table 2,8,2 defines an intramorphemic consonant cluster as consisting 
of a consonant from Column 2 preceded by a consonant from Column 5.
However, every consonant from Column 2 cannot be preceded by every consonant 
from Column 5, The following combinations are possible:
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[lj A peripheral stop preceded by n or r
nb bunbil 'pillow' (for beating time to singing and dancing)
ng bungu 'man's shoulder bag'
rb burbiN- 'belly'
rg mirga 'cave'
[2J A stop preceded by a homorganic nasal or 1
mb bumbil 'instrument for mimicking emu calls as a lure'
nd Qandal 'mouth'
nhdh dhanhdha 'dinner camp'
njdj Qanjdjar 'spittle'
(For details about the distribution and frequency of occurrence of 
nhdh and njdj as intra-morphemic clusters see 2,10,1,) 
rjg buggu 'a lot'
lb wilburuN- 'switch'
lg gilgin 'armpit'
Of the non-peripheral stops only d and dh occur preceded by 1, and 
that only exceedingly rarely. All known examples are given instead 
of a single instance. No examples have been found of Idj.
Id walda 'omentum', malda 'lump, clod', gulduba 'type of
needlewood tree'
ldh galdharinja 'shoot' (excluding suckers), guldhudhuru 'bridge
of nose', bildhadhara 'banded plover'
idj
[3] ly
The following words contain the cluster ly: 
nhi;lyi 'nilyah tree'
nha:lya 'dry fallen leaves, leaf litter'
walya 'female genitalia'
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bu:lyu 'puffy, tumescent'
bilyubilyuga: T 'butterfly*
bulyubulyuga: K 'butterfly'
mu:lyiN- 'zebra finch’
There is no useful evidence from neighbouring languages which 
would link the absence of ldj clusters with the presence of 
ly clusters. Gunther recorded budyabudya ’moth, butterfly1 
(sic) in his Wiradjuri vocabulary, but mullen 'a little bird' 
(sic) (Gunther, 1892). The latter is presumably the Wiradjuri 
cognate of mu:lyiN- 'zebra finch', whose absolutive form one 
would expect to end in a nasal (Table 2.5a). The Ba:gandji 
form for 'butterfly' is bilyubilyuga (Luise Hercus, private 
communication),
[ 4.] rw
One word has been found containing this cluster: 
yarwa:yarwa; , 'familiar*
The frogmouth in Text 11 was a Quya (a 'pet'), not a yarwa:yarwa:.
For the nature of yarwa:yarwa; see Berndt 47:332-4 where the 
transcription is 'jarawai'jowa' and the translation 'assistant totem'.
[5J A peripheral nasal preceded by n 
nm nhinmay 'penis'
ng giranhanga 'West Mcdonald's Tank (place name)
(These are the only known examples.)
2.8,3,2 Consonant clusters at morpheme boundaries
Table 2.8.2 defines a morpheme-boundary cluster as consisting of a 
consonant from Column 4 preceded by a consonant from Column 6, i,e. of a 
stop or nasal other than apico-alveolars d and n , or a semi-vowel, preceded 
by n, 1, r, y or the archiphoneme N with or witnout a preceding y. All 
the clusters predicted by the table occur, except those in which NH
follows n, 1, r, y.
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No suffixes have been discovered beginning in NH which can be 
attached to non-verbal stems. Verbal stems end in vowels or 
N-. Verbal suffixes beginning with NH are either attached 
directly to the verb stem, or to one of the sub-syllabic 
conjugation marker morphemes (-1 or -r). In the latter case, 
the cluster is reduced to a single consonant by an assimilation 
rule (Rule 4 at 2.9),
NH does occur as the second member of consonant clusters in the 
underlying forms of complex roots with internal reduplication 
(2.8.3.3). The first member of such clusters is dropped (Rules 
1 and 7 at 2,9),
N is dropped from clusters in which it is followed by a consonant 
other than a stop (Rule 7 at 2.9). Geminate clusters are reduced to a 
single consonant (Rule 10 at 2.9),
2.8.3.3 Consonant clusters within complex roots
Two types of complex root were mentioned at 2.6.3, compound verb 
stems and roots with internal reduplication. Both these types of root 
are composed of elements whose range of initial and final consonants 
can be described by reference to the columns of possible morpheme-initial 
and possible morpheme-final consonants set out at Table 2.8.2.
The relationship between consonants which occur within the constituent 
elements of complex roots and consonants which occur within simple roots 
and suffixes as accounted for by Table 2.8.2 is as follows:
[1] The initial elements of compound verbs (bound modifiers, 7.1) have 
final consonants which are drawn from the inventory of morpheme-final 
consonants, Column 6 at Table 2,8.2, with two gaps. No bound modifiers 
have been discovered which end in 1 or r. Those known all end in a vowel, 
or a vowel followed by n, N or yN.
[2] The possibilities for consonants at the beginning of the bound verb 
roots which form the final element of compound verbs are the same as those 
listed at Table 2,8.2 for word-initial position (Column 3), again with 
some gaps. None of the eight bound verb roots begin with NH, Q or w.
(For a detailed description of compound verbs, see Chapter 7.)
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[3] In roots with internal reduplication, the word-initial consonant 
and the identical consonant immediately after the reduplication boundary 
are drawn from the inventory of possible word-initial consonants given 
at Column 3 of Table 2.8,2. If a consonant occurs immediately before 
the reduplication boundary, it is drawn from the inventory of possible 
morpheme-final consonants set out at Column 6 of Table 2.8.2.
[4j A laminal consonant at the beginning of an additional element 
following a reduplicated form is interpreted as the realisation of a 
laminal archiphoneme, according to rules for the realisation of suffix- 
initial archiphonemes (2,10.3), According to this interpretation there 
are sometimes underlying clusters of the form nNH and NNH at the boundary 
between reduplicated forms and additional elements. Such clusters are 
not represented at morpheme boundaries between roots and suffixes, although 
Table 2,8,2 predicts them for this position (2.8,3.2).
2,9 MORPHOPHONOLOGICAL RULES
Section 2.8 described the phonotactic structure of morphemes in terms 
of a unitary underlying form for each morpheme. The morphophonological 
rules account for the diversity of forms exhibited by individual morphemes 
as represented in the orthography used for texts and examples, and for 
any obscuring of morpheme boundaries. Ordering relations are indicated 
by lines in the lefthand margin.
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Rule Referred to at:
8
n I 4 0 / NH 2,10.4
y -* 0 / __ (N)DH 4,1.1
Morphological condition: 7^2
DH begins the ergative/instrumental or 
locative case inflection, or a bound 
verb root.
DH -> dj / it:) (ö l11;')) p 11?]
The symbol + indicates a morpheme boundary 
(which may be a word boundary).
'd h* -4 dj / i (;)
NH. .nj. y
2,10.2
2.10.3
The archiphoneme is not preceded by a productive 
reduplication boundary
DH a- dj / # X dj X 2,10.4
d h’ -4
NH _
'dh' -4
nh -
l 1 }
+ 0w
dh
nh
d'
n
elsewhere
Morphological condition:
1, r are conjugation markers.
n in the environment of 4a intervenes between 
Ll verb roots and causative suffixes.
2.10.2-4
6.3.1
6.3.3
dh d / n __
Morphological condition:
dh begins a case inflection or a bound verb 
root.
0 / r J
Morphological condition: 
dh begins a case inflection.
N -*■ homorganic nasal / stop 
Morphological condition:
The stop does not begin an enclitic pronoun 
or the imperative inflection -ga.
4.1.1
7.2
4.1.1
2.5
5.1.3
6 .1.2
N -*■ 0 elsewhere
n + 0 /  jlJ   d 5,1.1.4
(The environment for this rule only occurs when 
the enclitic pronoun -ndu is attached to stems 
ending in 1 or r.)
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9 1 -*■ 0 / r
(The environment for this rule only occurs when 
-la: ’established reference’ is suffixed to a
form ending in -DHar ’down’,)
5,2,4.1
10 C^, when 2.8.3.2
2.12.2
5.1.1.4
2,10 LAMINAL CONDITIONING
2,10.1 Partial conditioning of intramorphemic laminals
According to Table 2,8,2, lamino-interdental (’dental’) and lamino- 
alveopalatal (’palatal') stops, nasals, and homorganic nasal-stop clusters 
are phonologically contrastive in intramorphemic position, There are no 
archiphonemic symbols in Columns 1, 5 and 2. Though the dental and palatal 
series are represented as having phonemic status intramorphemically, both 
at Table 2.8.2 and in the orthography used throughout this study, they are 
in fact only partially contrastive in this position. In some vocalic 
environments intramorphemic-laminal consonants and consonant clusters are 
predictably dental or palatal.
Table 2.10.1a is a comprehensive list of known roots with intramorphemic 
laminal (a) nasals, and (b) homorganic nasal-stop clusters, set out 
according to the vocalic environments in which they occur,
The distribution of dental and palatal laminal nasals and nasal-stop 
clusters for the Keewong dialect can be summarised as follows;
[1] palatals occur next to i.
[2] dentals occur next to u (except before i).
[3] palatals and dentals are in contrast elsewhere, i,e, in the environment 
a-a.
The Trida dialect has manjdju ’leech’ (bayirga in the Keewong dialect). 
Given this form, the environment in which dentals are predictable is more
restricted in the Trida than in the Keewong dialect:
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Table 2,10.1a
Intrainorphemic laminal nasals and nasal-stop clusters
Env. Lamino-interdentals Lamino-alveopalatals
i-i (a)
(b)
mi:nji 'the whites, leucorrhoea
i-a (a) minjaN- 'what' 
walginja 'orphan'
ginjar 'thin' (e.e. eggshell, rag) 
milginja 'wrinkly-skinned' 
bidinja 'big turd' 
galdharinja 'shoot' (excluding
suckers)
(b) binjdjayi 'empty, empty-handed 
ginjdja:l 'diarrhoea' 
guninjdjar 'female, doe' 
winjdja 'mud'
i-u (a) — -
(b) - djiinjdju 'bone marrow' K
a-i (a) r- maganji 'type of mallee tree'
(b) “ ya;njdjibu 'in a circle'
u-i (a) - -
(b) - gunjdji 'house'
u-a (a) - -
(b) bunhdhala 'penis' 
(nickname)
u-u (a) Qurunhu 'crabhole' -
(b) dhunhdhuN- 'swan' 
bunhdhu 'sated' -
a-u (a) - -
(b) wanhdhuga 'later on 1 manjdju 'leech' T
a-a (a) baramanhaN- 'unburnt gypsum' 
manhaN- 'burnt gympsum, 
white paint' 
nhanhaN- 'heel' (K)
nhanja 'persistent'
(b) dhanhdha 'dinner camp' 
dhanidhalgura ' chestnut- 
crowned babbler' 
guwanhdhaN- 'quandong' 
rja:nhdhal 'breath' (K) 
wanhdha 1 which'
gaba:njdja:N- 'aunt, niece' 
ganjdja 'bottom' (as baby's) 
ganjdjar 'spittle'
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[lj palatals occur next to i 
[2 j dentals occur after u (except before i)
[3] palatals and dentals are in contrast elsewhere, i.e, in the environments 
a-u and a-a.
In the early stages of fieldwork, it seemed that dental and palatal 
laminal stops would only contrast phonologically in the same limited 
environment as their nasal and nasal-stop counterparts, (For a minimal 
pair in the environment a-a, see 2,3.2.) But laminal stops are more 
plentiful than nasals and clusters. A steady trickle of new words with 
intervocalic laminal stops came to light, until there was at least one 
example of both dh and dj for each of the vocalic environments listed at 
Table 2.10.1a. However, the proportion of dental to palatal stops in each 
environment still reflected the pattern of partial conditioning observed 
for nasals and stop-nasal clusters, as shown at table 2.10.1b.
The nasals and nasal-stop clusters from the forms at Table 2.10.1a were 
counted for Table 2,10.1b. So were all instances of intramorphemic laminal 
stops encountered up to Easter 1976, with certain exceptions. Laminal 
consonants in the following two types of form are omitted from Table 2.10.1b 
(as also from Table 2.10,1a);
[1] All laminals which occur at root-internal reduplication boundaries 
(2.10.4), and at 'fossilised morpheme boundaries' within synchronically 
monomorphemic roots (2.11).
[2] All laminals which occur in types of words where phonological irregularity 
is to be expected (2.12); laminals in English loan words (discussed
at 2.12,1.2), in onomatopoeias (2.12.2), and in place names (4.3.2.1). 
These last sometimes contain phonotactically irregular consonant clusters, 
or clusters of the same form as are to be expected at morpheme boundaries 
rather than intramorphemically, suggesting the presence of former roots 
whose meanings have been forgotten, and suffixes which are no longer 
productive. It is interesting in view of the probable relative antiquity
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Table 2.10.1b
Intervocalic distribution of laminal consonants and 
consonant clusters within morphemes
Vocalic
Environment
i-a
i-u
a-i
u-i
u-a
u-u
a-u
a-a
dentals palatals
dental-
palatal
ratio
1:5
1:16
1:4
3:3
3:3
6:1
8:1
3:2
21:9
dh nh nhdh dj nj njdj
I____
Totals: 47:44 34 4 9 24 10 10
Unbroken lines enclose nasals and nasal-stop clusters whose absence is 
conditioned in the Keewong dialect.
Shaded area shows nasals and nasal-stop clusters whose absence is conditioned 
in the Trida dialect.
Broken lines enclose consonants and consonant clusters whose absence could 
be attributed to conditioning, except that in each environment there is
one counter example, always a stop.
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of place names that not only every laminal nasal and nasal-stop cluster 
found intervocalically within them, but every laminal stop as well, conforms 
to the pattern of distribution described for the nasals and nasal-stop 
clusters of the dialect sub-group in whose territory the place lies, i.e, 
to the pattern in which there is minimal contrast between dentals and 
palatals, restricted to the environment a-a (Keewong dialect), or a-u and 
a-a (Trida dialect),
The contrast between dental and palatal stops has now spread to every 
vocalic environment. However, it is not equally well established in all 
of them, For each member of two sets of environments (after i and after u), 
there is only one counter-example among the stops (as against between four 
and sixteen conforming examples among all the intramorphemic laminals taken 
together) to prevent the synchronic distribution of intramorphemic laminals 
being described as follows:
[lj palatals occur after i
[2] dentals occur after u, except before i
[3] palatals and dentals are in contrast elsewhere, i.e. in the environments 
u-i and after a,
The counter examples are:
[1] dental stops after i;
i-i gu;lidhidhi 'creestin'
i-a dhidhadhidha 'masked plover'
i-u midhumidhuga 'soldier bird' K
[2] palatal stops after u:
u-a budja:n 'weejuggler'
u-u gudjuru 'club with tapered, as opposed to rounded, end'
The first four of the counter-examples are bird names. gulidhidhi 
is known to only one speaker. The form produced laughter and 
exclamations of "Funnyl" when corroboration was sought from 
others. dhidhadhidha and midhumidhuga, like a number of other 
birds, are said to 'name themselves' in their calls, "yuwim-ba- 
djili-nja"(name-VERBALIZER-REFLEX-PRES). In other words, Ngiyamba: 
speakers recognise that there is an onomatopoeic element in the
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names by which they call these birds, though they describe the 
situation as nature imitating language, rather than language 
nature.
In dhidhadhidha laminals occur in consecutive syllables without 
any other consonants intervening. No examples have been found 
of such consecutive laminals differing in point of articulation.
The Trida dialect form for 'soldier bird' is not midhumidhuga, 
but midjumidjuga. Trida speakers also use a palatal stop where 
Keewong speakers use a dental one in the re-phonologisation of 
some English loans (2,12,1.2).
budjan [budjarn] occurs as a general term for 'bird' in 
Ngarigu, a language which appears to have had two laminal series, 
attested in the environment a*-a (Hercus 1969:390). No evidence 
has been found for it in intervening languages.
gudjuru is a tapered club (for throwing) in Wiradjuri as well 
as Ngiyamba: (Gunther 1892), and also in Ba:gandji, a neighbouring
language with two laminal series from outside the 'no-having' 
group (Luise Hercus, private communication).
A considerable number of English consonants have been rephonologised 
as laminal stops in loan words from English. 2.12.1.2 shows how this 
process has sometimes produced dj after u. It would seem that contact 
with English served at first to hasten the change towards two laminal series. 
But also as a result of contact with English, the language will die before 
the two distinct laminal series are vigorously established.
2,10.2 Realisation of word-initial laminal stop archiphoneme
The following is a comprehensive list of all words encountered which 
begin with phonetic alveo-palatal laminal stops:
dji:r T 'spirit of dead person, creature'
djirnjdju K 'bone-marrow'
dji:njdja-1 'lick'
djiridj 'squitter!' (onomatopoeic interje
djiridja:fu T 'lousy jack'
djilidjili 'worn out, rubbishy'
djiridjiri 'willy wagtail'
djufinjdjupiN- 'spark'
All other word-initial laminal stops are interdental.
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This section and 2.10,4 show how the palatal stops in the forms listed 
above are predictable. This being so all word-initial laminal stops are 
interpreted as conditioned realisations of a word-initial laminal stop 
archiphoneme, DH, listed at Column 3 of Table 2.8.2. (But note that the 
archiphonemic symbol is not used word-initially in texts and examples 
elsewhere in this study. The appropriate phonetic realisation is given 
instead, for easier reading,)
The palatal realisation of initial DH in the last word listed above 
is explained at 2.10.4, In the remaining examples it is accounted for by 
Rule 3a at 2,9. This rule states that DH is realised as dj in any form 
which is bounded at the right by a palatal stop, or nasal-stop cluster, 
or by a morpheme boundary, provided that all the intervening vowels are 
front vowels, and that all the intervening consonants are 1 or r;
DH ■* dj / _  i(.s) j(nj)djj
In the following examples, the environments following the initial 
laminal stop each differ in one respect from the environment specified by 
this rule, DH is therefore realised interdentally (according to Rule 3d 
at 2.9), as shown:
a) DH begins a form not bounded by a morpheme boundary or a palatal stop: 
dhiriway K ’lousy jack’
b) DH begins a form including a vowel other than i: 
dhari-y ’disappear’
c) DH begins a form including a medial consonant other than 1 or r : 
dhi^i 'tea’
dhibiN- 'bird’
Rule 3a applies to morpheme-initial laminal stop archiphonemes in 
general, not exclusively to word-initial laminal archiphonemes. Two suffixes 
also fulfil the structural requirements for this rule. Their initial laminal 
stops are always given palatal realisation, as follows:
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-djili-y reflexive (6.10.3,1)
-djil converts the negative waqazy into the negative of
impossibility (9.2.2)
No words have been found which begin with palatal nasals. Nor have 
any been found in which an initial laminal nasal is followed by the 
environment specified by Rule 3a, the environment in which a laminal stop 
has palatal realisation. Only a couple of dozen words have been encountered 
with initial laminal nasals, all of them interdental.
2.10,3 Realisation of suffix-initial laminal archiphonemes
In two suffixes, -DHili-y (reflexive), and -DHil, which converts the 
negative waqazy into a negative of impossibility, the initial laminal stop 
archiphoneme is always realised as a palatal stop, via Rule 3a at 2.9, as 
shown at 2.10,2.
Suffix-initial laminal archiphonemes are also realised palatally when
the stem to which the suffix is attached ends in a front vowel or glide with
or without a following N, as indicated by Rule 3b at 2,9:
' DH 
NH
The following examples involve the diminutive suffix -DHul (4,2,1,1) and 
the present tense inflection for Y conjugation verbs, -NHa ;
Gloss Root Root plus suffix
dog miri miri-djul
child bura:y bura:y-djul
belly burbiN- burbinj-djul
emu quruyN- quruynj-djul
disappear dhari-y dhari-nja
cook wiriN-y wiri-nja
dj 
n j
i (.:) j(NL
(In the last example, root-final N- is dropped (Rule 7 at 2.9.)
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Elsewhere, suffix-initial laminal archiphonemes are realised as 
interdental laininals (Rule 3d at 2,9), as in: 
mura-dhul (spear-DIM) 
wafa-nha (stand-PRES)
The only exceptions arise when the interdental laminals resulting from
this rule feed further rules in certain morphologically defined environments,
discussed at 2.10.3.1 - 2,10.3.3,
-DHil is only ever attached to waga:y, which ends in y. The 
constant realisation of -djil is therefore accounted for by 
both Rule 3a and Rule 3b, But 3a precedes 3b in order to 
account for the constant realisation of -DHili-y as -djili-y, 
including in the absence of a preceding i or y, as in buma-djili-y 
1 hit self',
It was mentioned at 2.8.3.2 that there are no nominal affixes 
beginning in NH. Thus the pattern of laminal stops being 
commoner than laminal nasals, which was noted intramorphemically 
at 2,10.1, and at 2,10.2 for word-initial position, is evident 
also suffix-initially, Some of the verbal affixes with initial 
NH however are used very frequently, e.g, the present and past 
tense inflections for Y conjugation verbs, -NHa and -NHi, so 
that the superficial impression is of a language with widely 
distributed laminal nasals,
2.10.1 demonstrated that intramorphemically there is an association 
between alveo-palatal laminals and i, and a similar association 
between interdental laminals and a (preceding) u. Suffix- 
initially, where there is no laminal contrast, it is a preceding 
i or y which determines the alveo-palatal realisation of laminal 
archiphonemes, rather than a following i, The latter type of 
conditioning is more usual among Australian languages now, and 
was arguably present in proto-Australian, according to Dixon (1970Id)).
2,10,4 Laminal archiphonemes in roots with internal reduplication
A laminal archiphoneme after the reduplication boundary in a root 
with internal reduplication is realised in exactly the same way as a suffix- 
initial laminal archiphoneme (2.10.3). A word-initial laminal archiphoneme 
in a root of this structure is realised in the same way as the laminal 
after the reduplication boundary, (This is accounted for by including 3c 
in Rule 3 at 2,9.) Thus the second laminal in DHupiN-DHu^iN- 'spark' is 
realised as dj since it occurs after iN (Rule 3b). The initial DH is then 
realised in the same way as the one after the reduplication boundary, so
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that the surface form of the root DHufiN-DHuciN- (in the absolutive case)
is djufinjdjuci. (The fate of N is accounted for by Rule 7 at 2.9.)
The palatal realisation of the initial laminal in the two other roots
with internal reduplication listed at 2.10.2, djiridjiri 'willy wagtail'
and djilidjili 'worn out, rubbishy', is predicted by Rule 3a. Rule 3c
is needed only in order to account for the root djucinjdjuciN-, which
would otherwise have the form dhufinjdju£iN-,
Productively reduplicated stems, as opposed to roots with 
internal reduplication, also always begin with the same laminal 
variant as their unreduplicated forms, but for a different 
reason. The laminal after the reduplication boundary is realised 
in the same way as it would be in word-initial position.
Productive reduplication involves copying the first syllable 
and the first CV of the second syllable (minus any vowel length) 
onto the front of the word (3.2). Rule 3b does not apply in 
the presence of a preceding i, as it does at a root-internal 
reduplication boundary, NHiri:n-da (outside-LOC) 'on the 
outside' is realised dentally, nhiri:n-da, and the form is 
reduplicated as nhiri-nhiri:n-da 'more or less on the outside' 
not *njiri-njiri:n-da.
Likewise the productively reduplicated reflex of the stem 
dhuri-l-a-y (the reciprocal form of 'spear') is dhuri-dhuri-l-a-y 
'graze one another', with dentals in both positions, rather than 
palatals as in djucinjdjuciN-.
Two bird names consist of a reduplicated form followed by an additional 
syllable beginning with a laminal nasal; 
bininbininja 'tomtit, thornbill' 
guraygguraynja 'grass parrot'
If the structure of these two roots with internal reduplication is the same 
as that of other roots with internal reduplication, as described at 2.6.3.2, 
the underlying forms of the reduplicated elements are binin-binin and 
gurayN-gurayN- respectively. The additional syllable can be regarded as 
having the same structure as a suffix, i.e, -NHa, with an initial laminal 
archiphoneme realised palatally via Rule 3b at 2.9, In order to derive the 
form bininbininja a rule must be introduced which deletes n before NH, so 
that Rule 3b may apply. This is Rule 1 at 2.9 (N is dropped before NH via
Rule 7 at 2,9),
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2.11 FOSSILISED MORPHEME BOUNDARIES
2.11.1 Fossilised morpheme boundaries in monomorphemic verb roots
When the penultimate syllable of monomorphemic verb roots belonging 
to the L conjugation ends in a vowel, the final syllable begins only with 
a consonant from those listed at Column 4 of Table 2.8.2 as suffix-initial 
consonants, and never with one of the intervocalic consonants from Column 
1 which are absent from Column 4, There are examples of such syllables 
beginning with each consonant which is permissible morpheme-initially except 
NH, A laminal stop beginning such a syllable is always predictably 
palatal or dental in the same way as suffix-initial stops are. Examples 
are:
QiDHa-1 ’rain’ realised as gidja-1 (Rule 3b at 2.9) 
yaDHa-1 ’stick’ realised as yadha-1 (Rule 3d)
All that has been said so far is also true of Y conjugation verbs, except 
that a few of them have final syllables beginning in n, 1, r or 6 (6.1.4.2). 
No verb whose penultimate syllable ends in a vowel has a final syllable 
beginning with d, an exclusively intra-morphemic consonant listed only in 
Columns 1 and 2 of Table 2,8,2,
When the penultimate syllable of monomorphemic verb roots ends in a 
consonant rather than a vowel, the range of permissible consonants consists 
of all the morpheme-final consonants listed at Column 6 of Table 2.8.2, 
including y and yN- which are absent from Column 5 of intra-morphemic 
syllable-final consonants, as in: 
gilaywa-1 'turn'
yuruyllga-l ’collide with' realised as yuruygga-1 (Rule 7 at 2.9)
These phonotactic facts, together with the greater frequency of 
trisyllabic as opposed to disyllabic roots among verbs than elsewhere 
(2.6.2), suggest that synchronically monomorphemic verb roots, of the L 
conjugation at least, were originally formed by suffixing a monosyllabic 
verbalising morpheme to another morpheme. That is, they suggest that
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there is now a 'fossilised' morpheme boundary between their penultimate 
and final syllables. Such an interpretation is supported by the continuing 
presence in the language of similarly formed compound verbs and derived 
verbs. The homomorphous relationship between final syllables in monomorphemic 
verbs and morphemes constituting or forming other types of verb stem is 
set out in detail at Table 7.5.
2.11.2 Fossilised morpheme boundaries in non-verbal roots
Some non-verbal roots (besides roots with internal reduplication) are
synchronically monomorphemic, but contain consonant clusters which are
irregular if regarded as intra-morphemic clusters (2.8,3.1), though regular
if regarded as morpheme-boundary clusters (2.8.3.2),
There are a dozen or so roots of more than two syllables whose second
syllable ends in y, or y followed by a nasal homorganic with the initial
consonant of the next syllable, analysable as morpheme-final yNf Among
such forms the first two syllables almost always have the same form as
nominal or verbal roots of the language, though not invariably so. The
extra syllable or syllables are formally like derivational suffixes, but
have no analysable productive function. Homomorphic roots are cited together
with the following examples, where they exist:
wagaydjili 'strap for carrying infant on back1 
waga-y 'climb'
yugaywa 'mattress of foliage' 
yuga-y 'shift'
Quruynjdja 'leafless parrot bush' (Templetonia egena)
QuruyN- 'emu'
(Quruynjdja was translated "emu tucker", emus being fond of the flower.)
guwayQgiri 'vein' 
guwayN- 1 blood 1
yaraynjdjal ’juvenile growth of trees from suckers, e,g. after floods' 
yarayN- 'beard'
%
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badayba:la 'bat' 
bibaymbula 'sugar ant’ 
bagacaymba: 'lively, active'
There is also one suffix of this form, -galaydja:N- (reciprocal 
plural, 4,2.2.3), one of two trisyllabic suffixes cited at 2.6.4. 
(-galay (9,3.1,7) is an enclitic particle meaning ’only’,)
The majority of Ngiyamba: non-verbal roots are disyllabic (2t6,2), 
All recorded instances of y and yN at the beginning of synchron- 
ically intra-morphemic clusters occur at the end of the second 
syllable of longer forms. In other words, cluster-initial y 
occurs only in positions where a morpheme-boundary cluster is 
statistically more likely than an intra-morphemic cluster.
2’12 phonological IRREGULARITIES
"The vocabulary of most languages will contain a number of words which 
are phonologically ’irregular’ in the sense that they do not conform to 
the patterns of formation characteristic of the majority of words of that 
language: they may have been borrowed from other languages and may not
have been ’assimilated’ fully, or they might be 'onomatopoeic'." (Lyons 
1968;119) .
A number of Ngiyamba; consonants only occur in certain structural 
positions in English loan words and in onomatopoeic interjections. Apart 
from these two sources of phonotactically anomalous consonants, there is 
one root ending in m, and one spell-casting interjection containing a 
fricative which occurs in no other word of the language.
The phonological idiosyncracies of pronominal enclitics are described 
at 5.1,1,4 and 5,1.2,
2.12,1 Anomalous phonotactics in English loan words
The few remaining speakers of Ngiyamba; cannot use the language to 
express their current concerns without frequent recourse to English words. 
Any but the most perfunctory attempts to assimilate these words to the 
Ngiyamba; phonological system have long since ceased. Compare piks 'Vick's 
(Vapour Rub)’, a form heard a number of times in the winter of 1972, and
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bagudha ’fox', a regular Ngiyamba: form, dating presumably from the arrival 
of the animal in Waga:ybuwan country, sometime in the late eighteen- 
nineties (Rolls 1969:324).
However, the vocabulary of Ngiyamba: continued to increase through 
the addition of re-phonologised loan words from English at least until 
the period when people one generation older than today’s speakers were 
composing the songs transcribed in Appendix B. The only one which can be 
securely dated is Tommy Williams’ of 1919 (Song 5). It urges people to 
come and take a look at yuriyalway, the ’(railway) train’, as it enters 
Waga;ybuwan territory. The line from Condobolin as far as Trida was opened 
on 10th February, 1919.
The intention in this section is not to give a comprehensive account 
of the changes in phonological shape undergone by English words when they 
entered Ngiyamba:, but to show how the re-phonologisation of English 
consonants has produced certain tolerated phonotactic irregularities among 
loan words.
2.12,1.1 Stops, in final position
The final alveolar stop was replaced by its nasal congener in two 
English words which entered Ngiyamba; ; 
nhi:gin ’naked' 
bulayggin ’blanket’
Final d is tolerated in other (later) loans; 
yura;bad ’rabbit'
budhigad K, budjigad T ’pussycat’ 
burayibid ’breakfast’
There is some independent evidence to suggest that the latter 
less fully assimilated loans entered the language later. White 
settlers, with their coveted blankets (and notions of nakedness), 
first arrived in WaQa:ybuwan country in the 1840s (Beckett 1959: 
200). (For the role of blanket distribution in early contact see 
Reece 1967.) Three decades passed before rabbits released at 
Balranald on the Murrumbidgee in 1870 spread northwards up its 
tributary the Lachlan (Rolls 1969:30). They had reached the
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junction with Willandra Creek, the southern border of WaQa:ybuwan 
country, by 1879 (ibid,, map facing p.38) and Cobar by 1884 (ibid., 
48). Domestic cats were systematically brought in and released 
during the 1880s in attempts to control them (ibid., 118).
The peripheral stops also occur finally in loan words:
dhara:b 'trap'
badig 'fence' (from ’paddock')
(But compare bidufary 'cloth, handkerchief’, from ’bit of rag',)
2.12.1,2 Wider distribution of palatal and dental laminal stop contrasts 
Laminal stops occur more frequently in English loan words than in 
other Ngiyamba; words. English alveolar stops in initial position, all 
non-peripheral fricatives and all affricates are re-phonologised as laminal 
stops.
Initial d and s become dh; 
dhifi 'tea' 
dhi;ra 'Sarah'
Medial s (and st) become dj in the environment i-i in both dialects: 
banjdjidma-1 'fancy it' 
midjidma-1 'miss it’,
but in the presence of a single adjacent i, s becomes dh in the Keewong 
dialect and dj with Trida speakers; 
budhigad K 'pussycat' 
budjigad T "
Elsewhere, the re-phonologisation is interdental; 
ma;dha 'master' (boss).
English J was re-phonologised as dh word-initially; 
dhiga:nba-y 'shake hands' 
dhuwad 'shirt' 
and as dj elsewhere:
budjidma-1 'push it',
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The following English sounds were all replaced by dj in words taken 
into Ngiyamba: :
z :
yuru:dji 'Rosie’
tj ,
djabal 'shovel'
djugudjugu 'chook' (hen)
£1 :
waidjin 'white gin' (white woman)
(There are no known examples of the Ngiyamba: re*-phonologisation of the 
rare English .^)
This re-phonologisation of English fricatives and affricates as dj 
results in initial dj outside the restricted environment in which the palatal 
variant of DH occurs initially (Rule 3a at 2.9). Thus the initial laminal 
of djabal 'shovel' contrasts with the dental realisation of DH which begins 
dhagal 'jaw'. Likewise dj appears intervocalically in environments in which 
dh is predictable in words which are not loans from English. Rule 3 at 
2.9 would give dhugudhugu, not djugudjugu, the loan word for 'hen'.
Within the class of loan words from English, dj and dh are not 
predictable in any of the positions in which they are predictable in other 
words, that is not predictable without a knowledge of English and of the 
re-phonologisation rules. They have phonemic status, as in dhuwad 'shirt' 
and djugudjugu 'hen'. But it must not be forgotten that there are no longer 
any monoglot Ngiyamba: speakers. A description of Ngiyamba: which reflects 
the remaining speakers' competence must recognise that they are always able 
to etymologise English loan words, and that they use the source words more 
often than the Ngiyamba; re^-phonologisations in the course of a normal day's
talk.
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2.12.2 Anomalous consonants in onomatopoeic words
There are a number of onomatopoeic interjections comparable to English 
’bang!’, 'crunch!' etc., which can be converted into intransitive verbs 
by the addition of -ba-1 and into nominals by the addition of -manja (3.3.4). 
A number of them contain initial or final consonants which are normally 
permissible only in intervocalic position. The anomalous final consonants 
are not modified in any way when the forms are verbalised or nominalised, 
except that geminate clusters are reduced (Rule 10 at 2,9), One example 
is given for each anomalous consonant discovered:
initial d dul 'knock!'
final b balab 'twitch!' (of a muscle)
" d j djiridj 'squitter!' (diarrhoea)
" n j budharabunj 'whoosh!' (swirling dust)
" C yabac 'slither!'
A number of birds are said to 'name themselves' in their calls, as 
mentioned at 2.10.1. The name of one such, duQgadugga, the white-browed 
babbler, also begins with d,
2,12.3 A phonotactically irregular root-final m
One word has been found which ends in m, bubunha:m. bubu are the
mythical beings who "take away the boys to make them men", according to
the women who reminisce in Text 1 about their experience of preparations
for the burba (initiations) of 1912, bubunharm is a synonym for dharamulan
'yam', said by informants to mean literally 'one-legged' (dharaN- is 'thigh,
leg'). They translate bubunha;m as "bubu tucker".
The mythical being who played the role ascribed to the bubu in 
Text 1 in the initiation ceremonies of the neighbouring Wiradjuri, 
which Mathews described from the male point of view, was 
Dhurramoolun (sic), who was represented during the Wiradjuri 
ceremonies by a one-legged clay figure four to five feet high 
(1897:117).
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2.12.4 Saying wiju;y
It is a Waga:ybuwan tradition that an event which has not yet taken 
place can be prevented by exclaiming wiju:y (often pronounced with prolonged 
lengthening of the last syllable, as if imitating a sudden rush of wind).
The unique power of this exclamation coincides with the unique presence 
of a fricative consonant which is quite foreign to the phonological system 
of Ngiyamba;, wiju:y sounds as arcane to Waga:ybuwan ears as 'abracadabra' 
does to those of English speakers, There is a transitive verb wiyuQga-1 
'say wiju:y against', in which the power of the word is neutralised and the 
unusual consonant J is replaced by a phonologically normal y,
Saying wiju;y is most commonly explained as being a means of preventing 
rainfall. During a recent drought, someone who subscribes to a piece of 
local white lore to the effect that three successive mists mean rain said, 
apropos of a third mist:
gara:=ni wiyuQga;
PR0HIB=3ABS+VIS say wiju:y against+IMP
'Don't say wiju:y against it!'
It seems superficially odd that a community of self-styled 'dry-landers', 
who used to run the constant risk of perishing for lack of water, should 
have a magical word for inhibiting rain (and other techniques known to the 
whole community, such as burning wariyar 'wild currant bush'), but that 
they should have no word for promoting rainfall. Apart from the fact that 
prolonged heavy rain could give rise to discomfort, inconvenience or 
dangerous floods as well as improving water supplies, there is another 
Waga:ybuwan tradition which is relevant here. 'Clever' people (wirigan) 
were able to make rain using secret techniques known to themselves alone.
(The last rain-maker, Moses Biggs, died around the end of the first world 
war.) Certain natural phenomena too are still regarded as harbingers of 
rain, such as the appearance of dhalbur 'blue martin'. Such traditions are 
readily maintained when failure to bring rain can be attributed to some
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individual having said wiju:y. On the other hand, belief in the power of 
a magic word is not easily maintained when the word is public property, 
unless its power is conceived of as negative, like that of wiju:y, so that 
malicious people are believed to say it secretly. Compare 'abracadabra', 
once a mysterious cabbalistic word thought to have magic powers, now merely 
a conjuror's signal to the audience that a trick is being performed.
Most WaQa;ybuwan people now live in riverbank settlements outside 
their dry Quramba: 'tribal territory'. Some still burn wariyar to ward 
off rain when floods threaten, but saying wiju:y is viewed predominantly 
as a malicious rather than a practical stratagem. When two sisters returned 
empty-handed from a rabbiting expedition, one teased the other that her 
husband, with whom she was on bad terms, was responsible for their lack of 
success;
wiju:y / waQa:y=ndu=bula: dhiQga; buma-l-aga /
NEG=2N0M-DU animal+ABS kill-CM-IRR
wiyuggiyi=ligi:=lu
say wiju:y+PAST=lOBL+DU=3ERG
'"wiJu:y! You two won't kill any a n i m a l s H e  said wi|u:y against us,'
CHAPTER 3
WORD CLASSES
3.1 DEFINITION OF WORD CLASSES
The following word classes can be set up for Ngiyamba: : 
nominal 
pronoun 
determiner 
indeterminate 
verb 
adverb 
particle 
interjection
Membership of these classes is mutually exclusive with respect to the 
morphological and syntactic characteristics by which they are distinguished.
Pronoun, determiner, indeterminate and particle are closed word 
classes whose membership consists of a set of words exhaustively listed 
in the grammar. The remaining classes are open.
[1] Distinguishing characteristics of the open word classes:
Nominals (Chapter 4) are inflected for case (4.1).
Verbs (Chapter 6) obligatorily end in one of a set of verb-final 
inflections (6,2).
Adverbs (3.3.3) are uninflected.
Interjections (3,3.4) are also uninflected. Unlike adverbs, they 
never have any syntactic relation to any other words. They either form 
complete utterances in themselves, or occur before or after sentences, 
bounded by a pause.
[2] Distinguishing characteristics of the closed classes:
Pronouns (5.1) are inflected for case and have enclitic forms. First 
and second person enclitic pronouns are alternative forms to the free
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pronouns. Third person pronouns only have enclitic forms.
Determiners (5.2) are the only words to take the suffix -la:, which 
indicates that their reference has been established (5.2.2).
Indeterminates (5.3) only occur sentence-initially, as ’topics'.
(The ’topic’ of a sentence is defined as its first word or constituent.) 
Indeterminates are obligatorily followed by one of the two 'knowledge' 
clitics, exclamative -wa: or ignorative -ga: (9.3.4).
Particles (Chapter 9) are uninflected and are either free or bound.
The free particles are typically sentence-initial, except where they are 
the first word to follow a topic, together with any enclitic particle(s) 
and/or pronoun(s) it may have. Bound particles are enclitic on topics, 
including free particles in topic position. They precede enclitic pronouns. 
No particle may occur further into a sentence than immediately following 
the topic unless it is enclitic on the whole sentence, in which case it 
is attached to the last word, (Members of other word classes may occur 
in any position, except for indeterminates; and interjections, which are 
extrasentential,)
3.2 PRODUCTIVE REDUPLICATION 
3.2,1 Forms
When a word undergoes productive reduplication, the first syllable
and the first CV of the second syllable are copied onto the front of the
stem. Final consonants and vowel length in the second syllable are not
reduplicated. A reduplicated form dha;y-dha:yN- was elicited for the
only non-verbal monosyllabic root semantically liable to productive
reduplication, dha:yN- 'hither' (2.6).
It is possible too that wi:wi:N- 'hot' should be analysed as 
a productively reduplicated version of wi;N- 'fire, firewood' 
rather than as a historically related form (3,3.1.2).
The productive reduplication of monosyllabic verb roots and of disyllabic
verb roots followed by conjugation markers involves further morphological
details. These are specified and illustrated at 6.4.
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3.2.2 Relation between word class and the possibility of reduplication
The semantic effect of productive reduplication varies according 
to whether the reduplicated word is a member of an open or a closed word 
class. Among the closed classes only indeterminates are subject to 
reduplication, which marks them as plural, (For detailed discussion see 
9.3.5.9.)
The semantic effect of productive reduplication on members of the 
open classes is to reduce the specificity of their reference and make it 
vaguer, in the same way as prefacing English words with 'more-or-less1 
does. Members of every open word class can be reduplicated, with the 
exception of interjections. The extent to which productive reduplication 
is semantically possible among nominals, verbs and adverbs is indicated 
at 3.3.
Although the basic function of productive reduplication is the 
reverse of intensive, reduplicated forms can be used in deliberate 
understatements, which are interpreted intensively. Once, when 
rain broke a long drought, someone commented on the dramatic 
greening of the countryside, describing it as gi:dja-gitdjan, 
where an English speaker might have said 'pretty green' or 'not 
half green'. Similarly, this is how an exhausted person was 
told to have a long recuperative sleep:
(3-1) yuwa-yuwa-y-ga:-dha
REDUP-lie-CM-A BIT-IMP
"Have a nice little lie in!"
Straightforward intensification is expressed by the use of adverbs
(3,3.3), or, occasionally, by the repetition of entire words:
(3-2) yuruQ-gu Qidjiyi Qidjiyi
rain-ERG rain+PAST rain+PAST
'It rained and rained.'
3.3 SEMANTIC CONTENT OF THE OPEN WORD CLASSES 
3,3,1 Nominals
Semantically, nominals are divided into two groups; those which are 
not subject to productive reduplication and those which are. When rejecting 
a reduplicated version of a nominal which cannot be reduplicated, Eliza
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Kennedy would explain, "Either it is that, or it isn't." It was therefore 
nonsensical to reduplicate, which is equivalent to prefacing the form with 
'more-or-less' or 'somewhat'. Thus *miri-miri was rejected, because one 
cannot have a 'more-or-less dog', while gi:dja-gi:djan 'more-or-less green, 
greenish' is an acceptable form,
Nominals which do not reduplicate are normally translated by English 
nouns, and those which do undergo reduplication are normally translated 
by adjectives. The possibility of productive reduplication could be 
advanced as a formal criterion for similarly dividing Ngiyamba; nominals 
into two sub-classes, noun and adjective. But in Ngiyamba: there are no 
known further differences, morphological or syntactic, as between non­
reduplicating and reduplicating nominals. Syntactically, for instance, 
any nominal which can be a constituent part of a NP can also be the sole 
representative of a NP (8.2). giidjan may translate either 'green' 
or '(a/the) green one'. To introduce the terms 'noun' and 'adjective' as 
synonyms for 'non-reduplicating' and 'reduplicating' would serve no 
descriptive purpose elsewhere in the grammar.
3.3,1.1 Non-reduplicating nominals
An impression of the range of reference of non-reduplicating nominals 
is given through a sample list. The categories into which the sample words 
are organised cannot be taken to be comprehensive. Nor are they intended 
to reflect Ngiyamba: lexical taxonomy.
Non-reduplicating nominals refer to;
[1J The inanimate natural world, such as the elements, heavenly bodies, 
phenomena of the weather, features of the landscape, types of rock and 
soil etc,; galiN- 'water, river', gabada: 'moon, month', bandur 'thunder',
gurumin 'shadow' and now 'picture', gi:mbir 'soakage', mu(;u 'loose freshly 
dug dirt, such as is found round the mouth of inhabited burrows'.
[2] Vegetation; gugur 'tree, branch, stick, wood', mugil 'wild orange, 
wild orange tree', gilaywara 'flower of the wild banana vine', baga 'wild
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banana vine', dhigar 'porcupine grass, burr, any low spiky plant, spike', 
maganji 'mallee, as it grows in an open sandy environment', yuwan 'non­
meat food' and now 'bread',
[3] Fauna and their constructions; wugga 'emu chick', dhinil 'nit of 
louse', bandar 'old man kangaroo', guniguru 'nest in a burrow',
[4] People, according to race, sex, age, kinship and other social relations; 
walu:y '"new" initiated man', yu:gin 'companion', bura:y 'child, son, 
daughter'.
[5] Supernatural beings, some unique and some not; guriguda 'a powerful 
sky being made of quartz crystals', dhuwi 'hairy "wanda" who live in caves 
(Text 2).
[6] Place names and culturally defined parts of the environment; ya:rali 
'Yathong station', galiyar 'Lachlan river', Quramba:N- 'homeland, country', 
dharambal 'Milky Way, path at ceremonial ground (Text 1), personal "beat" 
or accustomed travelling range'.
[7] Artefacts; bawa:r 'rug', babar 'wooden shovel'.
[8] Intangibles and abstract notions; yuwiN- 'name', gari; 'truth',
[9] Parts and portions of any of the above including body parts, secretions 
and excretions, and parts of other things; muwaN- 'body hair, fur, 
feathers', mungu 'blind diverticula of kangaroo stomach, pylorus of kangaroo 
and introduced herbivores' stomach', gamuN- 'breast, milk', mula 'pus', 
wa[an 'root of tree', gunimar 'indentation of spear', wabu 'dead end of 
burrow', malda 'lump, clod of earth, ice'.
3,3,1,2 Reduplicating nominals
These refer to characteristics of various kinds:
[lj Characteristics which contrast with others in antonymous pairs.
The scales include: value - yadama 'good', wara;y 'bad'; dimension - 
ba;mir 'long, tali', bubay 'short'; other physical properties, such 
as ripeness - magi ’raw, unripe', wigi 'ripe, cooked', temperature - 
giru: 'warm', gama: 'cool', weight - wiriwal 'heavy', wu^a 'light' etc.;
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age - dhalagay 'fresh, new1, marayibiyaN- 'old1; ownership - guyugan 
'own1, wagunbi 'someone else's'; skill - dharmajy 'clever (person or 
piece of work)', maya:l 'incompetent (person or piece of work)'; and 
speed - yarur 'slow, steady', barary 'fast',
A translation involving 'more-or-less' before the word, or -ish 
suffixed to it would render the reduplicated forms of all these adequately 
except for the pair referring to ownership, guyu-guyuQan, literally 
'more-or-less (one's) own' is a notion which seems to people of European 
culture to involve prevarication. For an account of the Wagarybuwan view 
of ownership and giving, see 6.3,3.3, 6.3.3.5.
[2] Colours, There are four basic colour terms as defined by Berlin 
and Kay (1969;5), They are bangaba:N- 'white', buluy ’black', girabafay 
'red' and gitdjan 'green', in conformity with Berlin and Kay's finding 
that languages which contain four terms have terms for 'white', 'black', 
'red', and either 'green' or 'yellow', There are other colour terms with 
restricted application, e,g, bugiba; 'grizzled' or 'white' of hair, and 
terms derived with the suffix -gula:y 'like' (9.3.1.6),
[3] Mathematical properties. There is a four-term paradigm of forms 
available for answering the question 'How much/ many?', which is put with 
the indeterminate minja-galma;yN- (9,3.5,4),
magu; 'one, single, alone'
bulagar 'two, a pair'
gulbir 'some, a few'
buggu K, madu T 'much/many, a lot'.
Like the similar four-term "indefinite determiner" paradigm described
for Walbiri by Hale, it is not "as a whole.,.used in counting", i.e. it
is not a system of numerals (K. Hale n,d.). But magu: and bulagar
can be combined for exact enumeration up to four, bulagar magu: is 'three',
and bulagar bulagar (or bulagunbay) is 'four'. 'Five' and 'ten' are
indicated by holding up one or both hands with palms inwards and fingers
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splayed and using yiQgalma:yN- 'same number'. (For yiggal 1 same', a 
determiner, see 5.2.) Multiples of ten are enumerated by indicating 
'ten', dropping the hands, then raising them again saying gala:y 
yiQgalma:y (again same number+ABS), and so on as required. The relative 
unimportance of counting in this way as an activity in traditional Ngiyamba:- 
speaking society is perhaps reflected in the fact that first attempts to 
elicit 'three' and 'four' were usually met with contact jargon forms like 
"threefeller" and "fourfeller",
The roots mentioned so far characterise sets or portions in terms of 
number and quantity. Another root magaN- 'other, different' characterises 
in terms of exclusion from a set or portion.
The reduplicated form magu-magu; means 'around one'. Once, when 
there was not enough car space for the whole of a party wishing to travel, 
someone said:
(3^ 3) magu-magu: yana-giri
REDUP-one+ABS go-PURP
' (Just) one or two (of us) will have bo 9 0 ,'
Similarly, bula-bulagar means 'a couple or so', gulbi-gulbir might be 
used to suggest more or less than 'a few', and buggu-buggu more or less 
than 'many' according to context, rather as 'quite a few' and 'quite a 
lot' are in English, maga-maga;N- means 'various, heterogeneous, of all 
sorts' and is normally translated "different different" by informants, 
who use this phrase in their English.
[4] Animation; muga:N- 'asleep', mu:n 'alive*.
[5j Physical characteristics without lexical antonyms, including some 
topographical characteristics whose English equivalents are nouns; mangar 
'sticky1, Qarul 'crunchy', gabur 'rotten' (wood), dhira:n 'sandhill, rise', 
wiri: 'plain, (the) open',
[6J Physiological characteristics; gugun 'lame', dhindar 'bald', ba£ur
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'failing to grow', wa£al 'stiff' (muscles).
[7] Emotional, mental and behavioural characteristics; bugil 'pleased', 
dhiraQgal "flash", guyan 'shy, ashamed', nhanja 'persistent', yarmal 
'mischievous'.
[8J Orientational positions; milan 'neighbourhood', binguN- 'tip, 
point', bawuN- 'centre, middle', gagir 'back, area behind'.
Reduplicated versions of this type of nominal are not always acceptable. 
Acceptability depends on what the position is relative to. At T10.2 
someone wishes to sleep bawuQ-ga (middle-LOC) 'in the middle', i.e. between 
two people, A reduplicated form meaning 'more~or-less in the middle' 
could not be used in this context, but bawu-bawug-ga QuraQ-ga 'more-or- 
less in the middle of the camp' makes acceptable sense.
A few nominals have reduplicated forms which might be expected not 
to do so, on the basis of the description of non-reduplicating nominals 
at 3.3.3.1, and of the gloss 'more-or-less,..' for the effect of reduplic­
ation.
Qimbi is 'bone' and Qimbi-Qimbi was translated "on the body side"
(c.f. gudhal 'fat' and guda-gudhal 'somewhat fat'),
ga:bi refers to the substance 'vomit' and ga:bi-ga:bi is 'nauseous, 
on the point of vomiting'. (There is also a verb ga;bi-l intr. 'vomit'.) 
wi;N- is 'fire, firewood' and wi:wi:N- is 'hot'.
dhanaN- is used to characterise any round object (except an internal 
seed or pip, which is mil 'eye'). Examples are: (guwanhdhaN-) dhanaN-
'(quandong) fruit'; any protuberant part of something, such as (QamuN-) 
dhanaN- '(breast) protuberance', i.e. 'nipple'; and any heaped portion 
of something, such as (dhagun) dhanaN- ' (earth) mound'. During a discussion 
of different dhanaN-, a sebaceous cyst was described with the word dhanaN- 
and a pimple with dhana-dhanaN-,
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3.3.2. Verbs
There are both simple and compound verbs. There are three main 
types of compound verb, if they are categorised according to the semantic 
type of the bound modifiers which form their initial elements (7.7).
Since some compound verbs occur in apposition to other verbs, the compound 
verb system distinguishes nine semantic classes of verb: one of active
intransitive verbs; seven of active transitive verbs; and a residual 
class of transitive verbs which includes verbs of perception (such as 
Qa;-y tr. 'see, look', winaga-1 'hear, listen') and verbs of intellection 
(such as dhi:rba-y tr. 'know', winaga-y tr, 'think (about), remember').
The membership of these classes is described at 7,4,
At several points in the grammar it is convenient to refer to 'active' 
verbs as a class; that is, to verbs denoting actions controlled by those 
who perform them, such as baga-1 'dig', bibuwa-y 'run' etc,.
At other points reference is made to a class of verbs called 'Stative'. 
These verbs denote physiological or emotional states which are not controlled 
by those who experience them, except in so far as they expose themselves 
to their causes, or avoid them. Examples are girambi-1 intr. 'sick, in 
pain', birabi-1 intr. 'hungry', dharambi-1 intr. 'fond', walinjdja-1 intr.
'lonely'.
Another class of verbs referred to (e,g. at several sub-sections of 
6,3.3) is 'verbs of position which also function as existential verbs'.
These are the verbs wi:-y 'sit', wafa-y 'stand' and yuwa-y 'lie', which 
are also translated 'stop', 'remain', 'exist', 'live', and 'be' in certain 
circumstances. (There is a copula, ga-1 'be' as well,)
Other verbs belong to none of the categories mentioned, verbs such 
as gidja-1 'rain', migima-y 'lightning', dhuwa-y 'fall', nhanga-y 'submerge, 
drown' etc,.
The majority of verbs can be productively reduplicated, but some 
verbs indicate events which cannot occur 'more-or-less'. For instance
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reduplicated forms of the following were rejected, on the grounds that 
"Either you're doing that or you're not";
gu-y tr. 'give' 
ga-1 'be'
gajganma-y intr, 'feel' (cold, fed-up etc.) 
baluN-y intr, 'die''
dha:ri-y intr, 'be absent, disappear* 
galanma-1 tr, 'light* (a fire) 
wandarma-1 tr, 'mislay*
yana-y intr. 'walk, travel, go' (the unmarked verb of motion) 
manabi-y intr, 'hunt, go in search of game* 
dhanguruma-y intr, 'dance in the shake-knees style'
This glance at the semantic content of the class 'verb' does not 
reveal the extent to which verbs reflect the cultural preoccupations of 
traditional VJaga:ybuwan society. There is for instance a verb mungurma-1 
paraphrasable by 'break the limb joints of an animal in preparation for 
cooking', and another referring to the way in which snakes rear before 
striking, gapulba-1 not only indicates the physical motion, but is 
translated so as to include the culture-specific interpretation that the 
snake is "getting the power to poison you from the big snake up there in 
the sky", i.e. the wavy band of relative darkness in the Milky Way.
3.3,3 Adverbs
A couple of dozen adverbs have been found. They indicate the timing 
of events, e,g, gambira 'a day back or forward', thus 'yesterday' and 
'tomorrow'; and their positioning, e.g. mala 'sideways on', dhargi 
'crossways'. They evaluate actions, e.g, yada 'well'. There is an 
intensifier, dhugay (6-119, 6-121), and an adverb of degree, manga;n K, 
mingiyan T (T3.9). Both modify nominals and other adverbs as well as 
verbs and can often be translated 'very' in this function. But manga:n
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is implicitly comparative. For instance it is equivalent to the 'too' of 
'too hard1 at T3.9, and it is used in comparative constructions such as:
(3-4) qadhu manabi-nji manga :n rjinu:-dhi
I+NOM hunt-PAST degree adverb you+OBL-CIRC
’I went hunting more than you.'
Two adverbs indicate degrees of adequacy, Qarbu 'enough' and yu:dhi 
'excessively'. One has distributive function;
(3-5) galubi=li*--na Qura wamiyi
separately=JNOM+DU-EXC camp+ABS build+PAST
'We built camps, each making (her) own,'
The intensifier and the degree adverb cannot be reduplicated. (This 
would cancel their semantic function. Compare English *'more-or-less 
very'.)
The only suffix attached to adverbs is -bu (3.3,3,1),
3.3,3,1 -bu UNIVersal quantifier
-bu makes the reference of the form to which it is attached universal, 
with respect to the universe of reference established by the context in 
which the form is used. Semantically, adverbial modification is sometimes 
relative, sometimes absolute, For instance, to say that an event took 
place 'for a long time' is to give relative information about its timing.
To say that it took place 'all the time' is to time it absolutely by 
excluding the possibility of a time at which it was not taking place.
The whole universe of reference of 'time' is invoked. Ngiyamba: has an 
adverb guwayu 'for a long time'. guwayu-bu can be translated 'all the 
time' in a sentence in which the verb is in the past tense, 'still' when 
the verb is in the present tense (T3,7), and 'for ever' when it is
irrealis.
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The function of -bu, like that of productive reduplication, is purely 
semantic, i.e. it is not known to change the morphological or syntactic 
properties of stems to wnich it is attached, and it can be suffixed to any
stem whose reference is relative to some universe of reference, irrespective 
of the word class to which it belongs. The class of adverbs, containing 
as it does modifiers of time, place, degree and adequacy, is the open 
class par excellence in which such stems may be found. Indeed a couple 
of adverbs provide modification which is intrinsically absolute, and cannot 
appear without -bu, They are garbu 'enough1 and munjbu 'suddenly' (c.f. 
French 'tout a coup' in which the universal quantifier 'tout' is also 
obligatory, and the English alternative which most literally translates 
it, 'all of a sudden').
Table 3.3.3.1 gives further examples of the semantic effect of 
suffixing -bu to words of various classes, both open and closed. In 
case the reader should miss the semantic unity underlying the formal 
diversity of colloquial English equivalents, the column 'gloss with -bu' 
gives more literal translations, each of which contains 'all', 'as,..as 
possible', or 'absolutely'.
Two forms not listed at Table 3.3,3.1 deserve comment. The 
first, ya:ynjdjibu (Tl.l) is glossed 'around' or 'in a circle'. 
Formally this could be analysed as the circumstantive form of 
ya:yN- 'thus, this way' followed by -bu, i.e. 'totally in this 
way', which amounts to coming full circle. However, this 
analysis is not made because no context has been found in which 
ya:ynjdji is used without -bu. The only other case inflection 
found with ya:yN- is the locative, which is added after -bu. 
ya:ymbuga (T9.12) is translated "for nothing", i.e. 'in vain'. 
Since there is no evidence for *ya:yQ-ga, this form is not 
analysed either. (-bu precedes case-marking on nominals.)
Nominals derived with the comitative -buwan (4.3.2.1) take -bu. 
Someone described eating the fruit of the wild apple dhagun- 
buwan-bu (dirt-COMIT-UNIV) 'dirt and all'.
3.3,4 Interjections
Those non-onomatopoeic interjections which have been encountered
are listed;
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yagara:y
yagay K, yuwa:y T
gunibay
w a :
garaba: min
ga:bu K, ga;bul T 
wa;bagu:1 
[wa:oJ, [e;ya:woJ
wiJu;y
expression of sudden pain, or the intention to 
inflict it, 'Ouch!', 'Take that!'.
expression of surprise or alarm, e,g. when someone 
comes up unperceived and claps one on the shoulder, 
expression of fear or disgust, e.g. on finding a 
snake in a rabbit burrow.
expression of dismay, e.g. on discovering that 
something has been forgotten (T10.9), 
expression of sympathy or regret 'Alas!'. min 
is used alone after sentences (6-111), even when 
English is spoken, as in "Then he was hanged, min." 
appeal for quiet, 'Hush!', 
appeal for silence, 'Shut up!'.
shouted appeal for an answering shout which will 
reveal others' whereabouts,'Cooee!' (9-66).
a spell (2.12.4) ,
Particles and the indeterminate minja occur as complete utterances 
as well as being constituents of sentences (9,2 and 5,3), For 
instance waga;y is equivalent to 'No!' as well as 'not'. When 
they do so they function as single-word conversational responses. 
They constitute abbreviations for sentences which could in any 
given context be supplied, unlike the interjections, which are 
independent of both sentence structure and discourse structure.
Onomatopoeic interjections imitate non-linguistic vibrations and
sounds of all kinds from the throb of an infected wound (dhandhan) to
the rumble of thunder and approaching whirlwinds (gambur). One indicates
sudden silence (gab, T5.20), Twenty or so have been found, of which five
(all phonotactically irregular) are listed at 2.12.2,
Nominals are derived from these interjections by the addition of
-manja. For instance, garwa imitates the crackling sound of dried skins
(or paper); the calico government underwear formerly supplied to Aborigines
was described as garwa-garwa-manja 'somewhat crackly' (Donaldson forthcoming
(a)).
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Intransitive verbs are derived from onomatopoeic interjections by 
attaching -ba-1. For instance the robin redbreast is said to have had 
his head split open in mythological times (so that the blood poured over 
his breast) because he continually sang out dhub dhub dhub dhub. As 
the informant explained;
(3-6) yu:dhi dhubiyi
excessively go dhub+PAST
’He went dhub too much,'
Interjections may not be reduplicated as described at 3.2, but they 
may be repeated, and frequently are if they are onomatopoeic and imitative 
of a repetitious sound (as with dhub), -manja and -ba-1 are attached to 
single instances (dhuba-1). The nominals and verbs thus derived are 
subject to reduplication in the normal way (garwa-garwa-manja ’somewhat 
crackly’, and yilgi-yilgir-ba-miyi (KEDUP-rattle-VBLSR-CAUS+PAST) ’made.,.
rustle’ at T1.17),
CHAPTER 4
NOMINALS
4.0 INTRODUCTION
Nominal words consist of at least a nominal root followed by a case 
inflection, except where the root occurs in the unmarked case form, absolutive. 
A number of stem-forming suffixes may intervene between the root and the case 
inflection. Those described at 4.2 derive nominal stems with the same refer­
ence as the root, while those described at 4.3 derive nominal stems whose 
reference differs from that of the root. The former may either precede the 
latter (qualifying the root); or follow (qualifying the derived stem with 
different reference); or both (qualifying both), as in the first of the 
examples listed below, bura;y-djul-buwan-bula:-gu. When more than one suffix 
from those at 4.2 is added to a root or stem, the order of attachment of 
the suffixes with respect to one another is fixed; bura:y-djul-bula: (child-
DIM-DU) 'two little children' is grammatical, but *bura:y-bula:-dhul, with 
the order of the two suffixes reversed, is not. The ordering of the suffixes 
at 4.3 with respect to one another depends on the meaning of the stem to be 
derived. The following examples illustrate some possible combinations of 
both types of suffix;
bura:y-djul-buwan-bula:-gu (child-DIM(4.2)-COMIT(4.3)-DU(4.2)-DAT(4.2)) 
'of pair with little child'
bura:y-djul-bula:-buwan-gu 'of (one) with two little children'
gura Q-giyalunh-dhalaba: (camp-BELONGING(4.3)-PRIV(4.3)+ABS(4.1)) ' (one)
without a housewife'
galinj-djalaba:Q-giyalu (water-PRIV-BELONGING+ABS) '(one) belonging
to waterless (country)
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4.1 NOMINAL CASES
4.1.1 Nominal case forms
There are four case inflections, ergative/instrumental, dative, locative 
and circumstantive; and one unmarked case form, absolutive. The forms at 
Table 4,1.1 are accounted for in terms of the juxtaposition of stems, as 
set up at Column 1, and inflections, subject to the application of the 
numbered rules set out at 2,9. (These are indicated in parentheses.)
Absolutive;
The absolutive being the unmarked case, the absolutive form of nominals 
is the same as their stem form, except where the stem is set up with a 
final N (2.5), N is dropped word-finally (Rule 7 at 2.9).
Ergative/Instrumental:
The inflection has two alternants:
- gu after stems ending in a vowel (with or without a following N)
’■'DHu after stems ending in a consonant (including y with or without a 
following N)
When a stem ends in VC;)(N) :
[lj -gu is added
[2j N, if present, becomes Q (Rule 7a)
When a stem ends in y(N) ;
[lj -DHu is added
[2J y is dropped from the stem (Rule 2)
[3 J DH becomes dh (Rule 3)
[ 4] N, if present, becomes nh (Rule 7a)
When a stem ends in n ;
[lj -DHu is added
[2] DH becomes dh (Rule 3)
[3] dh becomes d (Rule 5)
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When a stem ends in 1  or r :
[ 1 J -DHu is added
[ 2 J DH becomes dh (Rule 3)
[3] dh is dropped (Rule 6)
D ative:
-gu is added to all stems.
Locative;
The locative inflection has two alternants. They are formally identical 
to the alternants of the ergative/instrumental inflection, but for the vowel, 
which is a instead of u, i.e.;
-ga after stems ending in a vowel (with or without a following N)
-DHa after stems ending in a consonant (including y with or without a following 
N) ,
The locative forms of nominals are derived by exactly the same rules
as the ergative/instrumental forms.
Rules 4, 5 and 6 at 2,9 could all have been ordered to precede 
Rule 3, thus avoiding postulating an underlying dh in the 
derivation of a number of forms which is never realised on the 
surface, for instance in the derivation of ergative/instrumental 
and locative forms of nominals with stems ending in n, 1 and r. 
However, such an ordering would have entailed losing the general­
isation that these morphologically conditioned rules apply in 
environments where DH is normally realised as dh.
Circumstantive;
-DHi is added to all stems.
When the stem ends in fi(:) ] (N) :
Y
[1]
[2]
DH becomes dj (Rule 3b)
N, if present, becomes nj
When the stem ends in f a
lu .
(Rule 7a)
(:) (N) :
[lj DH becomes dh (Rule 3)
[2J N, if present, becomes nh (Rule 7a)
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When the stem ends in n :
[1] DH becomes dh (Rule 3)
[2] dh becomes d (Rule 5)
When the stem ends in 1 or r
[1] DH becomes dh (Rule 3)
[2] dh is dropped (Rule 6)
Loanwords ending in d are inflected as if they ended in 1 or r.
Loanwords ending in the peripheral stops b and g take the alternants of the 
ergative/instrumental and locative inflections appropriate to stems ending 
in vowels. Whenever an inflection beginning in g is added to a loan stem 
ending in g, the geminate cluster is reduced to a single consonant (Rule 9 
at 2,9) ,
4.1.1.1 Simplified case forms among younger speakers
Younger speakers (aged fifty to sixty) use -gu and -ga for the 
ergative/instrumental and locative inflections respectively on all stems, 
and not -DHu and -DHa after consonants, This extends the neutralisation 
of the distinction between dative and ergative/instrumental forms to the 
declension of every stem.
Such speakers also use circumstantive forms such as gamugin-dhi, 
garul-dhi and gugur-dhi, They dispense with Rules 5 and 6 at 2.9, and realise 
the circumstantive inflection -DHi after all stems according to Rule 3.
Text 7 was contributed by a speaker who simplifies case forms in this 
way. There is one example at T7.10, gu:ga:r-gu for gu:ga:r-u (tree goanna- 
ERG) .
4.1,2 Case functions and case forms
Table 4.1,2 shows the various functions represented by particular case 
forms in nominals and demonstratives, and in free and bound pronouns. Each 
case function or group of functions listed in the leftmost column is
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represented by a unique range of (inflected or suppletive) forms, which 
varies according to the nature of the case-bearing stem, as indicated in 
the remaining columns. Some types of stem do not occur in every case 
function. Two case functions, agent and instrument, are marked homomorphously 
on stems which occur in either function, i.e. on nominals and demonstratives. 
But they are regarded as each having a unique range of formal representations 
in that instrument function is not indicated on pronouns at all, while agent 
function is. The homomorphous forms which mark agent and instrument are 
given two separate labels, ergative and instrumental, to draw attention to 
their different syntactic distribution, (When ergative and instrumental 
forms are considered from a purely formal point of view, they are considered 
together, as ergative/instrumental, as at 4.1,1,) Otherwise the principle 
one formf, one case label has been strictly adhered to at Table 4.1.2, 
however diverse the functions represented by a single form,
4,1,3 Classification of case functions
All case functions are represented by nominals and demonstratives.
But they may be sub-grouped, as at Table 4.1.3, in terms of their more 
limited possibilities for representation by pronouns, free pronouns and 
bound pronouns enclitic on different types of constituent.
Pronouns do not occur at all in instrumental function, as mentioned 
at 4,1,2,
Both free pronouns and pronouns enclitic on the first constituent of 
the sentence occur in agent, subject, object and indirect object functions.
Possessive is unique as a case function in that a nominal marked for 
it may take a further case inflection. In addition, enclitic pronouns in 
possessive function are attached not only in the usual position for enclitic 
pronouns, i.e. to the first constituent of the sentence, but also to a 
(case-marked) nominal or demonstrative in any position in the sentence.
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The. Krst three types of case function are syntactic, and cross references 
are given at Table 4.1.3 to indicate whereabouts they are illustrated in 
Chapter 8, which describes the syntax of simple sentences. The remaining 
group of functions listed at Table 4.1,3, those which are represented 
by free but not by bound pronouns, includes the local case functions, 
allative, locative and ablative. Each of the nominal inflections which 
marks a local function involving motion also marks a distinct syntactic 
function: -gu, which indicates allative function, also marks purposive
function. The local and syntactic functions marked by -gu are distinguished 
at 4-31 and 4-32, Likewise, -DHi, which marks ablative function, also marks 
causal function, depending on the type of verb present in the sentence 
(compare for instance 4-15 and 4-37),
In this chapter the concern is to illustrate the functions of the 
nominal case inflections ^gu, -ga~-DHa, and -DHi, labelled dative, locative 
and circumstantive respectively; firstly their local functions and then 
their non-local functions, including those which can be separately identified 
on syntactic grounds as purposive and causal. The presentation attempts to 
reveal semantic connections which underlie the diversity of these inflections' 
uses.
4.1.4 Local case functions (spatial orientation)
Ngiyamba: case inflections indicate spatial orientation by reference 
to the system of oppositions illustrated at Table 4.1.4a. The Latin-based 
terms used there are traditional in the description of languages which have 
an exterior versus interior case distinction, such as Finnish. They express 
concisely the full range of semantic differences between each of the six 
positions within the system.
However, Ngiyamba: does not have six formally distinct local case 
inflections, but only three, which are distributed over the six positions 
as shown at Table 4,1,4b, All distinctions relating to motion are neutralised
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Table 4.1.4a
Spatial orientation system
No motion 
Motion to 
Motion from
Exterior
adessive
allative
ablative
Interior
inessive
illative
elative
Table 4.1.4b
Case marking of positions within system
Exterior Interior
Inflection Label Inflection Label
No motion -ga^-DHa Locative -DHi Circumstantive
Motion to -gu Dative -DHi Circumstantive
Motion from -DHi Circumstantive -DHi Circumstantive
the 'interior' category; and the exterior versus interior distinction
is neutralised in the 'motion from' category.
Many Ngiyamba: verbs govern a single argument in a local case, 
including some of those in the examples given at 4.1.4.1-3. 
wamba-y 'be on/against' takes a locative argument only, gu£uN-y 
'enter' a circumstantive argument only, and so on. The justific­
ation for interpreting the exterior versus interior distinction 
as being represented by the case inflections themselves lies in 
the possibility of contrasting the case forms in an otherwise 
identical context. There are two ways of asking the question 
"Where is it?"
(4-1) wanhdha-la-wa:=na ga-£a
which (place)-L0C-EXCLAM=3ABS be-PRES
'Whereat is it?'
and:
(4-2) wanhdha^ll’-wa ;-na ga-£a
which (place)^CIRC-
'Wherein is it?'
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The speaker of 4-1, who uses the locative form of wanhdha, 
assumes that the missing object is not inside anything else.
4-1 might be used in a situation like, say, mislaying a crowbar 
on a piece of ground where one was digging for rabbits. The 
speaker of 4-2, using the circumstantive, assumes that the 
missing object is indeed inside something. 4-2 might be used 
in circumstances like looking for household possessions. Given 
the contrasting functions of such a pair of case forms, it is 
possible to predict which local case a particular verb indicating 
motion or position, such as gu£uN-y, will govern, on the basis 
of the gloss for the verb.
4 ,1,4,1 Adessive function of locative -ga^-DHa
A locative inflection has adessive meaning (Tables 4.1.4a and b). It 
translates 'at1, 'on' and 'by/next to', but not ‘in' in the sense of 'inside':
(4-3) bulujr wi;-nji QanuQ-ga
frogmouth+ABS sit-PAST miamia-LOC
'The frogmouth sat on the miamia.' (c.f. Til,5)
(4-4) Qa:-y-aga=ndu dhina-lugu migga-ga
see-CM-IRR=2N0M foot-3GEN burrow-LOC
'You will see his foot(mark) by the burrow,' (c.f. T6.6)
(4-5) ga:-nhi=nag-gal mayirj-gu gana:-ga
carry-PAST=3ABS-PL person-ERG shoulder-LOC
'The men carried them on (their) shoulders,' (c.f, Tl,36)
Travellers are regarded as being in a constantly adessive relation to 
their means of transport, 4-5 showed people being carried on the shoulders 
of others, 4-6 means 'I travelled on foot':
(4-6) Qadhu yana-nhi dhinaQ-ga
I+NOM go-PAST foot-LOC
Though "drylanders" themselves, the bila:rgiyalu knew of their neighbours' 
canoes. mari:-ga (canoe-LOC) 'by canoe' could be substituted for dhinaQ-ga 
at 4-6, or wilba:r-a (sulky-LOC) 'by sulky' or muduga;-ga (car-LOC) 'by car'.
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Travellers are also regarded as being in a constantly adessive relation 
to areas over which they are travelling, so long as they remain, in English 
terms, 'within' the confines of the area:
(4-7) Qadhu wiri:-ga yana-nhi
I+NOM open-LOC go-PAST
'I travelled over/across open (country),'
Swimming is regarded as taking place ’adjacent to’ rather than 'inside' 
the water;
(4-8) Qadhu gu^uga-nhi galiQ-ga
swim-PAST water-LOC
'I swam in (literally ’on1) the water.'
Water is in turn described as 'adjacent to' the terrain where it is situated 
At T3.12 there is said to be always water 'at the hill' - dhirama-ga (hill- 
LOC), and at T4.20 there is water Qanidjar dhagun-da (underside ground-LOC) 
'at the underside of the ground'.
Flying likewise takes place 'next to' the sky rather than 'within' it;
(4-9) dhibi: bara-nha balima-ga
bird+ABS fly-PRES sky-LOC
'Birds are flying in (literally 'on') the sky.'
The heavenly bodies too are suspended against the sky, not within it;
(4-10) gabada; balima-ga wamba-nha
moon+ABS be up-PRES
'The moon is in (literally 'on') the sky.'
4.1.4.2 Allative function of dative -gu
The local function of -gu, the inflection labelled dative (Table 4.1.2) 
is allative. It translates '(up) to' or 'onto' but not 'into':
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(4-11) gadhu yana-nha galig-gu 
I+NOM go-PRES water-DAT
'I am going to the water.1
At Tl.3 the construction of a knee-high windbreak is described. It is 
built bunda;yg-gu-nu: (knee-DAT-20BL), 'up to your knee'.
Just as swimmers are regarded as swimming 'on' rather than 'inside' 
the water at 3-8, the snake at 4-12 is regarded as crawling 'onto' the 
shadow of a tree rather than 'into' it:
(4-12) ga;ra-nhi dhuru gurumin-gu
crawl-PAST snake+ABS shadow-DAT
'The snake crawled into (literally 'onto') the shadow.'
(gurumin is also used nowadays to mean 'picture' and 'photograph',)
4.1.4.3 Residual local functions of circumstantive -PHi
In the exterior category, -DHi has ablative meaning, contrasting 
with -gu (allative) and -ga-,-DHa (adessive) :
(4-13) giyanu-na gura yuri-miyi galinj-dji
we+PL+NOM-EXC camp+ABS shift-CAUS+PAST water-CIRC
'We shifted (our) camp away from the water,'
All distinctions relating to motion are neutralised in the interior category, 
inessive, illative and elative meanings all being indicated by the circum­
stantive inflection -DHi. This is well illustrated in an anecdote about a 
porcupine (echidna). Someone caught one, and put it in an empty oil drum 
(referred to as gadhal) to await cooking:
(4-14) gu£u-miyi=dju=na gadhal-giran-di
enter-CAUS+PAST=lNOM—3ABS water vessel-AUG-CIRC
'I put it in the drum,'
She left it there, sitting quietly in the drum:
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(4-15) gadjal-i=na gu^uga-nhi
water vessel-CIRC=3ABS be inside-PAST
'It was in the drum.'
When she came back, it had managed to escape:
(4-15) badhiyi=na gadjal-i
emerge+PAST=3ABS
'It got out of the drum,'
As in many Australian languages, the sun is spoken of as entering 
the earth at sunset and emerging from it at sunrise. In both 
cases dhagun 'earth' is marked with -DHi, (For instance a 
Diyari site off the Birdsville track is called didjimiQganha 
’sun-hole', the setting sun's point of entry.)
Something may be entered in order to get through it and out the other
side. This is the implication at T3.8, where the progress of wa:way,
creator of the rivers, is blocked by the rockiness of Mount Manara:
(4-17) waga:y=ni dhirama-dhi
NEG=3ABS+VIS hill-CIRC
gu(~u-nhi
enter-PAST
'He didn't get through the hill.'
Crossing over something (as opposed to travelling 'on' or 'across' a 
type of terrain, as at 4-7) is also indicated by the circumstantive 
inflection:
(4-18) miri dhargi yana-nhi buray-dji
dog+ABS crossways go-PAST child-CIRC
'The dog stepped over the child.'
The verb banda-1 'tie' governs an argument in the circumstantive case. 
At Tl,16, the dancers are described as 'tying leaves around their shins 
with string':
(4-19) buyu-ga=lu-gal gira; mawir-i
shin-L0C=3ERG-PL leaf+ABS string-CIRC
bandiyi
tie+PAST
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Literally, the action is viewed as 'interior’ with respect to the string.
They 'tied leaves into string on their shins'. The justification for this 
interpretation lies in a phrase used to describe initiation, which is 
usually referred to as "putting people through the rules" or "making boys 
into men" when people of Wagarybuwan descent are speaking English, In 
Ngiyamba: they say;
(4-20) mayi=lu-gal burban-dhi bandiyi
person+ABS=3ERG-PL initiation ceremonies-CIRC tie-PAST
When asked to translate this, Ngiyamba; speakers said, "They tamed people 
into the burba ." or, "They tied people into it,", They compared this with 
the taming of wild horses "into" harness, again translated mawir-i;
(4-21) warigal yara;man=lu-gal mawir-i bandiyi
wild+ABS horse+ABS=3ERG-PL string-CIRC
4,1,5 Non-local uses of inflections which mark local case functions
The semantic connections between the local uses of these case inflec­
tions, to express orientation in space, and their non-local uses, are rooted 
in an association between the distinctions made in the ’motion1 category in 
the system described at 4,1,4 and distinctions of time, ’Motion to1 is 
associated with approaching the future, 'motion from’ with leaving the past. 
Absence of motion is associated with the location of events in time and the 
identification of states of affairs concomitant with events,
4.1,5.1 Non-local uses of locative -ga~-DHa
Events are located in time as opposed to space by marking an appropriate 
nominal (NP) with a locative inflection. Night and day, months and two 
seasons are distinguished in this way.
At T1.5 the dancers enter the windbreak Qawu-ga-galay (darkness-LOC- 
ONLY) 'at night only', T6.8 recommends tracking porcupines dhuni-ga (sun- 
LOC) 'during the day'. dhuni ’sun’ also appears in the temporal phrase
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dhuni mugu-ga (sun blocked-LOC) which means ’during the period of visibility 
before sunrise’.
In a song composed by Moolbong Johnson (see introduction to S4), a 
rainmaker 'makes’ rain which fails to fall. He attempts to save face by 
explaining that the rain is to fall the following month, The song ends:
(4-22) gabada: bilaQa:l-a Qini gidja-l-aga
moon+ABS next-LOC here rain-CM-IRR
'(It) will rain here next month,1
'In winter* is translated dhagar-a (frost, ice-LOC), while ’in summer' 
is dhariyal-a (heat-LOC) (.see also the suffix -ba; 'time', 4,4.1).
A nominal referring to a number or quantity is marked with a locative 
inflection to indicate the number or quantity of times an event takes place:
(4-23) bulagar-a=dhu=na ga;-nhi
two-L0C=lN0M=3ABS see-PAST
'I saw him twice.’
(4-24) wi:=dju buggiyi madu-ga
fire=lNOM flog+PAST many-LOC
'I flogged the fire a lot of times' (with a sack, to put it out).
States of affairs concomitant with events are indicated by a nominal 
marked with a locative inflection;
(4-25) waga:y=dju budu-ga yuwan dha-(;a
NEG=1N0M dry-LOC bread+ABS eat-PRES
'I don't eat bread dry.’
- i.e. 'I want something to drink with it,' (Compare English prepositional 
phrases indicating states, such as ’in the nude',)
Something may be said 'in earnest’ - gari:-ga (truth-LOC) f or 'in jest’
- wagayma-ga (play-LOC). Someone abuses someone else wagayma-ga at 6-87,
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The following sentence was said of a person who appeared to be angry;
(4-26) galgi-ga=lu wagayma-(;a
anger-L0C=3ABS act-PRES
It was translated "She pretends to be wild",
English forces a choice between noun and adjective glosses; 
between 'anger' and 'angry' in tne translation of galgi, between 
'truth' and 'true' in the translation of gari:, and so on. The 
gloss chosen varies according to context. It should be borne in 
mind that the Ngiyamba; roots are nominal roots, unmarked for 
this distinction,
NPs marked with locative inflections occur with special functions in 
sentences whose verbs are marked with the 'implicative' affixes -mi-y, 
-gama-y, -DHuri-y and -yili-y (6,3.3),
4.1,5.2 Non-local uses of dative -gu
-gu as a nominal inflection marking possession is illustrated at 4.3.1.
The other non-local functions of -gu relate to its local function, 
allative, via a spatial/temporal/logical analogy. Movement through space 
towards an end-point resembles movement through time towards a future 
identity or state, Logically, the end point of an action, if foreseen, may 
be its end not only in the sense of its terminus, but also in the sense of 
its goal or purpose.
-gu is used to mark the identity or state resulting from an action;
(4-27) bumbiyi giyanu-na gawar dhabil-gu
blow-PAST we+PL+NOM-EXC pouch+ABS ball-DAT
'We blew up a (kangaroo) pouch into a ball.'
In 4-27 -gu marks the result of the action performed on the pouch. By 
implication, the ball was also the purpose of the action, unless we are to 
suppose that no-one knew that a ball would result from blowing up the pouch.
Similarly:
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(4-28) ga:wa Qa:(;u-nha dhara;Q-gu
always drink-PRES drunk-DAT
'(He) always drinks to (the point of) drunk(enness).1
This is equivalent to 'He always drinks till (he gets) drunk.' (result) - 
and by implication only, 'He always drinks to get drunk.' (purpose).
A sentence with a verb indicating a transaction can involve a somewhat 
similar use of -gu :
(4-29) gibaymiyi-la Qiyanu-na guya dhuga-gu
exchange+PAST-THEN we+PL+NOM-EXC fish+ABS sugar-DAT
'We exchanged (our) fish for (their) sugar.'
The changed identity of the speakers' resources is marked with -gu.
The sentence :
(4-30) Qadhu yana-nha galig-gu
I+NOM go-PRES water-DAT
would make an appropriate answer to the question:
(4-31) wanhdha-gu-wa:=ndu yana-nha
which (place)-DAT-EXCLAM=2N0M go-PRES
'Where are you going?'
It would also be an appropriate answer to another question:
(4-32) minjaQ-gu-wa:=ndu yana-nha
what-DAT-
'What are you going for?'
As an answer to the first question, 4-30 would be translated 'I am going 
to (the) water.' and -gu would have allative function, as at 4-31. However, 
as an answer to the second question, 4-30 would be translated 'I am going 
for water', and -gu would have purposive function.
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-gu marks the purpose of objects as well as of actions:
(4-33) dhinQga:Q-gu Qina mura ga£a
animal-DAT this+ABS spear+ABS be-PRES
'This spear is for animals' (i.e. not for spearing people).
De-verbal purposive complements marked with -gu are illustrated at 
10.1.1.4.
A verb is marked with the aspectual affix -DHa-y when the action is 
undertaken in order to eat or drink. Whatever is to be ingested is marked 
with -gu (6.3.3.4),
4.1,5.3 Non-local uses of circumstantive -DHi
In all its non-local uses, -DHi marks a NP which has a (logically) 
prior existence to the rest of the sentence and in some sense explains it. 
This explanatory function of -DHi is related to its ablative orientational 
function in the same way as the ’result' and 'purpose1 functions of -gu are 
related to its orientational function, allative; that is via a spatial/ 
temporal/logical analogy. Movement through space away from a starting point 
resembles movement through time away from a given situation, identity or 
state. Logically, the starting point of an event may be seen in retrospect 
as its origin, not only in the sense of its beginning, but also in the 
sense of its source or cause.
The organs of speech and perception may have instrumental case marking 
(T5.18), Alternatively, they may be marked with -DHi, as the source of an 
utterance or perception. At T5.17 the porcupine is suspected of speaking 
Qi;nj-dji (anus-CIRC) ’through his arse’. At T5.18 he answers back 
Qi:Q-gu-galay (anus-INST-ONLY) ’only with his arse'. Someone blind in one 
eye explained his situation:
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(4-34) yada=dhu ga:-nha magu:-dhi mil-i
well=lNOM see-PRES one-CIRC eye-CIRC
'I see well out of one eye,1
The original owner of an object transferred from one person to another 
is marked witn -DHi, in the same way as the original position of an object 
moved from one spot to another, as at 4-13:
(4-35) gidji-la: mayinj-dji wilba:r mamiyi
this+CIRC-EST person-CIRC wheeled vehicle+ABS take+PAST
"(1) bought the sulky from this fellow here,"
The part of the body where contact originates when one person/animal 
is seized by another is also marked by -DHi. At T7.10 a tree goanna catches 
a dog by the leg, buyu-dhi (shin-CIRC),
When something is made or transformed, its origin, i.e. what it is 
made out of, or changed into its present state from, is marked with -DHi:
(4-36) bumbi-yi giyanu-na dhabil gawar-i
blow-PAST we+NOM+PL-EXC ball+ABS pouch-CIRC
’We blew up a ball out of a (kangaroo) pouch.'
(This is the event described at 4-27, seen from a different perspective.)
The origin or cause of a physiological or emotional state is marked 
with the circumstantive inflection;
(4-37) gadhu girambi-ya bagin-di 
I+NOM sick-PRES boil-CIRC
'I am sick from boils,'
(4-38) bugil=dhu ga-£a bada-dhi
happy=lNOM be-PRES dress-CIRC
'I am pleased with the dress,'
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De-verbal causal complements marked with -DHi are illustrated at 10,1.3.2.
See also 6.3.3.4 for the circumstantive marking of nominals referring 
to things ingested which cause events, in sentences where the verb is marked 
with the aspectual affix -DHa-y,
An event may be cited as the reason for an action. Such a prior event 
or state of affairs, already known to the participants, is referred to by 
the determiner yirjgala: (the same+EST) (5,2), yiggala; is marked with the
circumstantive inflection -DHi, and yiQgala:-dhi 'because of this same' 
i.e. 'for this reason' introduces the sentence describing the action. See 
for instance Text 8, in which Eliza Kennedy describes how she lost her 
bearings in the mallee scrub. T8,13 is introduced by yiggala;-dhi, and 
the whole sentence can be translated; 'For this reason I don't say that 
blacks can't get lost,'
In a sentence describing a (recognised) intellectual or perceptual 
mistake, the earlier, wrong, interpretation is marked with -DHi :
(4-39) dhibi:nj-dji=dju=na winaQa-nhi 
bird-CIRC=lNOM=3ABS think-PAST
'I thought he was a bird,'
(4-40) yara;man=dhu Qa;-nhi yuwa-nha;ra buga-dhi 
horse+ABS=lNOM seer-PAST lie-CIRCUM dead-CIRC
'I saw a horse lying down and thought it was dead'
In a sentence which makes a comparison, the NP which is the standard 
is marked with -DHi ;
(4-41) bubay=na maliyan-di ga-£a
small+ABS=3ABS eagle hawk-CIRC be-PRES
'It (another bird of prey) is smaller than an eagle hawk.'
Such a construction is found elsewhere in Australia, 4-42 comes 
from Kaititj, spoken around Barrow Creek in the Northern Territory;
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(4-42) tjiQi-thiy alkiri-y ilpitir
me-ABL elder brother-my strong
'My older brother is stronger than me,'
(Example from Harold Koch, personal communication).
Forms which indicate the orientational function 'motion from' 
are also used to distinguish standards for comparison in languages 
with very diverse ancestry. Compare the equivalent construction 
in Urdu:
(4-43) vw mwj se choTi hey
4.2 NOMINAL SUFFIXES DERIVING NOMINAL STEMS WITH THE SAME REFERENCE AS
THE ROOT
4.2.1 Singular and plural diminutive and augmentative suffixes
Nominal roots are intrinsically neutral as to number, Text 2 describes 
the behaviour of dhuwi, a kind of mythical being. The description does not 
mention any specific encounter with a particular dhuwi, or number of dhuwi, 
and the whole piece is narrated without reference to number (except that a 
singular pronoun appears at T2.3, which could be translated 'We haven't 
seen one.'). This point does not emerge from the translation since English 
requires generic descriptions to be given in either singular or plural terms. 
Text 3 tells how wajway made the rivers. It is not until the third sentence 
of this text, when wa:way is represented by a singular anaphoric pronoun, 
that it becomes clear that a single wa:way is involved in the story rather 
than several.
Number can be specified by including a second nominal indicating number 
or quantity in the NP, as in magu: miri 'one dog'. Alternatively, or in 
addition, a suffix may be attached to the root, which indicates both size 
and number, according to the system set out at Table 4,2,1. If a nominal 
is to be marked as singular with such a suffix, it must also be marked for
he/she me from small+FEM is
'She is smaller than me.'
(Orthography as in Barker et al. 1967.)
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Table 4,2.1
Singular and plural diminutive and augmentative suffixes
Singular Plural
Diminutive -DHul galga:N-
'Immature' -ga; H
Augmentative -bidi T gala;n
-giran K
size, large or small, and vice versa. If small, the suffix employed will
show whether this is because of immaturity or not.
A definite NP contains a third person pronoun marked for number 
(5,1.2.1). 4.2,1 describes the marking of nominals for number
irrespective of whether they occur in a NP which is marked as 
definite or not,
4.2.1.1 -DHul DIMinutive
-DHul is a singular diminutive, See for instance T5, a story from 
the time when all the creatures were people. Porcupine orders honeyeater 
to pick leaves. Honeyeater is referred to at T5,5 as dhudhubaynj-djul mayi 
(honeyeater-DIM person) 'little honeyeater fellow',
4.2.1.2 -ga; 1 IMMATURE'
-ga: means 'little' in the more restricted sense of 'immature'. There 
is a general term gunamba; 'young of any bird or animal species'. Only
one suppletive term for a young creature has been found, wugga 'emu chick'. 
A single young one of any other species is indicated by attaching -ga; 
to the species name; miri-ga; (dog-IMMATURE) ’puppy'; bildhadhara-ga; 
(banded plover-IMMATURE) 'banded plover chick'; girbadja-ga: (kangaroo-
IMMATURE) 'joey', and so on. The only way in which the sex of a human 
child (bura;y) can be explicitly indicated is to call it winar-ga: (woman-
IMMATURE) i.e, 'girl', or dhu:r-ga: (man-IMMATURE) i,e. 'boy'.
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4.2.1.3 -bidi T AUGmentative
-bidi is a singular augmentative used by Trida speakers; bura:y-bidi 
'big child'; gaj^ul-bidi 'big rock’, and so on. -bidi means 'big' 
irrespective of whether size is achieved through maturity or not. Thus 
yiramurum-bidi is a 'big (fully grown) youth' ready for the burba initiation 
ceremonies. There is no ’mature’ suffix restricted to animates to contrast 
uniquely with -ga: ’immature’,
4.2.1.4 -giran K AUGmentative
-giran is preferred to -bidi by Keewong dialect speakers. It was a 
Keewong speaker who referred to a petrol drum as gadjal-giran (water vessel- 
AUG) at 4-14.
4.2.1.5 -galgaiN- PLural DIMinutive and -gala;n PLural AUGmentative 
There are two plural suffixes, -galga:N- and -gala;n. -galga:N-
indicates a number of ’little’ or 'young’ things. Thus a number of either 
puppies or small dogs would be referred to as miri-galga:N- (not *miri-ga:- 
galga:N- or *miri-djul-galga:N-), The mythical beings in Text 1 called 
bubu, which carry off the youths to be initiated, were described in English 
as being very small. At Tl.27 they are referred to as wandag-galga: (ugly-
PL+DIM+ABS) ’little ugly ones’. By contrast, things, people etc, remarkable 
for their size are marked for plurality by the suffixation of -gala:n. The 
youths in Text 1 are to be initiated precisely because they have grown big 
enough. They are referred to at Tl,29 as yiramuruQ-gala:n,
-galga:N- is the plural suffix least marked for size, i,e. the form 
chosen when a speaker wishes to indicate plurality but size is irrelevant. 
Text 5 begins;
(4-44) mayig-galga:Q-gu Quruy bumiyi
person-PL+DIM-ERG emu+ABS hit+PAST
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This simply means ' (Some) people killed an emu. ' It does not imply that 
the people are smaller (or younger) than anyone else.
4.2.1.6 Suffixation of diminutives and augmentatives to nominals indicating 
size and number
There are free nominals indicating size and maturity as well as 
singular and plural number; 
magu; one
buggu K many
madu T "
bubay 
babir 
dnalaQay 
mara;yibiyaN-
small 
large
fresh, new, young 
old
The size/number suffixes may be attached to these nominals to 
reinforce them, except for -ga: , which must be attached to a word referring 
to (an adult of) a species, bubay-djul and bubay-galga:N- are if anything 
preferred to plain bubay. The dhuwi spirit of Text 2 was described in 
English as 'very big1 and in Ngiyamba; as babir-bidi (see 6.3.4.13). 
Contradictory combinations are not used, except in sentences which make 
comparisons of size. 4-41 could be rewritten, inserting -bidi or -giran
(4-45) bubay-bidi=na maliyan-di ga-pa
small-AUG=3ABS eaglehawk-CIRC be-PRES
'It is a lot smaller than an eaglehawk.'
4,2.1,7 Affective connotations of diminutive and augmentative suffixes
Diminutive and augmentative suffixes, as opposed to nominals meaning 
'small' and 'large', have affective connotations. The 'littleness' of the 
diminutive is associated with emotional attachment and the 'bigness' of the 
augmentative with emotional distaste, mayinj-djul-dhi; (person-DIM+ABS-my) 
is a common greeting between friends meeting after a long separation, roughly
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equivalent to 'My dear old friendJ'f wudha-mugu-giran (ear-blocked-AUG+
ABS) was the angry comment which closed a description of someone’s failure
to treat her mother-in-law as she should: 'Great deaf thingJ'.
The diminutive and augmentative suffixes of Italian are affec­
tionate and pejorative respectively in precisely this way.
The suffixes can be used for their affective meaning with relative 
disregard for their literal meaning. The frogmouth in Text 11 is referred 
to as dhibi:nj-djul 'little bird' and bulu:r-dhul 'little frogmouth' on 
account of its moving behaviour and its special relationship with the 
narrator's (step-) grandfather, rather than on account of its size. Frog- 
mouths are quite sizeable birds, bigger than a barn owl.
The contrast between the affective and the literal meaning can also 
be consciously exploited. One informant had a one pint enamel mug which 
she took everywhere for some months. Though it was normally referred to 
as bandigan-bidi 'big pannikin', the owner often called it bandigan-dhul, 
particularly when she had mislaid it. If she had used the free form bubay 
'small' in this situation it might have struck people as simply perverse 
and untrue. But -DHul conveyed attachment tinged with irony,
4,2.2 Collective suffixes
The following suffixes are loosely called 'collective' in that they 
all afford ways of talking about people in groups, and sometimes other 
creatures and objects as well,
4.2.2,1 -bula: DUal
The dual suffix -bula: means 'in a group of two', miri-bula; means 
'pair of dogs' and bura;y-bula: 'pair of children', (Compare bulagar miri
'two dogs'.)
Groups of two people may be identified by naming one of the pair and 
suffixing -bula: ( f o r  the  game m a r k e r  $ufftV -qsifV- see. 4 \ 2 . 3 ) l
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(4-46) Mamie-gam-bula; manabi-nji
M ,-NAME-DU+ABS hunt-PAST
means 'Mamie, together with one other person, went hunting.' If both 
members of a pair are named, -bula; must be attached to both names;
(4-47) Mamie-gam-bula; Eva-gam-bula; manabi-nji
'Mamie and Eva went hunting.'
Nominals like miri and bura;y are unmarked for number, while names 
like Mamie-ga refer to single individuals, -bula; may also be attached to 
nominals which are marked as singular by the addition of -DHul or -ga;, 
bura:y-djul-bula: means 'a little kid, together with another one', i.e. 
a 'pair of little kids’, and miri-ga;-bula; means 'a puppy, together with 
another one’, i,e, a 'pair of puppies',
-bula; is also attached to second person pronouns, free and bound, 
third person pronouns, and demonstratives, all of which have singular 
reference unless marked with the dual suffix -bula; or the plural -gal
(5,1.1.3).
4.2.2,2 -buy 'in a group of more than two' (GROUP OF MANY)
-buy is attached to personal names in the same way as -bula:, but not 
to any of the other forms to which -bula: is attached:
(4-48) Mamie-gam-buy manabi-nji
'Mamie, together with more than one other person, went hunting.'
- i.e. "Mamie and them went hunting" or "Mamie's mob went hunting,"
Any number of members of the group may be mentioned by name:
(4-49) Mamie-gam-buy manabi-nji / Eva-gam-buy / Amy-gam-buy / Gracie-gam- 
buy ,,,
and so on, until all are named, if the speaker so wishes,
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Note that 4-47 names the whole set of people referred to in the 
sentence, Mamie and Eva (and no-one else) went hunting, since 
each is marked as a member of a pair. Not so the following:
(4-50) Mamie-gam-buy Eva-gam-buy manabi-nji
Since each is named as a member of a group larger than two we 
know there were more unnamed people present. If a list contains 
more than two names marked with -buy there is no way of knowing 
whether it names the group exhaustively or not.
4.2,2.3 -galaydja;N- RECIProcal PLural
Two or more people who stand in a reciprocal social or kinship relation 
to one another may be referred to together as a group by attaching 
-galaydja;N- to the term designating the relationship involved. Thus the 
'married couple' who provide the musical accompaniment for the dancers at 
Tl,ll are referred to as i)uba;n-galaydja:N- (spouse-RECIP PL); a 'group 
of companions is yu;gin-galaydja;N- (company-RECIP PL), 'company to one 
another'; and a 'pair of women who call one another gabajnjdja:' (father's 
sister/brother's daughter+ABS) is gaba:njdja:g-galaydja;N-, an 'auntie-niece 
pair'.
gaba:njdja:N-, translated by informants as 'auntie' or 'niece' 
as appropriate, is the only kin term encountered which is not 
already listed and explained by Jeremy Beckett, whose description 
of Waga:ybuwan kinship assumes a male 'ego' (Beckett 1959).
Beckett gives three terms for 'brothers' and for 'sisters', who include
parallel cousins of the same sex; ga:ga;N- 'older brother'; ga:ga:mba:
'oldest brother of all' and galbamay 'younger brother'; ga;dhi:N- 'older
sister', mi:mi: 'oldest sister of all' and bu:ri;N- 'younger sister'
(Beckett 1959:201). (His orthography has been changed where it differs
from that chosen for this study,) When a group of brothers or a group of
sisters is referred to, -galaydja:N- is attached to the term for 'older
brother' or 'older sister'. Thus Eliza Kennedy says at T8.1, in reference
to herself and another sister:
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(4-51) manabi-nji=li:-na ga;dhi;Q-galaydja;
hunt-PAST=1N0M+DU-EXC older sister-RECIP PL+ABS
’The two of us sisters were hunting.'
All brothers are nowadays referred to as ga:ga;N- and all 
sisters as ga;dhi;N-, unless the question of relative age is 
explicitly raised, The remaining terms are not known to many 
younger people who are familiar with ga:ga:N- and ga:dhi:N-.
Though mothers never refer to their daughters by any kin term, calling
their children of both sexes bura;y (child-ABS), -galaydja:N- is suffixed
to guni;N- ’mother’ in order to indicate a mother and daughter pair (but
not a mother and son), guni;Q-galaydja:N- was once heard being used of a
ewe and her lamb.
Otherwise the reciprocal use of a kin term in address is a criterion 
for the possibility of suffixing -galaydja;N-. "We call each other 
mi;yagan," was how an informant translated:
(4-52) mi:yagan-galaydja; Qali;-na ga-£a
mi:yagan-RECIP PL we two-EXC+NOM be-PRES
mi:yagan was explained (by a woman) as the name for "all the people we 
can’t marry", but compare the more complex explanation for miagan (sic) 
given by Jeremy Beckett on the basis of information from Fred Biggs, who 
was one generation closer to the traditional way of life (Beckett 1959; 206). 
Those few who can still do address their relatives by the correct kin terms 
when feeling nostalgic and affectionate, attaching the bound pronominal 
form -DHi: ’my’ to the term, (Compare the greeting mayinj-djul-dhi; ’my
little person’ i,e. ’my dear old friend\’ mentioned at 4,2,1.7,)
4,2.2,4 -girbaN- ’PARTY’
-girbaN- means a party or "mob" of people of the type indicated by the
stem to which it is attached;
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(4-53) ba;wangay-girba-niQ-gal ga-£a
Bagandji-PARTY+ABS=3ABS+VIS-PL be-PRES
"They're a mob of Ba:gandji blacks,"
At Tl,35 -girbaN- is attached to mayiN- 'person’, to refer to the party 
of men who carried the novices on their shoulders,
4.2,3 -gaN- NAME marker
Everyone of WaQa;ybuwan descent is now known by an English forename
and surname alone, except for nicknames, (The use of the comitative -buwan
in the formation of nicknames is mentioned at 4.3.2,)
Other nicknames are based on an English word (e.g. 'Onions’), 
or more rarely on a Ngiyamba; one (e.g. buga ’rotten'), on 
children's mispronunciations (e.g. gidjibay = Christopher) 
or on nonsense syllables which conform to Ngiyamba: phonology 
less and less in each generation (e.g. djudj in the oldest 
generation, nuguls in the youngest).
English forenames have sometimes been assimilated to the Ngiyamba: 
phonological system, but not since the naming of the oldest generation now 
living (e,g, yuru;dji = Rosie, dhi;ra - Sarah).
When people who are talking Ngiyamba: use forenames and nicknames 
(surnames have not been heard), they always suffix -gaN- to them, except 
when addressing the bearer of the name, Thus;
(4-54) dhi;ra-gaQ-gu=dhi; Qiyiyi
Sarah-NAME-ERG—-10BL say+PAST
'Sarah told me,’
but;
(4-55) dha;y yana; dhi:ra
hither go+IMP Sarah
’Come here, SarahJ'
In Waluwara (Queensland) there is also a suffix peculiar to 
proper nouns (which include kinship terms and a few other words 
as well as proper names), Like -gaN- it is not attached to proper 
nouns when they are used vocatively, as terms of address (Breen 
1971:155).
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The custom of naming people by linguistically meaningful forms 
appears to have been widespread. See for instance the evidence 
gathered for Victoria by Brough Smyth in response to his 
questionnaire (Brough Smyth 1876:Vol.II, 67-95). One question 
was designed to investigate the role in vocabulary change of 
tabooing a word used as a name and substituting some other word, 
when the bearer of the name died.
When names are formed in such a way there may be some advantage 
in oeing able to distinguish the metalinguistic use of the form 
as a name by the addition of a name-marking suffix. Diyari, in 
which names for people and places are always significant forms 
of the language, like other languages of the Lake Eyre region, 
has a suffix -nha which marks names. (didjimigganha 'sun-hole- 
nha' was mentioned at 4,1.4.3.) This suffix is now attached to 
forenames of European origin (Peter Austin, personal communication).
It is not known whether -gaN- had such a function in tradi­
tional personal nomenclature in Ngiyamba:. Informants only 
recall one person as having had a traditional name, giri:di 
(Billy Tyson), He was the last Ngiyamba: speaker who spoke 
no English,
4,2.4 -gala;N- 'LATE’
There is a traditional reluctance to mention the dead by name. They
are usually referred to by a kinship term followed by -gala:N- ’LATE'.
There are examples of -gala:N- suffixed to the following terms in the texts:
T2.18, Til.6 guniN- ’Mother1
Tll.l ba:ba:N- 'father’
Reluctance to name the dead is widespread among Aboriginal 
societies, and such affixes are found in many parts of Australia. 
For instance the suffix -we in Njugaf (south West Australia) 
"indicated that the relative referred to is deceased" (Douglas 
1968-25).  Njugar speakers carry -we over into their English, 
saying 'granny-we', 'auntie-we' etc.. Ngiyamba: speakers 
likewise do not translate -gala:N- as 'late', though the 
information conveyed by 'late' is certainly the same. They 
prefer to use the less explicit term 'poor', which they also 
use in reference to the living. The chances are that if someone 
mentions "my poor mother" or "my poor sister", they mean that 
the relative concerned is dead. But if a living person's name 
is raised in conversation it is often affectionately prefaced 
with 'poor' too: "Do you remember poor Janey So-and-so?”.
4.3 NOMINAL SUFFIXES DERIVING NOMINAL STEMS WITH A DIFFERENT REFERENCE 
FROM THE ROOT
4.3.1 -gu DATive, in possessive function
-gu is unlike any other case inflection in that it may be followed by 
a further case inflection. A NP with any case function may contain a nominal
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marked with the dative rgu to indicate a possessor. The case inflection 
appropriate to the NP as a whole is attached after -gu :
(4-r56) Qadhu giyanhdha-nha Qidji-la: winar-gu-dhi miri-dji
I+NOM fear-PRES this+CIRC-EST woman-DAT-CIRC dog-CIRC
'I am frightened of this woman's dog.'
(The syntax of possession is discussed at 8,2.3.)
Mirages are referred to as garagila-gu galiN- (shingleback lizard- 
DAT water) 'shingleback's water', a phrase containing a dative 
marking a possessor. Such fixed locutions are however extremely 
rare, as is the use of metaphor in general by Ngiyamba: speakers.
4.3.2 Comitative and privative suffixes
4.3.2.1 -buwan COMITative and -DHalaba;N- PRIVative
-buwan can often be conveniently glossed as 'having' or '(being) with'. 
It is attached to verb roots as well as to nominal stems. It is also 
attached - metalinguistically - to the negative particle waQa:y, to form 
the language/tribal name WaQa:y-buwan (see [7j below). It cannot be suffixed 
to first or second person pronouns, demonstratives or names since it cannot 
mark forms whose reference is definite.
-buwan derives nominal stems subject to productive reduplication, but 
examples are very rare;
(4-57) bura-bura;y-buwan-bu dha;y yana-nhi
REDUP-child-COMIT+UNIV+ABS hither go-PAST
This was translated "(She) came over kids and all," The effect of the
reduplication seems to be to reduce the specificity of the accompaniment.
The woman at 4-57 had with her not simply and solely children but the sort
of things suggested by the presence of children, "kids and that". For a
general discussion of productive reduplication see 3,2,
The comprehensiveness suggested by 'all' in the translation of 
4-57 is indicated by the addition of -bu (3.3.3.1).
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A -buwan form takes the full range of nominal inflections. It functions 
exactly like other nominals which can be productively reduplicated except 
that in isolation it constitutes a complete sentence:
(4-58) dhigu-buwan
emu bush-COMIT+ABS
'There is/are emu bush (es).'
A non-derived nominal of this type, such as giraba£a:y 'red1 cannot stand 
alone as a sentence. It must function like the non-reduplicating nominal 
dhigu at 4-58 and itself have -buwan suffixed to it, thereby acquiring a 
referent:
(4-59) giraba^a:y-buwan
red-COMIT+ABS
'There is/are red one(s),'
The privative suffix -DHa 1 a. ba_;N- can often be conveniently glossed 
as 'not having' or '(being) without'. It functions in exactly the same way 
as -buwan, except that no spontaneous instances have been heard of 
productively reduplicated stems formed with -DHalaba:N-, No attempt has yet 
been made to test such sentences as:
(4-60) ? bura-bura:y-buwan-dhalaba; dha;y yana-nhi
The exemplification of the semantic functions of -buwan and 
-DHalaba:N- follows the pattern set up for the comparative 
description of Australian comitative and privative affixes in 
the symposium Grammatical Categories in Australian Languages 
(ed, Dixon 1976), It incorporated much of the WaQa:ybuwan 
material contributed to that symposium, but omits those parts 
which describe the expression of certain semantic functions 
which are commonly expressed by comitative or privative affixes, 
but which are indicated by other means in Ngiyamba: (Donaldson
1976(a)),
A person may be described in Ngiyamba: as 'having' or 'not having', 
or as participating in an event 'with' or 'without' a great variety of
things, including:
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[1J human company
(4-61) ga:dhi:nj-djalaba:=na wi:nja
sister-PRIV+ABS=3ABS sit-PRES
'She is left without sisters.'
(4-62) bura:y-djul-bula;-buwan=dhu badhiyi
child-DIM-DU-COMIT+ABS=1N0M arrive+PAST
'I came with a couple of little kids.'
E 2 J inanimate objects
(4-63) barima-buwan mayi dha;y wa£a-nha
gun-COMIT+ABS person+ABS hither stand-PRES
’The fellow with a gun is standing (facing) this way.'
(4-64) dhigarbila-buwan=dhu badha-l-buna-y-aga
echidna-COMIT+ABS»lNOM arrive-CM-BACK-CM-IRR
lI might come back with a porcupine.'
(4-65) yarur yana-wa-y-ga:-nha dhi:nbay-buwan
slow+ABS go-MOVING-CM-A BIT-PRES walking stick-COMIT+ABS
' (He) walks along a little, slowly, with a walking stick.'
(4-66) gugur-buwan-du mayiij-gu yuraibad bumiyi
stick-COMIT-ERG person-ERG rabbit+ABS hit+PAST
'A person with a stick hit a raboit,'
The same sentence with gugur^-buwan in the absolutive case, instead 
of with ergative marking, would mean 'A person hit a rabbit with a 
stick’ in the sense that the rabbit, somewhat improbably, 'had a 
stick’, say tangled in its fur. It would not mean that the rabbit 
was hit with a stick.
[3J physical afflictions
(4-67) ginjdja;l-buwan=dhu ga-Ca
diarrhoea-COMIT+ABS=lNOM be-PRES
’I have diarrhoea,'
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[4] abstract qualities
There are a few abstract nominals, some of which have only been found 
followed by -buwan or -DHalaba;N-
(4-68) bigari-buwan=du wi: gagiyi
strength-C0MIT=2N0M firewood+ABS chop+PAST
'With strength you chopped the firewood.'
An English speaker would prefer 'You chopped the wood easily,' to describe 
the same event, although the two sentences are not literally equivalent.
In his Wiradjuri vocabulary, Gunther glosses gadderai (sic): "The
disposition not to do evil again after having suffered for evil-doing." 
(Gunther 1892). gadha^ay occurs in Ngiyamba: with the same meaning:
(4-69) wai}a:y=ni gadha(;ay-buwan bundinmanha
NEG=3ABS+VIS -COMIT+ABS change+HIT+INTR+PRES
This was translated "I can’t knock any sense into him.". More literally, 
the child ’does not become chastened when hit', but remains gadha(“ay-dhalaba:, 
'impenitent',
[5J faculties
A verb root plus conjugation marker followed by -buwan/-DHalaba:N- 
indicates ability/inability to perform the action or experience the state 
referred to by the verb root, giyanhdha-y-djalaba:N- means 'fearless, 
unable to fear’, and budha-y-djalaba:N- means 'without the sense of smell, 
unable to smell',
(4-70) yana-y-buwana baluQ-guwa-nhi-la
walk—CM-C0MIT+N0M+3ABS die-PITY-PAST-THEN
means "Then he walked right up until he died.", or, more literally, 'Then 
he died, poor fellow, able to walk.', The person concerned was cured in 
middle age of long-standing lameness.
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[6J body parts
An informant described a freak at a show as having been born gula:m- 
buwan-galay buyu-dhalaba: (trunk-COMIT+ABS-ONLY lower leg-PRIV+ABS) "with
just the trunk and not the legs".
Someone else recommended cooking a rabbit without skinning it:
(4-71) nhama-ga=nu: yura:bad wirinj-dja yulaym-buwan
ash-L0C=20BL rabbit+ABS cook-IMP skin-COMIT
’Cook your rabbit in the ashes with (its) skin (on).'
[7] defining characteristics
Comitative and privative suffixes are used to indicate characteristics 
of places and things as well as people. The presence of a characteristic 
is marked with -buwanp and its absence with -DHalaba.;N- :
(4-72) muru winjdja-buwan giyi
road+ABS mud-COMIT+ABS be+PAST
’The road was muddy,’
(4-73) wara;y bangal / migga-dhalaba:
bad+ABS country+ABS burrow-PRIV+ABS
’•’Bad country} Got no burrows,"
Identification by a characteristic alone is common;
(4-74) galinj-djalaba:nh-dhi Qiyanu-na badhiyi
water-PRIV-CIRC we+PL-EXC+NOM come+PAST
’We come from waterless (country),1
A number of place names are institutionalised comitative forms. 
Sometimes -buwan is suffixed to a nominal denoting a geographical feature, 
as in bila;r-buwan (bull oak-COMIT) ’Belarabon Station’; and sometimes to 
some other root whose meaning, when it has one known to surviving speakers, 
is usually concerned with reproduction or excretion.
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Some nicknames too are formed with -buwan, generally describing people 
in terms of the clothes they habitually wear, e.g, dhubu-buwan ’Hatty', 
(dhubu means 'hat', and also 'bullfrog', which is a source of amusement.)
In northwest central New South Wales generally language/tribal names, 
including waga:y-buwan, are formed by the addition of the comitative suffix 
of the language concerned to its negative particle. For a full list, see 
Austint Williams and Wurm (forthcoming).
4.3.2.2 -DHuray T COMITative 
Text examples:
T4.5 suffixed to balgajN- 'boomerang'
T7.15 suffixed to wilba:r 'horse-drawn vehicle'
-DHuray is occasionally substituted for -buwan by some Trida speakers. 
It does not appear to function differently from -buwan in any way, except 
that it is rarely used,
Günther gives durai or durei as the form meaning 'together with' 
in Wiradjuri (Gunther 1892:57).
4.3.2.3 -bil 'WITH A LOT'
When a place, object or person is in some way remarkable for a 
characteristic, suffixes are used which include some extra information, 
in addition to meaning 'having' or '(being) with'. These suffixes function 
grammatically like -buwan.
If a place has a lot of mud, as opposed to being simply 'muddy' as at 
4-72, it will be described as winjdja-bil (mud-WITH A LOT), If it has 
many stones, it will be said to be ga(~ul-bil (stone-WITH A LOT) . The 'ugly' 
spirit, wanda, at T2,4 is muwam-bil (body hair-WITH A LOT). This wanda is 
also said to be wuran ba;mir-bil (head hair long-WITH A LOT).
4.3.2.4 -gir 'NASTY WITH'
-gir is attached to nominals which are intrinsically or in the context
unpleasant or deleterious;
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mil mula-gir (eye pus-NASTY WITH) "very mattery eye"
muwarj-gir dhiQga:N- (fur-NASTY WITH meat) 'meat spoiled (for eating) 
with fur * .
4.3.2.5 -bura 'WITH PROMINENT'
dhagal-bura (cheek,jaw-WITH PROMINENT), i.e. 'chubby cheeks, chubby 
cheeked', is a favourite epithet for babies and children. -bura could not 
be elicited with any other body part nominal, or indeed with any other 
nominal at all, but was used spontaneously as at T2.4 where the dhuwi spirit 
is described as muwam-bura (body hair-WITH PROMINENT). When Text 2 was 
revised, Eliza Kennedy, the narrator, did not consider the word which follows 
muwam-bura, muwam-bil (body hair-WITH A LOT), to be a correction for muwam- 
bura. Hence the translation '(He's) bristling with hair, (he's) really 
hairy on the body,'
4.3.2.6 -bidja;1 'WITH BIG'
—bidja;l is used to characterise people in terms of the size of some
part of their body. Someone who is mil-bidja:l (eye-WITH BIG) has big wide
eyes, a muda-bidja;l (buttocks-WITH BIG) is a 'big bottomed' person, and
so on. -bidjajl is suffixed to gunaN- 'excrement' in the Ngiyamba: name
for Trida Station, gunam-bidja;1,
Before they are expelled from the body, excreta have the same 
grammatical status as body parts. They are regarded as inalienably 
possessed (8,2,3),
The only example of -bidja:l suffixed to a nominal not denoting a 
body part involves an unassimilated English word, 'money' in an attempt to 
create an equivalent for 'rich', a concept foreign to the traditional 
culture and without a Ngiyamba; counterpart;
(4-75) money-bidja;l=ni ga-l-aga
-WITH BIG= 3ABS +VIS be-CM-IRR
'She's going to be rich!'
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4.3.2,7 Fossilised comitative forms
Some forms which are not fully analysable synchronically appear to 
originate in attributive descriptions formed with a comitative suffix. 
Qargambuwan means 'pregnant', but informants are unable to give a meaning 
for QargaN-. In dhagabila 'bag constructed and inhabited by saw-fly larvae', 
it is the first element dhaga which is comprehensible, meaning 'excrement', 
dhigarbila is the preferred alternative to wandayali 'porcupine', and dhigar 
means 'spike'. But -bila, the second element in both these words, does 
not have a recognised meaning like -bura (4,3.2,5), and is equally 
unproductive. Compare jula^-wil (bristled-having) for 'porcupine' in the 
Victorian language Wepgaia (Hercus 1976) and mamarwar 'with spikes' in 
Alawa (Sharpe 1976),
4,3.3 ^Qinda CARITative
It was seen at 4,1,5,3 that the circumstantive case inflection -DHi 
marks something whose presence causes certain kinds of event. Events 
can also occur because something is absent or 'wanting':
(4-76) gali^Qinda=li: nhugi; banga-y-aga
waterd-CARIT=lNOM+DU throat+NOM dry-CM-IRR
'Our throats are going to get dry for want of water.’
(4-77) miri-Qinda=nim-bula; buma-la-nha
dog-CARIT=3ABS+VIS-DU hit-RECIP-PRES
'These two are fighting over the dog.'
Here each wants the dog, in both senses of 'want'. Each is without it, and 
each desires it.
Speakers gloss the verb walinjdja-1 intr.as 'be lonely'. If the 
absence of a particular person prompts the feeling, then -Qinda is suffixed 
to the form referring to that person;
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(4-78) burajy walinjdja-£a guni;-Qinda=lugu
child+ABS lonely-PRES mother-CARIT=3GEN
"The kid is lonely for its mother." (i.e. 'misses its mother')
Unlike the comitative -buwan and the privative -DHalaba:N-, -Qinda is 
attached to definite forms as well as to indefinite ones like galiN- at 
4-76. A pronoun, a demonstrative or a personal name could occur at 4-78. 
The child could be lonely Qinu;-Qinda (you+OBL-CARIT) 'for you' or Qina-la: 
winar--Qinda (this-EST woman-CARIT) 'for this woman', or Liza-ga-Qinda 
(L,-NAME-CARIT) 'for Liza',
-Qinda is also suffixed to nominals to form caritative predicate 
constructions:
(4-79) muga;-Qinda=dhu ga-fa
sIeep-CARIT=1N0M be-PRES
'I need sleep,'
(4-80) Qadhu yuwan-Qinda ga-fa
X+NOM bread-CARIT
'I want (some) bread,'
See J.0,1,1.,3 for examples of -Qinda attached to deverbal nominals in a 
caritative predicated construction equivalent to English 'I want to
-Qinda is never followed by a case inflection. It is hard to regard 
it as being itself a case inflection. In sentences like 4-76 to 4-79 it 
does not indicate the function of the argument to which it is attached, but 
the function of the absence of that argument. Predicate nominals in 
constructions with ga-1 'be', like the -Qinda forms in 4-79 and 4-80 are, 
are normally unmarked, i.e, in the absolutive case (8.3).
Synchronically, -Qinda is a suffix with idiosyncratic syntactic 
properties, so much so indeed that when fieldwork began, the caritative 
predicate construction exemplified at 4-79 and 4-80 had been abandoned in 
favour of a regular transitive construction involving the loan verb
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wandid-ma-1 ’want'. Instead of 4.80, speakers were saying;
(4-81) Qadhu yuwan wandid-ma-[;a
want it-VBLSR-PRES
The construction with -Qinda slowly revived, once it had been elicited.
(The question was raised as to whether there was ’too much English’ in 
4-81 for it to be appropriately recorded as an example of the Ngiyamba: 
way of talking about wanting something.)
On formal grounds -Qinda could be analysed as the locative of a form
-Qin which appears in the locative only. But there are no other suffixes
which must be followed by a particular case, although there are nominals
indicating orientational positions which appear to be used only in local
cases (3,3,1.2). There is no evidence that speakers analyse the form.
It does seem likely that the final -da of -Qinda originated 
historically as a case inflection, on a word Qin rather than 
a suffix. The corresponding form in Wiradjuri was Qindi, for 
which Gunther's vocabulary entry is;
"Ngindi - implies want (neither declined nor conjugated)."
(Gunther 1892:92)
Qindi was not a suffix, like -Qinda in Ngiyamba:, which cannot 
be immediately preceded by an enclitic pronoun, Horatio Hale 
described Qindi as an "independent word". An enclitic pronoun 
could intervene between the sentence-initial nominal and Qindi, 
as well as after the nominal followed by Qindi (H. Hale 1846:504). 
The ablative of a Wiradjuri form Qin would be Qindi. The 
equivalent (circumstantive) case form of a Ngiyamba; form Qin 
would also be Qindi.
4.3,4 Suffixes deriving stems which refer to types of people 
4,3,4.1 -giyaluN- ’BELONGING to’
-giyaluN- is attached to a root to indicate people associated with 
whatever the root refers to.
At T1.21 the men cover over the women with leaves, so that they shan't 
observe the disappearance of the youths who are to be initiated. The women 
are referred to as QuraQ-giyalu=luguQ-gal (camp-BEL0NGING+ABS=3GEN-PL) 
'their camp people’ or, more colloquially, "their housewives".
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Men who have been "put through the rules" can be called burbaQ- 
giyalu (initiation-BELONGING+ABS),
Map 2 at Cnapter 1 shows a number of territorial social groupings 
recognised by Ngiyamba: speakers. Some of these are defined as 'people 
belonging to' a feature characteristic of the terrain they occupied. Thus 
the contributors to this study call themselves bila:r-giyalu (bull oak- 
BELONGXNG+ABS) 'bull oak people', their northern neighbours ga£ul-giyalu 
(stone-BELONGING+ABS) 'stone people', their neighbours on the Lachlan 
galiyar-giyalu (Lachlan-BELONGING+ABS) 'Lachlan people', and those to the 
west nhi:lyi-giyalu (nilyah-BELONGING+ABS) 'nilyah tree people'. The 
bila;r-giyalu also describe themselves as galinj-djalaba:Q-giyalu (water- 
PRIV-BELONGING+ABS) 'people belonging to waterless (country)' i.e. 
"drylanders", but this is not a description reserved for them alone. It 
is not a fixed name, like bila:r-giyalu.
4,3,4.2 -bila:r 'OWNER'
-bila:r is attached to a root to indicate a person who owns whatever 
the root refers to. Thus miri-bila;r means 'dog owner', mura-bila:r 'spear 
owner' and so on, Note that gina-la; miri-bila:r (this+ABS-EST dog-0WNER+ 
ABS) means 'this dog owner', not 'owner of this dog', just as bura:y-buwan 
means 'having a child or children' and cannot be construed in any context 
to indicate having a particular child or children (4,3,2.1).
Someone reacted in anger to an intrusive neighbour, calling her:
(4-82) guyan-dhalaba; mayi / Quram-bila:r-gula;y
shame-PRIV+ABS person+ABS camp-OWNER+ABS-LIKE
- literally 'Shameless person, like a camp owner!' The exclamation was 
explained; "It's like her cheek, bucking in as though she owns the place!"
Someone who has songs by heart is referred to as gudhi-bila:r (song-
OWNER),
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4.3.4.3 -Qa:n 'SKILLED AT CATCHING '
-ga:n was first encountered attached to dhiQga:N^ 'animal,meat' and 
the resulting nominal stem, dhigga:-Qa:n, was explained as meaning 'clever 
for meat':
(4-83) dhiQga:-Qa;n mayi ga-£a
person+ABS be-PRES
"(She) is a person who is always catching meat."
-Qa:n is attached to the name of any species of creature whose flesh is 
esteemed as food, provided there is some skill involved in hunting it, 
i.e, to all the co-hyponyms of dhiggajN-. (For the term 'co-hyponym' see 
Lyons 1968;454,) It has been found suffixed to girbadja 'kangaroo', 
yura:bad 'rabbit' and QuruyN- 'emu'. Though the bila:r-giyalu started 
life as dry-landers, and never tasted fish except out of a tin until they 
were moved to Menindee, fishing in the Lachlan is now the favourite summer 
pastime, and a number of people are spoken of as guya-Qa;n, "clever for 
fish". People rejected the notion of attaching -Qa:n to badhu 'witchetty 
grub', dhibi:N- 'bird' and to dhuruN- 'snake'. Only one species of snake, 
yaba; 'carpet snake\ is classified as dhigga;.
4.3,5 T-ga : lu 'MAKE BELIEVE'
-ga:lu is attached to nominals to indicate that they are in fantasy 
something which they are not in fact. Informants most frequently translate 
this suffix by 'pretend' used as an adjective;
(4-84) yara:man-ga;lu gana:ba-nha
horse-MAKE BELIEVE+ABS ride-PRES
"She is riding on a 'pretend' horse,"
Someone who gave some medical advice tactfully excused her tone of authority:
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(4-85) doctor-ga:lu-dhul-u~dhu Qiyiyi
-MAKE BELIEVE-DIM-ERG=1N0M speak+PAST
'I spoke in the role of a little make-believe doctor.'
Her translation was "I spoke like a little 'pretend' doctor.", which is 
more colloquial, and accurate provided it is realised that the Ngiyamba: 
construction does not involve a simile. The nominal derived from 'doctor' 
is in apposition to the pronominal agent -DHu. The speaker was a little make- 
believe doctor while she was speaking, she was not like one. (For the 
formation of similes with the suffix -gula;y see 9.3.1.6.)
-ga:lu is most often used in the context of describing children's games, 
as at 4-84,. Two elderly sisters recalled getting stiff necks as children 
from playing all day QanuQ-ga:lu-dhi (mia-mia-MAKE BELIEVE-CIRC) "in (our) 
cubby houses".
4.4 DERIVATION OF NON-NQMINAL STEMS FROM NOMINALS
There is sporadic formal similarity between nominals and verbs. Some 
verbs consist formally of a nominal followed by a conjugation marker (6.1.5.2), 
and others of a nominal followed by a syllable which has de-verbal deriv­
ational functions (Table 7, 5 );
Qalan 'flame' Qalanma-1 'light' (a fire)
nhuguy 'maggot' nhuguyba-1 'infest with maggots' (of flies)
Yet others contain curtailed forms of nominals:
giraba^ay 'red' girabi-1 '(be) red, redden'
gi;djan 'green' gi;dja-l 1(be) green, (grow) green'
But there are no productive verbalising suffixes which can be predictably 
attached to nominals to form verbs. Nor are there suffixes which derive 
other non-nominal words from nominals except for -ba; (4,4.1).
4.4,1 -ba: * TIME'
Temporal adverbs can be formed from nominals indicating natural phenomena 
by adding -ba:. There is an example at T6,5, yurum-ba: (rain-time) i.e.
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'in rainy weather', and there is another at T10.1, dhariyal-ba: (heat-time)
'in summertime',
Ngiyamba:, the language name, and Quramba: 'homeland, tribal territory'
can be analysed as 'speech'-ba: and 'camp'-ba: respectively. Maybe -ba: 
should be regarded as having some wider significance than 'time', such as
domain'.
CHAPTER 5
PRONOUNS, DETERMINERS AND INDETERMINATES
5.1 PRONOUNS
The conventional labels first, second, and third person obscure some
real differences in kind between first and second person on the one hand,
and third on the other. First and second person refer to speaker and
addressee respectively. Third person is in fact a residual category
"la non-personne" in the words of Benveniste (1946:228). Each and
every person or thing in the speaker's universe, bar the addressee, is
third person, The third person naturally includes the inanimate as well
as the animate, while the categories speaker and addressee include only
the human, or more precisely, those beings recognised in the culture as
capable of speech. In WaQa;ybuwan mythology for instance, animals were
once human and faeces could speak (see introduction to Text 5).
Those incapable of speech, infants, animals, inanimates and so 
on can of course be addressed or apostrophised as if they were 
able to participate in conversation.
This semantic difference between the range of referents of first 
and second person pronouns as opposed to third person pronouns coincides 
in Ngiyamba: with differences in case marking. Ngiyamba:, like most 
other Australian languages, mixes two systems of case inflection for 
marking the syntactic functions transitive subject or agent (A), 
intransitive subject (S), and transitive object (0). A and S functions 
are represented by a single form among the first and second person pronouns, 
while S and 0 functions are represented by a single form among all other 
case inflected forms, including in the third person pronoun paradigm.
In terms of the type of syncretism shown in the case marking of these 
three functions, first and second person pronouns have 'nominative- 
accusative ' case marking, while third person pronouns have 'ergative- 
absolutive' case marking. But the case marking system for first and 
second person pronouns shows further syncretism. The same form which
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indicates 0 function also indicates indirect object (10) and possessive 
(POSS) functions. The first and second person pronoun system contrasts 
with the third person system as at Table 5.1:
Table 5.1
Pronominal case marking systems
Function
A
S
0, 10 
POSS
Case marking
1st & 2nd person 3rd person
____pronouns____ pronouns
ERGative
NOMinative
ABSolutive
OBLique
GENitive
Table 5,1 is a sub-section of Table 4,1,2. Both tables oversimplify 
in suggesting that third person pronouns in 10 function are always in the 
absolutive case. In certain limited circumstances 10 function is indicated 
by the genitive form (5,1,3),
Michael Silverstein has established that the sine qua non of 
more widespread accusative marking in languages which mix both 
accusative and ergative case marking systems is accusative 
marking of the first and then second person pronouns. He 
suggests a semantic reason for this. They are relatively more 
likely to have A as opposed to 0 function in a given sentence, 
by comparison with members of other word classes whose referents 
are not speakers, or addressees. It is therefore not surprising 
that they should be distinguished by overt marking in their 
less usual or 'marked' function, 0 (Silverstein 1975).
5.1.1 First and second person pronouns
5.1.1.1 Free forms
The paradigm at Table 5.1,1.1 shows the first and second person 
pronoun forms for all the functions set out in the leftmost column of 
Table 4,1.2.
The pronominal forms which indicate functions which are marked by 
local case inflections on nominals consist of the oblique form of the
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pronoun followed either by -ga, the form of the locative inflection which 
occurs after stems ending in V(:) (N) , or by -DHi, the circumstantive 
inflection. (The forms of nominal case inflections are described at 4.1.1.) 
These case inflections are added after any other suffixes such as that 
which excludes the addressee from first person non-singular forms or those 
which mark second person forms as dual or plural. There is an example at 
Tl.57, giyanigi;-nanh-dhi (we+PL-EXCL-CIRC),
Further analysis is possible elsewhere in the paradigm. The oblique 
forms of the non-singular first person pronouns involve the addition of a 
marker -gi:N- to a nominative form with zero case marking, if allowance is 
made for the loss of length from the final vowel of the dual nominative, 
gali;, and for a change in the final vowel of the plural nominative of the 
Keewong dialect, giyanu (from u to i), By contrast, both the nominative 
and oblique forms of the first and second person singular pronouns are 
marked for case, roots ga- and gin- being analysable for first and second 
person respectively,
5.1.1.2 -naN- Exclusive
The first person dual and plural forms given in the paradigm are 
inclusive, that is they refer to speaker and addressee and speaker and 
addressees respectively. The suffix -naN- (Exclusive) is added to exclude 
the addressee (s). Thus the dual nominative form gali:-na means 'I and 
one other, that other not being you' and the plural giyanu-na means 'I 
and more than one other, none of them being you'. Note the identity of 
form between the exclusive suffix -naN-, which indicates third person 
involvement in the reference of these pronouns, and -naN-, the unmarked 
member of the pair of absolutive third person bound pronouns (Table 5.1.2).
5.1.1.3 -bula: DUal and -gal pronominal PLural
Dual and plural forms of the second person pronoun are derived, as they 
are in third person pronouns and NP determiners, by suffixing -bula: (DUal)
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and -gal (PLural) to the singular forms. There is an example at S4.2, 
Qindu-gal (you+NOM-PL).
-bula: is also a nominal suffix (4.2.2,1), but -gal is not.
The plural marking of nominals involves an obligatory choice 
between a plural diminutive -galga:N-, and a plural augmentative, 
-gala:n (4.2.1.5),
5.1.1.4 Bound forms
There are bound forms of the first and second person pronouns corres­
ponding to the nominative and oblique free forms only. (The bound oblique 
forms cannot have locative -ga or circumstantive -DHi added to them.)
Table 5.1.1.4
First and second person bound form pronouns
Function Case form 1st
singular
1st dual 1st plural 2nd
singular
A, S Nominative =DHu =li: =giyanu K 
=giyani T
=ndu
0, IO, POSS Oblique =DHi: =ligi: =giyanigi: =nu:
The bound forms are systematically derived from the free forms by
omitting the first CV of the corresponding free form, with the exception 
of the first person plural forms, which are identical with the free forms. 
T1.44 shows =Qiyanu-na (we+NOM+PL-EXC) in a bound pronoun sequence enclitic 
on the sentence-initial negative waQa:y.
There are a couple of points worth noting about the derivation of the 
reduced bound forms:
[ 1J The initial laminal stop of the first person bound form is conditioned 
by the form of the stem to which it is attached, rather than being invariably 
dh. dh is the realisation of DH to be expected after Qa- (Rule 3(d) at 2.9).
[2J There are no grounds for writing the oblique forms of the first person 
dual and plural with a final N like the corresponding free forms. These 
bound forms are always enclitic. They are never followed by a case inflection
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beginning in a stop, i,e. they never occur in the environment in which N 
has phonological form (2,5).
Exclusive and number marking occurs in exactly the same way as for 
the free forms, with one exception. =nu:-bula: and =nu:-gal are to be 
expected for the second person oblique dual and plural, corresponding to 
the free forms Qinu:-bula: and Qinu:-gal. But the actual forms are =num-bula; 
and =nuQ-gal, as if the suffixes were being added to =nuN-, not to the 
second person oblique singular =nu:.
Loss of the first CV from Qindu results in the only morpheme of the 
language beginning in a consonant cluster, =ndu, (Examples are plentiful 
in Text 6, and occur in the first three sentences,) When =ndu is attached 
to forms ending in n, 1, or r, these threer-member clusters are reduced by 
the elision of the suffix initial n.
When =ndu follows gamugin, nnd is reduced to nd:
(5-1) gamugin=du mamiyi
mosquito+ABS=2N0M catch=PAST
’You caught a mosquito,’
This is accounted for by Rule 10 at 2,9, which reduces geminate consonants 
to a single consonant.
lnd is reduced to Id, and rnd to rd (Rule 8 at 2,9);
(5-2) waQa;y-djil=du=na Oa:-nhi
NEG-IMPOSS=2NOM=3ABS see-PAST
’You couldn’t see it,'
(5-3) gugur=du gagiyi
branch+ABS-2N0M chop-PAST
’You chopped branches,’
Note that the cluster Id only occurs elsewhere in three roots (2,8.3,1),
The cluster rd is not merely uncommon. It does not occur anywhere else
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among the surface forms of the language. Although elision of the initial 
n of the bound pronoun -ndu reduces the cluster rnd to an appropriate 
number of consonants, the cluster is still phonotactically irregular. 
Speakers tend to avoid attaching =ndu to stems ending in 1 and r by using 
the free form of the pronoun instead:
(5-4) gugur qindu gagiyi
Evidence that the elision stratagem 
speaker (aged 50-60), who was heard 
r and =ndu instead:
is unstable was provided by a younger 
to insert an epenthetic vowel between
(5-5) gura:r-0=ndu yana-y-aga
far+ABS-0=2NOM go-CM-IRR
'You will be going a long way.'
The form waqa;y-djil=du is common in spontaneous conversation, 
although it too is avoided in considered speech, through the 
use of the free pronoun qindu. waqa:y-djil, like the negative 
particle waqaty without -DHil, and other free particles are 
normally sentence-initial (9.1), They are consequently followed 
by an enclitic pronoun in a greater proportion of their total 
occurrences than are words with greater freedom of position. 
waqa:y-djil also has the high frequency of occurrence associated 
with membership of a closed word class. The comparative readi­
ness with which speakers attach =ndu to waqa:y-djil, eliding the 
n, may be attributable to these distributional facts.
The reduced forms of pronouns are used in preference to the full 
forms, except when emphasis is required. See for instance T2.22 ff., 
in which a mother warns her children not to go to the cemetery. She 
addresses them with short forms throughout. (There is no chance of her 
being thought to be warning anyone else.)
5.1.2 Third person bound pronouns
There are third person bound pronouns but not free ones. The same 
range of functions is represented by third person pronouns as is represented 
by the bound forms of the first and second person pronouns (Table 5,1),
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Note that the third person bound pronouns all begin in consonants which 
are regular in intervocalic position, but not word- or suffix-initially, 
except for the y of =yu (Table 2.8.2).
Table 5.1.2
Third person bound pronouns
Function Case Form 3rd singular
A Ergative =lu, =yu
S, 0, 10 Absolutive =niN-‘*’
1=naN-
POSS Genitive =luguN-^
N is included at the end of these forms
to indicate that a homorganic nasal appears 
before a suffix beginning in a stop. There 
is no reflex of this N except when they are 
marked as non-singular.
The ergative form =lu can be derived from the ergative demonstrative 
forms gilu and Qalu in the same way as the first and second person bound 
pronouns are derived from the corresponding forms of the free pronouns, 
by omission of the first CV (for paradigms of the demonstratives, see 
5.2.1). Not so =yu. =lu and =yu occur in free variation, but the preference 
is overwhelmingly for =luf some speakers using =lu almost exclusively.
=yu appears at T7.5 and T7.9 but not elsewhere in Text 7. The absence 
of =yu from other texts should not be taken as evidence that using =yu 
is associated either with dialect (Keewong dialect texts predominate) or 
age (the contributor of Text 7, Mamie King, was the youngest speaker to 
supply a text). It appears to be a matter entirely of individual taste.
The genitive =luguN- consists of the form used for the ergative, =lu, 
with the addition of -guN-. (The form of the dative case inflection, which 
is used to indicate possession on nominals, is -gu.)
There are two absolutive forms. =niN- has a referent visible to the 
speaker, while =naN- covers all other third person referents. =niN- and
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=naN- are not analysable as reduced forms of absolutive demonstratives.
The contrast between i and a in the final syllable of demonstrative forms
indicates locative as opposed to absolutive case marking (gini, Qani versus
gina, gana). In the first syllable the contrast indicates degrees of
proximity (which is normally, but not necessarily, associated with visibility).
Demonstrative forms beginning with gi- indicate greater closeness to the
speaker than those beginning with Qa-.
People also use =niN- for vividness in narrative, as it were 
seeing the referent in their mind's eye, in much the same way 
as English speakers create a sense of immediacy by launching 
an anecdote with the demonstrative of proximity: "This woman
was walking along.,.". There are examples at T3.3 and T3.8; 
and throughout Text 7 the narrator refers anaphorically to her 
favourite dog as =ni although he was chained up away out of 
sight while his exploits were being recorded. But somebody 
challenged my investigatory attempt to use =niN- in reference 
to something I had never seen, outside a story telling context,
(I was asking about details of the initiation ceremony of 1912, 
the topic of Text 1.) She exclaimed: "But you wasn't a
(h)eyewitness J"
Dual and plural forms of the third person pronouns are derived in 
exactly the same way as for first and second person pronouns and demon­
stratives, by the suffixation of -bula: and -gal respectively.
5,1.2.1 Third person absolutive pronouns as determiners
Whatever the formal relationship between the third person pronouns 
and the demonstratives, third person absolutive pronouns share a function 
with the demonstratives which the first and second person pronouns do not 
have. They act as determiners, and are adnominal as well as pronominal. 
For instance, the antecedent NP of the Ngiyamba: equivalent of an English 
restrictive relative clause must include either a demonstrative or a third 
person absolutive pronoun. It may or may not also include one or more 
nominals in the same case as the demonstrative or pronoun (10,2,2),
When a third person pronoun is adnominal, it is enclitic on the first 
word or constituent of the sentence in exactly the same way as when it 
serves as an anaphoric pronoun (5.1,3). The nominal(s) in apposition to
it may be in any subsequent position in the sentence.
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A third person absolutive pronoun marks an absolutive nominal which 
it precedes, not as closer to or further from the speaker, like the demon­
stratives do, but simply as definite, without any further deictic inform­
ation (except as to the visibility of the referent, if =niN-is used).
There is a contrast between definite and indefinite nominals in the 
absolutive case, depending on whether or not they are preceded by =naN- 
(or =niN-), a contrast which cannot be marked on nominals in other cases, 
miri-gu (dog-ERG) would be translated variously as 'a dog/dogs' or as 'the 
dog(s)' in the following sentences, according to the context of utterance.
But bura;y can only mean 'the child* and not 'a child/children' at 5-6, 
and vice versa at 5-7;
(5-6) mirigu=na bura:y gadhiyi
dog-ERG=3ABS child+ABS bite+PAST
(5-7) miri-gu bura;y gadhiyi
Likewise Tl.29 must be translated ♦the big boys to be initiated all 
disappeared together ', not ',,,some big boys,,,', because =nag-gal (3ABS-PL) 
precedes yiramuruQ-gala:n (novice-PL+AUG+ABS) ,
Note that a definite NP is obligatorily marked for number, irrespective 
of whether any nominal it contains has a suffix indicating number or not.
In order to say 'The/a dog bit the children \  the plural suffix -gal is 
added to the pronoun =na!\lr wUvch U-ppsaiS a^ t 5 ~  & •
(5-8) miri-gu=naQ-gal bura:y gadhiyi
The following examples show the definite/indefinite contrast in a 
possessed NP:
(5-9) waQa:y=dji;=na bura:y ga-pa
NEG=10BL=3ABS child+ABS be-PRES
'The child is not mine,'
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(5-10) waQa:y=dji: bura:y ga-£a
'I have no children.*
Kabardian, a language of the Caucasus, is another language with 
an ’ergative-absolutive ’ system for marking the case functions 
A, S and 0 in which the opposition between definite and indefinite 
is likewise confined to "sujet des verbes intransitifs, complement 
direct des verbes transitifs et predicat des phrases nominales" 
(Trubetzkoy 1939:137), i.e. to NPs in the absolutive case.
It would not be true to say that first and second person pronouns, 
together with non-absolutive third person pronouns, never occur 
adnominally, It is possible to attract the attention of someone 
whose name one doesn’t know by saying Qindu / burary (you+NOM 
child+ABS) ’You, the kid!', or to explain one’s identity by 
answering the question 'Who's there?' with Qadhu / wa:djin (I+NOM 
white woman+ABS) ’(It’s) me, the white woman.' It is also 
possible to say:
(5-11) gadhiyi=lu=na bura:y / miri-gu
bite+PAST=3ERG=3ABS child+ABS dog-ERG
'It bit the child, the dog (did).’
But in each case the nominal represents an afterthought, added 
after a pause.
5.1.3 Enclisis of bound pronouns
Normally when suffixes and enclitic particles beginning in a stop are 
attached to forms for which a final N is posited, N takes the form of a 
homorganic nasal (2.5). However no such homorganic nasal appears when 
bound pronouns beginning in a stop are enclitic on the same forms (Rule 7 
at 2.9), Thus we have:
(5-12) Qadhu balga:nh-dhul miyi
I+NOM boomerang-DIM+ABS make+PAST
’I made a little boomerang.'
- but:
(5-13) balga:=dhu miyi
= 1N0M
'I made a boomerang.’
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Although in this respect the boundary with the enclitic pronoun is like 
a word boundary, conditioning of enclitic-initial laminal stops occurs 
in the same way as at morpheme boundaries (2.10.3). After i, DH is 
realised as dj:
(5-14) bundi=dju miyi 
'1 made a club.'
It is in recognition of the phonological uniqueness of boundaries with 
enclitic pronouns, and to make pronominal arguments easier to distinguish 
in examples and texts, that these boundaries are marked with the 'equals’ 
symbol, =, not a hyphen.
There are bound pronominal forms for the representation of the case 
functions A (agent), S (intransitive subject), O (object), 10 (indirect 
object) and POSS (possessive).
A bound pronoun in POSS function is enclitic on (a constituent of) 
the possessed NP in any position in the sentence. Or else, if the possessed 
NP is definite (5.1.2,1), or in 10 function as at 5-15, the bound pronoun 
in POSS function occurs in the same position as bound pronouns in any 
other function. These are enclitic on the first word or first constituent 
of the sentence, irrespective of whether the sentence is subordinate or 
not, i.e. they are enclitic on its ’topic’ (9.1), They occur in a fixed 
order with respect to one another, after any enclitic particles (9.3).
Text 6 contains a number of bound pronouns in POSS function. At 
T6,7 the third person genitive pronoun =luguN- is not attached to the 
definite possessed nominal dhina (foot+ABS), which is the second constituent, 
but follows the first constituent, a particle, in the position which is 
obligatory for other enclitic pronouns. At T6.6 =luguN- is_ attached to 
the possessed nominal, which is again the second constituent but is not 
definite, while the second person nominative bound pronoun, =ndu, which 
has A function, is attached to the first word, Qa:-y-aga (see-CM-IRR).
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At T6.4 and T6.5 =luguN- is attached to the possessed NP, which is also 
the first constituent of the sentence - at T6.4 to the first word, and 
at T6.5 to the second, preceding the bound pronoun in A function.
Up to three of the functions listed above may be represented in a 
single sentence by bound pronouns enclitic on the first word or constituent:
(5-15) gala:y=dji:=lu=na nhayu dhunmiyi
again=lOBL=3ERG=3ABS knife+ABS remove+PAST
’He's taken my knife again.'
Except where the first of a sequence of bound pronouns has POSS 
function and is enclitic on the possessed NP, as at T6.5, bound pronouns 
appear in the order first person, second person, third person, irrespective 
of their case and number;
(5-16) Qa-y-aga=dhi;=ndu-gal
see-CM-IRR=l0BL=2N0M-PL
'You mob will see me,’
(5-17) Qa-y-aga=dhu=nu:
=1N0M=20BL
’I will see you.1
(5-18) guya=ligi;=lu Qa:£aymiyi
fish+ABS=lOBL+DU=3ERG show+PAST
'He showed us the fish.'
Combinations of two first person or two second person pronouns do not 
occur. Instead there are reflexive and reciprocal constructions, 
according to the reference relations involved (6,3,2,1). Where there 
is more than one third person NP involved in syntactic roles in a sentence, 
however, it is not only possible but more usual for the NPs to have different 
referents, rather than to stand in a reflexive or reciprocal relationship 
to one another. A sequence of enclitic pronouns may contain two third
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person pronouns with different referents. When this happens, the non- 
absolutive form which has animate, typically human reference always precedes 
the absolutive form, which may refer to animates or inanimates (as at 
5-15). This order of enclisis corresponds to the hierarchy of semantic 
features appealed to by Silverstein in his argument referred to at 5,1 
(Silverstein 1976).
Tables 5.1 and 6.1.2 indicate that both 0 and 10 functions are 
represented by a third person pronoun in absolutive form. This is so 
if only one of the functions is represented in a sentence by a pronoun:
(5-19) guya=ndu=na Qu-nhi
’You gave him fish,'
Two nominal NPs in 0 and 10 functions also both have-absolutive form:
(5-20) guya=ndu bura;y Qu-nhi
’You gave a child fish,'
But if both functions are represented by a pronoun, the pronoun in 10 
function has genitive form:
(5-21) winar-u=lugu=na Qu-nhi
woman-ERG=3GEN=3ABS
’The woman gave it him,’
If the NP in 10 function is a nominal possessed by a pronoun, the pronoun 
with POSS function and genitive form appears in the sequence of pronouns 
enclitic on the topic:
(5-22) miri=dju=lugu=na Qu-nhi
dog+ABS=lNOM=3GEN=3ABS give-PAST
'I gave it to his dog.’
Compare the interpretation when the possessive pronoun is enclitic on the
possessed nominal:
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(5-23) miri=lugu=dhu=na qu-nhi
dog+ABS=3GEN=lNOM=3ABS
’I gave his dog to him.'
The order first person, second person, third person applies to bound 
pronouns only. Free pronouns occur in any position in a sentence, and in 
any order with respect to one another, regardless of person. The two 
sentences;
(5-24) qinu: qadhu Qa;-nhi
you+OBL I+NOM see-PAST
’I saw you,1
- and:
(5-25) qindu gadhi: qa:-nhi
you+NOM I+OBL
’You saw me.1
- can each be ordered in three different ways, all of them grammatical,
(The different orders produce slightly different emphases, since the initial 
position has most salience.) The person,case, and position of a free 
pronoun have no bearing on the ordering of bound pronouns in the same 
sentence, which are ordered only with respect to one another.
(5-26) gadhi:=lu=na gu-nhi
me+OBL=3ERG=3ABS give-PAST
- and;
(5-27) qu-nhi=lu=na gadhi:
are both equally acceptable translations of -He gave it to me', corresponding 
to vHe gave it to me' and 'He gave it to me' respectively (9.1),
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5.1.3.1 Pronominal enclisis and the term "affix-transferring”
Both Capell and Wurm have been concerned with setting up a typology 
of Australian languages based on their pronominal syntax (Capell 1962,
1967, 1972; Wurm 1969). Both use the term "affix-transferring" of languages 
whose "... most obvious feature ,,, is the transference of person markers 
(subject and object) from the verb, where they logically belong, to the 
head word of the utterance," (Capell 1972:5). Capell's term 'head word' 
refers to what is called 'topic' in this study (9.1).
Capell exemplifies pronoun attraction to a non-verbal head word 
from Wiradjuri. The request 'Give me some fish!' could be said in Wiradjuri 
in two different ways:
(5-28) guya-di Qug-ga
fish-me give-imper
- or, since pronoun attraction to sentence-initial nouns is "optional":
(5-29) Qug-ga-di guya (Capell 1972:22)
The Ngiyamba: equivalents of 5-28 and 5-29 are:
(5-30) guya=dhi Qu-ga
- and:
(5-31) Qu-ga=dhi: guya
But notice the unacceptability of:
(5-32) *guya Qu-ga=dhi;
There is no synchronic "transference" of "affixes" (bound pronouns) 
from the verb in the presence of head words of particular word classes, 
since bound pronouns cannot be attached to a non-initial verb. All bound 
pronouns are invariably attached to the topic, whatever its word class.
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The same appears to be true of two languages which both Wurm and Capell 
call "affix-transferring", Yulbaridja and Ngarinman, to judge by the 
evidence supplied by Capell (1972:11-13).
If a language of this sort is to be called "affix-transferring" the 
label can only be understood in terms of a theory of the development of tne 
present system of pronominal enclisis from an earlier one, in which "affixes" 
were not "transferred", i,e. they were attached to the verb wherever it 
occurred in the sentence.
Capell is cautious about proposing a historical relationship between 
the different types of pronominal syntax exhibited by various Australian 
languages (Capell 1967:40, 1972:6), Wurm's typology is explicitly develop­
mental. But he suggests a development in the contrary direction, that 
languages change from an "affix-transferring" stage to a "markers-suffixing" 
stage, in which "a sometimes fused person-marker unit is consistently 
suffixed to the verb" (Wurm 1969:69).
This misleading term "affix-transferring'^ whose implications both 
contradict Wurm's developmental theory, and suggest a developmental theory 
where Capell intended not to do so, is founded on the assumption that 
"person markers" belong "logically" to the verb. As Lyons writes, after 
illustrating the point from Latin:
"In general syntactic theory, person (like number) is only secondarily, 
and derivatively, a category of the verb; and that only in certain 
languages,"
As far as Wiradjuri and Ngiyamba: are concerned, both authors 
have themselves pointed out that "person markers" consist of 
abbreviated forms of free pronouns (Capell 1956:16-17 and Wurm 
1969:57-8). As shown at 5.1,3 "person markers" in Ngiyamba: 
are not "affixes" but enclitic forms.
5.2 DETERMINERS
There is a class of determiners, subdivided into NP determiners and 
predicate determinersr with some overlap, as follows:
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Qina this (near)
gana that (far)
yiggal the same (way)^
ya:yN- thus
ya:nhdhu at this/that tii
'S
NP determiners
Predicate determiners
There are morphological reasons for identifying determiners as a 
word class. They, and they alone, take the suffix -la: ’established 
reference’ (5,2,2).
5,2,1 Case forms of NP determiners: demonstratives and yipgal ’same*
Table 5,2.1
Demonstrative case forms
Case form ’this’ ’ that
Erg/Inst Qilu Qalu
Abs gina gana
Dat Qigu Qagu
Loc Qini Qani
Circ Qidji gadhi
For the functions of the case forms see Table 4.1,2.
The roots Qi- and -Qa can be set up for ’this’ and ’that’ respectively. 
The regular nominal case inflections -gu and -DHi are added to form the 
dative and circumstantive forms. The ergative/instrumental ends in u, 
but the syllable added is -lu, not -gu, the regular nominal form after 
vowels (4.1.1), The absolutive is not unmarked, as with nominals, but 
is formed by adding -na. The locative is formed by adding -ni, which is 
quite idiosyncratic as a locative marker.
To distinguish this fully suppletive paradigm from the nominal paradigms 
in which absolutives are unmarked and other case forms involve an increment, 
the demonstratives are not analysed with a hyphen in texts and examples,
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but are glossed as containing two morphemes, e,g, gini (this+LOC), not 
gi-ni (this-LOC),
Dual and plural forms of the demonstratives, and of yiggal also, are 
derived in the same way as those of the second and third person pronouns, 
that is by the addition of the dual suffix -bula: and the plural suffix 
’-gal (5,1.1.3). These suffixes are attached to the case-marked forms of 
the demonstratives, and they precede -la: (5.2,2). It is often convenient
to use ’here' (= 'this (place)') and 'there' (= 'that (place)') to translate
/the demonstratives, as for instance at 5-38, which could also have been 
translated: 'This it is. That it is,.,', but for the fact that 'this'
and 'that' in English are normally used to contrast two referents, while 
in the Ngiyamba: saying both gina and gana have the same reference. Glosses 
with 'here' and 'there' are used in the texts where the context makes them 
appropriate (e,g. T2.27), When a form which would translate naturally as 
'here' or 'there' has the plural suffix -gal attached to it, the natural 
translation is 'hereabouts' or 'thereabouts':
(5-33) gani-gal=dhu=na dhulgimiyi
there+L0C-PL=lN0M=3ABS drop+PAST
'I dropped it thereabouts.'
- or *... (somewhere) in those (parts)', There is another example at 
S3,2,
When a demonstrative (or yiggal) is followed by a number suffix, case 
is optionally marked for a second time after the number suffix (and -la:, 
if present), A regular nominal case inflection is added word-finally.
The following are both equally acceptable for 'I am frightened of these 
two.1:
(5-34) gadhu giyanhdha-nha gidji-bula:-la:
I+NOM fear-PRES this+CIRC-DU-EST
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- and, with the addition of the circumstantive inflection -DHi:
(5-35) Qadhu giyanhdha-nha gidji-bula:-la:-dhi
yiggal ’same', in its NP determiner function, is declined for case 
according to the regular pattern for nominals ending in 1 (4.1,1). It 
has not been encountered with any suffixes other than -bula: and -gal, 
except in the form yiggalmayN- (3.3.1,12).
Sentences illustrating the use of all the determiners are to be found 
at 10.2,2, which shows how the reference of determiners can be restricted 
by subordinate sentences. Demonstrative functions are discussed at 5.2.3.
5.2.2 -la: 'ESTablished reference’
The function of -la; is illustrated at T1.3 and. Tl.4, reproduced here:
(5-36) bundayQ’-gu=nu: / gagu / ya:y=lu-gal gadur miyi
knee-DAT=20BL there+DAT thus=3ERG-PL windbreak+ABS make+PAST
'Up to your knee, up to there, thus they made the windbreak.'
(5-37) gagu=na ya:la: guri-miyi
there+DAT=3ABS thus+EST lie-CAUS+PAST
’To there, that's the way they laid it.'
The speaker looked at my knee while saying 5-36, and touched her own with 
the side of her hand as she went on to say 5-37. -la: indicates that the 
reference of the determiner to which it is attached is already known to 
the participants in the conversation, whether as the result of an ostentive 
gesture, or of some previous remark, or both, as at 5-37.
5.2.3 Demonstrative functions
The two demonstratives are contrasted in the following saying, which 
provides conventional comment on transitory phenomena, such as passing
showers, or people who pay fleeting visits:
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(5-38) Qina=na / Qana=na / dhari-nji-la=na
this+ABS=3ABS that+ABS=3ABS disappear-PAST-THEN=3ABS
'Here it/he/she is. There it/he/she is. Then it/he/she has gone.'
(Compare English 'It's come and been and gone'')
Just as there is no difference between the syntax of nominals which 
are semantically 'nouns' or 'adjectives', both being able to function as 
the sole representative of a NP, so demonstratives are indifferently 
pronominal and adnominal (like 'this' and 'that' in English, which are 
both demonstrative pronouns and adjectives),
Demonstratives do not always function ostentively, as the 'simples 
compagnons d'un geste', distinguishing degrees of physical proximity as 
at 5-38, (The felicitous phrase is Kurylowicz's, 1936:47), They are 
introduced into discourse to distinguish between a number of NPs already 
mentioned, when they need to be referred to again severally. At Text 5 
for instance, the different origins of the variously coloured spines of 
the porcupine (echidna) are listed, A literal translation of T5.23-6 
wtiuld be;
'That's why they have white spines, black spines.
Those yarran ones are black, Mulga, these white 
and black ones are, Mallee, these white ones are.'
When a single NP needs to be singled out for further comment, gini, which 
is used ostentively to indicate closeness, is the preferred demonstrative.
In Text 3, the hill which has been last mentioned at T3,8 is reintroduced 
at T3.12 (in the locative), gini-la: dhirama-ga. 'at this hill'.
Demonstratives are used as third person anaphoric pronouns when 
case forms are required for which there is no enclitic third person pronoun:
(5-39) gadhu giyanhdha’-nha Qidji-la:
I+NOM fear-PRES this+CIRC-EST
'I am frightened of her.'
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They are also used when more than one third person referent is to be 
indicated anaphorically and one of them has possessive function.
(5-40) waQa:y=lu yuwan=lugu dha-ca
NEG=3ERG bread+ABS=3GEN eat-PRES
means 'She is not eating her bread', with the implication that the bread 
is her own (which can be spelt out by adding guyugan 'own' to the 0 NP: 
guyuQan=lugu yuwan 'her own bread'). By contrast:
(5-41) waQa:y=lu Qagu-la: yuwan dha-£a
that-DAT-EST
means 'She is not eating his/her bread.', the bread in this case belonging
to a person who is not the agent of the sentence.
Notice that -la: 'established reference' is obligatory when a
demonstrative functions anaphorically as opposed to ostensively.
5.2.4 Demonstrative suffixes attached only to Qana 'that'
There are three suffixes which are attached to the case-marked forms 
of gana 'that' (but not Qina 'this'), to give more precise information 
about spatial orientation. -la: 'established reference' may be suffixed 
after them. Forms derived in this way do not take further case marking 
after -la: (c.f, 5,2.1), These three suffixes are described at 5.2.4.1.
A fourth suffix -wa is attached after -la: (5.2,4.2).
5.2.4.1. -yN- 'YONDER', -ynja 'UP' and -DHar 'DOWN'
When -yN-, -ynja and -DHar are attached to the ergative/instrumental 
form of Qana 'that', Qalu, the resulting forms indicate motion in a certain 
direction. Such forms never occur in apposition to nominals with ergative/ 
instrumental case marking. They are found in sentences in which NPs in 
neither A nor Inst function are permissible.
The Qalu of Qalu-yN-, Qalu-ynja and Qalu-dhar is formally identical 
to the ergative/instrumental of the demonstrative Qana, It is glossed as
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that+INST in the morpheme-by-morpheme coding of texts and examples. It 
is not provable that galu in these words has instrumental function, although 
it does seem semantically plausible to relate 'away', 'upwards' and 'down- 
wards' to a demonstrative in instrumental function, i,e. 'by means of that 
(way)' , 'by means of that (way) up (there)’ and 'by means of that (way) 
down (there)'. In some Indo-European languages (Sanskrit, Lithuanian) 
space traversed is expressed in just such a fashion. (I am indebted to 
Harold Koch for pointing this out.) For instance in Lithuanian:
"The instrumental may be used to indicate the place along which or
through which something (or somebody) is moving:
Jis eina keliu 
He goes road+INST
'He goes along the road,'"
(Dambriunas et al, 1972:174-5)
For a Sanskrit example see Whitney 1924;94,
There are no known instances of nominals in instrumental case indicating 
distance traversed which might support this analysis at a functional level 
in contemporary Ngiyamba;t The analysis simply recognises a coincidence 
of forms. The closest known Ngiyamba; equivalent to the Lithuanian example 
occurs at T1.48:
(5-42) miri=dji; bibuwa-wa-nhi muru-ga
dog+ABS=lOBL run-MOVING-PAST road-LOC
’My dog ran along ahead.'
with 'road’ in the locative case, (muru is ’road’ primarily in the sense 
of ’route’, 'way in which I am going’. It is used by extension for built 
roads.)
At T3.4 water is described as needing to run Qalu-y ’away’. At T10.15 
there is another example of Qalu-yN- :
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(5-43) galu-y=na bibuwa-nhi
that+INST-Y0NDER=3ABS run-PAST
'He ran off that (way),'
The nasal of -yN- shows up before modal enclitic particles 
which are attached to sentence^-initial words (9.3).
For instance, if counter-assertive baga: is inserted in 5-43, 
we get;
(5-44) Qalu-ym-baga:=na bibuwa-nhi 
'But he ran off.'
At Tl.50, two people drinking at a dam look Qalu-ynja 'upwards'. 
Another example is;
(5-45) buyu Qalu-ynja-ma=ndu dhuwa-nhi
shin+ABS that+INST-UP-CNTRFACT=2N0M fall-PAST
'You might have fallen with your legs in the air.'
The following shows a similar use of Qalu-dhar to describe the orientation 
of a body part;
(5-46) bala Qalu-dhar=na balag-ga wa|;a-nha
head+ABS that+INST-down=3ABS head-LOC stand-PRES
'She is standing head downwards, on (her) head,'
At both 5-45 and 5-46 the demonstrative derivative is followed by enclitic 
forms and is therefore part of the constituent headed by the body part 
nominal. A final example of galu-dhar is;
(5-47) Qalu-dhar=li; Qidji dhuroi-nja
that+Ii\IST=ll\IOM+DU here+CIRC descend-PRES
'We two are descending downwards out of here (a caravan).'
more colloquially, "We two are getting down out of here.".
Motion up and motion down in Ngiyamba; are assumed to be away 
from the speaker, Someone at the bottom of a tree would tell 
another to climb it;
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(5-48) Qalu-ynja walga-dha
climb-IMP
'Climb up!1
If the addressee is being told to climb up towards the speaker 
who is already up the tree, dha:y 'hither this way' is added:
(5-49) dha:y Qalu-ynja walga-dha
Qalu-y by contrast always expresses motion away from the speaker 
of point contemplated. yana-y 'go, walk' is a verb neutral as 
to the direction of the movement it indicates. Thus we have:
(5-50) Qalu-y yana:
go+IMP
'Go away!'
contrasted with:
(5-51) dha:y yana:
'Come here''
but not;
(5-52) *dha:y Qalu-y yana;
When -yN-, -ynja and -DHar are attached to the absolutive form of 
the demonstrative 'that', Qana, the resulting forms indicate the position 
of an event. Like the forms derived from Qalu, they cannot be construed 
together with nominals in the same case (i.e. absolutive nominals in S or 
O function). The distinction between forms derived from Qalu and forms 
derived from Qana is illustrated at T2.25 and T2.26:
(5-53) gara: Qalu-y-la: yana:
PROHIB that+lNST-yOKJDER-EST go+IMP
'Don't go over there!'
(5-54) wanda Qana-y-la: wi:-nja
wanda+ABS that+ABS-YONDER-EST sit-PRES
'wanda (mythical beings) live over there!'
Qana-y also occurs at S2.3. In the following example 'it' is a cat which 
retreated up a tree with some meat:
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(5-55) gana-ynja=lu dhigga: dha-pa
that+ABS-UP=3ERG meat+ABS eat-PRES
'It's eating meat up there.'
Forms resulting from the suffixation of -yN-, -ynja and -DHar to 
local case forms of Qana express all the local case functions described 
at 4.1.4 in relation to a position:
(5-56) gadhi-y-la:=nag-gal badhiyi
there+CIRC-Y0NDER-EST=3ABS+PL appear+PAST
'They appeared from over that way.'
(5-57) Qadhu gani-djar-a:-bu ga-jja
I+NOM there+LOC-DOWN+EST-UNIV be-PRES
'I am right down here.'
(This was a shout in answer to someone higher up a hill.) For -bu see 
3.3,3.1. When -la: is suffixed to a form ending in -DHar, the initial 1 
is dropped (Rule 9 at 2.9), The discrepancy between the gloss and the 
translation (’there' versus 'here') is accounted for by the fact that -DHar 
is suffixed only to Qana 'that'. The forms derived from attaching -yN-, 
-ynja and -DHar to the local case forms gagu, gani and gadji, unlike those 
derived from attaching them to galu and gana, can be construed together 
with nominals for translation purposes. They are sometimes the Ngiyamba: 
equivalent of an English prepositional phrase. There is an example at 
T4.20, gani-djar dhagun-da (there+LOC-DOWN ground-LOC), rendered in English 
as 'under the ground'. Likewise:
(5-58) dhigarbila gadhi-djar guriguri-dji badhiyi
porcupine+ABS there+CIRC-DOWN fallen log-CIRC appear+PAST
- means 'A porcupine came out from under the lo 0 .'. But it is doubtful 
that the two forms are actually in apposition as parts of the same 
constituent. When 5-58 was repeated, but with dhigarbila referred to by
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an enclitic pronoun, =na, the sentence took the form:
(5-59) Qadhi-djar=na guriguri-dji badhiyi
- not:
(5-60) ?Qadhi-djar guriguri-dji=na badhiyi
There are several examples of sentences like 5-59 in the field materials 
and none like 5-60, but 5-60 has not been checked with informants to 
discover whether it is regarded as acceptable or not. One of the sentences 
analogous to 5-59 consists of 5-56, with gunjdji-dji (house-CIRC) inserted 
between the two words, after the enclitic pronoun =naQ-gal. One English 
translation of this involves two paratactic locational phrases, rather 
than a single prepositional phrase: 'They appeared from over that way,
out of a house,' Another would be: 'They appeared from a house over
there,' Similarly:
(5-61) Qagu-y-la:=na gugur-gu bara-nha / dhibi
that+DAT-YONDER-EST=3ABS tree-DAT fly-PRES bird+ABS
- could be translated 'The bird flew over there to a tree.' or 'The bird 
flew to a tree over there,'
5,2,4,2 -wa *FURTHER1
When -wa is attached to Qalu it indicates motion 'further on'.
Qalu-y (5,2,4.1) can occur in the same sentence:
(5-62) Qalu-wa=na yana-nhi Qalu-y
that+INST-FURTHER=3ABS go-PAST that+INST-YONDER
'He went further on that way.'
Like Qalu-y, Qalu-wa indicates motion 'away' as opposed to motion 'hither, 
this way'. But while dha:y 'hither' and Qalu-y are incompatible in the 
same sentence (as shown at 5-52), there is a set phrase dha:y Qaluwa
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equivalent to the English phrases 'up and down', 'back and forth' and 
'hither and yon', or to German 'hin und her1':
(5-63) dha:y galu-wa gina-la: miri bibuwa-nha
hither this+ABS-EST dog+ABS run-PRES
'This dog is running back and forth.'
There are examples of gani-wa (there+LOC-FURTHER) locating a person and 
a tank 'further on' at T9,3 and T9.16.
(5-64) gadhi-wa gura=nu: ga-^a
there+CIRC-FURTHER camp+ABS=20BL be-PRES
'Your camp is further on through. '
- was said in thick scrub to someone flagging on the'way home.
-la; 'established reference' is attached before -wa, not after, as it 
is with the suffixes described at 5.2.4.1;
(5-65) gana-la:-wa=na gunjdji ga-ca
there+L0C-EST-FURTHER=3ABS house+ABS be-PRES
'The house is further on.'
There are no examples of constructions involving nominals equivalent 
to English 'further on from the tree'. This relation is handled in 
Ngiyamba; by forms involving r-gur, which translate 'beyond the tree'
(5.2.5.2).
5.2.5 Other demonstrative suffixes
There are two suffixes which are attached to the case-marked forms 
of the demonstratives Qina 'this' and gana 'that', and to derivatives of 
gana formed with the suffixes described at 5.2.4.1-3. They are suffixed 
after -la:, if this is present. These two suffixes are also attached to 
the oblique forms of first and second person pronouns, and to nominal roots. 
They are described at 5.2.5.1 and 2.
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5.2.5.1 -bi:1 ' TOWARDS 1
Two examples of -bi:l were recorded on a car journey. A bird flew 
ahead of the car, risking collision, and was warned:
(5-66) gani-bi:l bara-ga
there+LOC-TOWARDS fly-IMP
''Fly to the side!''
Later, the driver was instructed:
(5-67) Qalu-ym-bi;l gilaywa:
that+INSTrYONDER-TOWARDS turn+IMP
'Turn off towards over there''
5'-67 was in reference to a turn to the right. An alternative using the 
nominal bindal 'right' (also used for 'straight1 e.g. of sticks) is:
(5-68) bindal-bi:l gilaywa:
'Turn right.''
Navigational instructions are given by reference to both moving and 
fixed natural phenomena. One travels miyar-bi:l 'into the wind, upwind', 
dhuni-bi;l 'into the sun1, dhira:n-bi;l 'towards the sandhill' or 'up the 
sandhill' according to the starting point, and so on. The following example 
shows -bi:l attached to a pronoun:
(5-69) dha:y Qadhi;-bi:l yana: 
hither me+OBL-TOWARDS go+IMP
'Come here towards me)'
No terms have been found for points of the compass, 'East' is 
referred to as dhuni badha-fa-ba (sun+ABS emerge-PRES-SUB) 'where the sun 
rises' and 'west' as dhuni gu(;u-nha-ba (sun+ABS enter-PRES-SUB) 'where 
the sun sets', dhuni badha-fa-ba-bi:1 'eastwards, towards the sunrise' 
and dhuni gu£u-nha-ba-bi:1 'westwards, towards the sunset' were elicited,
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but not heard in spontaneous speech, These are the only known examples 
of subordinate sentences marked with -ba behaving like nominals with 
respect to suffixation. Otherwise, no suffixes follow -ba (10.2).
5.2.5.2 -gur ’SIDE'
-gur, unlike -bi:1 (5,2,5.1), is inflected for case. It derives 
a nominal indicating location in terms of the reference of the form to 
which it is added. -gur agrees in case marking with the case marking of 
a demonstrative to which it is suffixed, whether immediately or with other 
suffixes intervening:
(5-70) gadhi-gur-i dha:y yana-nha
that+CIRC-SIDE-CIRC hither go-PRES
' (she) is coming from the far side. '
(5—71) gana-dhar-gur=na bumanha gaful-u
that+ABS-UNDER-SIDE+ABS=3ABS hit+INTR+PRES stone-INST
’The underside (of the car) is getting hit by stones. '
There are no examples of -gur attached to the ergative/instrumental 
forms of the demonstratives (or of derivatives of gana). *gilu-guru and 
*galu-guru do not occur. But -gur is attached to all other case forms, 
-gur is attached to the roots of nominals, not to inflected forms;
(5-72) magala-gur-a=nu: ga-|;a
back-SIDE-L0C=20BL be-PRES
'(He) is right behind you,' (literally 'at your backside')
(5-73) dhalay-gur-a=na dhuwa-nhi
tongue-SIDE-L0C=3ABS fall-PAST
'It fell on the tongue-side.'
dhalay-gur is translated "blade-side" in reference to tools and weapons 
and "edge" in reference to other things with one very narrow dimension
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(leaves, plates etc.).
Forms consisting of a demonstrative, or a demonstrative derivative, 
followed by -rjur occur in apposition to nominals in the same case, according 
to the system shown at Table 5,2,5,2.
Absolutive forms are given at Table 5.2,5.2, and a variety of cases 
in the illustrative sentences which follow. Possibilities for suffixing 
-la: 'established reference' (5.2,2) are not indicated on the table. The
forms in Column la can appear independently of a nominal such as guguma 
'stump' in Column lb. Column 2a translates Column la, and Column 2b 'of 
the stump' translates guguma when in apposition to a form of Column 1. 
Column 3 gives the commonest English translation for each combination of 
a Column la form with guguma when both are in the locative case.
Exemplification of the forms at Table 5.2,5.2;
[l] Qini-Qur-a gugur-a girbadja wa[;a-nha
this+LOC-SIDE-LOC tree-LOC kangaroo+ABS stand-PRES
'A kangaroo is standing in front of the tree.'
[2J gagu-Qur-gu=dhu galiyar-gu yana-nhi
that-SIDE-DAT=lNOM Lachlan-DAT go-PAST
'I went to the other side of the Lachlan River.' ('I crossed 
the Lachlan.')
(There is another example at Tl.42.)
[3] Qani-y-la:-Qur-a yana-nhi gurugun
that+LOC-YONDER-EST-SIDE-LOC go-PAST cow+ABS
'Some cattle went alongside,'
The context for this example was some cattle walking parallel to a moving 
car. But it could equally well refer to cattle moving in any direction
out to one side of the car.
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[4] gana-ynja-Qur gaj;ul ga:-ga
that+ABS-UP-SIDE+ABS rock+ABS see-IMP
'Look at the top of the rock!'
[5] gadhi-djar-gur-i gunjdji-dji wagayma-nha bura:y
that+CIRC-DOWN-SIDE-CIRC house-CIRC play-PRES child+ABS
'There are kids playing underneath the house.'
5.3 INDETERMINATES
The indeterminates are identified as a word class by virtue of the
fact that they can never occur in a sentence independently of one of the
two 'knowledge' clitics which may be attached to sentence-initial words
of any word class, -wa: and -ga;, minja-wa:, for instance, is functionally
equivalent to 'What...?', and minjag-ga: to 'something' in the sense of
'something, I don't know what' (9,3.5),
minja (what+ABS) is used by itself, however, to request repetition 
of an improperly heard word or words, or in response to the 
vocative use of one's name, as 'what' is in English, or cosa 
(which also means 'thing') is in Italian.
Indeterminates are used, in combination with -wa: or -ga:, to 
represent constituents whose precise reference the speaker cannot identify. 
They have only the general referential properties associated with the type 
of constituent which they represent. The forms of the indeterminates are 
listed at Table 5,3a,
The glosses given at Table 5.3a consist of English interrogative 
forms without a following question mark, i.e, the forms used in a variety 
of English constructions other than 'information questions', including 
relative constructions.
It has already been pointed out that Ngiyamba: indeterminates occur 
only sentence-initially, i.e, in topic position (9.1), and that they are 
always followed by -wa: or -ga:. It follows that Ngiyamba: indeterminates 
lack some of the functions of English WH- words, such as introducing
relative clauses.
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Table 5.3a
Indeterminates
Form Reference Gloss
ga:ndi an indeterminate person who
(as defined at 5.1)
minjaN- an indeterminate thing what
(nonr-person)
minja:r an indeterminate part what part
minja-galmayN- an indeterminate quantity what quantity 
(how much, how many)
wanhdha an indeterminate one, place which, where
widju in an indeterminate manner how
widjuba:r of an indeterminate kind what,..like
widjuba;ru at an indeterminate time when
The glosses given for indeterminates at Table 5.3a make it possible 
to gloss -wa: and -ga: consistently in combination with both indeterminates 
and other words in such a way as to reveal the oppositions involved in the 
Ngiyamba: system in terms of English equivalents (9,3,4.1).
No attempt is made at Table 5.3a to provide a gloss for either -ba:r 
or -ba:ru as discrete morphemes attached to widju, (Two nominal roots 
also involve a form -ba;r, dhalaym-ba:r (tongue-bajr) ’sharp' and gayam- 
ba;r (sinew-ba:r) 'speedy'.)
It is worth noting that widjuba;ru coincides exactly with the 
form obtained by applying the rules for deriving ergative/ 
instrumental case forms (4.1.1) to widjuba:r 'what... like'.
This formal relationship is paralleled among the determiners 
(5.2). ya:nhdhu 'at this/that time' can equally well be derived 
from ya:yN- 'thus' by resort to the rules for ergative/instrumental 
case marking given at 4.1.1. A similar point is made in 
connection with derived forms meaning 'away', 'upwards' and 
'downwards' (5.2.4.1). Suffixes are attached to a form galu 
which coincides with the ergative/instrumental form of another 
determiner, the demonstrative gana 'that'. Examples are cited 
at 5.2.4.1 from Lithuanian and Sanskrit to show that it is not 
unprecedented for instrumental case forms to be associated with 
motion in a direction. These languages also have time expressions
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marked by the instrumental case. In Lithuanian "many fossilized 
expressions of time are actually old instrumental case forms... 
Frequently these expressions were shortened into adverbs of 
time" (Dambriunas et al. 1972:175). These include forms for 
'when' derived from the instrumental of 'what time' and for 
'then', derived from the instrumental of 'that time' (Dambriunas 
et al. 1972:175).
No attempt is made to analyse minja:r, -QalmayN- is glossed 'QUANTITY' 
at 9.3,5,2,
The first five indeterminates at Table 5.3a represent NP constituents 
and are declined for case. The last three represent predicate constituents 
and are not. Of the forms declined for case, Qa:ndi, minjaN- and wanhdha 
have idiosyncratic paradigms, while the rest decline like regular nominals.
Table 5,3b
Case paradigms for irregular indeterminates
Case form 'who' 'w h a t ' 'which, wh<
ERG rja; ndu ERG/INST minja-lu ERG/INST wanhdha-lu
ABS Qa:ndi minjaN- wanhdha
DAT Qa;ngu minjaQ-gu wanhdha-gu
LOC Qa;ndi-ga minja-la wanhdha-la
CIRC Qa:ndi-dji minja-li wanhdha-li
In the paradigm of Qa;ndi the ergative, absolutive and dative endings 
are suppletive. This paradigm resembles those of the first and second 
person pronouns, in which the endings for forms in A, S, 0 and Poss. 
function (but not Allative function) are also suppletive (Table 5,1.1.1). 
The initial consonant of the ergative/instrumental, and of the locative 
and circumstantive inflections of both minjaN- and wanhdha is 1, which 
also occurs in the ergative/instrumental forms of the demonstratives 
(Table 5.2.1) and begins the ergative and genitive forms of the bound 
third person pronouns (Table 5.1,2),
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Qa:ndi takes the nominal suffixes -bula: and -buy (4.2.2.1 and 
4.2.2.2 respectively). For examples see 9.3.5.1.
Qa:ndi, minja and wanhdha take the caritative suffix -Qinda (4.3.3). 
(For an example see 9^ -104.)
For the productive reduplication of indeterminates, see 9.3.5.9.
CHAPTER 6
VERBS
6.0 INTRODUCTION
Verbal words consist of at least a root, conjugation marker and 
final inflection, or a root followed by a final inflection which shows 
the conjugation membership of the root. The conjugation marker and final 
inflection morphemes are sometimes distinct, as in baga-l-aga (dig-CM-IRR) 
'might dig'; and sometimes fused, as in baga-na:raN- (dig-CM+CIRCUM) 
'digging'. Additional material (such as a case inflection) follows some 
verb-final inflections under certain conditions, provided that the verb 
is not the main verb of an independent sentence. One suffix, translated 
'then1, follows the tense inflection of a main verb (6.2.2.3). Between 
the root and the final inflection may intervene a number of derivational 
stem-forming suffixes, transitivising (6,3.1), intransitivising (6.3.2), 
'implicative' (6,3.3) and/or aspectual (6.3.4). Each derivational suffix 
is intrinsically associated with a conjugation marker (CM), whicn does 
not always appear formally as a discrete morpheme (6.1.2). For instance 
in baga-l-Qa-y-ga:-nha (dig-CM-AFTERNOON-CM-A BIT-PRES) 'digs a bit in 
the afternoon' the conjugation marker appears after the first derivational 
suffix, -Qa, but not between the second, -ga:, and the final inflection.
The following formula shows the greatest derivational complexity 
found among verbal words:
[intransitive root-CM-transitivising suffix-CM 
^transitive compound stem-CM
intransitivising suffix [ 
implicative suffix 1
(aspectual suffix-CM) - final inflection
- where superscript n indicates that the material within the parentheses 
may occur any number of times. (For the number and combinations of 
aspectual suffixes actually encountered see 6.3.4.) The maximum number
of different types of derivational suffix occurs in:
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(6-1) dhuwa-y-ma-la-y-guwa-nhi
fall-CM-CAUS-RECIP-CM-PITY-PAST
'(They) made each other fall over, poor things!'
6.1 ROOTS
6.1.1 Free and bound verbal roots
Ngiyamba: has both (monomorphemic) verb roots and compound verb stems. 
Approximately 270 monomorphemic roots were recorded by September 1975. 
Nine of these are monosyllabic (Table 6.1.4.1), For the syllable structure 
of the remainder see 2.6.2.
Compound verb stems consist of one of a set of compound-initial 
morphemes ('bound modifiers’), followed by one of a set of bound verbal 
roots, 21 bound modifiers are known, all of one or two syllables.
There are eight transitive compound verb-forming roots, of which six 
are monosyllabic. The compound verb system is highly productive. The 
morphology of compound verb stems is discussed separately from the rest 
of the verbal morphology, at Chapter 7.
Identical monosyllabic forms occur, with related semantic functions, 
amongst both the free and the compound verb-forming roots, and amongst 
the derivational stem-forming suffixes. This homomorphism is explored 
at 7.5.
Both monomorphemic verb roots and compound stems may have their first 
two syllables reduplicated. The semantics of verbal reduplication are 
described at 3.3.2, and its morphology at 6,4.
6.1.2 Number of conjugations and conjugation markers (CM)
Each verbal root, free or bound, and each stem-forming suffix, is 
intrinsically associated with a conjugation marker which follows immediately 
after it. The conjugation markers are -y, -1, and -r. (-r is associated
with two free monosyllabic roots only, cited at 6.1.4.1.) Roots and 
derivational suffixes are cited together with their conjugation markers,
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e.g. baga-1 'dig’, and the three conjugations are referred to as the Y,
the L and the R conjugations. Conjugation markers are not always retained
as such. They are assimilated to some suffixes, and dropped before others.
Sometimes they are replaced or followed by epenthetic segments. But
paradigmatic differences between the conjugations, either of this kind
or in the form of the final inflection, ensure that the conjugation
membership of a given root or derivational suffix is evident in any
context (Table 6.2,1, 6.3.1, 6.3,2 and 6,3,3a),
An exception is the loss of contrast between the L conjugation 
and (the two members of) the R conjugation when followed by a 
suffix beginning in a laminal consonant (Table 6,3.3a),
Each of the major conjugations Y and L is divided into two sub­
conjugations, distinguished from each other by small variations in 
conjugational pattern applying to a few suffixes only. The imperative 
forms of Yl, Y2, Ll and L2 conjugations all differ from one another 
(Table 6.2,1). The majority of verb roots and all derivational suffixes 
belong to Yl or Ll; Y2 and L2 each contain relatively few verb roots 
(Table 6,1,4),
Sub-conjugation membership is evident in most, but not all, contexts 
from the form of the verb root. All verb roots whose last vowel is u 
belong to Y2, All Y2 roots, whatever their final vowel, except for two 
monosyllabic ones (6.1.4,1), end in a homorganic nasal before a stop 
which begins a derivational suffix or a final inflection other than the 
imperative -ga. Such roots are cited with a final N, e.g, baluN-y 'die'.
(For N, see 2.5 and Rule 7 at 2.9.) This homorganic nasal never appears
in roots of any other conjugation, Y2 verb roots whose last vowel is a
or i cannot be distinguished from Yl roots, whose final vowel is also a
or i, except when followed by the imperative inflection, or by such a
stop, (For a complete list of Y2 verbs see 6.1.4,2, and for a simplification
of the conjugational system involving change in the membership of Y2 see
6.1,4.3.) All L conjugation roots ending in a belong to Ll, and the
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remainder, which end in i, belong to L2. Table 6,1.4 shows the possibilities 
for the last vowel of the root sub-conjugation by sub-conjugation, and 
gives the total number of verbs encountered belonging to each one.
6.1.3 Transitivity
Verb roots are either intrinsically intransitive (occurring in
constructions including a NP marked for S function) or intrinsically
transitive (occurring in constructions including a NP marked for A function
and a NP marked for 0 function) . Transitive roots of the L and R conjugations
do however have intransitive counterparts which are derived by changing
the conjugation marker associated with the root from -1 or -r to -y and
conjugating the verb as if it belonged to the Y conjugation (6,3,2.1 ).
One root has been found which is transitive both as a member 
of the L conjugation and as a member of the Y conjugation. 
winaga-1 means ’listen, hear’ and winaga-y tr. means 'think 
(about), remember'. And one root of the Y conjugation can 
be used both transitively and intransitively:
(6-2) bura:-dhu dhi^igira; wagga^a-nhi
child-ERG tea leaf+ABS forget-PAST
’The child forgot the tea leaves,'
(6-3) bura:y wagga^a-nhi
child+ABS forget-PAST
'The child forgot.'
6-3 indicates that the child 'got lost' or 'lost its way', 
like the narrator of Text 8,
There is a copula, ga-1 'be' (6.1,4.1),
6,1,4 Conjugation and transitivity
As can be seen from Table 6.1.4, both roots belonging to the R 
conjugation are transitive. Roots belonging to the Y conjugation are 
predominantly intransitive. Roots belonging to the L conjugation are 
predominantly transitive. The transitivity of cited roots is only given 
in this study when it is not predictable from their conjugation markers,
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Table 6.1.4
Root-endings and proportion of transitive roots in each conjugation, 
omitting monosyllables except in R conjucation
Conjugation Total number of roots roots end in: % transitive
(approx,)
Yl 110 i- (20) 40%
a-
Y2 16 (listed at 6,1.4,2) uN- (5)
iN- (2)
aN-
LI 200 a- 70%1
L2 40 i- 66%
R 2 (listed at 6,1.4,1) u- 
a: -
100%
65 LI verbs end in ma-. Every one oJE these is transitive.
e,g . Qa:-y tr. 'see' (because -y normally indicates an intransitive root)
but baga-1 'dig' (because baga-1 is transitive, as its conjugation marker 
suggests).
Ten out of the sixteen roots belonging to the Y2 sub-conjugation are 
transitive, although the Y conjugation as a whole is predominantly 
intransitive. All verbs which are members of the Y2 sub-conjugation are 
listed at 6.1,4,2,.
The transitivity of the bound roots which form compound verbs is 
always predictable from their conjugation markers, as is that of suffixes 
deriving transitive and intransitive stems.
6.1.4,1 Conjugation membership of monosyllabic verbs
There are nine-monosyllabic verb roots whose conjugation membership 
is shown at Table 6.1.4.1.
The R conjugation contains only the two monosyllabic verbs which appear
on the Table,
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Table 6.1.4,!
Conjugation membership of monosyllabic verbs
Yl Y2 LI L2 R
'
wi: -y ga:N-y tr. dha-1 dhu-r
’ sit ’ 'bring, take’
Qu-y tr,
'give'
Qa:-y tr,
’ see ’
' eat ’ 
ma-1
’do, make’
ga-1 cop, 
’be ’
’prick, spear’ 
dha :-r
’copulate with
Two of the three monosyllabic verb roots with Y2 imperative forms, 
Qu-y tr. ’give’ (imperative Qu-ga) and Qa:-y tr. 'see' (imperative Qa:-ga) 
do not have a final homorganic nasal before other suffix-initial stops, 
although the third, ga:N-y tr. ’bring, take’ (imperative ga:-ga) does,
(The purposive forms of these three verbs are Qu-giri, Qa;-giri and 
ga:Q-giri respectively,)
By contrast with the polysyllabic verb roots, which all have short 
vowels in the final syllable, a number of the monosyllabic roots have 
long vowels.
A further monosyllabic root yuN-y (Y2) occurs only in the 
causative stem yum-bama-1 tr. ’to make cry'. The synchronic 
form of the root ’cry' without any derivational suffix is 
yuga-y, a regular Y1 verb.
6,1.4,2 Members of Y2 conjugation
The following roots belong to the Y2 conjugation: 
[l] with last vowel u ;
baluN-y ’die ’
yuruN-y ’grow’
gu£uN-y ’go in'
ga:£uN-y tr. ’drink’
QamuN-y tr. 'suckle
gu-y tr. give'
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[2] with last vowel a : 
baraN-y 
ba:faN-y 
bu:waN-y 
gulaN-y tr. 
wanaN-y tr, 
gunaN-y tr, 
ga;N-y tr. 
ga:-y tr.
'rise, fly'
'j ump, hop'
'puff up, tumesce' 
'shout, sing out'
1 throw'
'defaecate'
'bring, take'
' see'
[3J with last vowel i ;
gi;liN-y tr, 
wiriN-y tr.
'urinate' 
'cook'
Three of these verb roots are identical in 
with related meanings:
form to nominal roots
qamuN-y tr, 
gunaN-y tr, 
gi:liN-y tr.
'suckle'
'defaecate' 
'urinate'
QamuN- 'breast, milk'
gunaN- 'faeces'
gi:liN- T 'urine'
(The Keewong dialect form is gi:l)
A fourth is formally identical to a nominal root which is less closely 
related semantically:
yuruN-y 'grow' yuruN- 'rain'
None of these verb roots has more than two syllables. Except for 
QamuN-y, bu:waN-y and the monosyllables, the last syllable of all the Y2 
roots begins with 1 (three), r (two), £ (three) or n (two). These are 
consonants which never occur word-initially. They are also consonants 
which never occur in this position in verb roots of the L conjugation. 
The argument presented at 7.5, suggesting that the final syllables
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of L conjugation roots may have originated in monosyllabic verbalising 
auxiliaries, clearly does not apply to the final syllables of Y2 roots.
1, r, £ and n also occur in this position in 22 out of the 110 Yl roots, 
including in 12 out of the 30 roots ending in i. None of these roots 
are identical in form to nominal roots, and all but eight have more 
than two syllables,
6,1.4,3 Simplification of conjugational system by reduction of Y2 
conjugation
A homorganic nasal only occurs root-finally among Y2 verbs before 
final inflections and other suffixes beginning in a stop. A simplification 
of the conjugational system is achieved by analysing all verb roots as 
ending in a vowel, and regarding the nature of this vowel as the sole 
criterion for sub-conjugation membership. According to such an analysis, 
the verbs listed at [2j and [3] of 6,1.4,2 belong to Yl, since they end 
in a or i, and only those at [ 1J belong to Y2, since root-final u alone 
determines membership of Y2, The occurrence of homorganic nasals before 
final inflections, except the imperative, and before other suffixes 
beginning in a stop, is then regarded as a conjugational feature peculiar 
to Y2 verbs, just as the form -ga of the imperative inflection is.
The monosyllabic Y2 roots seem immune from this re-analysis, ga:N-y 
always has the imperative -ga, and a homorganic nasal before a suffix 
beginning in a stop. gu-y and Qa;-y always have the imperative -ga, but 
no homorganic nasal before a suffix-initial stop (as described at 6.1.4.1).
But Yl imperatives in -DKa and also forms omitting a homorganic 
nasal before a stop have been heard for all the other verbs listed at 
[23 and [ 3 J of 6.1,4,2. When the oldest speakers (aged seventy-five or 
more) were asked whether both sets of forms were correct, they accepted 
only Y2 imperatives in -ga, and forms including the homorganic nasal before
a stop.
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6.2 FINAL INFLECTIONS
6.2.1 The forms of final inflections
Table 6.2.1 shows the forms of final inflections which are attached 
to the main verb of a sentence, according to the conjugation of the root 
or stem to which they are attached. The functions of these final inflections 
are illustrated at 6,2.2,
There are two final inflections which occur only in complex sentences, 
attached to verbs other than the main verb. They are the circumstantial 
inflection -NHajraN-, and -wa:dji 'for fear'. They combine with verb stems 
according to the principles set out at Table 6,3.3a, The function of 
-NHa;raN- is described at 10.1.3, and that of -wa:dji at 10.1,2.
6.2.1.1 Verbs with irregular inflectional forms
The past form of dha-1 'eat' is dhayi, not *dhiyi [dhi:] as expected 
from Table 6,2.1, The past form of buma-1 'hit' is either the regular 
bumiyi, or bumayi. (These forms are discussed at 2-4,3,3).
Other conjugational irregularities are found only in imperative forms. 
dha-1 'eat' has the imperative form dhala:, not *dha:, and ma-1 'do, make' 
has both regular ma: and irregular mala: as free variants,
ma: and the regular imperative ga; of ga-1 'be' are the only fully 
inflected verbal words in the language which are monosyllabic in their 
underlying structure. Their respective past forms are phonetically mono­
syllabic too, [mi:J and [gi:] (2.4.3.3). Thus regular imperative and past 
forms of monosyllabic verbs of the L conjugation fall short of the phonetic 
norm of at least two syllables in the verbal word. The addition of the 
final -la: in the irregular imperative forms, and the retention of the a 
of the root dha-1 in its past form both result in forms with a regular 
number of syllables, although they are irregularly derived.
yana-y 'walk' has the imperative form yana:, not *yana-dha as expected. 
Reflexes of yana-y in other Australian languages are frequently monosyllabic.
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See for instance the entry under *jan(a)- 'go' in Capell's "Common 
Australian" basic word list (Capell 1962:91), Or they are irregular, e.g. 
Dyirbal yanu (Dixon 1972:251), What appears to have happened in Ngiyamba: 
is that the imperative form yana; of the once monosyllabic root *yan- has 
been reinterpreted as consisting of adding length to a root yana-,
6.2.2 Functions of final inflections 
6,2,2,1 Imperative
Imperative sentences do not normally include a second person NP 
in S or A function. See for example T9,4,or T2.25:
(6-4) gara: galu-y-la; yana:
PROHIB that+INST-YONDER-EST go+IMP
'Don't go that way J'
At S5,3 there is a nominal in this function, but no pronoun:
(6-5) mayi gu£unhdhila-dha
person+ABS gather-IMP
’People, gatherJ’
However, a pronoun is included if the speaker wishes to be explicit about 
the number of people to whom the order applies. Text 10 is about three 
people sleeping out, the narrator and two others, Edie and Edie’s sister. 
One of the points of the anecdote is that the narrator is the one who 
gets bossed about by both Edie and her sister. At T10.2 the narrator 
describes how Edie singled her out:
(6-6) gindu bawuQ-ga yuwa-dha
you+NOM middle-LOC lie-IMP
'You lie in the middle!'
At S5,1 the second person plural enclitic pronoun appears, because everyone
is ordered to get up.
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Imperative forms of Stative verbs such as *balu-ga ’die!* and 
*girambi-ya: ’Get sick!' could not be elicited in isolation, Stative
verbs indicate events which cannot be voluntarily prevented or occasioned, 
except in so far as people expose themselves to their known causes. But 
imperatives of stative verbs are sometimes used rhetorically (with the 
cause of the state being made explicit), as in the imperative at S4.2 
(addressed to modern Aborigines);
(6-7) gindu-gal yuwan-di=nuq-gal gi:ri-dja
you+NOM-PL bread-CIRC=20BL-PL itch-IMP
"You mob, get randy on your food!"
Negative imperatives of stative verbs are also occasionally used solicitously:
(6-8) garas balu-ga
PROHIB die-IMP
’Don’t die!’
Transitive verbs of perception are not subdivided into the active 
and the stative, Qa:-y translates both ’see’ and ’look’, and winaga-1 
both 'hear* and ’listen'. Thus Qa;-ga (see-IMP) is equivalent to ’Look!’ 
and winaga: (hear+IMP) to 'Listen!1.
6,2.2.2 Tense inflections: PAST, PRESent and iRRealis
There is a three-term tense system, involving two contrasts, one of 
actuality (actualis versus irrealis) and, within the actualis category, 
one of time (past versus present). The past and present inflections 
indicate actual events which have taken or are taking place:
(6-9) yurug-gu gidjiyi
rain-ERG rain+PAST
'It rained.'
(6-10)
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yurug-gu gidja-Qa 
rain-PRES
'It is raining,*
Future events are those which have not taken place, are not taking place, 
and for which there is no guarantee that they will take place. Future 
forms in for example English, Latin and Urdu indicate a confident prediction 
that the event will be actualised. Such presumption is often mitigated 
by phrases like 'God willing'', diis volentibus, or ynsa allah (orthography 
as in Barker et al. 1965). (This last is obligatory for Muslim Urdu 
speakers when using the future to talk about personal plans.) By contrast, 
the Ngiyamba; irrealis inflection encompasses the notion of lack of control 
over actualisation.
(6-11) yurug-gu gidja-l-aga
rain-CM-IRR
- is as appropriately and as frequently translated 'It might rain' as 'It 
will rain,'. The prediction can be made more confident by the inclusion 
of a modal enclitic particle in the sentence, such as -ba^a 'categorical 
assertion* (9.3.3.2), as in this prophecy attributed to a rainmaker:
(6-12) gadhu-ba^a yuru babir ma-l-aga
I+NOM-CATEG ASSERT rain+ABS big+ABS make-CM-IRR
"I'm going to make (it come down) a big rain."
The irrealis inflection is used for general statements such as:
(6-13) dhuruQ-gu gadha-l-aga
snake-ERG bite-IRR
'Snakes (are likely to) bite,'
Thus the irrealis inflection is used throughout Text 6, which tells how 
porcupines can best be found and caught.
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The irrealis inflection is also used as an authoritative alternative 
to the imperative, as at T2.22:
(6-14) waQa:y=ndu-gal dhagurma-gu yana-y-aga 
NEG=2N0M-PL cemetery-DAT go-CM-IRR
’You shall none of you go to the cemetery,'
There are further examples (also negative) at Tl,22 and T1.23.
6.2,2.3 Past-tense suffix -la or -laQa 'THEN*
-la is added after a tense inflection to emphasise that the event 
is subsequent to a previous event mentioned in the narrative or conversation. 
It does not occur in an opening sentence, unless the event indicated by 
the verb with the tense inflection is conditional on another event indicated 
within the same sentence by a preceding non-finite verb marked with the 
circumstantial inflection r-NHa;raN- (10,1,3 ). There is an example of 
such a construction at T6,l,
Text 6, which describes the steps to be followed in order to catch 
porcupine, contains a number of examples of -la suffixed to the irrealis 
tense inflection, (See for instance T6.3.)
The first twenty sentences of Text 5 tell a fast-moving story in 
the past tense in which the majority of verbs are marked with -la. Here, 
as at T6,3, ’then’ is an appropriate translation for -la. When the verb 
marked with -la is in the present tense, as at S3.4, -la is best translated 
’now’.
When particularly absorbed in a narrative, speakers sometimes use 
a form -laQa rather than -la. There are examples at Tl.33 and Tl.35.
Notice that the first use of -laQa in this text coincides with a transition 
from the past tense into a historic use of the present, another indication
of narrative excitement.
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6.2.2.4 Purposive
The purposive is a nodal inflection like the imperative, usually 
translated by 'must* or a construction involving 'let,,.’'. Compare 6-6 
(T10.2) and T10.18:
(6-1S) gadhu bawurj-ga yuwa-giri
I+NOM middle-LOC lie-PURP
’I must lie in the middle.'
-or, in the alternative translation 'Let me lie in the middle.'
Though the purposive is most commonly used in sentences with a first 
person pronoun in A or S function (there is another example at T9.16), 
it can be used with all persons, in paradigmatic contrast with the tense 
inflections;
(6-16) burajdhu dhirjga; dha-l-i
child+ERG meat+ABS eat-CM-PURP
'The child must eat meat,'
(6-17) yuruQ-gu Qidja-l-i
rain-ERG rain-CM-PURP
'It is bound to rain,'
The verb root marked with the purposive inflection is the citation 
form of the verb, functioning metalinguistically as a nominal if a verb 
is being discussed;
*(6-18) minjaQ-gu-wa:=ndu manabi-giri Qiya-[)a
what—DAT-DISC0V=2N0M hunt-PURP say-PRES
'Why do you say 'hunt'?'
This section describes the function of the purposive inflection 
when attached to the only verb of a sentence. For its other functions in 
complex sentences, see 10.1,1.
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6.3 VERBAL SUFFIXES DERIVING VERBAL STEMS
6.3.1 Suffixes deriving transitive stems
Table 6.3.1 shows how transitive stem-forming suffixes are attached 
to roots.
Two of these suffixes are rare. Only two verbs have been found 
to which -ba-1 can be attached, and only two to which -ganma-1 
is suffixed. They are described as productive suffixes because 
these few examples suffice to identify a function for them. 
These functions in turn explain the absence of further examples 
in that other verbs could not be found for which one would want 
to predict the possibility of adding -ba-1 or -ganma-1.
6.3.1.1 -ba-1 TRANSITIVISER
-ba-1 has been found attached to two intransitive verb roots denoting 
types of emotional expression, ginda-y 'laugh' and yuga-y 'cry', deriving 
transitive stems, NPs appropriate in S function in relation to ginda-y 
and yuQa-y are appropriate in A function in relation to ginda-y-ba-1 and 
yuga-y-ba-1 (SEA). A NP in 0 function is introduced to indicate the 
person or thing the emotion is directed towards. ginda-y-ba-1 is trans­
latable 'laugh at..,' and yuga-y-ba-1 'cry at...', as in:
(6-19) bura; -dhu=nu: yuga-y-ba-jja
child-ERG=20BL cry-CM-TRANSITIVISER-PRES
'The child is crying at you,'
Except for stems formed by attaching -ma-1 to Yl conjugation 
roots, all the stems of transitivised Y conjugation verbs 
contain the syllable ba, either because the transitiviser 
-ba-1 is added to the root, or because the root itself ends 
in ba, or because an epenthetic ba occurs between the root 
and whichever causative suffix follows. But in the latter 
two cases the form has no discernible function,
6.3.1.2 ma-1 CAUSative
ma-1 is suffixed to intransitive verb roots. NPs appropriate in S 
function in relation to an intransitive verb without ma-1 are appropriate 
in 0 function in relation to the same verb when ma-1 is attached (S = 0).
A NP in A function is introduced to indicate the causer of the event:
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(6-20) Qadhu=na bura:y biru:bi-miyi yuwa-y-miyi
I+NOM=3ABS child+ABS bend over lie-CM-PAST+CAUS+PAST
'I laid the child down.’
(6-21) Qadhu=na gadjal dhuwa-y-miyi
water vessel+ABS fall-CM-CAUS+PAST
’I dropped the billy,'
ma-1, like the other causatives, is only used where the introduced 
'causer' is directly responsible for the event's taking place. Thus -ma-1 
cannot be used to attach to wagaba-1 intr. 'run, gallop' to mean 'make 
(someone) run', since running must be initiated by an act of the will on 
the part of the runner (though see 6.3,1.3). Instead a construction 
literally equivalent to English 'tell (someone) to run' has to be used 
(10.1.1.1).
6,3.1,3 -giyama-1 causative 'HEAT* and -DHinma-1 causative 'HIT'
-giyama-1 and -DHinma-1 have the same syntactic effect as ma-1 (6.3.1.2). 
That is, NPs appropriate in S function to a verb without them are appropriate 
in O function to the same verb with them (S = O), A NP in A function is 
introduced to indicate the causer of the event, -giyama-1 specified that 
the causer brought about the event by heating the object, and -DHinma-1 
that he brought it about by hitting it.
Although -ma-1 cannot be used to form a causative stem from wagaba-1 
'run, gallop’ (6,3.1.2), -giyama-1 and -DHinma-1 can: Thus:
(6-22) wagaba-giyamiyi=dju=na 
run-HEAT=lN0M=3ABS
'I made him run by heating him,'
- for instance by touching him with a firestick, and:
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(6-23) wagaba-dinmiyi=dju=na 
run-CM+HIT=lN0M=3ABS
'I made him run by hitting him,1
- are both possible. These two causatives differ from ma-1 in that they 
specify a type of force used by the causer of the event. The use of this 
type of force directly obliges the runner to run, so that in this particular 
context running is not regarded as requiring an act of the will. One 
could translate 6-22 'I heated him so that he couldn't help running 
and 6-23 as 'I hit him so that he couldn't help running.',
6.3.1.4 -ganma-1 causative 'BY BEHAVIOUR'
The causatives -ma-1, -giyama-1 and -DHinma-1 all contain the syllable 
ma. They are formally identical to the subset of bound verb roots which 
contain ma (7.4). There is another form containing ma which functions 
as a causative when attached to two verb roots, ginda-y 'laugh' and 
giyanhdha-y 'fear', but which does not appear among the bound roots. When 
-ganma-1 is attached to these two verbsr it indicates that the behaviour 
of the referent of the introduced NP in A function induces laughter or 
fear. There is an example at T10.23, The narrator translated this "At 
the finish the whitefellow had us frightened,". She could equally well 
have said "...the whitefellow behaved in such a way that we could not help 
being afraid ",
6.3.2 Suffixes deriving intransitive stems
Table 6,3,2 shows how intransitive stem-forming suffixes are attached 
to roots and derived transitive stems, all of which belong to the LI 
conjugation. There is one type of derived intransitive stem which is not 
marked by a suffix, but only by a change of conjugation marker (6.3,2.2),
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6.3.2.1 -DHili-y REFLexive and -la-y RECIProcal
NPs in S function in relation to derived stems consisting of a root 
or stem plus -DHili-y or -la-y are appropriate in both A and 0 function 
in relation to the same root or stem without -DHili-y or -la-y (A,0 = S).
A NP in S function in relation to a verb marked with -DHili-y is 
understood to be performing an action reflexively:
(6-24) wirigan gima-djili-nji manhaQ-gu
"clever man"+ABS paint-REFL-PAST white paint-INST
'The clever man was painting himself with white paint.'
- or, 'The clever men were painting themselves,..'. The NP in S function, 
or each member of this NP in the case of the plural interpretation 'The 
clever men...', is painter of himself. This can be expressed in the formula:
A 0x Sx
- where subscript x indicates identity of reference.
A NP in S function in relation to a verb marked with -la-y is understood 
to be non-singular and to be behaving reciprocally:
(6-25) miri gadha-la-nha
dog+ABS bite-RECIP-PRES
'The dogs are biting one another.' 
- but not *'The dog,,.'. The formula;
Sx
- where subscript x indicates identity of reference and -x its absence, 
holds for each member of the NP in S function. That is, the NP in S 
function has at least two members, and each is biter of some member other 
than himself,
Only if there are not more than two members of the NP in S function 
does it follow that each member is biter of every other member:
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(6-26) miri-bula: gadha-la-nha
dog-DU+ABS
'The two dogs are biting one another.'
- i.e, dog one is biting dog two and dog two is biting dog one.
It is impossible to use -la-y to speak about two individuals or 
groups which are not referred to by a single term performing an action 
on one another:
(6-27) *yugi miri gadha-la-nha
dingo+ABS
To translate ’The dingoes and the dogs are biting one another,it is
necessary to positively identify the creature bitten as well as the creature
biting, -la-y (and -DHili-y) can only identify the bitten in terms of
non-identity (or identity) with the biters.
In place of 6-27, two sentences are required:
(6-28) yugi-gu miri gadha-[;a
dingo-ERG dog+ABS bite-PRES
'The dingoes are biting the dogs.'
- followed by:
(6-29) miri-gu yugi gadha-£a
dog-ERG dingo+ABS
' The dogs are biting the dingoes,'
6.3.2.2 Conjugation marker -y as INTRansitiviser of L and R conjugation 
transitive verbs
Transitive stems of the L conjugation have intransitive counterparts 
which are members of the Y conjugation. These are derived simply by 
changing the conjugation marker of the stem from -1 to -y and adding the 
following suffix in tne form appropriate to the Y conjugation. The two 
R conjugation roots also have intransitive counterparts. With these, ri 
intervenes between the R conjugation root and the conjugation marker -y
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(Table 6.3.2) :
(6-30) gadhu=nu: dhu-r-aga mura-gu
I+N0M=20BL spear-CM-IRR spear-INST
'I will spear you with a spear.'
(6-31) gindu dhu-riy-aga mura-gu
you+NOM spear-INTR-IRR spear-INST
'You will get (yourself) speared by a spear.'
Without the instrumental NP( mura-gu, 6-31 could be said as a warning to 
a child about to plunge through thorny bushes, 'You might get (yourself) 
pricked.'. mura-gu could in such a context be replaced with dhigar-u 
(spike-INST),
As seen at 6.3.2.1, NPs appropriate in O function in relation to 
transitive stems are appropriate in S function in relation to their 
intransitive counterparts (0 = S), and NPs appropriate in A function 
cannot occur as overt NP arguments in relation to a derived intransitive 
stem. Where the stem is intransitivised by change of conjugation alone, 
NPs appropriate in A function are not implicated in any way at all in 
the interpretation of the sentence. Reflexive -DHili and reciprocal -la 
indicate reference relations between NPs in A and 0 functions. But these 
intransitivised stems are not marked with any such suffix.
It will have been noticed that any NP appropriate in Inst, function 
in relation to a transitive stem may also occur in the same function in 
relation to its derived intransitive counterpart, whether reflexive, 
reciprocal or unmarked (6-24, 6-30, 6-31). Thus in the unmarked derived 
intransitive construction, NPs in Inst, function are permitted, but NPs 
in A function are neither permitted nor implicated. Hence transitive 
verbs where the only possible instrument is a body part controlled by a 
NP marked for A function do not have intransitivised Y conjugation forms. 
dha-1 'eat', Qiya-1 'say' and mi:ma-l 'hold' for instance do not have
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corresponding intransitive forms *dha-y, *Qiya-y and *mi:ma-y. (See also 
Donaldson 1976 (b)).
Transitive verbs where the NP in O function is the body or a body 
part, such as 'grooming' verbs, do_ have such forms. The interpretation 
is that the body or body part 'gets groomed' by its owner:
(6-32) winar-u bura:y Qulu garnbiyi bidufa:-dhu
woman-ERG child+ABS face+ABS wipe+PAST cloth-INST
'A woman wiped a child's face with a cloth.'
(6-33) bura:y Qulu garnbanhi
child+ABS face+ABS wipe+INTR+PAST
'A child wiped (its) face.'
If the part of the body being wiped is not specified, i.e. if Qulu is 
omitted from 6-32 and 6-33, the interpretations are 'A woman wiped a 
child...' and 'A child wiped (itself),,.' respectively.
Clothes are regarded as inalienably possessed, like body parts, while 
on the body ( 8,2,3 ). "Removing" verbs, like "grooming" verbs have 
intransitivised forms when the piece of clothing being removed is made 
explicit:
(6-34) winar-u bura:y dharawidal dhunmiyi
woman-ERG child+ABS trousers+ABS remove+PAST
'A woman removed a child's trousers.'
(6-35) bura:y dharawidal dhunmanhi
child+ABS remove+INTR+PAST
’A child removed (its) trousers,'
-birma-1 is 'scratch'.
(6-36) Qadhu birmanhi
I+NOM scratch+INTR+PAST
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- is 'I got scratched' in the sense 'My body got scratched', and can be 
used to refer either to getting scratched by an inert object that one 
passes, or to a grooming action, 'scratching (oneself)'. But the question 
'Whom did you scratch?' would have to be answered by a reflexive form:
(6-37) birma-djili-nji
scratch-REFL-PAST
' (I) scratched myself.'
6,3.3 Implicative suffixes
There are two types of verbal suffix which derive verbal stems with 
the same transitivity as the stem to which they are attached, 'implicative' 
suffixes and aspectual suffixes (6,3.4), Table 6.3,3a shows how both 
these types of suffix are attached to roots and derived stems, both 
transitive and intransitive,
'Implicative' suffixes are so called because their presence on the 
verb implies the possible involvement of an additional argument in the 
sentence. This argument may or may not be explicitly represented in the 
form of an extra NP other than those normally permissible in construction 
with the verb. (See for instance 6-41 and 6-42 , The former contains no 
'implicated' NP, but the latter does.) An implicated NP occurs in one of 
the case forms familiar from Table 4.1.2. But the function of the case 
form is not as described at Table 4.1.2. It is determined by the implicative 
suffix attached to the verb, as shown at Table 6.3.3b.
One of the implicative suffixes, reflexive focus -DHa-y (6,3,3.5), 
indicates that the implicated NP has identical reference to the NP in S 
or A function. Hence no extra case-marked NP is introduced into sentences 
whose verb is marked with it. Some other implicative suffixes, when 
attached to certain kinds of verb, do not permit the introduction of an 
extra NP which would not be possible in construction with the unmarked 
verb, but instead change the semantic range of nominals able to represent
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one of the normally permitted NPs. For instance, a NP marked for 0,
PURP or CAUS function in a sentence whose verb is marked with -DHa-y 
’eating, drinking’ can only refer to something ingested (6.3.3.4).
The implicative suffixes are mutually exclusive. They are unlike the 
suffixes described at 6.3,1 and 6.3.2 in having no intrinsic transitivity. 
Formally they are like those at 6.3.2 in that they all belong to the Yl 
(predominantly intransitive) conjugation, taking the conjugation marker -y.
6.3,3.1 -mi-y ’WATCHing'
Text examples:
T4.4 suffixed to wi:-y ’sit’
S2.2 suffixed to wi;-y ’sit’
-mi-y has only been found attached to the three verbs of position which 
also function as existential verbs, wi;-y ’sit’, wa£a-y ’stand’ and yuwa-y 
’lie'. It indicates that the subject of the verb is sitting, standing or 
lying watching something, or on the lookout for something. If whatever 
is being watched (for) is made explicit, it carries the locative case;
(6-38) wi:-mi-gara;-nha gadhu wa;djin-da
sit-WATCH-ALL DAY-PRES I+NOM white woman-LOC
’I have been watching out for the white woman all day.'
Behaviour that is being watched is indicated in a circumstantial clause 
(10.1.3).
(6-39) wi:-mi-nji=dju / bada=lu gabi-na.;ra
Sit-WATCH—PAST=1N0M dress+ABS=3ERG cut out-CM+CIRCUM
’I sat watching her cutting out clothes,'
Note that the subject of the verb is deliberately in the chosen 
position so as to be better able to watch. The description yuwa-y-mi-nja 
(lie-WATCH-PRES) was rejected for a woman sick in bed and watching the 
company. She was not 'lying to keep watch'. Instead, a construction
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involving a transitive verb 'watch' was appropriate:
(6-40) yuwa-y-dja:Q-gu mugamiyi
lie-CM-PARTICIP-ERG watch+PAST
'Lying, (she) watched,'
6,3,3,2 -gama-y 'BUSY'
-gama-y, like -mi-y (6.3.3.1) and also -NHa:ni-y (6,3.4.14), is 
attached to verbs of position which also function as existential verbs.
It indicates that the subject of the verb is in the position chosen because 
busy (with something), intent on something. For instance it was said of 
a child absorbed in making mud-pies:
(6-41) Michelle-ga wi:-gama-nha 
Michelle-NAME sit-BUSY-PRES
'Michelle is busy,'
Whatever the subject is busy with, if mentioned, carried locative case 
marking:
(6-42) Michelle-ga wi:-gama-nha winjdja-ga
mud-LOC
’Michelle is busy with (.the) mud. '
-or, to translate using a local construction too, 'Michelle is sitting 
at (her) mud(-pies) '.
An otherwise identical sentence to 6-42 but without -Qama-y would be 
translated 'Michelle is sitting on the mud '.
Of another child it was said;
(6-43) bura:y dhanda:yg-ga biyalbu wa[;a-y-Qama-nha
child+ABS frog-LOC always stand-CM-BUSY-PRES
'(The) child is always standing busy with frogs.'
-or, in the speaker's verbatim translation, "The kid's everlasting catching
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frogs
There are also examples of -gama-y attached to yana-y ’go’:
(6-44) gurag-gu=na yana-y-Qama-nhi mawir-gu
camp-DAT=3ABS go-CM-BUSY-PAST string-DAT
’He went to the camp intent on (getting) string.'
Wayilwan speakers use -gama-y with great frequency by contrast 
to Waga:ybuwan people, They appear to be able to attach it to 
a wide variety of verb roots, to emphasise the subject or agent's 
involvement in any undertaking,
Ngiyamba: has no monomorphemic verb root meaning 'work'.
A construction with -gama-y is often used in preference to a 
loan verb to describe jobs;
(6-45) muru-ga wara-y-gama-nha
road-LOC stand-CM-BUSY-PRES
’(He) works on the roads.'
6,3.3.3 -DHuri-y 'to get EVENs'
Informants explain about -DHuri-y that "you put it in for getting 
evens". Hence the gloss. This is illustrated in the fate suggested for 
someone who broke someone else's spear (an invented incident - no one 
has spears any longer);
(6-46) bumaduri-y-aga-la=lu=na mura-bila:ru
hit+EVENS-CM-IKR-THEN=3ERG=3ABS spear-OWNER+ERG
'Then the spear owner might hit him to get evens.'
If the victims of vengeful attention are mentioned in sentences 
containing an intransitive verb marked with -DHuri-y, this NP occurs 
in the locative case:
(6-47) yana-dhuri-nji=dju Jane-gag-ga
go-EVEN-PAST=lNOM J.-NAME-LOC
'I went to get evens with Jane.'
A verbatim translation of this was, "I went after Jane to go crook on her.".
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The following example also involves the notion of retribution or 
punishment 'to get evens', this time ridicule:
(6-48) ginda-y-ba-dhuri-nja=lu=na / wamam-bafa=lu
laugh-CM-TRANS-EVEN-PRES=3ERG=3ABS wrong-CATEG ASSERT=3ERG
Qiyiyi
say+PAST
'She's laughing back at her because she said (something) wrong.'
But there are other occurrences of -DHuri-y which cannot be readily 
understood in terms of what "getting evens" suggests to a monoglot English 
speaker. For instance, after relating that he went hunting and caught 
an emu, someone continued;
(6-49) wirinj-djuri-nji-la=dhu=na
cook-EVEN-PAST-THEN=lNOM=3ABS
At first this was translated, "Then I cooked it out there in the paddock ". 
(This is normal practice when game is caught far from home,) The role of 
-DHuri-y was explained in terms of another paraphrase: "I got it, I
went to the trouble of cooking it, I didn't bring it back and say, "I 
got it, you cook it!" A similarly perplexing example, for someone 
with European cultural assumptions,is:
(6-50) Qu-dhuri-y-aga=dhu=na
give-EVEN-CM-IRR=lN0M=3ABS
6-50 was paraphrased, "I'll take it there and leave it there, I'm not 
sure if he'll accept it like he should ". In these two examples, the 
action marked with -DHuri-y seems to demonstrate its performer's social 
virtue, rather than to redress some infringement of social norms on the 
part of someone else in the way that the previous examples do. The common 
link between this kind of action "to get evens" and revenge is that in 
both the actor is putting pressure on other people to behave "like they
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should". Since giving is understood in most contexts as a social obligation 
rather than as an act of voluntary generosity, irresistable pressure can 
be put on a person to hand over some desired object which is being withheld, 
by oneself offering something, as in 6-50. Demonstrating one's social 
virtue can be a way of drawing other people's attention to their social 
obligations. It can express a legitimate grudge, and redress an offence, 
just as the aggression in 6-46 does.
6.3.3,4 *-PHa-y <BATing, DRINKing'
-DHa-y indicates that an event occurs in association with eating and/ 
or drinking. How this association is interpreted depends on the type of 
verb to which it is attached. When -DHa-y is attached to verbs indicating 
position, the eating or drinking is concurrent with the event referred 
to by the verb root. If whatever is eaten or drunk is mentioned, it occurs 
in the locative case:
(6-51) wi:-dja-nhi=dju dhiqga:g-ga
sit-EAT-PAST=lNOM meat-LOC
'I sat eating (my) meat,'
Another possible translation is 'I sat at (my) m e a t , T h i s  implies that 
the meat was being eatenf and similarly contains a locative construction. 
Compare the same sentence without -DHa-y, The locative dhiggaig-ga would 
have a purely local interpretation:
(6-52) wi;-nji=dju dhigga:Q-ga
'I sat on (my) meat.'
When -DHa-y is attached to other active verbs, it indicates that the 
action is undertaken in order to eat or drink:
biru:bi-dja-y 'lean over to drink' (at a water-hole)
wirinj-dja-y cook to eat',
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When -DHa-y is attached to a stative verb or to ga-1 'be* in a 
nominal predicate construction, it indicates that the state results from 
eating or drinking:
maga-dha-y 'choke from eating'
gudhal gada-y 'be fat from eating'.
-DHa-y is obligatory whenever some NP argument in the sentence must 
be understood to be ingested. It could not be left out of:
(6-53) badha:mbadha:nh-dhi=ni balunh-dha-y-guwa-nhi 
poison-CIRC=3ABS+VIS die-EAT-CM-PITY-PAST
' (It was) because of eating poison (that) this poor fellow died.'
The badha:mbadha: poison, whose chief ingredients were powdered human 
bone and menstrual bloodf could only be responsible for the man's death 
if he swallowed it. By contrast, the following sentences are equally 
acceptable if -DHa-y is omitted. The translation remains the same, bar 
the omission of 'to eat' or 'to drink';
(6-54) gadhu manabi-dja-y-aga girbadja-gu
I+NOM go hunting-EAT-CM-IRR kangaroo-DAT
'I might go hunting for kangaroo to eat,'
(6-55) gadhu Qinu:-ga ga:nh-dha-nha
I+NOM you+OBL-LOC carry-DRINK-PRES
'I am bringing (some) for you to drink.'
There is a stative verb gigadha-y 'be sated' to which -DHa-y 
cannot be attached, but no form *giga-y. Satiety, as indicated 
by this verb, is always the result of eating and drinking.
There is a second implicative suffix -DHa-y, whose function is described
at 6.3.3.5.
6.3.3.5 -DHa-y REFLexive FOCUS 
Text example:
T10.5 suffixed to yana-y 'go'.
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-DHa-y indicates that the event referred to by the verb is of 
particular interest to its subject or agent. The function 'reflexive 
focus' encompasses 'self as beneficiary' ('for one's own sake'), but is 
somewhat wider. The closest single English equivalent for -DHa-y might 
be 'for oneself'. But -DHa-y is used to translate English reflexive 
pronouns in a variety of functions without distinction among them (with 
the exception of reflexive pronouns in direct object function, for which 
see -DHili-y 6.3,2);
(6-56) wu(;aQada-nhi Qina-la: bada
sew+REFL FOCUS-PAST tHi^  + ABS-EST dress+ABS
' (She) sewed that dress for herself.'
'For herself' in this sentence can be interpreted either in the sense 'for 
her own use', or 'by herself, spontaneously, unaided'.
When -DHa-y is attached to Stative verbs or ga-1 'be' in a nominal 
predicate construction expressing emotion, the interpretation is different 
again. Someone said on acquiring a set of false teeth:
(6-57) gadhu bugil gada-nha wiranh-dhi
I+NOM happy+ABS be+REFL FOCUS-PRES tooth-CIRC
'I am happy in myself because of the. teeth,'
- or, alternatively, 'I am pleased with myself about the teeth,',
When -DHa-y is suffixed to yana-y 'go', the notion 'for oneself' 
has sexual connotations. In all the examples encountered, yana-dha-y was 
used by women to refer to men who, as they put it, were "on the lookout 
for what they could get". See T10.5 for an example.
The most acceptable way to ask for something in Mgiyamba; is not to 
use the unadorned imperative form Qu-ga (give-IMP), unless you are simply 
asking for something to be passed to you; instead you are better advised
to say:
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(6-58) dha:y=ni qu-dha-dha
hither=3ABS+VIS give-REFL FOCUS-IMP
’Give it here for yourself!'
People who say this are reminding the addressee of the social obligation 
to give which guarantees the right also to receive. They are undertaking 
to give in return themselves, much as an English speaker does who says, 
"Lend it to me!1', except that the reference is to a general principle of 
reciprocal giving, not to the return of a particular object. For instance 
someone made her expectations clear in a macaronic remark as she set 
about cutting up a rabbit:
(6-59) " dhurura=dhu=ni qu-dha-nha / [ aiwa_y S
always=lN0M=3ABS+VIS give-REFL FOCUS-PRES
g l ve you. 3, piece, because you’re a person that'll
qu-dha-giri qadhi: when you've got it,"
give-REFL FOCUS-PURP I+OBL
- i,e, ’because you will feel the obligation to give in the same way’.
On another occasion someone wanted a cigarette and began to cadge for one 
among the people present. One of the party explained:
(6-60) qu-dha-la-nha
give-REFL FOCUS-RECIP-PRES
- which she paraphrased, "Someone else has to give her, she's not got any". 
Literally, this is ' (They) give to each other, each for herself’, a 
succinct expression of the co-operative principle that continues to govern 
the distribution of goods among communities of aboriginal descent in 
western New South Wales.
The verb structure formula at 6.0 shows implicative suffixes 
such as -DHa-y and intransitivising suffixes such as -la-y to 
be mutually exclusive. 6-60 is the only known counterexample.
-Dha-y with reflexive focus function is not to be confused with the
formally identical -DHa-y meaning 'eating, drinking’ (6.3.3,4), although
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examples could not be elicited of both suffixes attached serially to the 
same verb. Context normally clarifies which interpretation of the form 
is intended. However, the ambiguity may be hard to resolve after verbs 
referring to the preparation of food or drink because the two interpretations 
verge on synonymy.
(6-61) wirinj-dja-nhi dhifi
cook-DHA-PAST tea+ABS
- is translated either:
(a) ' (She) boiled herself (some) tea,'
- or;
(b) '(She) boiled tea to drink.'
A form containing both suffixes was rejected;
(6-62) *wirinj-dja-dha-nhi
'(She) boiled herself tea to drink,'
Note that translation (a) for 6-61 implies translation (b) , 
Presumably tea made for oneself is tea made for oneself to drink. 
Thus the addition of -DHa-y ’eating, drinking' to a stem formed 
with -DHa-y with reflexive focus function is pleonastic. But 
the reverse does not hold. -DHa-y in interpretation (b) does 
not specify who is to drink the tea. (b) could equally well 
be translated '(She) boiled tea to be drunk.' Tea boiled to 
drink is not necessarily tea boiled for oneself to drink. 
Nevertheless, this will be the unmarked interpretation, in the 
absence of any positive indication as to who the drinkers are.
6,3.3.6 -yili-y ULTerior FOCUS
When -yili-y is attached to roots ending in a or u, the root- 
final vowel is changed to i, or epenthetic segments are added 
culminating in i (Table 6.3.3a). (There is no change in the 
root before any of the other implicative or aspectual affixes,)
Text examples:
Tl.ll suffixed to wagayma-1 'sing*
T5.7 suffixed to ga^iba-y 'run away'
S2.3 suffixed to wa£a-y 'stand'
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Ulterior focus contrasts with reflexive focus. -yili-y indicates 
that the subject or agent regards something or someone other than himself 
as of particular interest in the context of the event referred to by the 
verb. The function of -yili-y encompasses the notion of ’another as 
beneficiary', but is more general. For instance, the focus on something 
not oneself need not be altruistic. It may be malevolent rather than 
beneficent.
(6-63) dha:y=na yaniyili-nja
hither=3ABS go+ULT FOCUS-PRES
’(She) is coming this way after (someone).'
- was said of someone anxious to pick a fight.
The variety of connotations of -yili-y according to context is 
further illustrated by the following examples, in which -yili-y occurs 
in Stative constructions. If -yili-y is substituted for -DHa-y in 6-57, 
we get:
(6-64) Qadhu bugil giyili-nja wiranh-dhi
I+NOM happy+ABS be+ULT FOCUS-PRES tooth-CIRC
This can be translated, ’I am proud of the (false) teeth.'. In other 
words, the speaker is happy in an outgoing way. She is pleased 'with 
other people in mind', in that she anticipates their favourable reaction. 
Here is another illustration of -yili-y being used to show that an emotion 
is felt for ulterior reasons, this time sentimental:
(6-65) dha£ambi-yili-nja=dhu Qidji-la: bada-dhi /
fond-ULT FOCUS-PRES=lNOM this+CIRC-EST dress-CIRC
gilu-la :=dhi=na wa: d j in-gav-gu Qu-nhi /
this+ERG~EST=lOBL=3ABS white woman-YOUNG-ERG give-PAST
dharambiya=dhu Qidji-la: wa:djin-di
fond+PRES=lNOM this+CIRC-EST white woman-CIRC
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The informant's equivalent for -yili-y is given verbatim in double inverted 
commas within the translation of the three sentences of 6-65:
'I'm fond of this dress "independent of the dress". This young 
white woman gave it me. I'm fond of this white woman.'
When -yili-y is used in a stative construction, whatever is focussed 
on cannot be expressed as a NP constituent within the same sentence. In 
6-65 for example, it is not an object or person which is of interest in 
the context of the speaker's feelings about her dress, but a couple of 
events, each indicated in a separate sentence; the giving of the dress, 
and the speaker's feeling for the giver.
When -yili-y is attached to active verbs, however, their case frame 
is expanded to include a NP which indicates the identity of the thing 
or person focussed upon (a focal NP). The inclusion of a focal NP is 
not obligatory, as Tl.ll and S2.3 show. In Tl.11, a married couple 
sings. Because the verb is marked with -yili-y, we deduce from the 
context that they do so 'for the dancers' at the burba ceremony, but 
this is not explicit within the sentence, Similarly in S2.3, the man 
who had an erotic dream wariyili-nja (stand+ULT FOCUS-PRES), but we are 
not told towards whom his feelings are directed.
In the remainder of this section, the case forms of focal NPs are 
set out and illustrated.
In intransitive sentences the focal NP is in a local case form 
(regardless of the presence or absence of a NP in the same case form with 
orientational function).
When -yili-y is attached to verbs of position the focal NP is in 
the locative case:
(6-66) yuwiyili-nji mudhi-ga gabuga:Q-ga
lie+ULT FOCUS-PAST nest-LOC egg-LOC
'(The emu) sat on the nest for the sake of the eggs,'
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i.e. incubated them . (Compare the locative NPs introduced into sentences 
containing verbs of position when the other implicative suffixes -mi-y 
(6,3,3.1), -Qama-y (6.3.3.2), -DHuri-y (6,3,3.3) and -DHa-y (6.3.3.4) are 
attached to them,)
When -yili-y is attached to ’go', there are two possibilities for 
the case of the focal NP, One is locative:
(6-67) dhiQga:Q-ga yaniyili-nja
meat-LOC go+ULT FOCUS-PRES
'(She) is going for the sake of meat.'
In a sentence like 6-67, the focus is on a NP which can also be 
viewed as the purpose of the action. If a dative NP is present to indicate 
the purpose of the action in a sentence whose verb is marked with -yili-y, 
and if the dative NP is identical to the focus, the locative form indicating 
focus is omitted. Informants regard:
(6-68) dhiqga;g-gu yaniyili-nja
meat-DAT
- as meaning "just the same" as 6-67, and they reject:
(6-69) *dhigga:Q-ga dhiQga:Q-gu yaniyili-nja
The other possible case marking for a focal NP in such a sentence 
is circumstantive, which can be translated 'because of' in some constructions. 
(The non-local uses of the circumstantive case inflection -DHi are discussed 
at 4.1,5,3.) T5.7 provides an illustration:
(6-70) garibiyili-nji-la=na: Quruynj-dji QiyaniQ-gi:
run away+ULT F0CUS-PAST-THEN=3ABS emu-CIRC we+PL-OBL
'Now he has run away with our emu!'
If the verb were not marked with -yili-y, the interpretation of Quruynj-dji 
would have to be local: 'Now he has run away from our emu!'
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The different interpretations put upon the function 'ulterior focus' 
can be characterised contrastively, according to the type of intransitive 
verb to which -yili-y is attached and the case form of tne focal
NP:
(a) position verb: 'For the sake of focal NP' (6-66)
(b) non-position verb, locative focal NP: 'For the sake of getting
focal NP (6-67)
(c) non-position verb, circumstantive focal NP: 'For the sake of keeping
focal NP (6-70)
When transitive sentences whose verb is marked with -yili-y contain 
a focal NP, this has the same case form as the indirect object of a three- 
place verb (Table 4,1,2; 5.1,3), The interpretation of the construction
is benefactive; the act is performed 'for the sake of' the focal NP. 
Wherever the action is one which the refers.rvfc of the focal NP could be 
expected to perform himself, 1 for the sake of' is pragmatically equivalent 
to 'instead of':
(6-71) gindu=dhi migga bagiyili-dja
you+N0M=10BL burrow+ABS dig+ULT FOCUS-IMP
'You dig this burrow for me!'
- !i.e, 'for my sake' or 'instead of me' , A focal NP, like an indirect 
object NP, appears in the dative when both it and the object are represented 
by third person pronouns;
(6-72) bumbi-yili-dja=lugu=ni
blow-ULT FOCUS
'Blow (on) it for him! '
- (burning hot food, for a baby)T
The presence of -yili-y on a three-place verb causes a NP in the 
sentence, which would otherwise be interpreted as the indirect object,
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to be interpreted as a focal NP. Compare:
(6-73) Qindu=dhi :=ni Qu-ga
you+NOM=lOBL=3ABS+VIS give-IMP
'You give this to me!'
- and;
(6-74) Qindu=dhi:=ni gugiyili-dja
give+ULT FOCUS-IMP
’You give this for me!’
- i,e. 'instead of me', 'on my behalf' , No examples of -yili-y attached 
to three-place verbs occur in sentences which also include an indirect 
object, i,e. sentences of the type 'You give this to him for me!'
6,3.4 Aspectual suffixes
Aspectual suffixes resemble the implicative suffixes described at
6,3,3 in that they have no intrinsic transitivity. But they are unlike
them in that they have no syntactic affect whatsoever.
The term 'aspectual' is not used in the narrow sense (with 
reference to the perfective/imperfective distinction) but 
in a wider sense, to describe any verb-stem formative which 
is syntactically neutral, in accordance with Blake and Dixon 
(n.d,;23).
The aspectual suffixes share the same pattern of affixation as the 
implicative suffixes (Table 6.3.3a),
There are two aspectual suffix-final long vowels, in -ga;-y 'a bit'
(6,3.4.5) and -gara:-y 'all day' (6.3,4,4). Except for these and a few 
monosyllabic roots (6.1.4,1), verbal roots and suffixes end exclusively 
in short vowels. The aspectual suffixes, like the implicative suffixes, 
are all regular members of the Yl conjugation, except for two which belong 
to the Ll conjugation, durative -wa;ga-l (6,3.4.16) and progressive -ga-1 
(6,3,4.17). (These appear both formally and semantically related to the
verb ga-1 'be',)
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The verbal structure formula at 6.0 indicates that any number of 
aspectual suffixes may occur in sequence. One restriction on this 
formulation is that those aspectual suffixes which refer to parts of 
the twenty-four’-hour cycle (6,3.4,1-4) are mutually exclusive; another 
is that progressive -ga-1 cannot be combined with any other verbal suffix.
In practice, even sequences of two aspectual suffixes occur fairly rarely 
in spontaneous speech, There are only two examples throughout the texts 
and songs of Appendices 1 and 2, -DHunma-y-gila-y (Tl.6) and biya-y-ga:-y 
(S5.4). No sequence of more than three aspectual suffixes has been heard. 
The following was spontaneous, not elicited;
(6-75) dha-l-wa-y-gabi-guwa-y-aga=lu=na
eat-CM-MOVING-CM-NIGHT-PITY-CM-IRR=3ERG=3ABS
’Poor thing! She will eat it as she goes along during the night.'
It appears that sequences of aspectual suffixes occur in a fixed 
order with respect to one another, but it is not clear how this order is 
determined. For instance -a;li-y (6.3.4.6) follows -gari-y (6.3.4.1);
(6-76) ga;-gari-y-a;li-y-aga=dhu=nu;
see-M0RNING-CM-AGAIN-CM-IRR=lN0M=20BL
’I'll see you again in the morning,'
But it precedes -gara;-y (6.3.4,4), another of the mutually exclusive set 
of aspectual suffixes referring to times of the day;
(6-77) yana-y-a;li-gara;-nhi=na
walk-CM-AGAIN-ALL DAY-PAST=3ABS
’She walked again all day.’
Durative -wa;ga-l (6,3.4,16) always occurs last in a sequence of aspectual 
suffixes, and -guwa-y 'pity' (6,3,4.15) occurs last unless followed by
-wa:ga-l.
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Aspectual suffixes are attached to any verb except where restrictions 
are stated in respect of a particular suffix, e,g. -pila-y 'continued 
action' (6.3,4,12),
6,3.4,i -pari-y 'in the MORNING'
Text example;
51.2 suffixed to manmi-1 'follow'
-pari-y and the following two suffixes -pa-y and -pabi-y subdivide 
the twenty-four-hour cycle into three periods according to the movement 
of the sun, -pari-y locates an event within the period from sunrise to 
noon;
(6-78) babila; waga-y-pari-nji
fog+ABS climb-CM-MORNING-PAST
' The fog rose (this) morning.'
6.3.4.2 -pa-y 'in the AFTERNOON'
-pa-y locates an event in the period between noon and sunset (afternoon 
and early evening):
(6-79) pindu-buwala wiri-pa-y-aga-la
you+NOM-CONTRAST TOPIC cook-AFTERNOON-CM-IRR-THEN
'Then it'll be your turn to cook in the evening.'
6.3.4.3 -pabi-y 'at NIGHT'
Text examples:
T10.5 suffixed to yana-y 'go'
T10.17 suffixed to giyanhdha-y 'fear'
T10.19 suffixed to piya-1 'speak'
-pabi-y locates an event during the hours of darkness:
(6-80) gila-gilaywa-l-pabi-nji=dju
REDUP-turn-CM-NIGHT-PAST=lNOM
'I tossed all night.
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-Qabi-y is translated as 'at night' or 'in the night’ in the text examples, 
and as 'all night' at 6-80, The suffixes -Qari-y, -Qa-y and -Qabi-y 
simply locate events within a period. No distinction is made between 
occurrence at a certain point during the period and occurrence throughout 
the period,
6.3.4.4 -gara:-y 'ALL DAY'
-gara;-y means 'for a long period during daylight hours' and is 
most frequently translated by informants as 'all day'. It is used to 
draw attention to the length of time over which an event is spread, provided 
that the event does not occur at night, in which case -Qabi-y must be used, 
as at 6-80,
(6-81) yaymbu=niQ-gal yana-y-gara:-nha birgu-ga
for nothing=3ABS+VIS-PL go-CM-ALL DAY-PRES scrub-LOC
'They walk all day in the scrub for nothing!'
- i,e. to no purpose ,
Very often it is the consequences of an event taking place over a 
long period which are uppermost in the mind of speakers using -gara:-y, 
so that their translations will not necessarily include an explicit 
reference to the duration of the event.
(6.82) Qiya-la-gara;-giri=li:
speak-RECIP-ALL DAY-PURP-lNOM+DU
- is as likely to be translated 'We two must have a really good talk' as 
'We two must talk to each other all day',
6.3.4.5 -ga;-y 'A BIT'
Text example:
S5,4 suffixed to yala£a-y 'creep'
-ga:-y is equivalent to the English adverbial phrases ’a bit' or
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'a little' in both their senses, 'for a short period' and 'to a small 
extent':
(6-83) banmi-ga:-nhi-ma=dhu / bumiyi-ma=dhu=na
wait-A BIT-PAST-CNTRFACT=1N0M hit+PAST-CNTRFACT=lN0M=3ABS
'If I had waited a little while, I would have hit it.'
(6-84) gabada: wamba-y-ga:-nha / magu: bara:n
moon+ABS be up-CM-A BIT-PRES one+ABS rib+ABS
'(The) moon is up a little, one rib.'
i.e. there is a crescent moon , The most natural translation often 
involves modifying a NP in syntactic relation to the verb to show the 
consequences of the event's taking place 'a bit' (c,f. -gara:-y 6.3.4.4):
(6-85) Qu-dha-y-ga: -dha-dhi dhi(ji
give-REFL FOCUS-CM-A BIT-IMP=10BL tea+ABS
'Give me a bit (of) tea,'
In Ngiyamba;, as in English, ironic understatement is used as a 
stylistic device. Someone said;
(6-86) yurug-ga;^ nhi bura;y=nu;
grow-A BIT-PAST child+ABS=20BL
'(She) grew a bit, your kid!'
- to draw attention to how much larger the child was since last she saw her.
The following final example shows a speaker disowning an action by 
belittling it with -ga:-y ;
(6-87) binba-l-ga:-nhi-baga:=dhu=ni: wagayma-ga
shout at-CM-A BIT-PAST-CNTR ASSERT=lN0M=3ABSAIIS play-LOC
"But I was only rousing on her a bit in a joke!"
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6.3.4.6 -a:li-y * AGAIN 1 
Text examples:
Tl.30 suffixed to r)a:-y tr, 'see'
T2.23 suffixed to Qa:-y tr. ’see'
-a;li-y indicates repetition of the event referred to by the verb 
to which it is attached:
(6-88) miqga=dhu baga-l-a:li-nji
burrow+ABS=lNOM dig-CM-AGAIN-PAST
’I dug burrows again,'
(6-89) waQa:y=nim-bula: buma-la-y-a:li-nja
NEG=3ABS+VIS-DU hit-RECIP-CM-AGAIN-PRES
'These two don't fight any more.'
The usual parting salutation is:
(6-90) qa:-y-a:li-y-aga=dhu=nu
see-CM-AGAIN-CM-IRR=lN0M=20BL
'I'll see you againJ'
6.3.4,7 -NHumi-y 'BEFORE*
When -NHumi-y is attached to a verb, it indicates that the time of 
the event referred to is previous to the time in question.
The time in question may be the time of speaking, in which case 
'before' functions well as a gloss. For instance someone said, with 
crowbar poised to begin digging:
(6-91) baga-numi-nji=dju Qina migga
dig-CM+BEFORE-PAST=dNOM this+ABS burrow+ABS
'I dug this burrow before.'
- i.e, 'I have already dug this burrow'.
Likewise, the sentence;
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(6-92) yana-nhumi-nji=dju maradhal 
go-BEFORE-PAST=lNOM long ago
'I have been (there, here) before, long ago.’
- is equally appropriately said as a contribution to an on-going discussion 
about a distant spot, or as a reaction on arrival at some place.
Alternatively, the time in question is that of some other event 
explicitly referred to. When this is so, 'first* is a reliable translation 
for -NHumi-y. For instance, the reply to someone who pleaded, "Let's have 
a little spellJ" was;
(6-93) waga;y / yana-wa-giri=li; / waga:y-bu=li: wi:-njumi-giri
NEG go-MOVING—PURP=1N0M+DU NEG-UNIV=1N0M+DU sit-BEFORE-PURP
'No, let's walk on our way, let's not stop at all first!'
6,3.4,8 -bi-y 'BEHIND'
Events occur in both time and space. -bi-y locates the event referred 
to by the verb to which it is attached 'behind' the place in question. It 
is the spatial equivalent of -NHumi-y. The place in question may be the 
place where the remark containing -bi-y occurs:
(6-94) wi;-bi-ga:-nha bura:y-djul-bula;
sit-BEHIND-A BIT-PRES child-DIM-DUAL
" The two little kids are stopping home a bit."
That is, they are not with the speaker, who has left them behind.
Alternatively, the place in question is the place of occurrence of 
some other event explicitly referred to:
(6-95) gindu manabi-nji / girambi-l-bi-nji=dju
you+NOM hunt-PAST sick-CM-BEHIND-PAST=lNOM
'You went hunting. I (stayed) behind sick,'
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6.3.4.9 -biya-y 'of NECESSity1 
Text example:
S5.4 suffixed to yalafa-y 'creep’
-biya-y indicates that the event referred to by the verb to which 
it is attached is the necessary consequence of another event. For instance, 
Wai]a:ybuwan people believe that if someone in a particular kin relationship 
to you is thinking of you, you will be aware of it, because an appropriate 
part of your body will twitch; thus if a person announces a sudden 
twitching of the shoulder muscles, someone is likely to respond:
(6-96) ga: dhi : Q-gu=nu: wina(]a-biya-nhi
sister-ERG=20BL think about-NEGESS-PAST
' A sister (of yours) must have been thinking about you.1
The information from which speakers infer the necessity of an event 
marked with -biya-y is not grammatically required to be made explicit.
But it is usually obvious, whether from the linguistic context, or from 
the non-linguistic context, as in the following example;
(6-97) yana-buna-biya-y-aga
go-BACK-NECESS-CM-IRR
' (We) will have to go back I'
- which was said as the sun began to set.
Informants' explanations of -biya-y are sometimes coloured by the 
context in which the inference is made. Putting it in 6-97, for instance, 
was described as "making a half-hearted sort of a meaning", presumably 
because of the speaker's reluctance to finish the day's hunting. Compare:
(6-98) yana-buna-giri
go-BACK-PURP
Both 6-97 and 6-98 could be translated '(We) must go back!', But in the 
case of 6-98 the speaker's will is behind the proposal, which could equally
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well be translated 'Let’s go back!'.
Sometimes the event marked with -biya-y is inferred to be necessary 
because of the frequency of previous occurrences of the same event. In 
such cases informants translate -biya-y as 'always' or 'every day' (S5.4).
(6-99) girambi-l-biya-nha 
sick-CM-NECESS-PRES
- was translated '(She) is always sick.'. The woman's frequent sickness 
in the past has led to the inference that she must be sick not only at 
the moment of speaking but at any given moment. She is deduced to be 
permanently ill. Similarly:
(6-100) baga-l-biya-nha-ga:=ndu 
dig-CM-NECESS-PRES—2N0M
- was translated 'Are you always digging?', i.e, 'I know that the other 
women have often taken you out to dig. I am testing my inference that 
this is becoming an all day every day way of life for you.'.
6,3,4.10 -DHunma-y 'in a GROUP'
Text example s:
T1.5 suffixed to waga-y 'dance'
T1.29 suffixed to dhari-y 'disappear'
T1.37 suffixed to bilma-1 'spread'
-DHunma-y indicates that a group participates in the event referred 
to by the verb to which it is attached. The NP in subject or agent relation 
to the verb may be unmarked for number, or plural,as in the text examples; 
or it may be singular, as in the following example:
(6-101) wanhdha-gu-ga:=na yana-dhunma-nhi
whither-DAT-IGN0R=3ABS go-GROUP-PAST
’Where did she go to along with the others?'
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6.3.4.11 -wa-y 1 MOVING, GETTING (to) 1 
Text examples:
Tl.47 suffixed to yana-y ’walk, go’
Tl.48 suffixed to bibuwa-y ’run’
-wa-y requires a different translation according to whether it is 
suffixed to a non-stative or a Stative verb (3.3.2). -wa-y attached to a 
non-stative verb indicates that the event takes place while the subject or 
agent is moving along:
(6-102) dha-l-wa-y-guwa-nhi
eat-CMr-MOVING-CM-PITY-PAST
’ (You) ate while travelling along, poor thing,' ’
(6-1.03) dhibi: bara-wa-nha
bird+NOM rise-MOVING-PRES
'(The) bird is flying along.'
(6-104) winar wi:-wa-nha wilba:ra
woman+NOM sit-MOVING-PRES cart+LOC
' A woman is sitting in a sulky, (driving) along.’
-wa-y attached to a Stative verb, or to ga-1 'be' in a nominal 
predicate construction, indicates that the state is inchoative:
(6-105) girambi-l-wa-nha
sick-CM-GETTING-PRES
’(She) is getting sick.'
6-105 cannot be translated ’(She) is sick while travelling.', which 
would involve a subordinate verb:
(6-106) girambi-ya / yana-nha;ra:=na 
sick-PRES go-CIRCUM=3ABS
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Likewise:
(6-107) dhi:rba-wa-nha=ndu Qiyamba: Qiya-li
know-GETTING-PRES=2NOM Ng. speak-PURP
'You are learning how to speak Ngiyamba:.'
(6-108) mayim-baga:=ndu ga-l-wa-nha
(Aboriginal) person-CNTR ASSERT=2NOM be-CM-GETTING-PRES
'Well I never, you are turning into an Aborigine.'
-wa-y marks all events as in some way 'in motion'; an action as literally
'in motion' because the subject or agent is moving along, and a state as
metaphorically 'in motion' because the subject is 'moving into' the state,
the state is developing. (Compare inchoative idioms in English such as
'The milk went sour', 'The woman is going crazy'.)
Verbal suffixes meaning 'on a journey' occur in other Australian 
languages, for instance Diyari and other languages in the 
neighbourhood of Lake Eyre, but they do not appear to function 
as inchoative markers too.
6.3.4.12 -Qila-y 'CQNTinued action*
Text examples;
T1.6 suffixed to waga-y 'dance'
T1.49 suffixed to Qa:ruN-y tr. 'drink'
-Qila-y is attached to active verbs. It indicates that an action 
or series of actions is continued with a degree of commitment by the 
subject or agent. How -Qila-y is translated into English depends on 
the context in which the action is 'continued'. If the action has not 
yet begun, -Qila-y indicates that the subject or agent engages in it or, 
if the action is already on-going, that it is persisted in. Thus the 
two English imperatives 'Sit down!' and 'Don't get up!' are both rendered 
in Ngiyamba: by wi:-gila-dha, the imperative form of the verb wi:-y 'sit' 
with -Qila-y, i.e. 'Start sitting!' or 'Keep on sitting!' according to
context.
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(6-109) gara:=ndu-bula: buma-la-dha / min ja-Qinda-wa :=ndu-bula:
PROHIB=2NOM-DU hit-RECIP-IMP what+ABS-CftRiT-EXCLAM = 2 NOM =J)U
buma-la-gila-nha
hit-RECIP-CONT-PRES
'Don't fight, you two! What have you got to start fighting 
over?’
This translation assumes that the pair are on the verge of fighting. The
same admonition, if spoken when the fight was already on, would be translated:
'Don't fight, you two! What have you got to keep on fighting over?'
If the reference is not to a single instance of the action, but to
a continued series of actions, -gila-y can be translated 'make a habit
of (doing)’ or 'generally (do)', as in Tl.6, translated by the informant,
"This is where they generally corroboree together ".
-gila-y can be used ironically with stative verbs.
(6-110) winar girambi-l-gila-nha
woman+ABS sick-CM-CONT-PRES
- was not rejected, but translated " The woman is always 
sick." Such forms carry an imputation of wilfulness; for 
instance in 6-110 that the woman is wilfully sick, a hypo­
chondriac since she 'makes a habit of being sick.' For 
another example, see 6-125,
There is no single convenient way of translating the three notions 
'start', 'keep on' and 'make a habit of' into English. However, an 
informant's translation of one example successfully neutralises the 
distinction between ’start' and 'keep on':
(6-111) mugabangay-gu miri dhigga: dha-l-qila-y-guwa-nha / min
skinny-ERG dog meat+ABS eat-CM-CONT-CM-PITY-PRES alas
"(That) poor dog is really tucking into (that) meat, poor thing!"
This translation avoids saying whether the animal is starting its meal, 
or voraciously keeping on at it. However, this same Ngiyamba: sentence
could equally well be translated:
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(6.112) ' The poor dog really tucks into meat!'
- i.e. whenever it gets a chance, habitually .
The Dyirbal affix -yaray appears to have a similar range of 
functions to -gila-y (Dixon, 1972:249),
6.3.4.13 -buna-y K, -buri-y T 'BACK'
Text examples: 
-buna-y
Tl.35 suffixed 
T1.36 suffixed 
T2..10 suffixed 
T5.10 suffixed 
T6.7 suffixed 
T8.7 suffixed
to yana-y 'go' 
to ga:N-y tr, 'carry1 
to badha-1 intr, 'appear' 
to badha-1 intr, 'appear' 
to badha-1 intr. 'appear' 
to bibuwa-y 'run'
-buri-y
T7.3 suffixed to ga:N-y tr. 'carry'
Keewong speakers always use -buna-y. Trida speakers use either 
-buri-y or buna-y interchangeably, some using -buri-y much more frequently 
than others, -buna-y and -buri-y indicate a reversal of direction.
They are attached to intransitive verbs of motion like bibuwa-y 'run' 
(T8.7), and also to verbs of position:
(6-113) yuwa-buri-nja wilba:r-a guy
lie-BACK-PRES cart^LOC white man+ABS
' The' white man is lying back in (his) cart,'
They are attached to transitive verbs whose action involves their 
objects in movement, such as 'give' and 'throw':
(6-114) miyar-u=na wanam-buna-y-aga-la
wind-ERG=3ABS throw-BACK-CM-IRR-THEN
The wind'll chuck it back then.
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(An advancing dhuwi spirit must retreat in the face of an oncoming wind; 
it is very large and the wind catches it and "chucks it back". See 
Text 2.)
Sporadic examples have been encountered of -buna-y attached to 
transitive verbs where it is the agent who performs the action 'back(wards)'. 
In each case they were elicited, as translations of English forms involving 
'back' used in a variety of senses, so they may be caique formations:
baga-l-buna-y 'dig back’ (a burrow)
ga:-buna-y 'look back’ Cover one's shoulder)
winaga-buna-y ’think back' (in time)
6.3,4,14 -NHa;ni-y 'ADOPT Position'
Text examples:
Tl.43 suffixed to wi:-y 'sit'
T10.6 suffixed to yuwa-y 'lie’
-NHa:ni-y, like -mi-y (6.3,3.1), is added uniquely to the three 
verbs of position which also function as existential verbs, wi:-y 'sit', 
wa£a-y 'stand' and yuwa-y 'lie' (3.3,2), -NHa:ni-y converts these verbs 
to verbs of motion, through which the position is adopted, i,e. 'sit down'
(or 'sit up' from a lying position), 'stand up', 'lie down':
(6-115) wa(;a-nha :ni-n j i=dju
stand-ADOPT P0SI-PAST=1N0M
'I stood up.'
wi:-gila-dha (sit-CONT-IMP) is translated 'Sit down!' (6,3.4.12). 
wi:-n j a;ni-d j a (sit-ADOPT POSI-IMP) means 'Sit down!' in the sense 
of 'Move into a sitting position!'. wi:-gila-dha by contrast 
means 'Sit down!' in the sense of 'Start sitting!' - or alter­
natively 'Keep on sitting!', according to whether the addressee 
is already in a sitting position or not. Compare the English 
requests 'Please be seated!' and 'Please remain seated!'.
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6.3.4.15 -guwa-y 'PITY'
Text examples:
T1.34 suffixed to wi:-y ’sit’ (in context 'remain')
Tll.l suffixed to girambi-1 intr. 'sick'
Til.2 suffixed to ga-1 'be' (in euphemistic nominal predicate construction
'be bad' to avoid 'die')
Til.4 suffixed to yuQa-y 'cry'
Til.6 suffixed to yuQa-y 'cry'
-guwa-y indicates that the event referred to by the verb to which 
it is attached is emotionally affecting. It is glossed 'pity' in recognition 
of an informant's explanation that "putting -guwa-y in makes a pitying 
sort of a word'1, -guwa-y adds an emotionally expressive dimension to a 
sentence, a function which is usually performed in spoken English by the 
manner of delivery. There is no single English word or morpheme which 
can be consistently used to render -guwa-y in written translations. In 
written translations of sustained texts such as Til, the context enables 
the reader to appreciate the emotional tenor of individual sentences, so 
that those whose Ngiyamba: equivalents contain -guwa-y are likely to be 
read aloud in the appropriate spirit. Isolated sentences have no such 
helpful context. Sometimes, however, a compensating word or phrase can 
be added to the translation of a Ngiyamba: sentence containing -guwa-y 
to ensure that the emotional dimension of the sentence is recognised.
Any such additions are underlined in the examples which follow. 'Pity' 
summarises a wide spectrum of emotions. The examples are plentiful in 
an attempt to indicate its range:
(6-116) waga;y=dju mama-l-guwa-nhi
NEG=1N0M catch-CM-PITY-PAST
'I didn't catch a thing!'
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(6-117) waruya-l-guwa-nha=nu:
slander-CM-PITY-PRES=20BL
'It's a shame/ (they) are running you down,'
(6-118) ma-l-guwa-nha
do-CM-PITY-PRES
' (I) am doing my best!'
- the reply to a husband’s complaint that his meal was not ready.
(6-119) waga;y dhugay Qiya-la-guwa-nha
NEG indeed speak-RECIP-PITY-PRES
’(We) just don't talk to one another, I'm afraid.'
(6-120) dha;ym-bani yana-guwa-dha
hither-TOPIC ISOLATOR go-PITY-IMP
'How about you come over here, dear!'
- a friendly persuasive imperative.
(6-121) wa:rba-l-guwa-nhi=dji;=lu / bugil-u dhugay=dji:=lu
embrace-CM-PITY-PAST=10BL=3ERG happy-ERG indeed=lOBL=3ERG
ga:-nhi 
see-PAST
"She put up her arms round me, she was so very pleased to see me."
The frequency with which -guwa-y is used is partly a matter of the 
temperament of the speaker. One informant’s use of -guwa-y is so prolific 
that it was impossible to ascribe any function to it until informants were 
met who used it more sparingly. (She is struggling with old age beset 
with physical and other difficulties. She sets out to amuse everyone by 
her clownish eccentricity, drawing ironical attention to herself and her 
troubles with a stream of anecdotes, liberally sprinkled with verbs marked
with -guwa-y.)
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6.3.4.16 -wa:ga-l DURative 
Text examples:
Tl.ll, 15, 18 suffixed to waga-y 'dance'
T2.20 suffixed to giya-1 'say'i
T3.1,l suffixed to wamba-y 'be up'
T7.5 suffixed to guba-1 'chase'
T7.7 suffixed to ga-1 'be'
T10,1 suffixed to yuwa-y 'lie1i
S4.1 suffixed to wi;-y 'sit, live
-wa:ga-l indicates that an event happened frequently or without 
interruption throughout a period of past time, e.g. wi:-wa:giyi (live-DUR+PAST) 
'used to live' (S4,l), Qiya-l-wa:giyi (say-CM-DUR+PAST) 'used to say'
(T2.20), In the present it indicates that an event happens "all the time", 
as at T3.12;
(6-122) gali ,,, wamba-wa;ga-fa
water+ABS be up-DUR-PRES
'There is always water,,.'
And in the future -wa;ga-l indicates that an event might or will happen 
for an indefinite period;
(6-123) wi;-wa:ga-l-aga-dhu qini
sit-DUR-CM-IRR-lNOM here+LOC
'I might stay on here.'
Verb stems formed with -wa:ga-l are to be distinguished from 
those formed with -qila-y meaning 'continued action'. -wa:ga-l 
is attached to any verb, and its function is simply durative, 
-gila-y includes the notion of commitment to an act on the 
part of the actor, and is ironic if used with a Stative verb 
( 6-110 )• The following incident illustrates the distinction. 
A number of people of Waqa:ybuwan descent have recently been 
re-housed (or housed) in Wagga Wagga, outside their familiar 
"beat" for reciprocal visits. Some do not take readily to 
suburban life in a strange city:
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(6-124) walin jdja-l-wa: ga-(;a 
lonely-CM-DUR-PRES
'(They) are homesick all the time.1
Someone to whom this suggestion was put, apropos of a particular 
person, retorted:
(6-125) walinjdja-l-gila-nha
lonely-CM-CONT-PRES
'(She) makes a habit of being lonely,'
The retort was explained: "She's a person that's not contented
and won't settle down, She won't set her mind to it ",
6.3,4.17 -ga-1 PROGressive
Text example:
T5,6 suffixed to gama-1 'break'
-ga-1 could only be elicited attached to roots of the L conjugation. 
All were transitive except -ga-1 'be', -ga-1 with a transitive verb
indicates that an action is protracted without being brought to an end:
\
(6-126) winaga-l-ga-|;a=lu=gal
listen-CM-PR0G-PRES=3ERG=PL 
'They are eavesdropping,'
- was said of some bystanders, as a reason for not talking Ngiyamba:.
(6-127) Qalamba-l-giyi
swear-CM-PROG+PAST
'(He) was going on swearing,'
- was said of a drunk who had been provoked some time previously,
(6-128) gara; wi: Qalanma-l-ga:
PROHIB firewood light-CM-PROG+IMP
'Don't encourage the firej'
- was a rebuke to a child who kept feeding a fire about to be abandoned
after a dinner camp.
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-ga-1 attached to ga-1 'be’ indicates that a description holds non­
stop, without a prospect of change:
(6-129) Qina-la: bura:y yarmal ga-l-ga-Qa
that+ABS-EST child+ABS mischievous+ABS be-CM-PROG-PRES
"That kid's forever being mischievous."
It is not clear what semantic difference there is between this sentence, 
and the same sentence with ’-wa:ga-l (6.3.4.16) rather than -ga-1 attached 
to the verb 'be’. But notice that whereas -wa:ga-l can be attached to 
any verb root or stem, regardless of conjugation or of whether the verb 
is active or not, all the examples of -ga-1 involve not only verb roots 
of the L conjugation, but active verbs and an active predicate nominal 
(yarmal),
Only "non-stative" verbs and adjectives occur in progressive 
constructions in English, which also involve ’be’ (G. Lakoff 
1970:121).
6.4 PRODUCTIVE REDUPLICATION OF VERBS
The semantic function of productive reduplication is described at
3.2.2.
When a word of any word class is reduplicated the first syllable, 
and the first CV of the second syllable of the stem precede the normal 
form of the stem. Where the second syllable of the stem is closed and/or 
contains a long vowel, the whole of the second syllable is not reduplicated 
(3.2.1). Thus in reduplicated verb stems of more than two syllables, forms 
like the following are found:
(6-130) bagabula dhala-dhalarbi-ya 
bladder+ABS REDUP-shine-PRES
'(My) bladder's pretty shiny.'
- a comment on the twisting and shifting involved in investigating rabbit
burrows all day.
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(6-131) gadhi-gadhinma-£a Qura=lugug-gal
REDUP-smash-PRES camp+ABS=3GEN-PL
'They are more-or-less smashing their place up.'
(6-132) binjdju-binjdju;ri-nji
REDUP-recover balance-PAST
'(I) half-recovered (my) balance.'
- after tripping, before falling ,
Except for the sixteen members of the Y2 conjugation, the final 
syllable of verb roots always has the form CV (Table 6.1.4). This means 
that for disyllabic verbs, the reduplication boundary coincides with the 
end of the root. When a disyllabic verb of the L conjugation is reduplicated, 
the conjugation marker -1 is inserted at the reduplication boundary:
(6-133) min jag-gu-wa :=dhi ;=ndu mawa-l-mawa-[;a
what-DAT-EXCLAM=l0BL=2N0M REDUP-crush-PRES
"What are you lolloping about on me for?"
- a remark addressed to a baby.
This conjugation marker is omitted when an intransitive stem is 
derived from a disyllabic L conjugation verb, whether by the addition 
of a Y conjugation suffix such as -DHili-y (6.3.2.1):
(6-134) minjaQ-gu-wa;=ndu buyu banda-banda-djili-nja
what-DAT-EXCLAM=2N0M lower leg+ABS REDUP-tie-REFL-PRES
'Why are you twisting your legs together?'
- or by changing the conjugation marker from -1 to -y (6.3.2.2):
(6-135) banda-banda-nhi mawir
REDUP-tie-PAST cord+ABS
'The (fishing) line got tangled.'
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When the disyllabic root which is reduplicated belongs to the Y 
conjugation, the conjugation marker-y does not appear at the reduplication 
boundary, irrespective of whether it subsequently occurs between the 
reduplicated root and a following suffix. ginda-y means 'laugh', 
ginda-y-bal 'laugh at' has the reduplicated form ginda-ginda^-y-ba-l, 
not ginda-y-ginda-y-ba-1.
It proved impossible to elicit reduplicated forms of any monosyllabic 
verb roots (listed at Table 6,1.4.1). However, transitive monosyllabic 
members of the Y conjugation and the two R conjugation verbs become 
disyllabic when intransitive stems are derived from them (Table 6.3.2).
The extended two-syllable stem is reduplicated:
(6-136) Qa:gi-Qa:gi-djili-nja=na
REDUP-look-REFL-PRES=3ABS
'She's more-or-less looking at herself.'
- i.e, 'She's stealing a look at herself (in a mirror).'.
Where unextended monosyllabic verb roots are semantically capable 
of reduplication (not all are - see 3.3.2), the alternative stratagem 
which most closely expresses the notion 'more-or-less' is to use a compound 
verb formed with the prefix bala- 'using little energy'; i.e. instead 
of *ma-l-ma-l and *dha-l-dha-l, balama-1 'do unenergetically' and baladha-1 
'eat unenergetically, nibble', and instead of:
(6-137) *Qa-qa-nhi=dju=na:
REDUP-see-PAST=1N0M=3ABS
'I more-or-less looked at it.'
- this:
(6-138) balamiyi=dju=na: Qa:-nhi
do unenergetically+PAST=lN0M=3ABS see-PAST
'I looked at it unenergetically.'
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i.e. glanced at it .
(Compound verbs of this kind are discussed at Chapter 7.)
6.5 VERBAL SUFFIXES DERIVING NOMINAL STEMS
In addition to the suffixes described here, the purposive and 
circumstantial verb-final inflections are also followed by nominal case 
inflections in certain circumstances. This is illustrated at Chapter 10.
6.5.1 -DHaiyN- PARTICIPle
-DHa:yN- is attached to verb stems according to the pattern at 
Table 6.3,3a for verbal suffixes which do not affect transitivity. It 
derives participles, i.e, de-verbal nominals. Thus Qalamba-da:yN- is 
'foul-mouthed, swearer' from galamba-1 'swear at' manuma-da :yN- is 
'thieving, thief' from the compound verb manuma-1 'steal' (Table 7.6). 
mulari-dja:yN- is 'shivering, shiverer' from mulari-y 'shiver'; and 
Qiya-l-gara;-dha:yN- is 'talkative, talker' from giya-1 'say' followed 
by gara:-y 'all day' (6,3,4,4),
'lonely' is a verb, walinjdja-1 intr.;
(6-139) walinjdja-da;y=dji;=ndu bunma-ca
lonely-CM+PARTICIP=lOBL=2NOM cause-PRES
- was translated "You make me lonesome ",
There is another example of a participial form in a sentence at 6-40.
6.5.2 -wara 'PRONE to'
-wara, like -DHa;yN-, is attached to verb stems according to the 
pattern indicated at Table 6,3.3a. It has also been found attached to 
nominals. It derives a nominal which can be glossed 'prone to.,.'. It 
has been encountered with the following verb roots:
gadha-1 'bite1
gulga-1 'bark at'
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walinjdja-1 intr. 'lonely1
giyanhdha-y 'fear'
yumba-wara "cry-baby" or 'prone to cry' also occurs. There is a verb
yuQa-y 'cry' and yumbama-1 'make cry' but no *yumba-y (6.1.4.1), -wara 
has also been heard with the following nominal roots:
guyan 'shy, shyness'
miya: 'sleep, sleepy'
ginjdja:1 'diarrhoea'
bu£ay 'fart»
dhalay 'anger, angry'
CHAPTER 7
COMPOUND VERBS
7.1 ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND VERB STEMS
Compound verb stems consist of a bound "modifier" (in one case, two 
bound modifiers) followed by one of a set of bound verb roots. The 
modifiers fall into three main semantic groups, whose characterisation 
as 'action-oriented', 'object-oriented' and 'result-oriented' is explained 
at 7,7. For instance the 'action-oriented' bound modifier gunuN- 'with 
energy' may be followed by the transitive bound root -ma-1 :
(7-1) winar-u gunu-miyi
woman-ERG with energy-TRANS+PAST
'The woman did (it) to (it) energetically.'
- or by any of the other transitive bound roots, which indicate the type 
of action performed 'with energy', e.g. -ga-1 'pierce':
(7-2) winar-u gunug-giyi
with energy-PIERCE+PAST
'The woman pierced (it) energetically."
- or by the intransitive bound verb -ma-y :
(7-3) winar gunu-ma-nhi
woman+ABS with energy-INTR-PAST
'The woman did (it) energetically.'
The full range of bound modifiers is listed at Table 7.1a. The 
idiosyncratic bun- 'change' is included at the beginning of the list 
of 'result-oriented' modifiers. The term 'modifier' is used for lack 
of a better. These forms do not correspond to any class of forms recognised 
as such by traditional terminology.
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Table 7.1a 
Bound modifiers
[lj Action-oriented [ 3J Resuit-oriented
gunuN- 'with energy' bun- 'change'
bala- 'with little energy' ga- 'break'
mayN- 'fail' bun-ga- 'open' (' change-break 1
mulan- 'repeatedly' wirba- 'split'
dhuguN'- 'satisfyingly' buca- 'snap off'
Object -oriented wucu;n-'(move) out'
mu; n- '(do to) all' dhira- '(move) up'
garu;n - ' (do to) none' wiri- '(move) down'
manuN- '(do to) someone else's ' dhilan- 'shake «
gibayN- '(do) in return (to)' wayuN- '(move) in circles'
Qa- ’test* yan- 'join up with'
The full range of bound verb forms available to combine with bound 
modifiers is listed at Table 7,1b.
Table 7,1b 
Bound verb forms
Transitive Intransitive
-ma-1 (TRANSitive) -ma-y (INTRANSitive)
-giyama-1 'heat1 -giya-y 'heat
-DHinma-1 'hit' -DHinma-y 'get (self) hit'
-bi-1 'move away1 -bi-y 'move away'
-DHa-1 'do with mouth' 2
-DHi-1 'do with foot' -
-ga-1 'pierce' -ga-y 'get (self) pierced'
-ya-1 'speak' -
(Rotes appear overleaf.)
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Notice that whereas the other intransitive forms are related to 
the transitive ones in the manner described for intransitivised 
stems at 6.3.2.2, i.e. by a change of conjugation marker to -y, 
in the case of 'heat' the transitivised form giyama-1 is formally 
identical to the intransitive form, giya-y, with the addition of 
causative -ma-1 (6,3,1,2),
The absence of intransitive forms for -DHa-1, -DHi-1 and -ya-1 is 
in conformity with the principle cited at 6.3.2.2, that transitive 
verbs whose only possible instrument is a body part do not have 
intransitive counterparts.
Each bound modifier cannot be combined with every bound root. The 
known productivity of the compound verb system is illustrated at Table 7.6, 
and some tentative principles explaining possible and impossible combinations 
are discussed at 7,7,
Throughout this chapter compound verb stems are analysed into 
their constituent parts. Elsewhere in the texts and examples 
however, they are not, but are glossed as if they were mono- 
morphemic roots,
7.2 FORMS AT BOUNDARIES BETWEEN BOUND MODIFIERS AND BOUND VERB ROOTS
Two of the morphophonological rules listed at 2,9, Rule 5 and Rule 2, 
apply only at boundaries with bound verb roots and boundaries with case 
inflections.
When the initial bound modifier of a compound verb stem ends in n 
and the bound verb root which follows begins with DH, DH, which would 
otherwise be realised as dh, is realised as d (Rule 5), mu:n- '(do to) 
all’ followed by -DHa-1 'do with mouth' is realised as mu:n-da-l, not
*mu:n-dha-l :
(7-4) mu;n-diyi=lu gali Qa:cu-nhi
all-DO WITH MOUTH+W$r=3ER6 water+ABS drink-PAST
'He drank up all the water.'
When a bound morpheme ending in y(N) precedes a bound verb root 
which begins with DH, y is dropped (Rule 2 at 2.9). mayN- 'fail' followed 
by -DHi-1 'do with foot' is realised as manh-dhi-1, not * maynj-dji-l
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as it would be without Rule 2:
(7-5) miri-gu yurarbad manh-dhiyi
dog-ERG rabbit+ABS fail-DO WITH FOOT+PAST
'The dog failed to catch up with the rabbit,'
-or, as the informant explained, "He hadn't the toe".
All known initial morphemes of compound verbs subject to Rule 
2 end in yN, not y. But nominal stems subject to the same rule 
before a case inflection end in both y and yN, Hence the enclosure 
of N in parentheses in the formulation of the rule.
When mayN- is followed by -ma-1, there is an irregular form manj-ma-1,
not the expected *may*-ma-l, This is discussed at 2.5.
7,3 COMPOUND VERBS AS MODIFIERS OF OTHER VERBS
In addition to standing alone as the only verb of a sentence, as 
at 7-1 to 7-3, compound verbs containing bound modifiers of the first 
two semantic types listed at Table 7,1a ('action-oriented' and 'object- 
oriented') may occur in apposition to another verb in the same sentence 
which has the same reference, the same transitivity and carries the same 
final inflection, Ngiyamba; speakers who wish to say that an action 
denoted by a monomorphemic verb is performed 'energetically' will use 
a compound beginning with the bound modifier -gunuN- 'with energy' in 
apposition to this verb. For instance, baga-1 is 'dig'. To convey 'The 
woman dug a burrow energetically', they will say:
(7-6) winar-u migga gunu-miyi bagiyi
woman-ERG burrow+ABS with energy-TRANS+PAST dig+PAST
- forming the compound with the transitive bound root -ma-1. Or else 
they will form the compound by attaching the bound root -ga-1 'pierce' 
to gunuN-, since 'digging' is an action which involves 'piercing' (as 
opposed to 'heating', 'hitting' etc.):
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(7-7) winar-u miQga gunuQ-giyi bagiyi
with energy-PIERCE+PAST
Likewise, bibuwa-y is 'run'. At Tl,56 it is said of two burba novices 
that they 'ran really energetically' when intruded upon ("They ran really 
hard "). gunu-ma-nhi (with energy-INTRANS-PAST) occurs in apposition to 
bibuwa-nhi (run-PAST).)
At 7-6, 7-7 and T1.56, the information supplied by the bound root 
is redundant, given the presence of the monomorphemic verb to which the 
compound is in apposition, 7-7 is not translated any differently from 
7-6, gunuQ-giyi simply predicts that a verb to which it is in apposition 
will refer to an action that involves 'piercing', while gunu-miyi simply 
predicts that it will be transitive.
But the fact that a speaker cannot modify a verb using a bound 
modifier without choosing an appropriate bound verb to attach to it has 
interesting consequences. Since someone who wishes to say 'The woman dug 
a burrow energetically' can choose either transitive -ma-1 or -ga-1 
’pierce' to attach to gunuN-, but not, for instance, -ya-1 'speak' or 
any of the other bound roots, compound verbs which occur in apposition 
to other verbs function as classifiers of these verbs; baga-1 'dig' 
is established as belonging to the transitive class (marked by -ma-1) 
and to the semantic sub-class of 'piercing' verbs (marked by -ga-1), and 
so on for every verb to which a compound verb can appear in apposition 
(7,4) .
Compound verbs formed with the third semantic type of bound 
modifier at Table 7.1a, the 'result-oriented' modifiers, do 
not occur in apposition to other verbs. They are introduced 
into narrative as independent verbs. Even when they take 
the same NP arguments as the adjacent verb and share its 
transitivity and tense, they have their own reference, and 
are separated from this other verb by a pause, as at T4.7:
(7-8)
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buma-yi-la=lu=na / wuru ga-dhinmiyi
hit-PAST-THEN=3ERG=3ABS neck+ABS break-HIT+PAST
'He (Redbreast) hit him (wa:way). (He) broke (his)
neck by hitting (him).'
This holds whether the other verb is a monomorphemic verb like 
buma-1, or another 'result-oriented' compound. If for instance 
Redbreast had knocked down wa:way and broken his neck, the 
compound wiri-djinmiyi (down-HIT+PAST) could have been substituted 
for bumiyi at 7-8.
(7-9) *wuru=lu=na wiri-djinmiyi ga-dhinmiyi
- without a pause between the two verbs, would be unacceptable.
The first result (wa;way's being down) is not part of the second 
(wa:way's neck being broken) in the same way as 'doing it 
energetically' is part of 'digging' at 7-6. (Apposition marks 
the part/whole relationship among nominals in Ngiyamba: too.)
Compounds formed with action- and object-oriented modifiers 
occur in apposition to compounds formed with result-oriented 
modifiers, gununh-dhinmiyi (with energy-HIT+PAST) could be 
substituted for wiri-djinmiyi at 7-9, producing an acceptable 
sentence 'He broke his neck energetically'.
7,4 COMPOUND VERB ROOTS AS VERB CLASSIFIERS
7.3 introduced the notion that the bound roots of compound verbs 
which occur in apposition to other verbs act as verbal classifiers. This 
happens in somewhat the same way as noun markers classify nouns in Dyirbal, 
in the course of supplying other information, in the case of noun markers 
"information on the location of the referent of that occurrence of the 
noun" (Dixon 1972:44). But whereas Dyirbal nouns are "normally accompanied" 
by a noun marker (loc. cit,), Ngiyamba: verbs are only accompanied by 
compound verbs when a speaker wishes to provide modifying information.
Also, the semantic basis of verb class membership is much more transparent 
than is the semantic basis of noun class membership in Dyirbal (or for 
that matter of noun classification generally, in languages which have it).
The remainder of 7,4 describes the membership of the different classes 
of verbs, according to the bound verb root which is selected to form 
compound verbs in apposition to them. Table 7.4 sets out this classification.
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This material, and the argument at 7.5, were presented in a 
slightly different form in Donaldson 1976 (d),
ma-y and -ma-1 divide the classified verbs into two syntactically
defined classes. -ma-y defines a class of intransitive verbs, since
the remainder of the intransitive bound root forms at Table 7.1b have
not been encountered in compounds which occur in apposition to other verbs.
Table 7.4 indicates that -ma-y establishes a class of active 
intransitive verbs, since only active intransitive verbs have 
compound verbs in apposition to them. This has to do with the 
semantic properties of the modifiers to which the bound verbs 
under discussion here are attached. Of the two sets of modifiers 
forming compounds which can occur in apposition to other verbs, 
only the 'action-oriented' ones form compounds which can modify 
intransitive verbs (7,7),
So far, the impression has been given that all transitive verbs are 
like baga-1 'dig1 in having compound verbs in apposition to them formed 
either with -ma-1 or with one of the other transitive roots at Table 7.1b; 
in other words that -ma-1 simply defines a syntactic class of transitive 
verbs, while the remainder of the transitive bound verbs define semantic 
sub-classes of transitive verb. This is an over-simplification. There 
is one class of verbs which has compound verbs in apposition to it formed 
with -ma-1 only. In other words, though ma-1 identifies verbs such as 
baga-1, which may also have compounds in apposition to them formed with 
an alternative transitive bound verb, as simply transitive, it also 
establishes this class of verbs as a semantic sub-class, -ma-1 indicates 
a syntactic class, and within that class, a semantic sub-class. (Compare 
English 'dog', which indicates an animal species, and within that species, 
a male.) Hence -ma-1 occurs twice at Table 7.4,
Examples of intransitive active verbs defined as a class by -ma-y 
are bibuwa-y ’run', walga-y 'climb', baraN-y 'rise, fly'.
The membership of the semantic sub-classes of transitive verb is 
discussed and exemplified under the heading of each bound verb root in
turn.
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[ 1J -ma-1 'do (with hand)'
This class contains all those verbs which do not conform to the semantic 
specifications for compound verbs to occur in apposition to them which 
are formed with any of the other roots [ 2J —[8 J- Although it is a residual 
class and the verbs which belong to it are more diverse than those belonging 
to the other classes, there are positive semantic criteria for assigning 
verbs to it, associated either closely or at some remove with the notion 
'do with hand'. Class [l] comprises verbs of making (manufacturing), e,g, 
ma-1 ’make', gibi-1 'netf knot', and verbs of receiving, which include;
(a) verbs of taking or holding (handling), where the hand is used to 
retain the object or bring it closer to the agent (as opposed to 
verbs of class I4J which involve moving it further away), e.g. mama-1 
'take' and now 'buy', mi;ma-l 'hold tight', wa£uma-l 'pick up'.
(b) verbs of perception, where organs such as the eyes and ears, rather 
than the hand, 'take in' the object without physically moving it, 
e.g, ga:-y tr, 'look, see', winaga-1 'listen, hear',
(c) verbs of intellection, which deal with information received, e,g, 
dhi;rba-y tr, 'know, recognize', winaQa-y tr. 'think about, remember'.
[2] -giyama-1 'heat'
Both -giyama-1 and -DHinma-1 end in -ma-1. This would suggest sub-varieties 
of 'handling' verbs. Both classes of verb indicate types of force used 
to affect the object,implying the use of an instrument. With Class [2] 
the instrument is fire. Examples of verbs of this class are wiriN-y tr. 
'cook', banga-1 'burn'.
[33 -DHinma-1 'hit'
With Class [3j verbs the instrument strikes the object and is normally 
either the hand or something held in the hand as in binjdji-1 'hit with 
closed fist, punch', marbi-1 'hit with flexible object or switch'. The 
Ngiyamba; equivalent of English 'kick', which specified the foot as
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instrument, is dhinaQ-gu buma-1 (foot-INSTR hit). buma-1 'hit, kill' is 
a 'hitting' verb that does not specify an instrument. Compound verbs formed 
with -DHinma-1, not -DHi-1 'do with foot', occur in apposition to it, even 
when the reference is to an act performed with the foot,
[4] -bi-1 'move away'
In English 'give' is opposed to 'receive, take'. Class [4] verbs are 
opposed to Class [lj 'taking/holding' verbs, 'Give' does not quite convey 
the criterion for Class [4j, which is somewhat broader - the action should 
involve getting rid or letting go of the object, moving it away from the 
agent. Examples of Class [4J verbs are gu-y tr. 'give', wanaN-y tr. 'throw'.
[5j -DHa-1 'do with mouth'
This class includes verbs indicating any activity carried out with the 
mouth except those involving speech, which belong to Class [8], e.g. 
dha^ -1 'eat', Qa:CuN-y tr. 'drink', nuga-1 'swallow', djinjdja-1 'lick'.
t6J -DHi-1 'do with foot'
Examples of Class [öjverbs are gaca:nhdhi-l 'go in search of', yaba-1 
'track',
[7] -ga-1 'pierce'
Like Class [2] and [3] verbs, Class [7] verbs involve an instrument. With 
Class [7] verbs the instrument used penetrates the object (yamstick, needle, 
spear, axe etc.). As with Class [3] verbs the instrument used may be a 
body part. The failure of a dog to mount a reluctant bitch was described 
with a compound verb formed with -ga-1. Examples of Class [7] verbs are 
baga-1 'dig', wuraQa-1 'sew', dhu-r 'prick, spear'.
[ 8J T-ya-1 'speak'
Examples of Class [8] verbs are Qiya-1 'speak', binba-1 'rouse on, shout 
at', gula-y tr. 'call, sing out to'.
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Three principles play a part in this classification:
[1] Association of actions with a particular part of the body
[2] Subdivision of actions not associated with a part of the body 
according to their effect on the object, i.e. heating, hitting, piercing.
[ 3J Subdivision of actions which move the object according to the direction 
of movement with respect to the agent,
7,5 THE FINAL SYLLABLE OF MONOMORPHEMIC VERBS OF THE L CONJUGATION:
A HISTORICAL SPECULATION
The polysyllabic verbs of the L conjugation fall into two quite 
distinct morphological groups, the compound verbs (all transitive), and 
the monomorphemic verbs (roughly 70% transitive) as shown at Table 6.1.4, 
However the phonological differences between the final syllables of the 
two types of verbs are not as great as might be expected, given this 
difference in morphology. The total range of phonological possibilities 
for the last syllable of a Ngiyamba; root ending in a vowel is summarised 
in the formula CV (;)f where C is one of 15 consonants, V one of 3 vowels. 
There are thus 90 possible final syllables. In monomorphemic verb roots 
of the L conjugation, the possibilities are systematically reduced to 14. 
There are no final vowels with length. There are no final u. Only 7 
consonants appear in the final syllable, b DH g m n w y, (If an eighth 
consonant, NH, is added, this list is precisely the list of permissible 
morpheme-initial consonants. For details see 2,11.1,) Of the 14 possible 
combinations of these 7 consonants with a or i, only 10 actually occur. 
Among these 10, 6 are homomorphous with the 6 bound monosyllabic compound 
verb-forming roots.
Note also that the 2 polysyllabic compound verb-forming roots, 
-giyama-1 and -DHinma-1, end in -ma-1, homomorphous with the 
monosyllabic compound verb-forming root ma-1. Though there 
are no examples of DHin- occurring independently of -ma-1, 
giya- does (Table 7.1b).
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This homomorphism is striking. It is clear from a glance at the 
examples given of verbs belonging to semantic classes [l]-[8] that the 
final syllable of a transitive verb of the L conjugation is not predictable 
from its semantic class; in other words it carries no predictable meaning. 
Nonetheless, there are a number of instances where a verb does end with 
a syllable homomorphous with the compound verb-forming root appropriate to 
its semantic class, e.g. baga-1 ’dig', gaca:nhdhi-l ’go in search of’.
There are also instances of other elements occurring elsewhere in 
the verbal system which show homomorphism with the final syllables of 
polysyllabic verbs. Such elements include:
[1] All three free monosyllabic verb roots of the L conjugation
[2] Transitive derivational suffixes attached to intransitive verb 
roots
[3j and [4J Implicative and aspectual derivational suffixes which derive 
stems with the same transitivity as that of the verb root to which 
they are attached,
[5J Transitive verbalisers of non-verbal stems and loan verbs from 
English
[6] Intransitive verbalisers of non-verbal stems.
Table 7.5 sets out the forms involved, with glosses as appropriate.
Also of interest, in view of the semantic association between some of the 
compound verb-forming roots and particular parts of the body, is the homo­
morphism between some final syllables of L verbs and the initial syllables 
of some body part nominals. The final column of Table 7.5 illustrates 
this.
The conclusion suggested (though not proven) by the evidence is that 
the final syllables of verbs of the L, predominantly transitive, conjugation, 
that are synchronically unanalysable, originated as (mainly transitive) 
verb-forming auxiliaries; auxiliaries which were either bound monosyllabic
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roots, as in the synchronic compound verb system, or free monosyllabic
verbs which have since been lost as independent L verbs (except for three),
leaving traces of their former auxiliary function only.
By contrast, it is out of the question to posit a similar history 
for the final syllables of Y2 conjugation verb roots (6,1.4,2),
7,5.1 The morphology of loan verbs from English
An account of the assimilation of loan verbs from English is given 
here because the process shows how transitive verbs of the L conjugation 
are still being added to the language with final syllables of the same 
form as bound verb roots, albeit with -ma-1 as the almost exclusive 
choice,
English transitive verbs are taken into Ngiyamba; in the following 
way: the root is rephonologised, and followed by a third person object
pronoun, -id 'it' or-im ’him'. Then a form equivalent to a transitive 
bound root is added. In one example, dhu:d-im-bi-l 'shoot’, this is 
-bi-1, the semantically appropriate 'type of event' root glossed at 7.4 as 
'move away'. With all other known loan verbs it is -ma-1, as in wand-id-ma-1 
'want', (There are other examples at 2.12.1.2,) This is so irrespective 
of whether the loan verb belongs to semantic class [l] or not (7,4).
'Push' is budj-id-ma-1, not *budj-id-bi-l, When the bound root is -ma-1, 
the preceding syllable is always id, irrespective of whether the NP in 0 
function in relation to such a verb is typically inanimate ('it'), or 
animate ('him'), as with banjdj-id-ma-1 'fancy' (S3.3),
7,6 PRODUCTIVITY OF THE COMPOUND VERB SYSTEM
The twenty-one bound modifiers which have been discovered are listed 
in the leftmost columns of Table 7,6,whose remaining columns show which 
bound verb roots eacn has been found to combine with. Comparatively few 
examples of intransitive bound root forms other than -ma-y are known.
These forms are omitted from Table 7.6. Compounds involving them are
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discussed at the end of 7.7. Ticks show that there are sentences to 
illustrate the compounds in the field materials (without distinguishing 
whether the compounds appear in the examples as sole verbs or in apposition 
to other verbs or both) . Where examples occur in the texts they are 
indicated by a reference instead of a tick. Modifiers from the leftmost 
column for which there are no textual examples or examples elsewhere in 
Chapter 7, will each be illustrated in sentences, in combination with one 
or more roots, in the course of 7,7, (The full range of compound verb 
stems encountered will be exemplified in a dictionary intended to complement 
this study.) Shaded columns indicate compounds which, if tested, have been 
consistently rejected by informants as nonsensical, or corrected to something 
else. Blanks indicate compounds for which no examples have been found, 
either because they have not been tested, or because informants were not 
satisfied with the contexts in which they were offered as possible forms, 
but did not come up with alternative usages. Not infrequently, a compound 
which was rejected when tested without a context, or in contexts of my 
devising, would be used spontaneously when a suitable context arose. For 
instance bun-di-1 (change-DO WITH FOOT) seemed unusable until one day 
someone in low spirits said;
(7-10) minja-lu-ga:=dhi: bun-di-fa
what-ERG-IGNOR=lOBL change-DO WITH FOOT-PRES
'Something, I don't know what, is getting me down.'
- literally, 'changing me by treading on me'.
In the absence of firm data for every cell of Table 7.3 and of further 
exploration of the possibilities for intransitive compounds excluded from 
Table 7,6, 7.7 must be regarded as tentative.
It is possible that some verbs at present thought to be unanalysable 
may not be so, though verbs whose final syllable is formally the same as 
the bound verb appropriate to their semantic class have been fairly
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extensively tested by attempts to substitute other bound verb roots for 
the final syllable.
It is also possible that some speakers regularly choose -ma-1 to 
form transitive compounds in apposition to other verbs, and do not analyse 
compounds which occur only as the sole verb of the sentence, such as 
ga-dha-1 (break-DO WITH MOUTH), usually translated 'bite', and ga-ga-1 
(break-PIERCE), usually translated 'chop', but regard them as accidentally 
similar-sounding monomorphemic verbs. Most of the examples for Chapter 
7 were contributed by Eliza Kennedy, who enjoys consciously exploiting 
the stylistic resources of both Ngiyamba: and English, Where there was 
a choice, she preferred the greater accuracy of a compound formed with the 
semantically appropriate bound verb rather than -ma-1, even in contexts 
where she was not necessarily familiar with it. For instance, when 7-32, 
with dhilan-ga-1 (shake-PIERCE), was offered as a substitute for the same 
sentence with dhilan^ma-1, translated 'shake', she said that was much 
better, because that is_what the wind does to a blanket.
7,7 SEMANTICS OF BOUND MODIFIERS AND EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE COMPOUNDS
A glance at Table 7.6 shows that the bound modifiers fall into three 
major distributional groups. Members of group [lj, the 'action-oriented' 
modifiers of Table 7.1a, are able to combine with all the bound verb roots 
from Table 7,6. Members of [ 2J , the 'object-oriented' modifiers of Table 
7.la#do not combine with -ma-y, the intransitive bound root. Members of 
[3], the 'result-oriented' modifiers of Table 7,1a, do not combine with 
-ya-1 'speak', except for bun- 'change', which is also idiosyncratic in 
that it precedes compounds formed with ga- 'break' as well as forming 
compounds itself. bun-ga- 'change-break' is used to refer to events 
resulting in 'opening'.
The remainder of this section explains the choice of the terms 'action- 
oriented', 'object-oriented' and 'result-oriented' for the three groups of
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bound modifiers. It shows how semantic differences between the three
groups are responsible for the pattern of combinability with bound roots
just described, and how these same semantic differences have consequences
for the verb^classifying system described at 7,4. These semantic differences
involve differences in 'syntactic orientation'.
The term is used by Dixon, as are also the notions 'action- 
oriented' and 'object-oriented', in his discussion of a set 
of verbs with comparable semantic properties in Dyirbal (1970).
The relevant differences can be illustrated by reference to a diagram
used by Fillmore (1968), Fillmore characterised three sentence types in
terms of the semantic ("deep-structure") case roles of their NP participants:
a(gentive) intransitive sentences with active 'subjects'
that do something
o(bjective) a(gentive) transitive sentences with agents
that do something
o(bjective) intransitive sentences with inactive 'subjects'
that something happens to
(Lower case letters have been used in place of Fillmore's upper case ones 
to avoid confusion with the A and O used in this study to indicate case- 
marked functions in transitive sentences. The underlined definitions 
have been added.) Mapping the case-marked functions onto this diagram 
we get:
Sa
Oo Aa
So
[l] Action^-oriented bound modifiers presuppose that the event described 
by a sentence in which they occur involves 'SOMEONE who does something'.
The function of the modifier is to show how this something is done - with 
energy (gunuN-), without success (mayN-), etc. (What it is that is done 
is indicated either in a general way by the verb bound to the modifier,
or more specifically by another verb to which the compound is in apposition.)
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The upper case SOMEONE in the above definition should be 
interpreted as ’someone (or something)'. Similarly, when 
SOMETHING is in upper case in a definition in this section, 
it should be interpreted as 'something (or someone)'.
In other words, action-oriented modifiers occur in sentences which contain
NPs whose semantic function, according to Fillmore's terminology, is
"agentive", i.e. in sentences containing one or other of the types of
NP ringed:
Oo
So
Thus action-oriented modifiers can be expected to combine with both 
transitive bound verbs, and intransitive ’-ma-y. But among sentences in 
which compounds formed witn these modifiers occur in apposition to other 
verbs we find examples like 7-6, 7-7 and T1.56, but not:
(7-11) *gunu-ma-nhi=na giyanhdha-nhi
with energy-INTRANS-PAST=3ABS fear-PAST
- or
(7-12) *gunu-miyi=lu dhi:rba-nhi mayi
with energy-TRANS+PAST=3ERG know-PAST person+ABS
- in which the NP in A function is not semantically "agentive".
Note that it is not -ma-y which forces an active interpretation 
of the sentence here, but gunuN-,
Other examples of compounds containing action-oriented modifiers
shown in sentences are:
(7-13) bala-dhiyi=lu=na yuwan
with little energy-DO WITH MOUTH+PflST =3ERG--3ABS non-meat food+ABS
'He nibbled the bread,'
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(7-14) mulan-giyi=lu=na
repeatedly-PIERCE+PAST=3ERG=3ABS
’She sewed it over and over again,'
(7-15) dhugu-ya-£a=dhu=na giya-^a
satisfyingly-SPEAK-PRES=lNOM=3ABS say-PRES
'I am satisfying myself talking to her,’
- said in an outburst of moral indignation, with the speaker "telling 
someone straight" what she thought of her,
[22 Object-oriented bound modifiers presuppose that the event described 
by a sentence in which they occur involves 'SOMETHING which is related 
to SOMEONE in the context of the event'. The function of the modifier 
is to show how this SOMETHING is related to this SOMEONE - with manuN- 
the relationship violates property rights, with garu:n- it is never 
properly established, with ga- it is tentative, and so on. (What the 
event is that makes the relationship possible is indicated by the root 
bound to the modifier, or by another verb to which the compound is in 
apposition,)
The typical event which relates SOMETHING to SOMEONE is one in which 
SOMETHING has something done to it by SOMEONE, i.e. an event described 
by a sentence which, in Fillmore's terminology, contains both an "objective" 
and an "agentive" NP. Object-oriented modifiers occur in sentences 
containing both types of NP ringed;
Sa
So
- that is, in transitive sentences. They cannot appear in intransitive 
sentences, hence they are not found combined with the intransitive bound
root -ma-y.
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One object-oriented modifier, mum-, has been found, in a compound 
formed with -ma-1, in apposition to the transitive verbs of 'intellection' 
which belong to Class [l] at 7,4. These verbs occur in sentences in which 
the NP marked for A function is not semantically "agentive", but an 
experiencer (a semantic role left out of account in the Fillmorean diagram):
(7-16) mu:n-miyi=lu dhi:rba-nhi mayi
all-TRANS+PAST=3ERG know-PAST person+ABS
'He knew all the people,'
Other examples of compounds formed with object-oriented bound modifiers 
shown in sentences are:
(7-17) garu;n-diyi=dju=na dhigga; dhayi
to none^DO WITH M0UTH+PAST=1N0M=3ABS meat+ABS eat+PAST
'I missed the meat I was (trying to) eat.'
- translated by the informant, "I made a fool of my mouth'.',
(7-18) gadhi-ga-dhi-ca
REDUP-test-DO WITH FOOT-PRES
' (She) is more or less testing (the ground) with (her) foot.'
- said of someone treading gingerly across an area undermined with burrows,
[3] Result-oriented bound modifiers presuppose that the event described 
by a sentence in which they occur involves 'SOMETHING that something 
happens to'. The function of the modifier is to indicate what it is 
that happens to it, the result of the event. (What causes the result is 
indicated by the verb bound to the modifier, but not by another verb, 
since compounds containing result-oriented modifiers do not occur in 
apposition to other verbs (7.3).)
In other words, result-oriented modifiers occur in sentences which 
contain NPs whose semantic function, in Fillmore's terminology, is
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"objective", i.e. in sentences containing one or other of the types of NP 
ringed:
Sa
Aa
Any NP appropriate in 0 function in relation to a compound formed with 
bun- or a result-oriented modifier and the transitive bound root -ma-1 
is appropriate in S function to a compound formed with the corresponding 
intransitive root -ma-y (0 = S), In this respect such intransitive 
compounds resemble the 'intransitivised' stems whose derivation is described 
at 6.3.2.2.
(7-19) bura;-dhu gabuga; 
child-ERG egg+ABS
ga-miyi
break-TRANS+PAST
'The child broke an egg.'
(7-20) gabuga; ga-manhi
break—INTRANS-'-PAST
'The egg broke.'
(7-21) gadhu=na burajy yada bun-ma-l-aga
I+N0M=3ABS child+ABS well change-TRANS-CM-IRR
'I will make the child well.’
(7-22) burajy yada bun-ma-y-aga
change-INTRANS-CM-IRR
'The child will become well.'
By way of contrast, compare the NP arguments occurring in relation 
to transitive and intransitive compound verbs formed with action- 
oriented modifiers. There is no systematic relation of equivalence 
between the NPs appropriate in 0 function to a compound like 
gunu-ma-1 '(do) with energy (to)' and those appropriate in S 
function to gunu-ma-y '(do) with energy'.
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Compounds formed with result-oriented modifiers occur in 
intransitive sentences in which the NP in s function can be 
interpreted as semantically "agentive", in the sense that it 
represents 'SOMEONE who does something' to cause the result, 
in addition to being semantically "objective" in the sense 
of representing that to which the result happens, For an example, 
see yan-ma-y in the imperative at 7-34.
Result-oriented modifiers, with the exception of bun-, do not combine
with -ya-1 'speak' (Table 7,6), They refer to strictly physical events,
and speech is not regarded as able to cause anything to physically 'break',
'open', 'shake', 'move in circles' etc,.
These modifiers are not capable of metaphorical extension like 
the English equivalents used in the glosses, Jeremy Beckett, 
during fieldwork which led to Beckett (1958), used to refer to 
himself as having a 'splitting headache' in these words:
(7-23) bala=dhi; wirba-manha
head+ABS=lOBL split-INTRANS-PRES
'My heat is splitting,'
Twenty years later this is still recalled with amusement, because 
it can only be interpreted as indicating that he had a physical 
split in the head, some sort of cloven head.
Speaking can however produce 'change' in another person, in this
example an altered state of consciousness, 'sleep':
(7-24) muga;=lu=na bura-yiyi
asleep+ABS=3ERG=3ABS change-speak+PAST
'He talked him to sleep.'
Other examples of compounds formed with result-oriented bound modifiers
are:
(7-25) dhumbaQ -gu=na migga bun-ga-dhiyi
sheep-ERG=3ABS burrow+ABS change-break-DO WITH FOOT+PAST
'A sheep opened up the burrow by treading on it,'
(7-26) wirba-ga:=ni
split-PIERCE+IMP=3ABS+VIS
'Split it!' (a log, with an axe).
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(7-27) gara:=ni wirba-bi-ya;
PR0HIB=3ABS+VIS split-MOVE AWAY-IMP
'Don't tear it apart!' (a magazine).
Someone told how another person she knew cracked snakes like a whip, and 
continued:
(7-28) bala=naQ-gal bufa-ma-nha-la
head=3ABS-PL snap off-INTRANS-PRES-THEN
'Then their heads snap off.'
(7-29) wirigan-du wucu:n-diyi bagin
clever man-ERG move out-DO WITH MOUTH+PAST sore+ABS
’The clever man drew the sore with his mouth,'
- i.e, he sucked out the poison,
(7-30) gali=lu dhira-giyi
water+ABS=3ERG move up-PIERCE+PAST
"He dipped for water."
- i.e, he raised the water by penetrating it with the vessel he was 
collecting it in,
(7-31) dhilan-ma-l-aga=ndu=na gugur
shake-DO WITH HAND-CM-IRR=2NOM=3ABS tree+ABS
'You will shake the tree,'
(7-32) miyar-u bulayQgin dhilan-giyi
rain-ERG blanket+ABS shake-PIERCE+PAST
'The wind travelled through the blanket making it shake.'
(7-33) dhici=lu wayuQ-giyi
tea+ABS=3ERG move in circles-PIERCE+PAST
"She stirred(her)tea."
- i.e. she pierced the tea with her spoon in such a way that it moved
round.
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Compound verbs formed with yan- 'join’, whether transitive or 
intransitive, take a NP in the locative case to indicate the person or 
thing joined. At Tl.13 gudhi ’song* carries the locative inflection.
The man ’joins (something) to the song with his boomerang', i.e. he 
accompanies it. An intransitive example is:
(7-34) yan-ma-dha guni:Q-ga 
join-INTR-IMP mother-LOC
'Join (your) mother}'
The idiosyncratic syntax of bun- 'change' will have been noticed at 
examples 7-21, 7-22 and 7-24, A compound verb with bun- simply indicates 
change, as at 7-10. An adverb like yada, as at 7-21 and 7-22, or a predicate 
NP or a verb root can be introduced to indicate the direction or outcome 
of the change.
(7-35) manjdja:gada=dhu=na bun-giyi
bunched up=lNOM=3ABS change-PIERCE+PAST
'I made it bunched up by piercing it,'
- was said of a poor bit of sewing. At Tl,26 and T2,9 verb roots precede 
bun-ma-1 to indicate the outcome of the change, 'disappearing' and 'getting 
lost* respectively.
The remaining examples show the intransitive bound root forms from 
Table 7,1b other than -ma-y, which were omitted from Table 7,6,
Intransitive -bi-y 'move away' has been found only with bun-, although 
modifiers of all groups combine with transitive -bi-1 'move away', bun-bi-y 
translates English 'turn into (intr.)':
(7-36) gali dhagar bun-bi-nji
water+ABS ice+ABS change-MCV£ AWaY+INTR-PAST
'The water turned into ice.'
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bun- also combines with -giya-y, an intransitive root of which -giyama-1 
'heat* appears to be a causative form (see Table 7.1b):
(7-37) guwanhdha: girabafaiy bun-giya-nhi
quandong+ABS red+ABS change-HEAT-PAST
’The quandongs ripened red,’
(7-38) wara;y=na bun-giya-nhi
bad+ABS=3ABS change-HEAT-PAST
'It burned,’
- said of food spoiled by too much cookingr i,e. 'It became bad/worse 
through heat’. Sporadic examples such as 7-39 suggest that -giya-y may 
prove to be attachable to a variety of bound modifiers;
(7-39) mayQ-giya-nhi=na wi;
fail-HEAT-PAST=3ABS fire(wood)+ABS
’The fire(wood) failed to burn,'
In addition to the intransitive compounds formed with -ma-y, -bi-y 
and -giya-y which have already been illustrated, there are 'intransitivised' 
forms of compounds in which result-oriented modifiers are followed by the 
bound roots -DHinma-1 or -ga-1. Thus;
(7-40) guwanhdha;=dhu wiri-djinmiyi gugur-u
quandong+ABS=lNOM move down-HIT+PAST stick-INST
'I knocked down the quandongs with a stick.'
- has an intransitive version:
(7-41) guwanhdha: wiri-djinmanhi gugur-u
quandong+ABS move down-HIT+INTR+PAST
'The quandongs got knocked down by a stick.’
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(There is another example of -DHinma-y at 4-69,)
bun-ga-1 'change-PIERCE' can be used to refer to combing or pinning 
one's hair:
(7-42) wuran=dhi;=dju wama bun-giyi
hair+ABS=lOBL=OLNOM incorrectly change-PIERCE+PAST
'I pinned up my hair wrong.'
Hair being a body part, bun-ga-1 has an intransitive form which is 
interpreted in such a context in the same way as the intransitive forms 
of monomorphemic 1grooming' verbs mentioned at 6,3.2,2:
(7-43) mayi bun-ganhi wuran
person+ABS change-PIERCE+INTR+PAST hair+ABS
'The person combed (his) hair,'
CHAPTER 8
SIMPLE SENTENCES
8.1 SENTENCE TYPES ÄND NP FUNCTIONS
8.1.1 Minimal sentences
'Sentence' is defined for this description of Ngiyamba: as a construction 
with at least two kinds of reference; to an event, indicated by a verb 
followed by a final modal or tense inflection (imperative, purposive, past, 
present or irrealis, 6.2), and to someone or something with a role in the 
event, represented by a NP whose case-marking (Table 4.1,2) reveals this 
function.
Verbs are either intrinsically intransitive, or intrinsically transitive 
(6.1.3). An intransitive sentence contains at least- an intransitive verb 
and at least one NP marked for (intransitive) subject function (S). A 
transitive sentence contains a transitive verb and at least two NPs, one 
marked for agent (transitive subject) function (A), and one for object 
function (0).
The copula ga-1 'be1 and a few other intransitive verbs (Qa:ganma-y 
'feel', mayimi-y 'seem' and compounds involving bun- 'change') require a 
(predicate NP) complement without which the verb does not make complete 
reference to an event;
(8-1) *bura:y ga-£a
child+ABS be-PRES
- is nonsense. But the following is not:
(8-2) bura:y wara:y ga-£a
bad+ABS
'The child is bad,'
Possibilities for these complements are noted at 8.3. The term 'verb' 
in the remainder of this chapter should be understood to include such
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constructions.
There are a few subjectless sentences which do not conform to the
definition of a sentence given above. The verb migima-y, wnich indicates
the occurrence of lightning, cannot have a subject. migima-nha (lightning-
PRES) is equivalent to "lightning is flashing", (There is no nominal
’lightning’.) Other states of the weather are also described in subjectless
sentences with ga-1 and an appropriate nominal:
(8-3) giru; ga-l-aga
warm+ABS be-CM-IRR
' (It) is going to be warm.'
The existence or non-existence of something is indicated in a subjectless
sentence with ga-1 and the comitative or privative suffix attached to the
relevant nominal (4.3.2.1);
(8-4) nhunanh-dhalaba: giyi
grass seed-PRIV+ABS be+PAST
'(There) was no grass seed.'
8,1,2 Additional NP functions governed by verbs
The possibilities for NP arguments marked for functions other than 
S, A and 0 occurring in a sentence depend on the syntactic and semantic 
class of its verb, as set out at Table 8,1.2.
The case forms which indicate functions listed at Table 8.1.2 are 
shown at Table 4,1.2. The information summarised at Table 8.1.2 is now 
commented on, function by function.
Instrument: Any transitive sentence may contain a NP marked for instrument
function, whatever the semantic class of its verb (7.4). No intransitive
sentences contain such NPs, except derived intransitive sentences (6.3.2).
With some classes of verb the instrument can only be a body part (classes
L s J ,  L 6 J , L 8 J  and class [1 J  verbs of perception and intellection).
Informants found the insertion of a NP in instrument function 
in a sentence with a verb of this last kind irritatingly super­
fluous, but said they supposed they remembered, thought etc.
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'with their brains', bala gabuga:Q-gu (head egg-INST). It 
is not known whether the brains were traditionally regarded 
as the seat of the intellect.
Indirect Object: The examples of sentences with indirect objects given
at 5.1,3 all contain the verb Qu-y tr. 'give', a class [4] 'moving away' 
verb (7.4). Verbs of speech (class [8]) occur in sentences in which an 
indirect object is specified much more frequently than do verbs of the 
’moving away' class. And the (direct) object of such a verb is more 
frequently a command, a fact or a question indicated by a dependent 
construction (10.1,1.1, 10,2.3,1) than something indicated by a HP, a name, 
a story etc,. Thus instances of a simple sentence containing a verb of 
speech and a HP in 0 function as well as a HP in 10 function are comparatively 
rare. The case marking of tne two NPs in such sentences follows the pattern 
illustrated at 5-19 to 5-21 for Qu-y tr, 'give'. The NPs in both 0 and 
10 function are indicated by the same case forms, except when both are 
represented by a third person enclitic pronoun:
(8-5) Qadnu=lugu=na giyiyi
I+N0M= 3GEN= 3ABS say+PAST
'I said it to him.'
Purposive: Sentences containing purposive HPs, which have the same case
marking as NPs with allative function, are exemplified at 4.1.5.2.
Causal and Source: Sentences containing causal NPs are exemplified at
4.1,5.3 (4-37, 4-38). Causal function is marked by the same case form as 
the local functions ablative and interior, A number of other non-local 
functions of this case form are also illustrated at 4.1.5.3. It will be 
noticed that all of them except the last require the presence in the 
sentence of a verb of class [lj at 7.4, These various functions are 
therefore now conveniently grouped together into the single syntactically 
defined function 'source'. Class [l] verbs include: verbs of 'making'
and verbs of 'receiving', subdivided into verbs of 'taking and holding',
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verbs of perception and verbs of intellection. A source NP indicates
what something is ’made’ of (4-36), where or whom something is 'taken'
from (4-35), what something is 'held1 by (the top, the leg etc,) (T7.10),
and a mistaken perception or understanding (4-39, 4-40).
There is one other exception besides the last, involving a 
verb of speech (porcupine speaking gi:nj-dji (anus-CIRC)
'through his arse1 at T5.17). This could perhaps be interpreted 
as a local use, as suggested by 'through' in the gloss.
Local functions; Ngiyamba: does not allow the location of events indicated
by Stative verbs to be referred to within the same sentence.
(8-6) birabi-ya=na gunjdji-dji
hungry-PRES=3ABS house-CIRC
- could not be interpreted 'She is hungry in the house*, but only 'She 
is hungry because of the house' - a nonsensical proposition.
(8-7) *birabi-ya=na birgu-ga
scrub-LOC
- is impossible, A second sentence is necessary to explain that she is in 
the scrub:
(8-8) birgu-ga wi:-nja
sit-PRES■
NPs in local case functions are described at the subsections of 4.1.4.
It has already been shown (in the discussion of Instrument function) 
that there are different possibilities for additional NP arguments in 
derived intransitive as opposed to intrinsically intransitive sentences. 
There is also a set of verbal derivational suffixes which do not change 
the transitivity of the verb to which they are attached, but which make 
additional NP arguments possible which would not have been able to occur 
in construction with the same verb in their absence (implicative suffixes, 
6.3.3). The forms of these 'implicated' NPs, together with cross-references
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showing where their functions are illustrated, are set out at Table 6.3.3b,
8.1.3 Additional NP functions not governed by verbs
8.1.3.1 Temporal and other locative NPs
An event indicated by any verb may be located in time by a NP (in 
locative form), as described at 4,1.5.1. The use of NPs (also in locative 
form) in other non-local functions, as described at the remainder of 
4,1,5.1, has not been found to be linked with the presence in the sentence 
of any particular class of verb either,
8.1.3.2 Comparison
The subject or agent of any sentence may be compared to a standard
with respect to the event indicated by the verb. The standard is indicated
by a NP (in circumstantive form) as shown at 4-41. (This is the final
non-local function of NPs with circumstantive form alluded to at 8.1.2.)
4-41 shows a comparative construction in which the attribute 
being compared is relative to a scale (size, 3.3.1.2). Where 
this is not so, the adverb of degree, manga:n (3.3.3) is 
obligatory, as at 3-4 and:
(8-9) mayi manga :ndu ')id j i-la: -dhi ga-fa
person+ABS degree adverb+2N0M this+CIRC—EST-CIRC be-PRES
'You are more of a blackfellow than this one here.'
8.2 NOMINAL PHRASES
A NP may consist of one of the following, case-marked to indicate 
one of the functions described at 8.1.2;
nominal (3.3,1 to 2); 
pronoun (5.1);
determiner capable of case marking (demonstrative or yiggal) (5.2); 
indeterminate capable of case marking (5.3)-
Alternatively, it may consist of a sequence of nominals, or of one or more 
nominals plus one of the following:
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pronoun (as determiner, in NPs with S, 0 or predicate NP function) 
(examples at 5.1.2,1);
determiner capable of case marking (examples at 10.2.2); 
indeterminate capable of case marking (examples at 9.3.5.3 to 5).
8.2.1 Sequences of nominals with identical reference
Any single nominal can be the sole representative of a NP, regardless 
of whether it is non-reduplicating or reduplicating, (Non-reduplicating 
nominals have referents which "either are that or they aren't", while 
reduplicating nominals refer to or identify in terms of attributes whose 
English equivalents can be prefaced by "more-or-less" (3,3,1),) A NP can 
likewise be represented by any sequence of nominals with the same referent, 
regardless of whether they are non-reduplicating or reduplicating. For 
instance at T5.5 there is a NP in indirect object function, dhudhubaynj-djul 
mayi (honeyeater-DIM+ABS person+ABS), in wnich both nominals are non­
reduplicating, because in mythological times it was possible to be both 
bird and man, a 'little honeyeater person'.
however, reduplicating nominals are more often able to share 
the same reference as other nominals, both non-reduplicating 
and reduplicating, than non-reduplicating nominals are to 
share the reference of other non-reduplicating nominals.
8.2.2 Sequences of nominals with partially identical reference
Any nominals referring to parts and portions, such as those listed 
at [9] of 3,3,1.1, can occur as a constituent of a NP which includes a 
nominal indicating what they are part of, e.g, gurugun Qamu (cow+ABS 
breast/milk+ABS) ’cow's u d d e r w i : Qalan (fire+ABS flame+ABS) 'fire's 
flame', dhagar malda (ice+ABS lump+ABS) 'lump of ice'. Likewise, nominals 
referring to a position ([8] at 3.3.1,3) occur as constituents of NPs 
including a nominal indicating what the position is relative to, e.g. 
gugur bingu (tree+ABS tip+ABS) ’treetop', Ivanhoe-ga milan-da (I.-LOC 
neighbourhood-LOC) 'in the neighbourhood of Ivanhoe'.
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Sometimes collocations of this kind become fixed as compound 
nominals, e.g. wi:mbara:n, literally 'fire ('s) rib', the 
smokeless arc of ground around a fire.
8.2.3 Possession
When something belongs to someone or something without the same 
reference, i.e, of whom or of which it is not a part, the nominal indicating 
the possessor is marked for POSS function with the dative inflection 
-gu. This derives a nominal which can be followed by the case inflection 
appropriate to the NP's function in the sentence (4.3.1). Examples are 
bura;y-gu ba:ba; (child-DAT+ABS father+ABS) 'child's father', dhibig-gu 
mudhi (bird-DAT+ABS nest+ABS) 'bird's nest', mayig-gu giya (person-DAT+ABS 
word+ABS) "blacks' law".
Thus there are two types of possession, one in which the possessed 
item is part of or relative to the possessor, indicated simply by apposition 
(8,2,2), and one in which it is separate from the possessor, indicated 
by prior dative marking of the possessor. The two types can be contrastively 
illustrated by reference to two types of 'spirit' which people are regarded 
as having, wacagun, which animates one when alive, and dji:r, one's 
representative after death or 'ghost', wacagun is by definition part 
of the possessor. It might be said of someone in a frenzy of activity:
(8-10) Qani-la: mayi wacagun guba-djili-nja
that+ABS-EST person+ABS wacagun+ABS chase-REFL-PRES
'That person's wacagun is chasing itself.'
dji;r, on the other hand, is by definition separated from its possessor.
When rejecting a recently poisoned paddock as a place to hunt rabbits in, 
someone observed macaronically "Nothing but yura:bad-gu dji:r there!" 
(rabbit-DAT).
A NP making reference to a possessed (body) part, secretion or 
excretion, etc. cannot but make explicit whether this is separated from 
its possessor or not. gurugun gamu (cow+ABS breast/milk+ABS) was glossed
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at 8.2.2 as 'cow’s udder'. In fact this NP could be used to refer either 
to a cow's udder or its milk, so long as they are not separated from 
the cow in question. Milk in a glass (or a butchered udder) would have 
to be referred to as gurugun-gu Qamu, with dative -gu added to gurugun. 
Clothes too are regarded as being in a part/whole relation to their 
possessor while on the body (6-35), though once taken off they are 
identified as belonging to a possessor marked for POSS function with -gu.
The discussion so far has assumed that the possessor is not represented 
by a pronoun. Pronouns marked for POSS function can be used to indicate 
possessors of parts and positions, and possessors of separate(d) items, 
without distinction. 'My dog’ is Qadhi: miri (me+OBL+ABS dog+ABS). In 
order to describe oneself as having a headache, one can say either:
(8-rd.l) gadhu bala wara;y ga-(;a
I+NOM head+ABS bad+ABS be-PRES
- with ’I’ and ’head’ both marked simply for S function, as: described at 
8.2.2 for sequences of nominals in a whole/part relationship, or:
(8-12) Qadhi: bala wara;y ga-£a
I+OBL
- with the pronoun marked for POSS function. Both are translated "My 
head is no good".
Likewise, a person can be described as standing gagir-a=nu: (area
behind-L0C=20BL) ’behind you' or 'at the back of you'. For more examples 
of enclitic pronouns in POSS function, see 5.1.2.1 and 5,1.3.
The NPs discussed here at 8,2,3 refer to what is possessed. NPs 
containing nominals derived with the comitative suffix -buwan or the 
privative suffix -DHalaba;N- refer by contrast to possessors, or non­
possessors (4.3.2.1). No distinction is made as to whether what they do 
or do not possess (indicated by the stem to which the suffix is attached)
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is separate or not. Some of the other suffixes described at 4,3,2, 
particularly -bidja:l 'with big' (4.3,2.6) appear to be attached only 
to nominals indicating parts of the possessor.
8.2.4 Case marking of NP constituents
The constituents of a NP are not necessarily adjacent to one another. 
Normally every constituent of a NP is marked for the case function of the 
NP as a whole. But when two nominal constituents of a NP are adjacent, 
the case inflection is sometimes left off one of them- off which seems 
to be a matter of taste. For instance there is a locative NP at 4-22 
gabada: bilaga:l-a (moon next-LOC) 'next month' and another at T1.18 
bulagar-magu gabada;-ga (two^one moon-LOC) 'for three months', 'Among 
the long grass' was translated gu£un ba:mir-a (grass long-LOC), and 'by 
a big stick' babir-u gugur (big-INST stick). At 6-111 the agent, in 
sentence-initial position, is mugabangay-gu miri (skinny-ERG dog),
8.3 PREDICATE NPs
The copula ga-1 'be' always occurs sentence-finally, It is preceded 
either by a NP as described at 8.2, in the absolutive or unmarked case 
form, or by a NP marked for a local case function without motion (4.1.4), 
provided that the NP contains a demonstrative.
(8-13) bura;y gini ga-ca
child+ABS here+LOC be-PRES
'(There) are children here.'
- is acceptable, but
(8-14) *bura:y galig-ga ga-ca
water-LOC
- is not. In order to say '(There) are children by the water', one of 
the verbs of position which also function as existential verbs (3.3.2)
must be used:
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(8-15) bura:y galirj-ga waCa-nha
stand-PRES
One of these verbs is also obligatory when the predicate NP indicates 
a state of animation:
(8-16) mu;na wi;-nja
alive+ABS+3ABS sit-PRES
’It’s alive.1
(8-17) muga;=na
asleep+ABS=3ABS
’She's asleep.’
’Wanting1 is indicated by ga-1 'be1 preceded by a derived NP predicate 
formed with caritative -rjinda (4,3.3), The adverb yada ’well' is also 
a sufficient complement for ga-1 (9,3,5,7) as for other verbs requiring 
a complement.
The possibilities for predicate NPs with ga:ganma-y ’feel’ and mayimi-y 
’seem’ (also sentence-final) have not been fully explored. The syntax 
of compound verbs involving bun- ’change' is described at 7.7.
8,4 MODIFICATION OF VERBS
Compound verbs may occur in apposition to verbs, in the same way
as nominals occur in apposition to one another (7,3). For adverbs (some
of which modify NPs and other adverbs too) see 3.3.3.
There are very few adverbs, Functions often performed in 
English by adverbs derived from adjectives are indicated in 
Ngiyamba: within the NP, sometimes within the NP in S or A 
function:
(8-18) bara;-dhu=lu=na bumiyi
quick-ERG=3ERG=3ABS hit+PAST
'He hit it quickly.'
(For an intransitive sentence with bara:y ’quickly' see S5.1.)
A similar example is:
yuwa-nha
sleep-PRES
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(8-19) bugil-u=dhu=nu: i]a;-nhi
happy-ERG=lN0M=20BL see-PAST
'I (was) happy (to) see you.'
Other nominals, such as dhairmay ’expert, clever' occur in the
unmarked, absolutive case of the NP in S or 0 function:
(8-20) dna;rmay=lu=na garba Qibi-yi 
clever=3ERG=3ABS bag+ABS net-PAST
'She netted bags cleverly,'
~ c,f. the alternative English gloss 'She netted clever bags'.
8.5 MODIFICATION OF SENTENCES
Negation, the formation of questions and all other forms of sentence 
modification are achieved by means of particles (Chapter 9).
8.6 DISCOURSE-RELATED INCOMPLETE SENTENCES
NP arguments with the same reference as NP arguments in the preceding 
sentence tend to be omitted rather than represented by anaphoric pronouns, 
when the opportunity to do so without confusion arises, irrespective of 
whether their functions are the same (Tl.32-35).
The copula ga-1 'be' functions simply as a tense-bearer. If the 
tense is predictable in the context, the copula is omitted (9-65 to 7, 
T1.55),
Free particles are used alone as complete utterances in certain 
contexts, contexts in which they could also be accompanied by some 
particular sentence and be understood in the same way (like 'Yes', 'Perhaps' 
etc, in English) (9,2, 9.3.4.1). Answers to information questions can 
similarly consist of single words or constituents whicn could be included 
in a complete sentence understood in the same way (9.3.4.1).
A set of enclitic particles relates topics to discourse in a variety 
of ways (9.3.1). Sometimes an utterance consisting of a topic followed 
by one of these enclitic particles can be expanded to a synonymous full 
sentence by reference to the sentence preceding it (9-32 to 4); sometimes
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it invites the addressee to complete the sentence of which it forms the 
initial constituent in some unpredictable way (9-20), and so on.
A constituent with the same functional role and the same reference 
as one of the constituents in the preceding sentence may follow it, after 
a pause. Such a constituent may be of a kind that could have been 
incorporated grammatically into the preceding sentence, had it not been 
an afterthought, like buluy-dji in:
(8^21) gadhi-la: miri-dji=dju giyanhdha-nha / buluy-dji
that+CIRC-EST dog-CIRC=lNOM fear-PRES black-CIRC
’I'm frightened of that dog, the black one.'
Or it may be of a kind that could be substituted for, but not included in 
apposition to, a constituent of the preceding sentence, as at 5-11 where 
the 'afterthought’ is miri-gu (dogr-ERG) and the constituent with the same 
reference in the sentence preceding it is the pronoun =lu (=3ERG), In 
both cases the isolated ’afterthought’ is interpreted in relation to a 
complete contextually-supplied sentence,
8,7 WORD ORDER
Verbs with predicate NP complements occur sentence-finally (8.3),
NP arguments represented by enclitic pronouns occur in a fixed order 
after the topic (5,1,3),
Any constituent may be chosen to occur sentence-initially as a topic (9.1), 
and members of some word classes obligatorily occur in topic position (3.1).
Within NPs none of whose constituents have been chosen as a topic, 
possessors normally precede possessed items, unless they are represented 
by an enclitic pronoun in POSS function.
The adverbs dhugay and manga:n (3,3,3) always follow the constituent 
they modify unless they occur in topic position, in which case the 
constituent modified is the second word of the sentence.
No other obligatory or significant ordering has been observed.
CHAPTER 9
PARTICLES
9.1 WORD ORDER AND TOPIC
The term 'topic* is variously used in linguistic literature, often 
exclusively in relation to nominal constituents, as for instance in the 
description of Melanesian languages. In this study, constituents consisting 
of one or more words of any word class are referred to as topics when they 
occupy sentence initial position. Topics are salient in somewhat the same 
way as the most stressed constituent is in an English sentence:
(9-1) guya=ndu dha-yi 'You ate a fish.'
fish+ABS=2H0M eat-PAST
(9-2) dha-yi=ndu guya 'You ate a fish.'
(9-3) rjindu guya dha-yi ' You ate a fish. '
The bound forms of pronouns are attached to the sentence topic. It is 
normal for a pronoun not in a topic position to be represented by an 
enclitic form as just shown. But free forms can be used instead for 
emphasis:
(9-4) guya Qindu dha-yi 1 You ate a fish.'
The position of pronominal enclisis shows which topics consist of more 
than one word;
(9-5) Qadhay guya=ndu dha-yi 'You ate a tasty fish.'
Compare:
(9-6) Qadhay=ndu guya dha-yi 'You ate a tasty fish.'
(9-7) guya=ndu rjadhay dha-yi 'You ate a tasty fish. '
Members of any word class may be topics, i.e. occur sentence-initially.
Indeterminates are always topics, i.e, they occur only sentence-initially.
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The particles described at 9.2 also occur sentence-initially, except in 
certain specified circumstances.
9.2 FREE PARTICLES IN TOPIC POSITION
A number of particles occur sentence-initially, in topic position.
Those described at 9.2.1-4 effect the negation of imperatives and establish
the negative or other non-positive status of sentences whose verbs carry
other types of final inflection. The particles described at 9.2.5 evaluate
events either positively or negatively.
The term ’status' is used following Whorf (1946), as adopted by 
Jakobson, "Status ... defines the logical quality of the event" 
(Jakobson 1957:4),
Transitive verbs meaning 'tell someone not to', 'say no to someone',
'say yes to someone' and so on are derived from free particles by the 
addition of -ba-y. Benveniste has called such verbs "delocutive", 
distinguishing them from verbs derived from onomatopoeias, such as those 
described for Ngiyamba: at 3.3,4, which are intransitive and formed by 
the addition of -ba-1 (Benveniste 1958:245),
9.2.1 gara: PRQHIBitive
This is used exclusively in imperative sentences such as gara: yana: 
(PROHIB go+IMP) 'Don't go!'. For other examples see 6.2,2.1.
gara: followed by the suffix -bu (3.3.3.1) is a complete utterance. 
gara:-bu is translated 'Wait on!', and is said to forestall (an) action,
9.2.2 wapa;y NEGative
warja:y is used to negate all non-imperative sentences. It most 
frequently appears sentence-initially:
(9-8) waQa:y winar manabi-nji
NEG woman+ABS hunt-PAST
'The woman didn't go hunting.'
but a topic may precede it:
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(9-9) winar waga:y manabi-nji
'The woman didn't go hunting.'
In a sentence like;
(9-10) yiggala:-dhi=dju=na girmiyi-la
same+EST-CIRC=lN0M=3ABS wake+PAST-THEN
'Because of that I woke her then.'
the positioning of waga:y before or after the first word does more than 
change the emphasis, Yirjgal 'same' is being used to refer to a preceding 
sentence as an explanation for what the speaker is talking about. If 
waga:y were placed sentence-initially the translation would be 'It wasn't 
because of that that I woke her then,' Alternatively, if waga:y were 
inserted after the first word, the translation would be 'Because of that 
I didn't wake her,'.
An indeterminate followed by -wa: (equivalent to 'who?', 'what?'
etc.) or by -ga; (equivalent to 'someone', 'something' etc.) always precedes 
waga:y (9,3.4.1),
Stressed 'no-one', 'nothing' etc. are rendered by waga:y followed by 
a suitable nominal;
(9-11) waga;y mayi wi;-y-aga / giyamba; giya-j;a-ba
MEG person+ABS sit-CM-IRR Ng.+ABS speak-PRES-SUB
'Nobody will be left who can speak Ngiyamba:.'
waga:y mayi would be a complete response to the equivalent of 'Who 
came?'. Likewise, waga:y, translated 'No!', is a complete response to 
the Ngiyamba: equivalent of a yes/no question (9.3.4.1). It contrasts 
in this role with ga:wa: 'Yes!'. (ga:wa: is never part of the structure 
of a sentence, but it prefaces affirmative responses, as well as being a 
complete response in itself.)
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-DHil is added to wapa:y to convert it into a negative of impossibility:
(9-12) waQa:y-djil=dhu=na ga^ul warumiyi
NEG-IMP0SS=lN0M=3ABS stone+ABS pick up+PAST
'I couldn’t pick up the stone,'
(See also Tl.55, T8.13). As a complete response wapa:y-djil is translated 
'Impossible !'.
9.2.3 padhanga; 'BELIEVED TRUE’
When padhanga; occurs sentence-initially it indicates that the statement 
which follows is believed to be factually correct:
(9-13) padhanga:=lu guya mamiyi
BELIEVED TRUE=3ERG fish+ABS catch+PAST •
'I think she caught a fish,'
(see also T8.15). As a complete response, it is translated 'I think so.'
pa;wa: is used to translate 'yes' by Ngiyamba: speakers, It is tempting 
to analyse pa:wa: as 'yes' followed by one of the 'knowledge' clitics, 
the exclamative clitic -wa; (9.3.4,1); and to analyse padhanga: as 'yes' 
followed firstly by the linguistic evidence clitic -DHan (9.3.6.2) and 
then by the other 'knowledge' clitic, ignorative -ga: (9.3.4.1). Analysed
thus, pa-dhan-ga: would mean 'yes', i.e. 'This statement is valid' (pa), 
'according to what is said' (-DHan) 'I don't know (myself)' (-ga:). The 
analysis of pa- as 'yes' in padhanga: is supported by the existence of 
another complete response, pagilaga:, which is translated 'Perhaps so!' 
or 'Maybe!'. -gilaga: as an enclitic form is 'perhaps'0.3.3.4).
There are two problems. The first is to account for the presence of 
vowel length in the first syllable of pa:wa: and its absence in padhanga: 
and pagilaga:. Here it may be said that if the first syllable of pa:wa: 
were not long, word stress would fall on -wa:. If -wa: is indeed a clitic 
here, this would be inappropriate.
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Both Qa and Qa: occur as 'yes' in other eastern Australian 
languages. For instance Qa is found in Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:124). 
In Yuwaaliyaay, a near neighbour of Ngiyamba:, 'yes' is Qa: 
(Corinne Williams, personal communication).
The second problem is the lack of other instances of either -DHan
or the sensory evidence clitic -gara (9.3,6.1) preceding a ’knowledge'
clitic. One might expect:
(9-14) ? Qa-gara-ga:=lu guya mamiyi
yes-SENS EVID-IGNOR=lu
'I think she caught a fish, on (circumstantial) sensory 
evidence,'
- to be possible. This was rejected by the informant to whom it was 
offered as a possible sentence on the grounds that "You wouldn't just 
think a person had caught a fish if you saw it happen, you would know for 
sure,". Maybe 9-14 would be acceptable if it were presented in a context 
where the sensory evidence was not conclusive (say, a blind person hearing 
a thud on the river bank, or a short-sighted person seeing appropriate 
movements being made in the distance but not being able to see the fish 
itself). But it seems more likely that it is part of the function of 
'sensory evidence' as indicated by -gara that it should be conclusive.
9.2.4 yama DUBITative
yama, which one might translate literally as 'yes or no', is used 
in two ways.
It functions as an invariable tag question, spoken with rising 
intonation, equivalent to French 'n'est-ce pas?', Italian 'vero?', or 
Indian English 'isn't it?':
(9-15) dhuru migga-dhi gu^uga-nha / yama
snake+ABS burrow-CIRC be in-PRES DUBIT
'There is a snake in the burrow, isn't there?'
(see also Tl.17).
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yama occurs sentence-initially as well. In this position it is always 
followed by the ignorative clitic -ga:, which indicates the speaker's lack 
of knowledge (9.3.4.1). The subordinator -ba (10,2) is attached 
to the tense inflection of the verb, and the result expresses doubt as 
to the factual status of the event encapsulated in the sentence marked 
with -ba :
(9-16) yama-ga: dhuru miQga-dhi gu^uga-nha-ba
DUBIT-IGNOR -SUB
'I wonder whether there is a snake in the burrow.',
literally, 'Yes or no, I don't know, that there is a snake ...'.
The standard greeting among people of Wagarybuwan descent is yamagara.
This may be analysable as yama, followed by the sensory evidence clitic
-gara (9,3.6.1). Literally, this would be 'Yes or no, going by sensory
perceptions?', i.e, something of the order of 'How are you feeling?’.
Informants translate yamagara by the English phrases appropriate in similar
circumstances, ’How's things?' or 'How are you going?'. yamagara is also
used to secure other people's participation when embarking on a new activity.
In this context it is best translated 'Well?', or 'Ready?'.
yama has as much of the character of an indeterminate (5.3) as 
of a particle, both semantically ('whether' is the WH word 
missing from the set of glosses at Table 5.3a) and in the 
requirement that it be followed by a 'knowledge' clitic (-ga:).
It is listed with the particles since there is a delocutive 
verb of the type described at 9.2 as being derived from free 
particles only, yamaba-y tr. 'to express doubt to someone'.
9.2.5 mandaQgul 'GOOD JOB' and ga:mbada 'BAD JOB'
These particles evaluate events. They are found only in sentence- 
initial position:
(9-17) mandaQgul=dhi:=ndu waga:y giyiyi
GOOD J0B=10BL=2N0M NEG say+PAST
'Good job you didn't tell me I '
(9-18)
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ga:mbada yana-nhi 
BAD JOB go-PAST
'Bad job (she) came!’
The person who said 9-18, apropos of a child who spoiled a hunting 
expedition by making too much noise, translated it as "She shouldn't have 
come!".
9.3 PARTICLES ENCLITIC ON TOPICS
A number of particles are enclitic on topics. They precede any 
enclitic pronouns present,
The eight clitics which relate topics to discourse are described at 
9.3,1. They occur either in constructions consisting of the topic and 
clitic alone, or in full sentences, whereas other clitics, whose scope is 
restricted to the sentence in which they occur, only are attached to the 
topic of full sentences. When one of these eight clitics occurs in a 
construction containing a verb, the verb may be marked by any one of the 
final inflections. The verb may have either a modal final inflection, 
imperative (6.2,2,1) or purposive (6,2.2,4); a final inflection indicating 
tense, past, present or irrealis (6.2,2.2); or else NHa:raN- (10.1.3) 
or -wa:dji (10.1.2).
The counterfactual clitic indicates that the speaker is claiming to 
talk about an imaginary event whose actualisation is impossible (9.3.2).
It is enclitic on the topic of sentences whose verb is in an actualis 
tense, past or present, or whose verb carries the circumstantial inflection 
-NHa:raN-.
The remaining clitics all occur in sentences whose verbs carry any 
tense inflection, actualis or irrealis.
Six of these are modal clitics, modal in the sense that they indicate 
the speaker's "commitment with respect to the factual status of what he 
is saying", to use Lyons' phrase (1968:307), The sentence topic is followed
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by a modal clitic whenever the speaker presents a proposition in some
other way than merely stating it, e.g. when asserting, hypothesising or
declaring his ignorance in relation to it. Four modal clitics express
the speaker’s commitment in terms of his belief about the role of the
topic in the event. The ’belief' clitics distinguish assertions and
hypotheses (9.3.3). Two modal clitics express the speaker's commitment
in terms of his knowledge about the identity of the topic. The 'knowledge'
clitics oppose discovery and ignorance (9,3,4).
The descriptive labels 'belief1 and ’knowledge' for these kinds 
of modal clitic refer not to the speaker's actual belief or 
knowledge, but to the belief or knowledge the speaker wishes 
to present himself as having, in accordance with his illocutionary 
purpose. The two do not necessarily coincide. For instance, a 
person may wish to convince his addressee of the truth of a 
proposition which he himself does not believe, i.e, he may lie.
He may present the proposition as a categorical assertion, using 
the 'belief' clitic -bapa (9.3.3,2), despite his private disbelief.
Finally, there are two 'evidence' clitics which indicate the source
of the speaker's evidence for what he is saying, when the verb of the
sentence carries a tense inflection (9.3,6). One of them, -DHan 'linguistic
evidence', also occurs in sentences whose verb has a modal final inflection,
the purposive inflection (9,3.6.2),
The membership of each of these sets of clitics is mutually exclusive. 
The ordering relations between the sets are as follows:
[l] The only known possible combination known of members drawn from the 
two sets of modal clitics, the 'belief’ clitics and the 'knowledge' 
clitics is -gila 'hypothesis' followed by the ignorative -ga:
(9.3.3.4) .
[2j The eight particles relating topics to discourse precede any other
particles enclitic on the same topic. (There is an example at 9-45.)
[3] The counterfactual clitic follows all other clitics except the 
evidence clitics, as illustrated at 9-58 and 9-59.
[4] The evidence clitics follow all other clitics, except in the analysis
proposed for Qadhanga: (9.2.3).
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9.3.1 Clitics relating topics to discourse
9.3.1.1 -bani TOPIC ISOLATOR
-bani is used to single out a topic for consideration, in isolation 
from any proposition.
-bani marks the introduction of a new topic into an ongoing conversation:
(9-19) A gadhu manabi-y-aga 
I+NOM hunt-CM-IRR
’I might go hunting,'
(9-20) B Mamie-gam-bani
M.-NAME+ABS-TOPIC ISOLATOR
'How about Mamie?’
Alternatively, A might say 9-19, and follow it with gindu-bani (you+NOM- 
TOPIC ISOLATOR) 'How about you?'
In this sort of context, the speaker is soliciting a statement from 
the addressee in which a constituent with the same reference as that of 
the topic to which -bani is attached will replace the topic of the preceding 
sentence in the conversation. Speaker A might reply to 9-20:
(9-21) Mamie-ga wi:-bi-y-aga
M.-NAME+ABS sit-BEHIND-CM-IRR
'Mamie will stay behind,'
Since the referent of Mamie-ga is predictably the topic of this reply, 
the constituent may be represented anaphorically:
(9-22) wi;-bi-y-aga=na
=3ABS
'She will stay behind.'
or else it may be omitted, which case the reply will simply be wi:-bi-y-aga.
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-bani is also used to isolate for consideration a constituent which 
occurred in the preceding sentence. Text 9 has an example. At T9,6 
speaker A asks, "Do you know where you are going?". B replies:
(9-23) dhi:rba-nha-bani=dju
know-PRES-TOPIC IS0LAT0R=1N0M
’Do I know!'
- which the narrator of the text translated by the counter-affirmation 
which is more colloquial in English, "X know alright!".
In this context the speaker is expressing an emotional reaction to 
her interlocutor's question, She is not soliciting any particular form 
of reply.
The only way to represent -bani for an English speaker so as to reveal 
its function without giving formal expression to whether or not the speaker 
is regarding the other party in the conversation as an addressee of whom 
a reply is expected is simply an exclamation mark. 9-20 would be rendered: 
'Mamie!' and 9-23 'Me know!', -bani itself gives no indication of the 
conversational role expected of the addressee, (Rising final intonation 
alerts the addressee to the need for a response of some kind, 2.7.3.)
The hearer learns precisely what is wanted by noticing the reference 
relations between the topic to which the clitic is attached and the 
constituents of the previous sentence. Compare the clitic -wa:, which 
only marks the topic of complete sentences (9.3.4.1). Its function too is 
most exactly represented by an exclamation mark, a sentence-final exclamation 
mark, A sentence in which -wa: occurs may be inferred to solicit a 
particular kind of reply from the addressee (in this case, the kind of 
reply appropriate for an information question in English); or else not 
to do so, according to the word class of forms representing the topic to 
which it is attached. (If the topic involves an indeterminate, the sentence 
will require an informative answer.)
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In the following example, the speaker supplies information about 
the isolated topic:
(9-24) Qadhu-bani binba-l-guwa-nhi
I +NOM-TOPIC ISOLATOR shout-CM-PITY-PAST
'Me! I got worked up and shouted.'
- or, alternatively, 'As for me, I got worked up
In the final example -bani marks the topic of an imperative sentence:
(9-25) Qindu-bani=ni dhala:
you+NOM-TOPIC IS0LAT0R=3ABS+VIS eat+IMP
'As for you, eat it!'
9,3.1.2 -wa:nda PRIOR TOPIC marker
-wa:nda marks a topic as taking precedence over other possible 
candidates for its role in the event under discussion. Qadhu-wa:nda is 
equivalent to 'me first!', and -wa:nda can be consistently translated 
'first'.
(9-26) Qali:-wa;nda=ni ma-l-i
we two+NOM-PRIMARY T0PIC=3ABS+VIS do-CM-PURP
was translated "We must get stuck into it!" The inference here is that 
competition threatens, 'We must do it first!' Another example is:
(9-27) Qindu-wa:nda bumana:ra / ya:nhdhu-la:=nu:=lu
you+NOM-PRIMARY TOPIC hit+CIRCUM at that time-EST=20BL=3ERG
buma-l-aga
hit-CM-IRR
'If you first hit him, then he will hit you.'
- in other words, 'He is a cool-tempered fellow who will not himself proffer 
the first blow ', In the final example the speaker goes on to mention the 
rival for the role pre-empted by the topic marked with -wa:nda:
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(9-28) Qindu-wa:nda=ni mala / Qadhu=ni wanduga
=3ABS+VIS do+IMP I+N0M=3ABS+VIS later
ma-l-aga-la
do-CM-IRR-THEN
'You do it first! I will do it later on,'
9,3.1,3 -buwala CONTRASTive TOPIC marker
gadhu-buwala is equivalent to 'It's my turn}' or 'Now me!'. -buwala 
marks a topic as replacing other specified or unspecified incumbents of 
its role in the activities under discussion:
(9-29) rjindu-buwala wiri-Qa-y-aga-la
you+NOM-CONTRAST TOPIC cook-AFTERNOON-CM-IRR-THEN
'Then it'll be up to you to cook in the evening.'
- or 'Now you will cook in the evening.' In the absence of a known context, 
the inference here is that someone else already has responsibility for an 
act equivalent to cooking in the evening - cooking on another occasion, 
say, or providing meat for the evening.
(9-30) Qadhu-buwala baga-l-i / Qindu guwabi-dja
I+NOM-CONTRAST TOPIC dig-CM-PURP you+NOM rest-IMP
'I must have a go at digging. You take a spell!'
Here the person who was told to rest was digging, and the speaker was 
anxious to replace her. In the final example, -buwala marks a topic which 
contrasts with a non-topic constituent in the preceding sentence:
(9-31) magam-bu-gila dhi:rbal ga-£a /
other-UNIV-HYPOTH knowledgeable+ABS be-PRES
maya;l-buwala=ni ga-£a
incompetent-CONTRAST TOPIC=3ABS+VIS be-PRES
I expect everyone else knows how. He is incompetent by comparison.'
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9.3.1.4 -yanbi: and -mindi; ADDitional TOPIC markers
-yanbi: marks the introduction of an additional topic which has the 
same function as one of the constituents of the preceding sentence:
(9-32) bura:y-galga: yadama mamiyi-nja / guni:-yanbi:=nu:
child-PL+DIM+ABS good+ABS seem-PRES mother+ABS-ADD T0PIC=20BL
’The kids look good, and so does your mother.'
Here the additional topic (guni:) has the same function as the topic of 
the preceding sentence (bu/rauy-0alcja_:). At 9~33 i t  dlößS n o t ;
(9-33) Qadhi:-gu miri-gu girbadja gadha-fa / Quruy-yanbi:
I+OBL-ERG dog-ERG kangaroo+ABS bite-PRES emu+ABS-ADD TOPIC
'My dog catches kangaroos, and emus too.'
It appears that the difference between -yanbi: and -mindi:, both of 
which informants translate by "and", can be captured by translating -yanbi: 
as 'and, what is more' and -mindi: simply as 'and'. The person who said 
9-33, i.e. 'My dog catches kangaroos and, what is more, emus.', continued 
immediately:
(9-34) Qinu: wara:y ga-£a / dhuli: Q-ga-galay wa(r;a-y-Qama-nha /
you+OBL bad+ABS be-PRES sand goanna-LOC-ONLY stand-CM-BUSY-PRES
ga:ni:g-ga-mindi:
blue-tongue lizard-LOC-ADD TOPIC
'Yours is no good, It only goes after sand goannas, and blue- 
tongue lizards.'
At 9-34 'blue-tongue lizard' is marked with -mindi;, and the translation 
'and, what is more' would be inappropriate, -mindi: appears to have the 
sense which 'and' has when met with in the context 'and/or'.
When the topic marked by -yanbi: or -mindi: is a verb, its final 
inflection need not be identical with that of the verb in the preceding 
sentence, provided both final inflections are modal, or both mark tense.
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For instance at S5.2 the topic marked with -mindi: is yana-giri (go-PURP), 
while the verb in S5.1 is bara-ga (rise-IMP), '...get up all of you, and
let 's go...'.
If a speaker, having introduced the additional topic, wishes also 
to paraphrase or modify some other constituent in the remaining portion 
of the preceding sentence, the additional topic marker occurs sentence- 
finally:
(9-35) winar-^u mayiggiyi bagiyi / dhurgalag-gu 
woman-ERG fail+PAST dig+PAST man-ERG
gulama-nhi-yanbi:
hunt unsuccessfully-PAST-ADD TOPIC
"The women did no good digging and the men missed out too."
( 9- 36) Qana-la; giyanhdha-nha Qidji-la: mayinj-dji /
that+ABS^-EST fear-PRES this+CIRC-EST person-CIRC
mayi gina-la; giyanhdha-nha Qarbu-yanbi:
person+ABS this+ABS-EST fear-PRES enough-ADD TOPIC
’That one is afraid of this fellow and this fellow is afraid
enough too.'
9.3.1,5 -ya:ma ALTERnative TOPIC marker
-ya:ma, which can always be translated 'or’, marks the introduction 
of an alternative topic which has the same function as one of the constituents 
in the preceding sentence:
(9-37) Qadhi; miri=na wana-ga / Qinu:-ya:ma
I+OBL dog+ABS=3ABS throw-IMP you+OBL-ALTER TOPIC
’Throw it to my dog, or to yoursJ ’
The syntax of -ya:ma exactly parallels that of -yanbi: and -mindi: (9.3.1.4).
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9.3.1.6 -gula;y 'LIKE1
-gula:y marks a constituent in topic position as a simile. It 
indicates reference to something 'like' the reference of the form to which 
it is attached:
(9-38) A bumbi-l-guwa-nha=na
blow-CM-PITY-PRES=3ABS
’She’s smoking (away), poor thing!'
B ga;wa; / biyaga-buwan-du-gula;y 
yes tobacco-COMIT-ERG-LIKE
'Yes, like someone with (plenty of) tobacco.'
(9-39) minjaQ-gu-gula:y-ga:=ni yaba ga-fa
what-DAT-LIKE-IGN0R=3ABS+VIS track+ABS be-PRES
’I don't know what it is like the track of,'
(9-40) Qindu-gula:y=dju ga-l-aga 
you+NOM-LIKE=lNOM be-CM-IRR
'I shall be like you,'
(9-41) waluQ-gula;y dhun=lugu yuga-yuga-nha
bark ribbon+ABS-LIKE tail+ABS=3GEN REDUP-shift-PRES
' (The redbreast) flirts his tail like a pendant ribbon of bark
(caught in a current of air),'
See also Tl,27, where there is a simile mu:mba(;ayQ-gula:y 'like bullfrogs'.
A whole event may be described as being 'like' another. As well as 
particular (topic) constituents of sentences being marked with -gula:y, 
whole sentences may be marked as similes, in which case -gula:y is attached 
to the final word:
(9-42) yarudha:miyi=dju buma-la-nha:ra=nam-bula: gari:-ga-gula:y
dream+PAST=lNOM hit-RECIP-CIRCUM=3ABS-DU truth-LOC-LIKE
'I dreamt the two of them were fighting each other as if it
was real.'
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-or, in the more literal translation which is possible in some dialects 
of English, 'I dreamt like the two of them were really fighting '.
(9-43) gina-la: dhibi ginda-nha-gula: y
thistABS-EST bird+ABS laugh-PRES-LIKE
'(It is) as if this bird is laughing,'
(9-44) gadhu gi:ri-nja / magalanh>=dhi; dha-^a-gula :y 
I+NOM itch-PRES backtABS=lOBL eat-PRES-LIKE
'I am itching as if (something) is eating my back,'
The question
(9-45) min jag-gula ;y-wa ;=na ga-|;a
what-LIKE-EXCLAM=3ABS be-PRES
'What is it like?'
- is always taken to be a request for information about an object's colour 
(3,3.1,2), Similes based on other shared characteristics are solicited 
by using other verbs in place of ga-1 'be'. For instance;
(9-46) minjaQ-gula:y-wa:=na mayimi-nja
seem-PRES
'What does it look like?'
- is answered in terms of any other visual comparison,
9,3 ,i ,7 -galay 'ONLY'
-galay marks a topic as exclusive;
(9-47) waga:y gindu guruga-y-aga / giyanu-nag-galay
NEG youtNOM swim-CM-IRR wetPLtNOM-EXCL-ONLY
'You are not going to swim. Only us.
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(9-48) gudhal=ni ga-^a / Qimbi-galay-baC;a=ni
fat+ABS=3ABS+VIS be-PRES bone+ABS-ONLY-CATEG ASSERT=3ABS+VIS
maradhal giyi
long time ago be+PAST
’He's fat. Some time ago he really was nothing but bones.'
(9-49) dhalan-galay Qina Qa£a budhuba-nhi
now-ONLY this+ABS tank+ABS dry up-PAST
'This is the first time that this tank has dried up.'
(9-50) Qadhu badha-l-buna-nhi / ma|;a-galay
I+NOM come-CM-BACK-PAST hahd+ABS-ONLY
'I came back. (I was) empty-handed,'
There are other examples at T5,18f and at T9,10. In the latter example 
the topic followed by -galay occurs second in the sentence, because the 
indeterminate minjag-gu 'why' is obligatorily sentence-initial.
A whole event may be described as 'The only thing that happened...', 
in which case -galay appears on the last word of the sentence:
(9-51) gadhu muga; yuwa-nhi-galay
I+NOM sleep+ABS lie-PAST-ONLY
'All I did was sleep.'
9,3,2 The clitic -ma CouNTeRFACTual
-ma indicates that the speaker is declaring himself to be talking 
about an imaginary circumstance in the past, which as far as he knows, 
did not actually take place, or else about an event which never could take 
place. The verb of a sentence containing -ma is always in an actualis 
tense, i.e, the past or present tense, -ma marks a sentence which sets 
up imaginary circumstances contrary to the facts; and it also marks 
subsequent sentences describing what the consequences would have been, 
had the initial counterfactual statement been true; in other words, -ma 
marks both the protasis and the apodosis in counterfactual conditional
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constructions:
(9-52) Qinu:-ma=ni bura:y giyi /
your-t-OBL-CNTRFACT=3ABS+VIS child+ABS be+PAST
Qindu-ma=ni yada: gurawiyi
you+NOM-CNTRFACT=3ABS+VIS well look after+PAST
'If this child had been yours, you would have looked after it well.'
(9-53) yana-nha;ra-ma=dhu / ginu:-ma=dhu ga:-nha
go-CIRCUM-CNTRFACT=1N0M you+OBL-CNTRFACT=lNOM take-PRES
'If I were going, I would be taking you.
(For the circumstantial suffix -NHa;raN- see 10,1.3.)
There is an alternative form, -mala, which appears to be preferred
when no short form pronoun follows the counterfactual clitic:
»
(9-54) bagiyi-ma=ndu=na / yura:bad-mala bumiyi
dig+PAST-CNTRFACT=2NOM=3ABS rabbit+ABS-CONTRFACT hit+PAST
'It you had dug it (burrow), you would have got a rabbit.'
There are examples of both protases and apodoses occurring alone in 
discourse. -ma marks a single sentence expressing regret, the reasons 
for which are not specified, i.e. a protasis without an apodosis:
(9-55) barima-ma=li; ga:-nhi
gun+ABS-CNTRFACT=lNOM+DU bring-PAST
'If (only) we had brought a gun!'
-ma(la) is present too when an apodosis occurs without a protasis:
(9-56) wirinj-dja-nhi-mala giyanu
cook-EATING-PAST-CNTRFACT we+PL+NOM
'We might have been cooking for a feed!'
The counterfactual clitic, like the negative particle waga:y (3.2.2), 
can occur in dependent clauses, both non-finite ones whose verb has
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the final inflection -NHa;raN-, as at 9-53, and finite ones;
(9-57) Qindu waggaca-nhi gina-la: barima /
you+NOM forget-PAST that+ABS-EST gun+ABS
ga:-nhi-ba-ma=ndu 
bring-PAST-SUB-CNTRFACT=2N0M
'You forgot that gun which you might have brought,'
(For ’-NHa:raN- see 10.1.3, and for subordinate clauses with -ba see 10.2.)
-ma is like waQa:y in that it indicates that an event is being said not 
to have taken place. The 'belief' clitics by contrast, since they indicate 
the commitment of the speaker, can only mark the main clause.
A sentence containing a 'belief' clitic (9.3.3) or a 'knowledge' 
clitic (9,3,4) may also be counterfactual;
(9-58) waQa:y-baga:-ma=dhu dhuwa-nhi
NEG-CNTR ASSERT-CNTRFACT-lNOM fall-PAST
'But I might not have fallen,'
(9-59) minjag-ga:-ma=ndu dha-yi
what-IGN0R-CNTRFACT=2N0M eat-PAST
'You might have eaten I don't know what (but you didn't),'
9,3.3 'Belief' clitics
These indicate the nature of the speaker's expressed belief about 
what he is saying. They either mark a statement as being supported by 
the speaker's conviction that it is indeed true (i.e, as some kind of 
emphatic assertion), or as an unconfirmed hypothesis on the part of the 
speaker, -ba;, -baca and -baga: mark assertions and -gila marks a hypothesis.
A speaker who has evidence for an assertion or hypothesis, as for an 
ordinary statement, may make this explicit by means of an 'evidence' clitic, 
which follows the 'belief' clitic, as illustrated at 9-139 and 9-140.
Which one of the three emphatic particles is chosen depends partly on the 
force with which the speaker wishes to assert his statement, and partly
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on the context which prompts him to assert it.
9.3.3.1 -ba: 'ASSERTion'
-ba: is used to draw the addressee's attention to a statement. It 
it literally equivalent to prefacing a statement with 'I assert that.,.'.
The final sentence of an anecdote about a man involved in an accident was:
(9-60) waQa:y-ba:=na yana-nhi 
NEG-ASSERT=3ABS walk-PAST
'He didn't walk (again),’
The presence of -ba: indicates that the narrator considered the fact of 
the man’s not walking again to be the most significant point of the anecdote 
(none of the other sentences in the narrative were marked with -ba:),
9.3.3.2 -baca ’CATEGorical ASSERTion’
-bapa indicates that the speaker presents the statement in which it 
occurs as significant for its absolute truth. Literally, -bafa is 
equivalent to prefacing the statement with 'I categorically assert that...'. 
A Trida informant remembers being told what would happen if she pointed at 
a rainbow:
(9-61) guni:m-baCa=nu: balu-y-aga
mother+ABS-CATEG ASSERT=20BL die-CM-IRR
'Your mother is bound to die.'
-ba^a can accordingly be used to exclaim at a coincidence. When a certain 
place was being discussed, someone intervened:
(9-62) Qadhi-la:-ba(~a=dhu badhiyi
there+CIRC-EST-CATEG ASSERT=1N0M come+PAST
'That's exactly where I've (just) come from!'
If the speaker of 9-60 had used -ba{;a instead of -ba:, the sentence 
would have meant 'He absolutely didn't walk again', which informants prefer
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to translate "He never walked again ".
Someone explained why she didn't want to be woken to see something:
(9-63) Qa:-nhi-bafa=dhu=na
see-PAST-CATEG ASSERT=1N0M=3ABS
"I have seen it already."
9.3.3.3 -baga: 'CouNTeR-ASSERTion'
-baga; is used to mark a statement which either contradicts a previous 
statement or is intended to counter some presupposition the speaker suspects 
his addressee of entertaining. It could be literally translated 'I counter- 
assert that...', "But" is the most usual of informants' translations. When 
people were asked if they would like to come in on the project of recording 
the language, a common initial reaction was:
(9-64) guyan-baga ;=dhu ga^a
shy+ABS-CNTR ASSERT=lNOM be-PRES
' But I 'm shy! 1
The invitation had improperly presupposed that people would not be reticent.
If the speaker of 9-60 had used -baga: instead of -ba: it would have 
been translated 'But he never walked again' (i.e. although he might have 
been expected to).
The differing roles of -ba; and -baga; in discourse are neatly 
illustrated in an anecdote about a half-blind "old king of the tribe", 
who was expecting his sons home from a hunting expedition. At nightfall, 
a white man happened to set up camp nearby. He lit a fire which the old 
man assumed to have been made by his returning sons. The white man swore 
furiously at being prevented from getting to sleep by what he took to be 
the cries of a senile madman:
(9-65) Qidji-ba: Qura / Qidji
here+CIRC-ASSERT camp+ABS here-CIRC
'Here's(your)home, here!'
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(9-66) [e:ya:wo] / rjidji-baga: Qura
cooee here+CIRC-CNTR ASSERT camp+ABS
'Cooee! This is where the camp is!'
- i,e. not where you seem to think it is.
(9-67) Qura / Qura Qidji
'The camp, the camp's over here!'
First the old man simply draws attention to where the camp is, forcefully, 
using -ba:. When there is no response, he treats the silence as a challenge 
to the authority of his assertion. His sons, he thinks, suppose otherwise. 
He makes the point again, this time as a counterassertion to the implic­
ations of their silence, using -baga:.
9.3.3.4 -gila 'HYPOTHesis'
-gila marks a statement as an unconfirmed hypothesis on the part 
of the speaker. It is literally equivalent to prefacing a statement with 
'I guess that...'. An informant, reminiscing about running out of water, 
remembered urging her companions to keep going towards a distant waterhole:
(9-68) gali:-Qinda-gila Qiyanu balu-y-aga
water-CARIT-HYPOTH we-PL+NOM die-CM-IRR
'We'll probably die for lack of water.'
- or, with the subjectivity of -gila made explicit, 'I expect we'll die 
for lack of water '. Another example is:
(9-69) waQa:y-gila=ndu guwayu dhari-y-aga
NEG-HYP0TH=2N0M for a long time disappear-CM-IRR
'I don't suppose you'll be gone for long,'
The last sentence of the text at 9.3,3.5, 9-78, shows -gila being introduced 
into a sentence ironically, B of course knows that she warned A that the
stone was too heavy to lift. But she is vague about it in order to crow
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over A, who wouldn't take any notice of her prediction.
-gila occurs in boasts, whose essence is that they assert the subjective, 
and not necessarily confirmed, value of what is being boasted about:
(9-70) gadhi:-gu-gila miri-gu girbadja gadha-(ja
my+OBL-ERG-HYPOTH dog-ERG kangaroo+ABS bite-PRES
'I reckon my^  dog (can) catch kangaroos,'
The ignorative particle -ga: (9,3,4.1) is attached to -gila to mark
a hypothesis as being proposed in ignorance. Informants usually translate 
the combination as 'perhaps' or 'maybe'.
(9-71) guya-gila-ga :=lu dha-yi
fish+ABS-HYP0TH-IGN0R=3ABS eat-PAST
'Perhaps he ate fish.'
Keewong speakers sometimes use an unanalysable form gila:lay, 
which they also translate 'perhaps' or 'maybe' (T9,17).
9,3.3,5 Text illustrating all 'belief' clitics
The following dialogue illustrates the role of all the 'belief' 
clitics, -ba;, -ba|ja, -baga: and -gila, in discourse. It was invented 
by a single informant, not overheard. A and B are investigating a large 
stone:
(9-72) A wiriwal-ba: gina ga-£a
heavy+ABS-ASSERT this+ABS be-PRES
'It is certainly heavy,’
(9-73) B waga;y?=ndu=ni dhirama-l-aga
NEG=2NOM-3ABS+VIS lift-CM-IRR
'You won't -(be able to) lift it,'
(9-74) A ga:wa: / ga;-y-aga=dhi:=ndu
Yes? see-CM-IRR=l0BL=2N0M
'Yes? You watch me!'
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(9-75) A dhirama-l-aga-baga:=dhu=ni
lift-CM-IRR-CNTR ASSERT=lNOM=3ABS+VIS
'I'll lift it alright!'
A then attempts to lift the stone, fails, and continues:
(9-76) waQa:y-djil-baga;=dhu=ni dhirama-(;a
NEG-IMPOSS-CNTR ASSERT=lNOM=3ABS+VIS lift-PRES
'I can't lift it after all!'
(9-77) wiriwal-baca=ni ga-£a
heavy-CATEG ASSERT=3ABS+VIS be-PRES
'It certainly is heavy, that's for sure.'
B then taunts A:
(9-78) giyiyi-gila=dhu=nu:
tell+PAST-HYP0TH=lN0M=20BL
man jma-l-aga-ba(;a=ndu=ni
fail (to handle)-CM-IRR-CATEG ASSERT=2NOM=3ABS+VIS 
'Didn't I tell you "I bet you won't manage this!"'
- or, more literally, 'I reckon I told you "I am sure you will fail to 
handle this "'.
The enclitic particles which mark statements as assertions and 
hypotheses can safely be translated by adverbs such as 'surely', 'certainly', 
'probably' etc., provided these are understood to convey the strength of 
the speaker's professed belief in the statement's truth, irrespective of 
its objective factual status, (A belief is not a belief without the possi­
bility of error.) When subjective certainty derives from objective 
evidence, this is made explicit by 'evidence' clitics (9.3.6). The 
essential subjectivity of the degrees of certainty indicated by the 
'belief' clitics -ba:, -ba^a, -baga: and -gila is unambiguously rendered 
by the more cumbrous translations such as 'I am sure that...', 'I am certain
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that...', ’I guess that,,.’ and so on.
Note that the favoured translation for -baga:, 'but', could 
be used instead of 'alright' at 9-75 and 'after all' at 9-76 
by many Australian speakers of English.
9.3.4 Modal clitics indicating speaker's expressed knowledge 
9,3.4.1 Knowledge clitics -wa: EXCLAMative and -ga; IGNQRative
These are attached to the topic of a sentence to indicate what the 
speaker declares himself to know about what he is saying.
Indeterminates (words with indeterminate reference as described at 
5,3) are obligatorily placed sentence-initially, in topic position, and 
followed by either -wa: or -ga:. -wa: and -ga: are also attached to other 
topics. Table 9.3,4.1a shows the various-combinatorial possibilities, 
together with colloquial English translations, as supplied by informants.
In English information questions and yes/no questions are structurally 
like one another in that they both require 'do' to precede the subject; 
and neither exclamations of discovery nor indefinite statements share 
this requirement. The first thing which strikes the English speaker 
about the configuration of constructions at Table 9.3.4.1a is that 
instead of the two types of question showing structural similarities, 
a single construction with the exclamative clitic -wa: is used in Ngiyamba: 
to translate both English information questions and exclamations of 
discovery; while a single construction with the ignorative clitic -ga: 
is used to translate both English statements containing indefinites, 
and yes/no questions.
-wa; has exclamative function in that the speaker is expressing his 
discovery of what it is that he knows (in a construction like [2] at 
Table 9.3,4.la),or of what it is that is indeterminate, and that he 
therefore needs to be informed about (in a construction like [l]). -ga: 
has ignorative function in that the speaker is confessing what it is that 
he doesn't know, and therefore needs to know (in a construction like [4]),
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or what it is that he does not know, because it is indeterminate (in a 
construction like [3]).
Ngiyamba: speakers only interpret indeterminates in the context 
of the bound forms which are obligatorily enclitic on them. The combination 
indeterminate plus -wa; is equivalent to a single morpheme in English, 
who?, what? etc.. The functional glosses 'exclamative' and 'ignorative' 
may be adequate as mnemonics, but they are not very enlightening semant­
ically. Yet it is hard to find constant lexical glosses to substitute 
for them which will intelligibly convey the variables involved in a system 
which differs so much from that of English. Table 9.3.4.1b represents a 
not particularly successful attempt to do so for the four sentences of 
Table 9.3.4.1a,
Table 9.3.4.1b
Alternative glosses for sentences of Table 9.3.4.1a
-wa: 'what? 1 -ga: 'I don't know 1
[1] minja-wa:=ndu dha-yi [3] minjag-ga:=ndu dha-yi
[ what-what?=you ate] [ what-I don't know=you ate]
'You ate what? J' 'I don't know what you ate. '
[2] guya-wa:=ndu dha-yi [4] guya-ga:=ndu dha-yi
[ fish-what?=you ate] [ fish-I don't know=you ate]
'What? You ate a fish!' 'You ate a fish, I don' t know.
Informants translated sentence [2] at Table 9.3.4,1a as "So you ate 
a fish!". There are equivalent though perhaps more stilted or archaic 
exclamations in English which begin with 'What?' or 'Why?' instead of 
'So', e.g. ’What? You ate a fish!'. It is on the basis of these that 
-wa: is glossed 'what?' at Table 9.3.4.1b (exclamative 'what?' as opposed 
to the indeterminate 'what' of 5.3).
The translations in square brackets gloss the Ngiyamba: constructions 
analytically with English words or phrases. The running translations in 
single inverted commas are an attempt at colloquial English constructions
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which incorporate the words and phrases of the translations in square 
brackets as far as possible. The aim is to provide English versions 
which are both functionally equivalent to their counterparts at Table 
9.3.4.1a, and, unlike them, revealing of the nature of the Ngiyamba: 
constructions.
The interpretation in discourse of sentences of each of the four 
types shown at Tables 9,3,4.1a and 9,3,4.1b will be discussed, sentence 
type by sentence type:
[lj The exclamative clitic -wa: in a sentence like [l] at Table 9.3.4.1a 
focusses the hearer's attention on the indeterminate topic, in this case 
minja'd-;alerting him to the speaker's inability to identify its reference. 
Whatever the context, the hearer will infer that the illocutionary purpose 
of such a sentence is to solicit this identification. Thus it functions 
as an information question. It invites an answer in which the addressee 
substitutes a referential constituent for the combination of indeterminate 
plus -wa;, and optionally repeats the remainder of the sentence, if 
necessary changing any "shifters", e.g. pronouns, so as to maintain the 
same reference for all the constituents involved. An appropriate reply 
to £ 1J:
(9-79) minja-wa;=ndu dha-yi
what+ABS-EXCLAM=2N0M eat-PAST
'What did you eat?'
- might be:
(9-80) guya=dhu dha-yi
fish+ABS=lNOM eat-PAST
11 ate a fish.'
An information question like 9-79 is made more emphatic by including 
Qulu as the second word:
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(9-81) minja-wa:=ndu Qulu dha-yi
'What on earth did you eat?'
-or, as one informant translated, "What in God's name did you eat?"
The term "shifter" is used in the sense defined by Roman 
Jakobson (1957). For the term "illocutionary purpose", 
see Searle 1976:3.
[2J A sentence in which the exclamative clitic is attached to a referential 
topic does not solicit a reply which takes any particular linguistic form, 
although it may be said in order to provoke all sorts of responses which 
can be given verbal expression, delight, embarrassment, concern etc., 
etc.. Such sentences may even be said to oneself, as is shown in the 
following anecdote, A person who once caught a fish with a mouse inside 
it was often heard to say that because of that she would never eat a fish 
again. Someone else who found her eating a fish did not like to point 
out her inconsistency to her face, but relished the incident in retrospect, 
saying [2J in her absence;
(9-82) guya-wa:=ndu dha-yi
fish=EXCLAM=2N0M eat-PAST
'So you ate a fish!’
[3J If the hearer of a sentence like [1Jat Table 9.3,4,1b cannot (or 
does not care to) identify the reference of the indeterminate topic (i.e. 
minjaN-) for his interlocutor, he will reply using a sentence which, like 
[3], contains an indeterminate followed by the ignorative clitic -ga:.
Thus he confesses that he shares his interlocutor's ignorance, and is 
likewise unable to provide the solicited identification. He repeats his 
interlocutor's sentence, substituting the ignorative clitic -ga: for the 
exclamative -wa:, again changing "shifters" where necessary, as described 
for the reply at 9-80. A says:
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(9-83) minja-wa:=ndu dha-yi
what-EXCLAM=2N0M eat-PAST
'What did you eat?'
B replies;
(9-84) minjag-ga:=dhu dha-yi
what-IGNOR=lNOM eat-PAST
'I don't know what I ate,1
Such a reply produces a conversational stalemate, as does the equivalent 
English reply to information questions, 11 don't know!'. No further 
response is invited by 9-84 used in such a context.
On the other hand 9-84 might be used to initiate a conversation, 
say by a speaker with digestive problems. In such a context, the speaker's 
confession of ignorance is neither an expression of inability to provide 
solicited information, nor of indifference as to the issue. It is 
speculative, like its English equivalents in the same context; 'I wonder 
what I ate!' or 'I (must) have eaten something, I don't know what!'. 9-84 
used in such a situation does not require a particular form.of response 
from the hearer. It is up to the hearer to respond in any way he thinks 
fit (or none). For instance he might contribute helpful guesses, such as:
(9-85) buga-gila-ga;=ndu guya dha-yi
rotten+ABS-HYP0TH-IGN0R=2N0M fish+ABS eat-PAST
'Perhaps you ate a rotten fish.'
Or he might look back and discover that he knows what is wrong:
(9-86) Qindu-wa;=na buga guya dha-yi
you+N0M-EXCLAM=3ABS rotten+ABS fish+ABS eat+PAST
'So you ate the rotten fish!'
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[4] When a speaker attaches the ignorative clitic -ga: to a referential 
topic, he declares ignorance as to the correctness of the reference assigned 
to the topic. In any context, such a declaration of ignorance is inferred 
to be a request for the hearer to affirm or deny its correctness by 
answering Qa;wa: 'Yes!' or waQa:y 'No!'. Alternatively, if the response
is affirmative, the addressee may repeat the sentence changing "shifters" 
as for 9-80 and 9-84, and optionally prefacing it with Qa;wa: :
(9-87) guya-ga:=ndu dha-yi
fish+ABS-IGN0R=2N0M eat-PAST
’Did you eat a fish?'
(9-88) Qa:wa; / guya=dhu dha-yi
yes fish+ABS=lNOM eat-PAST
'Yes, I ate a fish,'
If the answer is negative, waga;y occurs as the sentence-initial constituent 
followed immediately by the enclitic pronoun:
(9-89) waga:y=dju guya dha-yi
NEG=1N0M fish+ABS eat-PAST
’I didn't eat a fish.'
'Knowledge' clitics may be followed by a 'belief' clitic in sentences 
which are not equivalent to English questions. This is illustrated at 
9-107.
9.3,5 Knowledge clitics and indeterminates
Sentences [1J and [3] at Table 9.3,4.1a illustrate the indeterminate 
minjaN- 'what' followed by -wa: and -ga: respectively. Sample sentences 
are given at 9.3.5,1-8 to illustrate each member of the class of indeter­
minates listed at Table 5.3a in combination with either -wa: or -ga:.
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Qa:ndi 'who', and the suffixes -bula: DUal and -buy 'GROUP OF MANY'
Qa:ndu-wa:=nu: bumiyi /
who+ERG-EXCLAM=20BL hit+PAST
'Who hit you?'
ba :ba:Q-gu=dhi: 
father-ERG=10BL
'My father,'
Qa:ngu-wa: Qina muduga ga-£a /
who+DAT-EXCLAM this+ABS motorcar+ABS be-PRES
'Whose is this car?'
Qadhi:=na ga-pa 
me+0BL=3ABS be-PRES
'It's mine,'
ga:ndi-wa: waga;y manabi-nji /
who+ABS-EXCLAM NEG hunt-PAST
'Who didn't go hunting?'
Qani-la: winar-galga;
that+ABS-EST woman-PL+DIM+ABS
'Those women.'
In the examples so far, the indeterminate topic plus -wa: is replaced in 
the hearer's reply by a referential topic with unitary reference, whether 
this is singular as at 9-90, or plural as at 9-92. But the class of 
pronouns contains forms with composite reference such as Qali: 'I together 
with one other (in a group of two)', and Qiyanu 'I together with more than 
one other (in a group of more than two)' (5.1.1.1). Likewise, personal 
names take the affixes -bula: 'in a group of two' (4.2.2.1) and -buy 'in
a group of more than two' (4.2.2.2). ga:ndi followed by -wa: can be used 
to ask information questions about the identity of individual members of 
such groups; and followed by -ga; to confess ignorance as to their identity.
9.3.5.1 
(9-90)
(9-91)
(9-92)
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When what is known is the existence of a group, one of whose members 
is identified, and what the speaker wants to find out is the identity 
of the other(s) in the group, -bula; or -buy is affixed to Qa:ndi, 
preceding -wa:, Imagine that someone says;
(9-93) binba-la-nhi=li;-na
shout at-RECIP-PAST=lNOM+DU-EXC
"We was rousing on each other,"
Someone else, entering the conversation at this point, might ask;
(9-94) Qa;ndi-bula;-wa;=ndu binba-la-nhi
who+ABS-DU-EXCLAM=2N0M shout at-RECIP-PAST
"You and who was rousing on each other?",
- i.e, 'You were one of the group of two shouting at each other. Who was 
the other in the group of two?',
When the speaker wants to find out the identity of a person or people 
in a group, without naming any member of the group, -bula; or -buy follows 
the clitic -wa;, A speaker who opened a conversation with;
(9-95) Mamie-ga manabi-y-aga 
M ,-NAME+ABS hunt-CM-IRR
'Mamie's going hunting.',
- might continue;
(9-96) Qa;ndi-wa;-bula; manabi-y-aga
who+ABS-EXCLAM-DU hunt-CM-IRR
'Who else will go hunting (with her)?'
- i.e, 'Who will go hunting in a twosome, together with somebody else (in 
this case, by inference, Mamie)?'. Or a speaker might begin with;
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(9-97) Qa:ndi-wa:-buy manabi-y-aga
who+ABS-EXCLAM-GROUP OF MANY hunt-CM-IRR
’Who will go hunting in a group of more than two?'
An answer might be:
(9-98) Qa;ndi-ga:-buy manabi-y-aga
who+ABS-IGNOR-GROUP OF MANY hunt-CM-IRR
’I don't know who will go hunting in a group of more than two!'
- or else a series of names, each with -buy affixed, until the set of 
people involved is exhausted.
9.3,5.2 minjaN- 'what'
minjaN- is illustrated in the absolutive case with both -wa: and -ga: 
at Table 9.3.4.1a. The dative form minjaQ-gu is equivalent in some contexts 
to English 'why'. There is an example at T9.10. It is also used in 
sentences like this one;
(9-99) minjaQ-gu-wa;=naQ-gal gabuga; giyi / 
what-DAT-EXCLAM=3ABS-PL egg+ABS be+PAST
'What kind of eggs were they?'
maliyan-gu
eaglehawk-DAT
'Eaglehawk's.'
- literally, 'Eggs of what...?'.
minjaN- can take the place of a nominal in forms derived with the 
suffixes described at 4.3:
(9-100) minja-Qinda-wa;=ndu yuga-nha /
what-CARIT-EXCLAM=2NOM cry-PRES
'What are you crying for?
guni:-ginda=dhi: 
mother-CARIT=lOBL
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'For my mother.'
It is also used to solicit identification of an act:
(9-101) minja-wa;=ndu miyi /
wha t+ABS-EXCLAM= 2 NOM do+PAST
'What did you do?'
gu£uQa-nhi
swim-PAST
'(I) swam.'
9.3,5,3 minja;r 'what part'
minja:r is used with -wa: to solicit identification of inalienably 
possessed parts:
(9-102) minja:r-wa:=ndu yura:bad dha-yi /
what part+ABS—EXCLiAM=2NOM rabbit+ABS eat+PAST
'What part of the rabbit did you eat?'
magala
back+ABS
'The back.'
(9-103) minja;r-ga:=na bumanhi
what part-IGNOR=3ABS hit+INTR+PAST
'Whereabouts he got hit I don't know,'
9,3.5.4 minja-galmayN- 'what QUANTITY'
(9-104) minja-Qalmay-wa:=lugu miri ga-£a
what-QUANTITY+ABS-EXCLAM=3GEN dog+ABS be-PRES
'How many dogs has she?'
If -ga: is substituted for -wa: at 9-104, the resulting sentence could
be translated 'She has I don't know how many dogs.'
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(9-105) minja-Qalmaynj-dji-wa:=ndu giyanhdha-nha
wha t-QUANTITY-CIRC-EXCLAM= 2 NOM fear-PRES
' How many (of them) are you afraid of?'
(9-106) minja-Qalmay-wa: dhuni wafa-nhi
what-QUANTITY+ABS-EXCLAM sun+ABS stand-PAST
'How many suns were there?'
9-106 is used where an English speaker would ask "How long did it take?", 
or "How many days did you take?"
(9-107) minja-QalmayQ-ga:-baca gabada: badhiyi
what-QUANTITY+ABS-IGNOR-CATEG ASSERT moon+ABS emerge+PAST
'So many moons came, I don't know how many.'
- i,e. "I don't know how many months passed ",
9.3,5,5 wanhdha 'which, where'
There is an example of wanhdha in the locative case at T8.5. It 
is followed by -wa; and occurs in a sentence which translates 'Where are 
we?' ,
(9^108) wanhdha-lu-wa: (miri-gu) dhiQga: manunhdhiyi /
which-ERG-EXCLAM (dog-ERG) meat+ABS steal+PAST
'Which one (which dog) stole the meat?'
Qilu-la: (miri-gu)
this+ERG-EST (dog-ERG)
'This one (this dog)..'
(9^109) wanhdha-gu-ga:=na yana-nhi 
which-DAT-IGN0R=3ABS go-PAST
'He went somewhere, I don't know where,'
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9.3.5.6 widju 'how'
(9-110) widju-ga:=na dhigarbila gadhi badhiyi
how-IGNOR=3ABS porcupine+ABS that-f-CIRC emerge+PAST
'Somehow the porcupine got out of it (a petrol drum),'
(9-111) widju-wa:=nu: ga:riga: ga-£a /
how-EXCLAM=20BL husband+ABS be-PRES
'How is your husband?'
yada=na ga-(;a
well=3ABS be-PRES
'He's well.'
(9-112) widju-wa:=na wagar ga-£a
how-EXCLAM=3ABS axe+ABS be-PRES
'What's the matter with the axe?'
There is another example of widju (followed by -ga:) in a sentence with 
ga-1 'be' at T1.19, which translates 'Then I wonder what happened to them?
(9-113) widju-wa;=ndu=na gamiyi /
how-EXCLAM=2NOM=3ABS break+PAST
'How did you break it?'
bara;dhu=dju=na guri-miyi
quick+ERG=lNOM=3ABS lie-CAUS+PAST
'I put it down quickly,'
9,3,5,7 widjuba;r 'what,,,like'
(9-114) widjuba;r-ga: ginala: gadha-nha /
what like-IGNOR this+ABS-EST taste-PRES
'I wonder what this tastes like!'
gadi-ga:=na gadha-nha
bitter+ABS-IGNOR=3ABS taste-PRES
'Does it taste bitter?'
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(9-115) widjuba:r-wa:=nu: ga:riga: ga-£a /
what like-EXCLAM=3ABS husband+ABS be-PRES
'What's your husband like?'
yadama=na ga-£a
good+ABS=3ABS be-PRES
'He’s good.'
widju-wa: solicits replacement with a verb, an adverb, or a nominal which 
is part of a NP in A or S function, whereas widjuba:r solicits replacement 
with a predicate nominal. The difference between widju and widjuba:r 
can be shown by comparing the possible replies to questions containing 
the verb ga-1 'be' in which each is followed by -wa:. As shown at 9-111, 
widju-wa: solicits information about the state of the subject of the sentence 
at a particular time, while widjuba:r asks about fundamental characteristics 
of the subject, as at 9-115, Ngiyamba: has two forms to express positive 
valuation, yada 'well' (an adverb) and yadama ’good' (a nominal). 9-111 
can be answered with yada but not *yadama, while 9-115 can be answered 
with yadama but not *yada.
Compare Spanish (or Italian), Whereas in Ngiyamba: it is the 
form of the indeterminate which distinguishes the two types of 
information solicited, in Spanish the same interrogative occurs 
in both sorts of question, but two different verbs 'be' are used:
i.Como esta su marido? Bien.
How is your husband? Well,
dComo es su marido? Bueno.
What is your husband like? Good.
Alternatively a Spanish speaker might answer the first question 
reply with a negative evaluation, answering the first question 
with the adverb mal, and the second with the adjective malo.
There are separate adverbial and nominal forms only for 'well' 
and 'good' in Ngiyamba:. Hence this distinction is not marked 
in the reply except when the valuation is positive. Wara:y 
'no good' would be an alternative answer to both 9-111 and 9-115.
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9.3.5.8 widjuba:ru ’when*
(9-116) widjuba:ru-ga;=dhu-nu: Qa;-y-a;li-y-aga
when-IGN0R=lN0M=20BL see-CM-AGAIN-CM-IRR
"Don't know when I'll be seeing you again!"
(9-117) widjuba:ru-wa:=ndu migga bagiyi /
when-EXCLAM=2N0M burrow+ABS dig+PAST
'When did you (last) dig a burrow?'
maradhal 
long time
'A long time ago,'
(9-118) widjuba:ru-wa:=ndu=ni balga: miyi /
when-EXCLAM=2NOM=3ABS+VIS boomerang+ABS make+PAST
'When did you make this boomerang?'
maradhal 
long time
'A long time ago.'
(9-119) widjuba:ru-ga:=dhu Qini wi:-nji
when-IGNOR=lNOM here+LOC sit-PAST
'I've been living here for I don't know how long!'
- literally, 'I sat here I don't know when!'
9,3.5,9 Reduplication of indeterminates
Indeterminates can be reduplicated in exactly the same way as words 
of other classes subject to reduplication, i,e, the first syllable and 
first CV of the second syllable are copied onto the front of the word 
(3.2.1).
Reduplication of members of referential word classes has the semantic 
effect of making their reference vaguer, like prefacing English forms with 
'more-or-less' does; 'green' becomes 'greenish', 'two' becomes 'a couple
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or so', and 'rain' becomes 'drizzle'. Among other languages both in 
Australia and elsewhere, reduplication is a commonly used strategy for 
marking or emphasising plural number, as for instance in MuJinypata of 
northwest Australia (Michael Walsh, personal communication).
There is one area of Ngiyamba: grammar in which reduplication indicates 
plurality. If the identity of participants in an event is not known, 
but there is known to be more than one, their identity is solicited by 
reduplicating the indeterminate topic followed by -wa: :
(9-120) Qa:ndi-r)a;ndi-wa: manabi-nji
REDUP-who+ABS-EXCLAM hunt-PAST
'Who (plural) went hunting?'
This would be translated more exactly by speakers of some dialects of 
English, notably in southern U,S,A., 'Who-all went hunting?'.
Notice the translation of the same sentence with exclamative -wa: 
replaced by ignorative -ga; :
(9-121) Qa:ndi-ga:ndi-ga: manabi-nji
-IGNOR
'Whoever went hunting, I don't know.'
or, in southern American English, 'I don't know who-all went hunting.' 
Reduplication here links the notions of plurality and vagueness. In 
sentences like 9-120, in which the indeterminate is followed by -wa:, 
reduplication indicates plural reference. But in sentences like 9-121, 
where the indeterminate is followed by -ga:, it converts an assumed single 
unknown, such as Qa:ndi-ga: 'I don't know who' into tne whole range of
possible people, ga:ndi-Qa;ndi-ga; 'Whoever, I don't know'. The vagueness 
of 'whoever', 'whatever' etc. as opposed to 'who', 'what' etc. is conveyed 
in many languages by indicating that choice among the range of possible 
references is a matter of taste (e.g. Latin quilibet, Russian kto libo),
or determined by chance (Italian qualsiasi). The use of the reduplication
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strategy, like the use of '-all' in some English dialects, emphasises 
that there is a range of possible reference, as opposed to a single indeter 
minate reference. An indeterminate in combination with -ga: has any 
reference within the range of possible reference, without limitation as 
to which, and thus constructively, every possible reference within that 
range.
So far, indeterminates have usually been glossed with the 'wh' words 
listed at Table 5,3a in all contexts, as shown at Table 9.3.5.9a for 
Qarndi and minjaN-, It is possible by departing a little further still 
from a morpheme-by-morpheme rendering of the Ngiyamba: constructions to 
give consistent translations for them using ’some', 'any' and ’every’ 
which are rather more colloquial, though they need to be interpreted with 
greater care. The forms with ’any’ and ’every’ translate reduplicated 
indeterminates followed by -ga: so long as ’any’ is understood in the 
sense 'any,..whatsoever', ’any...at all’, and provided that ’every' is
understood in the unlimited indefinite sense 'every possible,.,', 'all 
sorts of,,.' rather than in the exhaustive definite sense ’every single,..' 
'absolutely all'.
English glosses involving 'some', 'any', 'every' and 'all' 
are liable to be misleading because of important structural 
differences between Ngiyamba: and English. In English it is 
obligatory to specify whether a noun is singular or plural and 
whether it is indefinite or definite. Ngiyamba: nominals are 
unspecified for number, unless marked with a number affix, and 
for definiteness except in the absolutive case in non-topic 
position (5.1.2.1). 'Some', 'any', 'every' and 'all' are 
consequently obligatory in English in some constructions where 
the Ngiyamba: equivalent has an unmarked nominal, miri, in 
topic position for instance, is translateable, according to 
context, by: 'a dog', 'some dogs', 'any dog(s)', 'every dog',
'all dogs' or 'dogs'. This must be remembered when interpreting 
glosses such as 'anything' for minja-minjag-ga:. Nor does 
the Ngiyamba: equivalent of 'Did you catch anything?', involve 
minja-minjaQ-ga:, although minja-minjag-ga: is often appro­
priately glossed 'anything'. The English sentence can be 
translated into a Ngiyamba: sentence without a NP in 0 function:
(9-122) gadhamiyi-ga;=ndu
catchtPAST-IGN0Pf 2N0M
'Did you catch (anything)?’
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The following examples show reduplicated forms of indeterminates in 
sentences. The translations given are those which best convey a form in 
context, and sometimes make use of the English equivalents suggested at 
Table 9.3.5.9b,
(9-123) ga:ndi-ga:ndi-ga;=lu gudha-nhi
REDUP-who+ABS-IGN0R=3ERG give-PAST
'She gave to everyone' (all and sundry).
(9-124) minja-minja-la-ga:=ni; wa[;ay-gama-nha
REDUP-what-L0C-IGN0R=3ABS+VIS stand-BUSY-PRES
'-'She is busy doing all sorts of jobs."
(9-125) minja-minjag-ga;=li giya-la-nhi .
REDUP-what+ABS-IGNOR-lNOM+DU say-RECIP-PAST
"We were talking about a little bit of everything,"
Other suitable translations would be '...all sorts of things', '...this 
and that' or ',,.1 don't know what-all1,
(9-126) widju-widju-ga;=dhu wuran banda-djili-nji
REDUP-how-IGNOR=lNOM head-hair+ABS tie-REFLEX-PAST
"I tied my hair up all anyhow."
(9-127) widju-widjuba:r-ga:=lu dhibi mamiyi
REDUP-what like-IGN0R=3ERG bird+ABS catch+PAST
'He caught any sort of bird,'
It was stated at 3.3,2 that among the closed word classes only 
indeterminates are subject to reduplication. One counterexample has 
been found. At 5-33 there is an example of the plural form of the demon­
strative gana, in the locative, being translated 'thereabouts'. The same 
demonstrative in another local case, circumstantive, followed by -yN- 
'yonder' (5.2.4.1), is reduplicated at 9-128:
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(9-128) gadhi-gadhi-y=nag-gal badhiyi
REDUP-there+CIRC-Y0NDER=3ABS-PL arrive+PAST
"They came from all around."
9.3.5.10 The pejorative connotations of reduplicated indeterminates with -ga: 
As already mentioned, reduplicated indeterminate forms with -ga: 
have any reference within the range of possible reference, without 
limitation as to which. This lack of limitation can be interpreted as 
lack of discrimination (in the sense of proper standards) on the part of 
the person whose action is directed towards 'any sort of' person, thing, 
behaviour etc,. An alternative translation offered for 9-126 was "I 
slummed it up.". The reduplicated forms of indeterminates readily acquire 
pejorative connotations; 'any1 comes to mean 'any old'. Compare 9-123 
and:
(9-129) minja-minjag-ga;=lu dha-^a / yiggala:-dhi=na
REDUP-whatrIGN0R=3ERG eat-PRES same+EST-CIRC=3ABS
gindja;1-buwan ga-pa
diarrhoea-COMIT be-PRES
'She eats any old thing. That's why she has diarrhoea.'
At 9-123 gudha-y tr. amounts to 'give according to social expectations'; 
when asking someone to give something it is more acceptable to say gudhadha, 
roughly 'kindly give' than Quga: 'give'. (For the literal meaning of
gudha-y, see 6,3,3.5.) The giver at 9-123 is not giving indiscriminately, 
to any old person; but appropriately to everyone, At 9-129 however, the 
eater's lack of discrimination is inappropriate, amd minja:minjag-ga: is 
pejorative.
The pejorative force of a reduplicated indeterminate construction 
can be strengthened, if the talk is of people, minjaN-, the indeterminate 
whose range of possible reference is creatures and things other than
people, is chosen for reduplication, not ga:ndi. One informant translated
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min ja-min jai]-ga: as "riff-raff people ". It is used with similar intent 
in:
(9-130) minja-minja-la-ga: gana:mb.i-nja
REDUP-what-LOC-IGNOR lie on back-PRES
"(She)'ll lay down to anyone, (she)'d go with Tom, Dick and 
Harry."
minja-minjaQ-ga;, used to mean 'rubbish' or 'rubbishy' of both people and 
things, survives in the everyday vocabulary of English-speaking WaQa:ybuwan 
descendants whose active knowledge of Ngiyamba: is limited to a few set 
phrases and isolated words, as in the following example: "What you giving 
me that minja-minjaQ-ga: thing for? That's real minja-minjaQ-ga:, that 
is! "
9.3.6 'Evidence' clitics 
9.3,6,1 -gara 'SENSory EVIDence '
-gara indicates that the speaker has (unspecified) sensory evidence 
for what he has to say. Colloquial English translations usually specify 
the sense involved according to context.
(9-131) Qindu-gara girambiyi
you+NQM-SENS EVID sick+PAST
'One can see you were sick.'
(9-132) gabuga:-gara=lu Qamumiyi
egg+ABS-SENS EVID=3ERG lay+PAST
'It's laid an egg by the sound of it.'
(The chicken concerned was out of sight,)
(9-133) yura:bad-gara Qidji guQuga-nha /
rabbit+ABS-SENS EVID here+CIRC be inside-PRES
Qama-[;a-ba(;a=dhu=na 
feel-PRES-CATEG ASSERT=1N0M=3ABS
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'I can tell there’s a rabbit in here. I (can) feel it for sure.' 
(The speaker had her hand in a burrow.)
(9-134) dhagun-gir-gara gina dhigga: ga-ca
earth-NASTY WITH-SENS EVID this+ABS meat+ABS be-PRES
’This meat tastes nasty with earth.'
- said while attempting to eat it.
(9-135) wara;y-gara=dhu=na bungiyamiyi / dhigga:=dhi:
bad+ABS-SENS EVID=lNOM=3ABS change with fire+PAST meat+ABS=lOBL
'I have burnt my meat so it’s no good, to judge by the smell.'
- said outside the house where the meat was cooking,
9.3,6,2 -DHan ’LINGuistic EVIDence’
-DHan indicates that the speaker has spoken, or by extension written, 
evidence for what he has to say, (Only one informant could truthfully 
use -DHan in the latter way, since literacy and knowledge of Ngiyamba: 
are almost entirely mutually exclusive.) The following examples show 
-DHan in sentences whose verbs carry tense inflections:
(9-136) gindu-dhan girambiyi
you+NOM-LING EVID sick+PAST
’You are said to have been sick.'
(9-137) bura:y-djan=lu ga;-y-aga
child+ABS-LING EVID=3ABS bring-CM-IRR
'It's said she's going to bring the children.'
(9-138) gadhu-dhan wiri-nji
I+NOM-LING EVID cook-PAST
'I am supposed to have cooked,'
- literally, 'On linguistic evidence I cooked.
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-DHan does not specify the source of the speaker’s linguistic 
evidence or its form, such as statement, prediction, order, 
promise etc.. At 9-136 and 9-137, the speaker can be inferred 
to be making a statement on the basis of linguistic evidence 
supplied by someone else. At 9-138, the speaker is also the 
actor in the event to which the sentence refers, She might 
herself have explicitly undertaken to cook, though she might 
on the other hand have been told by someone else that she was 
to cook, or word might have gone round that it was her turn to 
cook,
The speaker’s linguistic evidence, what he has heard said, may lead 
him to make his statement assertive or tentative by including a 'belief' 
clitic (9,3.3), which precedes -DHan;
(9-139) waga:y-baga;-dhan=du gudha-nhi
NEG-CNTR ASSERT-LING EVID=2N0M give-PAST
'But rumour has it you didn't give (anything).'
(9-140) gindu-gila-ga:-dhan gu^uga-y-aga
you+NOM-HYPOTH-IGNOR-LING EVID swim-CM-IRR
"I believe you are going to swim,"
- literally, 'From what's been said, I guess, (but) don't know, (that) 
you are going to swim,'
-DHan converts sentences whose verbs carry the purposive inflection, 
which can be translated as 'Let's,..' or '...must...' (6.2.2.4), into
sentences whose translation includes '...supposed to.,.'. At 9-141 to 
9-144 the translation of the same sentence with -DHan omitted is given 
in square brackets:
(9-141) yana-giri-djan giyanu
go-PURP-LING EVID we+PL+NOM
'We are supposed to go.' [Let's go!]
(9-142) yuwa-giri-djani muga:
lie-PURP-LING EVID+3ABS+VIS asleep+ABS
'He is supposed to sleep.' [Let him sleep!]
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(9-143) Qindu-dhan yana-giri
you+NOM-LING EVID go-PURP
'You are supposed to go.' [You must go!]
(9-144) migga-dhan=dhu baga-l-i
burrow+ABS-LING EVID=1N0M dig-CM-PURP
'I am supposed to dig a burrow,1 [Let me dig a burrow.']
-DHan is obligatory in any kind of dependent clause which explains 
the main clause in terms of the intention or conscious reason which 
motivates it, as for instance in the Ngiyamba: equivalents of 'He is 
setting up camp lest it rain' (10-24) and 'She is burning wood so that 
she can cook a kangaroo' (10-17), Presumably this is because intentions 
can only be known to exist when articulated in speech. English recognises 
the connection between speech and intention in the adverb 'expressly* 
which means both 'explicitly' and 'on purpose *, 'Expressly' can always 
be used to reinforce the English equivalent of a dependent structure 
in which -DHan is obligatory, without ever distorting it. ('Expressly' 
is never obligatory in English because the English equivalents are 
introduced by obligatory subordinating words to mark the construction 
type, such as 'so that' or ’lest*.)
CHAPTER 10
COMPLEX SENTENCES
10.1 COMPLEX SENTENCES WITH NON-FINITE DEPENDENT VERBS
Any dependent construction in which the verb is finite, i.e. marked 
for tense (6.2.2.2), is described as a clause, whether it functions as 
a restrictive clause, a complement governed by a verb^as described in [l] 
below,or whatever (10,2),
Any dependent construction in which the verb is non-finite, i.e. 
not marked for tense, is called a complement if:
[1] it is governed by a verb, in the sense that it can be substituted 
for an obligatory or optional NP which occurs with the same verb,
and:
L 2 J if it can be interpreted as containing a NP which has been obligatorily 
deleted because it is co^referential with a NP occurring with the 
main verb.
All other dependent constructions with non-finite verbs are described
as clauses. The terms 'complement' and 'clause' thus indicate mutually
exclusive types of tenseless dependent construction.
What are here called 'complements' of verbs of perception 
(10.1.3.1, 10,2.3.3) do not fully conform with criterion 
[lj in that the NP object of the main clause is retained in 
the presence of the complement, obligatorily when the complement 
is circumstantial (10,1.3.1) and optionally when it is a -ba 
clause (10.2.3.3).
10.1.1 Dependent verbs marked with the purposive inflection 
For the forms of the purposive inflection see 6.2.1.
10.1.1.1 Purposive complements of verbs of speech
Verbs of speech (class [8] at 7.4) are used to indicate 'saying 
something to someone' (8.1.2). Alternatively, they are also used to 
indicate 'telling someone to do something':
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(10-1) gadhu=na Qiyiyi / girma-li ginu:
I+NOM=3ABS say+PAST wake-CM-PURP you+OBL
’I told her to wake you.'
(10-2) waQa:y=dji;=lu Qiyiyi / yana-giri 
NEG=lOBL=3ERG go-PURP
’He didn't tell me to go,'
The subject or agent of the complement is not marked, but is interpreted 
as sharing the reference of the indirect object of the verb of speech:
IO! “ S2 °r A2
- where subscript 1 indicates a function in the main clause and subscript
2 a function in the complement.
Both examples contain Qiya-1 'say'. It is not known how 
many verbs of class [8j take these complements.
10.1.1.2 Purposive complements of verbs of intellection
Verbs of intellection (from class [l] at 7.4) are used to indicate 
'knowing (or remembering etc,) something or someone'. They are also used 
to indicate 'knowing how to do something';
(10-3) Qadhu dhi;rba-nha / guruga-giri 
I+NOM know-PRES swim-PURP
'I know how to swim,'
(10-4) waga:y=ndu winaga-nha / garba gibi-l-i
NEG=you+N0M remember-PRES bag+ABS net-CM-PURP
'You don't remember how to net bags.'
The subject or agent of the complement is not marked, but is interpreted 
as sharing the reference of the agent of the verb of intellection:
A1 - S2 °r A2
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'You don't remember how you net (ted) bags' would be translated 
by a complement with a finite verb marked with -ba, of the 
type described at 10.2.
10,1.1.3 Purposive complements of ga-1 'be'
The construction with ga-1 'be' and caritative -Qinda which is used 
to indicate 'wanting something' (4,3,3) is also used to indicate 'wanting 
to do something':
(10-5) Qadhu dhiQga: dha-l-i-Qinda ga-£a
I+NOM meat+ABS eat-CM-PURP-CARIT be-PRES
'I want to eat meat,’
(10-6) bura:y wagayma-giri-Qinda ga-Ca
child+ABS play-PURP-CARIT be-PRES
'The child wants to play.'
The subject or agent of the complement is not marked, but is interpreted 
as sharing the reference of the subject of ga-1 'be':
S1 or A2
10.1.1.4 Purposive complements of active verbs
An action, or an object, may have an object as its purpose, indicated 
by a NP with the dative case inflection -gu (4.1.5.2). Alternatively, an 
action or object may have an action as its purpose. The action is indicated 
by a verb carrying the purposive verb-final inflection, followed by the 
dative case inflection -gu :
(10-7) Qadhu yana-nha / gucuQa-giri-gu 
I+NOM go-PRES swim-PURP-DAT
'I am going to swim.'
(10-8) Qadhu yana-nha / gali mama-l-i-gu
water+ABS take-CM-PURP-DAT
'I am going to fetch water.
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(10-9) dhigga:Q-gu gina mura ga-£a / waga:y mayi
meat-PURP this+ABS spear be-PRES NEG person+ABS
dhu-r-i-gu
spear-CM-PURP-DAT
'This spear is for animals, not for spearing people (with).'
The activity in terms of which someone or something is evaluated 
is indicated in the same way:
(10-10) dharma:y=na miri giyi / girbadja gadha-l-i-gu
expert+ABS=3ABS dog+ABS be+PAST kangaroo+ABS bite-CM-PURP-DAT
*The dog was expert at catching kangaroos.1
No subject or agent occurs in these complements. For the dependent 
verb to be nominalised and carry the case inflection -gu, it must be 
possible to interpret it as having a subject or agent identical to one 
of the NPs in construction with the main verb;
If the main sentence is intransitive, the -gu complement is interpreted 
as having a subject or agent identical with its subject (10-7, 10-8).
If the main sentence is transitive, the -gu complement is interpreted 
as having a subject or agent identical either with its agent (A^  = 
at 10-11 and A^ = A^ at 10-12); or with its object (0^  = at 10-13 
and 0^ = A^ at 10-14).
(10-11) mayiQ-gu wi: bangiyi / gu:la-giri-gu
person-ERG fire+NOM burn+PAST get warm-PURP-DAT
'The person burnt a fire to get warm.'
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(10-12) mayiQ-gu wi: bangiyi / girbadja wiriQ-giri-gu
kangaroo+ABS cook-PURP-DAT
'The person burnt a fire to cook a kangaroo,'
(10-13) mayiQ-gu dhumba ga:-nhi / bumagiri-gu
person-ERG sheep+ABS bring-PAST hit+INTR+PURP-DAT
'The person brought a sheep (for it) to get slaughtered.’
(A transitive verb of the L conjugation, such as buma-1 at 10-13, may 
drop the conjugation marker 1 and take the inflection appropriate to the 
Y conjugation. These 'intransitivised' forms are described at 6.3.2.2.)
(10-14) mayiQ-gu dhumba ga:-nhi / gu(;un dha-l-i-gu
grass-NOM eat-CM-PURP-DAT
'The person brought a sheep (for it) to eat grass.'
In sentences like 10-11 and 10-12, the object in the main sentence is 
something inert which is interpreted as playing an instrumental role 
in the action indicated by the complement. This becomes more obvious 
if 'with' is added to the end of the English glosses. By contrast, at 
10-13 the interpretation 'The person brought a sheep to get killed with’ 
is impossible, because dhumba ’sheep' is an animate noun incapable of 
functioning as an instrument. Likewise at 10-14, an interpretation in 
which A^ = A^, ’The person brought a sheep to eat grass (with)' is 
impossible. A sheep cannot be a (body-part) instrument for eating with.
In sentences like 10-13 and 10-14, the complement is accordingly interpreted 
as having a subject or agent identical with the object of the main sentence. 
When the main sentence verb and the dependent verb are both transitive, 
and not only A^ = A^, but 0^ = 0^ as well, both the agent NP and the object 
NP are deleted from the complement. Thus if 10-13 contained the transitive 
form buma-l-i-gu instead of buma-giri-gu, it would be interpreted 'The 
person brought a sheep to slaughter (it)'. Likewise if gucun 'grass' 
were omitted from 10-14, 10-14 would be interpreted 'The person brought
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a sheep to eat (it)',
10.1.1.5 Purposive clauses with the linguistic evidence clitic -DHan
The purposive inflection is a modal inflection in paradigmatic 
contrast with the tense inflections, as well as having a nominalising 
function like it does in the complements exemplified at 10,1,1.1 to 4,
(Both these functions are illustrated at 6.2.2,4.) Being a nominal case 
inflection, -gu cannot occur after the purposive inflection used in its 
modal function.
When the subject or agent of a dependent construction indicating 
the purpose of an action is not identical with a NP in the main clause, 
a complement in which the purposive form of the verb is followed by -gu 
is impossible (10,1.1,4), Instead, the purposive inflection appears on 
the verb as a modal inflection; and the topic (9.1) of the purpose clause 
is followed by the enclitic particle -DHan 'linguistic evidence' (9.3.6.2), 
which in such a context can be translated 'expressly'. ('Expressly' is 
included in square brackets in the English glosses since it is pleonastic 
in English, for reasons explained at 9,3.6,2.) We have a complex sentence 
like:
(10-15) gadhu yana-nha / Qindu-dhan gujjuQa-giri
I+NOM go-PRES you+NOM-LING EVID swim-PURP
'I am going [expresslyj so that you can swim,'
Even where the identity conditions for a complement with -gu are 
satisfied (as described at 10,1,1,4), the same construction is used if 
the purpose of the action indicated by the main verb is also explicitly 
the intention of its subject or agent:
(10-16) gadhu yana-nha / gu£uQa-giri-djan=dhu
swim-PURP-LING EVID=1N0M
'I am going [expressly] so that I can swim.'
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10-16 differs from 10-7 in that the subject of the main verb (who in this 
case is also the speaker) has made it explicit that he intends to swim.
In 10-7 this purpose is taken for granted, in the same way as the speaker 
of 10-12 takes for granted his inference that the fire is being lit to 
cook kangaroo; there is no indication that the person lighting the fire 
has voiced such an intention. If she had done so, 10-13 could have taken 
the form:
(10-17) mayiO*-gu wi; bangiyi / girbadja-dja=lu
person-ERG fire+ABS burn+PAST kangaroo+ABS-LING EVID=3ERG
wirig-giri
cook-PURP
'The person burnt a fire [expressly] so that she could cook a 
kangaroo,'
10,1,2 Dependent verbs marked with -wa;dji 'for FEAR'
-wa;dji marks a dependent verb indicating an event, the possibility 
of whose occurrence gives rise to apprehension, or prompts a warning:
(.10-18) gadhu giyanhdha-nha / dhuwa-wa:dji
I+NOM fear-PRES fall-FEAR
’I am afraid for fear of falling,'
'... lest (I) fall.'
- said by an infirm person negotiating slippery ground,
(10-19) ga:-ga / dhuwa-wa:dji gindu
see-IMP you-t-NOM
'Look (out) for fear of falling yourself!'
',.. lest you fall!'
(10-20) gara; gu£uga-dha / nhanga-wa:dji
PROHIB swim-IMP drown-FEAR
'Don't swim for fear of drowning!' 
lest (you) drown!'
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gara: ya:la ma: / buma-l-wa:dji ba:ba:Q -gu
PROHIB thus+EST do+IMP hit-CM-FEAR father-ERG
'Don't behave like that for fear of (your) father beating (you)!' 
' . , , lest (your) father beat (you)!'
miri-dji=na giyanhdha-nta/1 dhigga; dhunma-l-wa ;dji
dog-Gl RC-3 AB5 fear-PRES meat+ABS remove-CM-FEAR
'She is afraid of dogs for fear of (them) removing (her) meat! 
'... lest (they) remove (her) meat.'
warajygu;Ci=dju Qa:ganma-nha / ga:ga: balu-wa;dji
down-hearted=lNOM feel-PRES brother+ABS die-FEAR
'I feel down-hearted for fear of (my) brother dying.' 
lest (my) brother die,'
The seemingly pleonastic 'for fear1 cannot be omitted from the 
glosses of 10-18 and 10-22, 'I am afraid of falling' translates 
10-26, 10-18 involves 'fear of the possibility of falling',
not 'fear of falling' as such, like 10-26, Since glosses with 
'for fear' are occasionally clumsy in this way, alternative 
translations with 'lest' are also provided.
No identity of reference is required between NPs in the main clause 
and the subject or agent of the -wa:dji clause (10-21 to 10-23), When 
the subject, agent or object of the -wa;dji clause is^  interpreted as 
having the same reference as one of the NPs in the main clause, it is 
not represented by a NP in the -wa;dji clause (10-18, and 10-20 to 10-22), 
except for emphasis (10-19),
A -wa;dji clause can occur in a complex sentence whose main clause 
does not describe a state of apprehension or contain a warning imperative, 
provided that the action denoted by the main verb is known to be motivated 
by fear of the possible event indicated by the -wa;dji clause, Since 
such a connection depends on the intention of the actor, and this can 
only be known if it has been voiced, the particle -DHan 'linguistic 
evidence', glossed here by 'expressly', must be included in the -wardji
(10-21)
(10-22)
(10-23)
clause;
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(10-24) Qidja-l-wa:dji-djan / gura wama-(;a
rain-CM-FEAR-LING EVID camp+ABS build-PRES
'Expressly for fear of (it) raining, (he) is building a camp.' 
'[Expressly] lest it rain,
(Compare the role of -DHan in purposive clauses, 10.1.1.5.)
10,1,3 Dependent verbs marked with -NHa:raN- CIRCUMstantial inflection 
10.1,3,1 Circumstantial complements of verbs of perception
Verbs of perception (from class [l] at 7,4) are used to indicate 
'seeing (or hearing or feeling etc,) someone or something'. They are 
also used to indicate 'seeing someone or something doing something1, The 
dependent verb which indicates such an activity is marked with the circum­
stantial final inflection, -NHa;raN- ;
(10-25) djugudjugu=dju winagiyi / gabuga: gamuma-na:ra
hen+ABS=lNOM hear+PAST egg+ABS lay-CM+CIRCUM
'I heard a hen laying an egg.'
There are examples of ga;-y tr, 'see' with (intransitive) complements of 
this sort at Tl.51, T4,4 and passim at Text 6,
The subject or agent of the complement is not marked, but is interpreted 
as sharing the reference of the object of the verb of perception:
°1 “ S2 °r A2
10.1.,3.2 Circumstantial complements of Stative verbs
An emotional or physiological state may have something or someone 
as its cause, indicated by a NP with the circumstantive case inflection 
-DHi (4,1,5,2). Some emotional states may also be caused by a certain 
type of event. The dependent verb which indicates such an event is marked 
with the circumstantial final inflection, -NHa:raN-, followed by the case
inflection -DHi: :
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(10-26) Qadhu giyanhdha-nha / dhuwa-nha:ranh-dhi 
I+NOM fear-PRES fall-CIRCUM-CIRC
'I am afraid of falling,1
The difference between this construction and the one illustrated 
at 10-18 becomes clearer if, say, guCuQa-nha:ranh-dhi (swim- 
CIRCUM-CIRC) is substituted for dhuwa-nha:ranh-dhi at 10-26.
’I am afraid of swimming ’ is obviously not the same as 'I am 
afraid of the possibility of swimming’.
Another example of this construction is:
(10-27) gunu-dhu ga-fa / waga-nha:ranh-dhi 
fed up=lN0M dance-CIRCUM-CIRC
’I am fed up with dancing.’
Compare T9,5, where the whinger complains;
(10-28) gunu-bafa=dhu ga-ca / manmi-na:ra=nu:
fed up-CATEG ASSERT-lNOM be-PRES follow-CM+CIRCUM=2OBL
’I am fed up with following you.’
10-26 and 10-27 are general statements, made without reference to whether 
the experiencer of the emotion is falling (or dancing) at the time. At 
10-28 the person who is fed up is fed up with something she is doing at 
the moment, a particular instance of following, 'following you’. There 
are no known examples of transitive -NHa;raN- complements marked with -DHi; 
nor are there any of such complements in complex sentences whose main verb 
indicates a physiological state. It is not known whether Ngiyamba: grammar 
or inadequate testing is responsible for these absences.
'I am sick from eating rotten meat’ is not rendered by;
(10-29) *girambi-ya=dhu / buga dhiQga:
sick-PRES=lNOM rotten+ABS meat+ABS
dha-na:ranh-dhi 
eat-CM+CIRCUM-CIRC
- or by:
*girambi-ya=dhu / buga dhiQga: dha-na;ra(10-30)
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- without the circumstantive case inflection; but by a construction 
involving the implicative verbal suffix -DHa-y 'eating, drinking'
(6.3,3.4) :
(10-31) girambi-da-nha=dhu
sick-CM+EATING-PRbS^lNOM
buga dhigga:nh-dhi
meat-CIRC
The subject of the complement is not marked, but is interpreted as 
sharing the reference of the subject of the main verb:
10,1,3,3 Circumstantial clauses
A circumstantial non-finite dependent clause indicates the circumstances 
surrounding the event of the main clause, its 'given' context.
The best way to imitate the function of -NHa:raN- in English is to 
translate it as '-ing' in any construction in which it appears. In the 
glosses at 10,1,3,1 and 10,1,3,2 the result is colloquial. But in 
translating circumstantial clauses this stratagem often produces stylistically 
barbarous sentences, reminiscent of school Latin cribs coping with ablative 
absolute constructions. Examples 10-32 to 10-39 are each accompanied by 
two glosses. Gloss (a) with '-ing1 shows the unity of the clause type in 
Ngiyamba:, while gloss (b) is a colloquial English translation:
(10-32) mu:n-ginda=ndu ga-na:ra / dhigga: dhala:
alive-CARIT=2N0M be-CM+CIRCUM meat+ABS eat+IMP
(a) 'You wanting to be alive, eat meat!
(b) 'If you want to be alive,
(10-33) nhunam-buwan ga-na:ra / yur]ga-dhu gabuga: Qamuma-ca
grass-seeä-COMIT be-CM+CIRCUM mallee hen-ERG egg+ABS lay-PRES
(a) '(There) being grass seed, the mallee hen lays (her) eggs.'
(b) 'When there is grass seed,
(10-34) dhuwa-nhi=na / gali Qini wamba-nha;ra
fall-PAST=3ABS water+ABS here+LOC be on-CIRCUM
(a) 'He fell, water lying here.'
(b) because there was water lying here.'
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The circumstantial clause at T5.6 can be given two glosses in the same 
way:
(10-35) (a) 'That little fellow picking leaves, porcupine stole that emu.'
(b) 'While that little fellow was picking leaves, .
So can that at Tll,l:
(10-36) (a) 'My people knew, (my) poor late grandfather being sick.'
(b) ',,, when my poor late grandfather was sick.'
(10-37) yala:-bu=dhu Qiyamba: giya-l-aga / balu-nha:ra=dhu
thus+EST-UNIV=lNOM Ng,+ABS speak-CM-IRR die-CIRCUM=lNOM
(a) 'I shall speak Ngiyamba: all the same, me dying.'
(b) ',,, even when I am dying,'
(10-38) wa:djin badha-l-buna-nha:ra / Qiyanu migga
white woman+ABS arrive-CM-back-CIRCUM we+PL+NOM burrow+ABS
baga-l-aga
dig-CM-IRR
(a) 'White woman coming back, we will dig a burrow,'
(b) 'When the white woman comes back, , . , '
(10-39) ganay=lu walan bun-giyamiyi / budhi-na:ra
yamstick+-flB5=3ER6 hard+fiBS change-HEAT+PAST singe-CM+CIRCUM
(a) 'She tempered the yamstick, heating.'
(b) '.,. by heating (it),'
Glosses in which the verb followed by '-ing' is preceded by a 
preposition are appropriate when a NP omitted from the circum­
stantial clause can be interpreted as sharing the reference of 
a NP in the main clause. T8.12 ('...on arriving...') and 
10-28 ('...with following you') are further examples.
Two points emerge from a comparison of the (a) and (b) glosses of 
10-32 to 10-38. Firstly, the colloquial (b) glosses involve using a 
finite English verb to render the Ngiyamba: verb marked with -NHa:raN-, 
which obscures the rigid Ngiyamba: distinction between non-finite 
subordinate clauses and finite ones (which are described at 10,2). 
Secondly, the colloquial translations also spell out the particular 
logical relation which is appropriate to the context in which the complex
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sentence is uttered, by including a conjunction such as 'if', 'when*, 
'while', 'because* etc.. The Ngiyamba: construction by contrast indicates 
a single relation between circumstance and event which applies in all 
contexts. Each of the colloquial translations containing conjunctions 
would represent the Ngiyamba: construction more accurately if the words 
'given circumstances in which' were substituted for the conjunction,
10.2 COMPLEX SENTENCES WITH FINITE DEPENDENT VERBS MARKED WITH -ba
SUBordinator
All finite subordinate clauses are marked with -ba, which follows 
the tense inflection of the verb. Conversely, -ba always marks the verb 
of a clause which appears in construction with another (main) clause 
whose verb is not marked by -ba, except where it occurs in a sentence 
which expresses doubt as to the factual status of an event (9-16). The 
subsections of 10.2 illustrate the variety of functions performed by 
clauses which are marked with -ba, and the internal modifications which 
they sometimes undergo, depending on their relation to the main clause 
with which they are construed. An obvious but hitherto unmentioned fact 
about Ngiyamba; dependent clauses is that they are all, to use Hale's 
term, "adjoined"; that is, their "surface position with respect to the 
main clause is marginal" and they are "separated from the main clause by 
a pause" (K. Hale 1976:78). (Pauses are marked in examples by an oblique 
stroke.) Enclitic pronouns which follow the first word or constituent of 
a simple sentence occupy the same position within subordinate clauses 
which follow the main sentence, and within main clauses which follow a 
subordinate clause, as at 10-44 and 10-43 respectively.
10.2.1 'Given that.,,1 -ba clauses
Examples 10-41 to 10-43 show a number of finite subordinate clauses 
marked with -ba together with colloquial translations into English.
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(10-40) wa:djin badha-l-buna-y-aga-ba / Qiyanu
white woman+ABS arrive-CM-BACK-CM-IRR-SUB we+PL+NOM
mifjga baga-l-aga
burrow+ABS dig-CM-IRR
'When the white woman has come back we will dig a burrow.'
- explained by the informant: "We waiting on that white gin to come back
before we can dig that burrow",
(10-41) Qani=ndu ma-l-aga-ba / waQa;y Qadhu wi;-y-aga
that+ABS=2N0M do-CM-IRRT-SUB NEG I+NOM sit-CM-IRR
"Whatever you going to do, I'm not going to stop!"
(10-42) Qadhu=nu; wiriQ-giytli-nji / Qindu bi: gama-nhi-ba
I+N0M=20BL cook-ULT FOCUS-PAST you+NOM arm+NOM broken-PAST-SUB
'I cooked for you when you had broken your arm.'
(10-43) waQa ;y-dj.il=du wirinj-dja-y^guwa-nha-ba / magam-bu-gu
NEG-IMPOSS=2NOM cook-REFL FOCUS-CM-PITY-PRES-SUB other-UNIV-ERG
biyalbu=nu; wiriQ-giyili-n ja
altogether=2OBL cook-ULT FOCUS-PRES
"Because you can't cook for yourself, it's always got to be 
everybody else doing it for you."
(10-44) Qindu girambi-ya-ba / ya:la;-bu=dhu waQa;y wi;-y-aga
you+NOM sick-PRES-SUB thus+EST-UNIV=lNOM NEG sit-CM-IRR
'Although you are sick, I shan't stay,'
The translations of 10-40 to 10-44 show a variety of English 
constructions, just as the colloquial translations of the subordinate 
clauses marked with -NHa:raN- do. Indeed a number of the same English 
conjunctions crop up in noth sets of translations. Let us try the same 
trick that was used with the -NHa:raN- clauses and produce a consistent 
if lumpish translation for the whole set of examples which does more to 
reveal the nature of the Ngiyamba: construction. These glosses are
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labelled (a), to match the set of (a) glosses at 10,1.3,3:
(10-40)
(10-41)
(10-42)
(10-43)
(10-44)
(a) 'Given that the white gin might/will come back, we might/ 
will dig a burrow,'
(a) 'Given that you are going to do that, I will not stop.'
(a) 'I cooked for you, given that you broke your arm.'
(a) 'Given that you can't cook for yourself, the rest always 
cook for you,'
(a) 'Given that you are sick, all the same I shall not stay.'
Notice that these glosses preserve the Ngiyamba: tense forms. The 
more colloquial translations, which were given first, require a pluperfect 
form for the -ba clause verb when the Ngiyamba: verbs in both sentences 
are in the past tense, and a perfect form for the -ba sentence verb when 
the Ngiyamba: verbs are irrealis in both sentences.
Now let us look again at 10-38, the non-finite version of 10-40, 
with -NHa:raN- attached to the verb stem 'come back' instead of the 
irrealis inflection -aga followed by -ba :
(10-45) wa:djin badha-l-buna-nha:ra / giyanu migga baga-l-aga
(a) 'The white woman coming back, we will dig a burrow,'
(b) 'When the white woman comes back,
The colloquial English translations of the two types of subordinate 
construction represented by 1.0-40 and 10-45 are distinguished only by 
tense differences in the verb of the subordinate clause ('has come' for 
10-40 versus 'comes* for 10-45); whereas in Ngiyamba: the subordinate 
sentence is finite and marked with -ba in one type (10-40) and non-finite 
in the other (10-45),
A more punctilious (and more ponderous) English representation 
of the Ngiyamba: constructions can be achieved by incorporating 
'if' into the translations, thus explicitly including both terms 
of the 'if/when' contrast of English (a contrast which is not 
made in the Ngiyamba: constructions), instead of simply using 
the unmarked term of the opposition, 'when'; for 10-40:
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'When the white woman has come back, if she does 
come back, we will dig a burrow.’
- and for 10-45:
'If and when the white woman comes back, we will 
dig a burrow.'
10,2,2 Restrictive -ba clauses
English has a class of subordinate clauses whose function is to 
restrict the reference of NPs? restrictive relative clauses, Ngiyamba; 
uses subordinate clauses marked with -ba to restrict the reference of the 
whole class of determiners, both NP determiners and predicate determiners 
The determiners, described at 5,2, are listed again here for convenience:
gana that (far)
gina this (close) ► NP determiners
yiggal the same (way)
kJ
ya;yN- thus • Predicate determiners
ya:nhdhu at that/this time
These determiners as often as not point to the linguistic or physical 
context outside the sentence being uttered, as at 5-36 and 5-37, chosen 
to illustrate the demonstrative suffix -la: ’established reference' at
5.2.2. But it is also possible to restrict their reference within the 
course of the sentence in which they occur, by introducing a subordinate 
clause marked with -ba.
This will be illustrated with each of the determiners, starting with 
the last, ya:nhdhu ;
(10-46) ya:nhdhu gindu badhiyi
you+NOM arrive+PAST
At last you’ve come.
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(10-47) Qa:-nhi=dju=na Wilcannia-ga / ya;nhdhu-la: Qadhu
see-PAST=lNOM=3ABS W.-LOC I+NOM
rjani-la: giyi-ba
there+LOC-EST be+PAST-SUB
lI saw her at Wilcannia, that time I was there,'
(10-48) ya:nhdhu=dhu Qini ga-numi-nji-ba / mali-dji
=1N0M here+LOC be-CM+BEFORE-PAST-SUB mallee-CIRC
Qiyanur-na gupi-nhi 
we+PL+NOM-EXC enter-PAST
'That time I was here before we went into the mallee.'
Between them these examples show that a -ba clause may follow or precede 
the main clause; and that the predicate determiner forms part of the 
subordinate sentence in the surface syntax, being fronted when the -ba 
clause precedes the main clause. (Incidentally, they also provide examples 
of both the presence and absence of the suffix -la: on a restricted 
determiner.)
10-49 and 10-50 illustrate -ba clauses containing ya:yN- :
(10-49) waga:y giru; ga-l-aga / ya:la: giyi-ba
NEG warm+ABS be-CM-IRR be+PAST-SUB
'It's not going to be (as) warm as it was,'
(10-50) bura;dhu balba-fa / ya;y bagudha-gu
child+ERG scrabble-PRES fox-ERG
'The child is scrabbling like a fox.'
Notice in the second of the examples the omission of the identical predicate 
from the -ba clause, and hence also of the -ba marker. The speaker could 
have been more explicit, and have said:
(10-51) ya:y bagudha-gu balba-ca-ba
or :
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(10-52) ya:y bagudha-gu ma-ca-ba 
'as a fox does'.
yiggal occurs in paradigmatic contrast with ya:y. yiggala: and 
yiggal could be substituted for ya:la: and ya:y at 10-49 and 10-50. 
These would then be translated:
and:
'It's not going to be warm the same as it was,’
'The child is scrabbling the same way as a fox,'
Conversely, ya;y could be substituted for yiQgal at 10-53;
(10-53) girabaca:y Qina bada ga~ca / yiQgal Qana
red+ABS this+ABS dress+ABS be-PRES that+ABS
maga giyi-ba
other+ABS be+PAST-SUB
'This dress is red, the same as that other one was,'
But instead of the two dresses being exactly the same shade of red, they 
would then simply both be girabacay, 'red', that is at any two points 
of the colour band from sunset purple to ochre yellow which is covered 
by this colour term (3.3.1,2).
yiQgal also has additional possibilities denied to ya:y. It may 
take nominal inflections and function as a NP determiner:
i--------------------------------------------------1A A
(10-54) yiggala:-gu miri-gu=dhi; gadhiyi / 0 rjinu: gadhiyi-ba
-ERG dog-ERG=lOBL bite+PAST you+OBL bite+PAST-SUB
'The same dog bit me as bit you.'
yiQgal, when it functions as a NP determiner, and the demonstrative 
NP determiners Qana and Qina, carry the case marking appropriate to the 
role of the determined NP in the clause in which they occur. The NP 
may or may not be represented by one or more nominals in addition to the
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determiner. Thus at 10-55 there is no nominal, while at 10-56, 10-57 
and 10-58 there is one, 'person', 'stick' and 'frill-neck lizard' 
respectively:
(10-55) wara:y=naQ-gal buraya-l-a-nhi
bad=3ABS-PL change by talking-CM-RECIP-PAST
PURP A
Qagu-la; / 0 gurumin mama-fa-ba
that-DAT-EST shadow+ABS catch-PRES-SUB
'They talked each other into a fury for that, takes pictures-ba.'
1----------------POSS - —iS
(10-56) Qigu-la;=ni mayig-gu ga-ca / 0 dhalan
that+DAT-EST=3ABS+VIS person-DAT' be-PRES just
badhiyi-ba
arrived+PAST-SUB -
'it belongs to that person, just arrived-ba. '
INST - i0
(10-57) girambadinmiyi=lu=na gugur-u Qalu-la: / 0 gura;rbiyi-ba
hurt+PAST=3ERG=3ABS stick-INST that+INST-EST throw+PAST-SUB
'She hurt it with that stick she threw-ba.'
1S CAUS
(10-58) dhari-nji Qina-la: ga:ni: / 0 Mamie-ga:
disappear+PAST that+ABS-EST frill-neck+ABS M.-NAME+ABS
giyanhdha-nha-ba 
fear-PRES-SUB
'That frill-neck lizard has disappeared, Mamie is frightened-ba.'
As 10-54 to 10-58 show, a -ba clause may follow a main clause containing 
a determined NP, restricting the reference of this NP in terms of the role 
of a NP with identical reference in some other event; this construction 
does the work done by restrictive relative clauses in English.
Neither the NP with identical reference, nor the case role which it 
plays in the -ba clause receives any overt representation in the -ba clause,
I have shown this in the examples by including a zero marker, 0, placed
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arbitrarily at the beginning of the -ba clause. But the case function 
is recoverable. Ngiyamba: verbs occur in construction with a predictable 
maximum number of NP arguments whose syntactic functions are also 
predictable and are marked by case inflections (8,1.2). Thus, if all 
the syntactic arguments available to the verb in the -ba clause, bar one, 
are present and marked with the case inflection appropriate to their 
function, it is clear what the case of the missing constituent must be.
The process is illustrated at 10-54 to 10-58 by marking in the case 
function of the determiner in the main clause and of the missing co- 
referential NP in the -ba clause, and linking them, (A = agent, S = 
subject, 0 = object, INST = instrument, POSS = possessive, PURP = 
purposive, CAUS = causal.)
At 10-55 the verb in the -ba sentence, mama-1 'catch1, is transitive. 
It takes an agent and an object, There is an object present, gurumin 
'shadow1 now used for 'picture, photo', so the deleted co-referential NP 
is the agent. The -ba clause can be translated by the relative clause 
'which takes photos', and the whole sentence, 'They talked each other 
into a fury for that-which-takes-photos', i,e. 'for that camera'.
At 10-56 the verb badha-1 is intransitive and requires a subject.
No NP is present in the -ba clause, so it is the intransitive subject 
which is co-referential with 'that person' in the main sentence, and has 
been deleted: 'It belongs to that person who just arrived'.
At 10-57 gura:rba-l 'throw' takes an agent and an object, No NP is 
present in the -ba clause, and the interpretation is that the deleted 
co-referential NP is its object. Note that in this example the antecedent, 
'that stick' is semantically incapable of functioning as an agent, so 
there is no necessity for an agent NP to be marked in the -ba sentence 
in order for the case of the deleted co-referential NP to be correctly
interpreted.
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At 10-58 giyanhdha-y 'fear' takes an intransitive subject and an 
argument marked with the circumstantive case inflection, which indicates 
the cause of an emotional or physiological state (4.1,5.2): ’The frill-
neck which Mamie is frightened of has disappeared’.
It appears that there are no restrictions in principle as to the 
case of a NP deleted from a -ba clause on the basis of co-referentiality 
with a NP in the main clause. Such a NP may be in any case which is 
governable by a verb, although the vast majority of examples involve 
the functions agent, subject and object, 10^59 is an example where the 
absent co-referential NP is to be interpreted as having locative function;
(10-59) gandiyi-la=ndu=na / gilaywiyi-ba-ma=ndu
exceed+PAST-THEN=2NOM=3ABS turn+PAST-SUB-CNTRFACT=2NOM
'You overshot it, where you might have turned off.’
Another possible interpretation of 10-59 which has not been 
tested with informants is that what is transcribed as -ba in 
this single example is not the subordinate sentence marker 
at all, but the enclitic particle -ba: (9.3.3.1), adding
assertiveness to an independent counterfactual sentence:
’You overshot it. You really might have turned off.1
Nor does it appear that there are any restrictions on the case of
the determined antecedent NP in the main sentence.
Examples of recursive relativisation have been elicited, such as:
(10-60) Qina-la:=na miri ga-fa / Qina-la: girbadja
this+ABS-EST=3ABS dog+ABS be-PRES kangaroo+ABS
gubiyi-ba / gadhi-y-la: gucun dha-yi-ba
chase+PAST-SUB that+CIRC-\OMER-EST grass+ABS eat-PAST-SUB
dhira:n-di 
slope-CIRC
'This is the dog that chased this kangaroo that ate grass over
on that slope,'
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The third person enclitic pronouns also function as NP determiners 
when they occur in apposition to nominals (5.1.2.1). At 10.58 qini-la: could 
be replaced by =na (3ABS) enclitic on the first word dhari-nji. -na 
is best translated in this context by the definite article: 'The frill- 
neck that Mamie is frightened of has disappeared.'
In a negative sentence or a question, a NP without a determiner can 
have its reference restricted by a subordinate clause marked with -ba :
(10-61) waqa:y mayi wi:-y-aga-la / Qiyamba: Qiya-j;a-ba
NEG person+ABS sit-CM-IRR-THEN Ng.+ABS speak-PRES-SUB
'There won't be anyone left then who can speak Ngiyamba:.'
(10-62) mayi-ga:=ndu dhi:rba-nha / giyamba: Qiya-|;a-ba
person+ABS-IGNOR=2NOM know-PRES
'Do you know a person who can speak Ngiyamba;?'
10-64 to 10-66 show a main clause preceded, not followed, by a -ba 
clause in which a NP co-referential with a NP in the main clause plays a 
role ((a) glosses are literal, (b) colloquial):
(10-63) yalama-nhi-ba mayi / guwayubu=na yuwa-nha
tired-PAST-SUB person+ABS still=3ABS lie-PRES
(a) 'Person was tired-ba, still she is sleeping,'
(b) 'The person who was tired is still sleeping.'
(10-64) gugur gagiyi-ba / bundi=lu qadhi miyi
stick+ABS cut+PAST-SUB bundi+ABS=3ERG that+CIRC make+PAST
(a) 'Cut stick-ba, he made a bundi (club) from it,'
(b) 'He who cut the stick made a bundi from it,'
(10-65) qina-la; miri qindu bumiyi-ba / dhiqga:=dhu=na
this+ABS-EST dog+ABS you-NOM hit+PAST-SUB meat+ABS=lN0M=3ABS
qu-nhi
give-PAST
(a) 'You hit this dog-ba, I gave it meat.'
(b) 'This dog which you hit I gave meat to.'
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In each of these examples the shared NP is represented by a pronoun in 
the main clause. At 10-63 it is represented by a nominal in the -ba 
clause, mayi 'person’. At 10-64 it is not represented at all, in the 
same way as if the -ba clause had followed the main clause. At 10-65 
it is represented by both a nominal and a demonstrative, Qina-la: miri 
'this dog'. It will be noticed that 10-63 and 10-65, in which the -ba 
clauses have their full complement of NP arguments, can also be interpreted 
as 'given that,,,' constructions, 10-63 could be translated: 'Given that
the person was tired, she is still sleeping', or 'Since the person was 
tired, she is still sleeping', 1.0-65 could be translated: 'Given that
you hit this dog, I gave it meat', or 'When you had hit this dog, I gave 
it meat', If 10-64 is assumed to be part of a text in which the identity 
of the stick-cutter is already known, the agent of the -ba clause can be 
interpreted to be omitted for this reason (as an alternative to including 
an anaphoric pronoun) rather than on account of the reference it shares 
with the agent of the following main clause. In this case, a 'Given 
that,,,' translation is also possible for 10-64; 'Given that he cut the 
stick, he made a bundi from it', or 'When he had cut the stick, he made 
a bundi from it'.
10-66 and 10-67 show intransitive -ba clauses without a subject 
argument which precede main clauses and have the same tense marking on 
the verb as the main clauses, The animate NPs in the main clauses (i.e. 
the NPs potentially co-referential with the subjects of the -ba clauses) 
are represented by pronouns:
(10-66) manabi-nji-ba / dhiQga;=luguQ-gal dhari-nji
hunt-PAST-SUB meat+ABS=3GEN-PL disappear-PAST
"When (they) had finished hunting, their meat was gone."
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(10-67) manabi-nji-ba / gala:y=lu-gal munil ga:-nhi
again=3ERG-PL hole+ABS see-PAST
uAfter hunting, they looked at their hole again."
Syntactically these examples are open to two interpretations, in the same 
way as 10-64 is. Their -ba clauses can be interpreted as preceding
ft
restrictive relatives, with the absence of a subject NP being attributed 
to the omission of a NP co-referential with a NP in the main sentence: 
’Those who had hunted, their meat was gone' (10-66) and ’Those who had 
hunted looked at the hole again' (10-67), They can also be interpreted 
as 'Given that,,,’ constructions of the variety most colloquially 
translated by a pluperfect 'When,,,' clause, with the subject NP elided 
from the -ba clause because it is understood in the context; 'When they 
had hunted, their meat was gone' (10-66) and 'When they had hunted they 
looked at the hole again' (10-67). 10-66 and 10-67 come from Text 5,
which is about Porcupine's theft of an emu baking in a hole (T5,8 and 
T5,9), The story opens with the emu's rightful owners leaving it to cook 
while they go off hunting. In this context informants unhesitatingly 
supplied the glosses cited with the examples, based on the second, non- 
relative, interpretation.
10,2,3 -ba clause complements
10.2,3.1 -ba clause complements of verbs of speech
Any sentence whose verb carries a final tense inflection can have 
-ba suffixed to it so as to function as the object of a verb which reports 
speech (i.e, of a verb of class [8] at 7.4):
(10-68) giya-(;a=lu / dhuru migga-dhi gucuga-nha-ba
say-PRES=3ERG snake+ABS burrow-CIRC be in-PRES-SUB
'She says that there's a snake in the burrow.'
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(10-69) Qaya:ma-nhi=dji:=lu / yama-ga: dhuru miQga-dhi gu£uga-nha-ba
ask-PAST=lOBL=3ERG DUBIT-IGLMOR
'She asked me whether there was a snake in the burrow.'
(10-70) waQa:y=lu Qiyiyi / minja-Qinda-ga:=dhi:=lu bumiyi-ba
NEG=3ERG say+PAST what-CARIT-IGNOR=lOBL=3ERG hit+PAST-SUB
'He didn't say what he hit me for.'
10.2,3.2 -ba clause complements of verbs of intellection
A -ba clause can also be the object of any verb which reports the 
content of intellectual processes, such as knowing or remembering (i.e. 
of a verb of intellection from class [lj-at 7,4):
(10-71) waga:y=*dju winaQa-nhi / Qadhu-dhan gina-la:
NEG=1N0M remember-PAST I+NOM-LING EVID this+ABS-EST
giroadja wiri-nji-ba
kangaroo+ABS cook-PAST-SUB
'I didn't remember that I was supposed to have cooked this 
kangaroo,'
(10-72) Qadhu dhi:rba-nha Qana-gal guCuQa-nha-ba
I+NOM know-PRES that+ABS-PL swim-PRES-SUB
'I know that they are swimming/who is swimming.'
(10-73) dhi:rba-nha-ga:=ndu / Qani=na wi:-nja-ba
-IGN0R=2N0M there+L0C=3ABS sit-PRES-SUB
'Do you know where he lives?'
(10-74) Qadhu dhi:rba-nha / Qadhi=na guCu-nhi-ba
I+NOM there+CIRC=3ABS enter-PAST-SUB
'I know where it went in.'
Notice that 10-72 has two possible interpretations according to the 
placing of the pause, If a pause is made between dhi:rba-nha and Qana-gal 
the -ba clause includes Qana-gal, and functions as a sentential object
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complement to 'know'. The interpretation is 'I know that they are 
swimming'. If the pause occurs between gana-gal and gufuQa-nha-ba, the 
-ba clause lacks an overt subject, and its function is to restrict the 
reference of Qana-gal. The interpretation is 'I know those who are 
swimming' or more colloquially, 'I know who is swimming'.
In 10-73 and 10-74 the local case inflections locative and circum- 
stantive are carried by a demonstrative where English would use a relative 
pronoun. Arguments carrying them cannot be omitted as they can in other 
Ngiyamba: constructions equivalent to those in which a relative pronoun 
occurs in English, This is because their function would not be recoverable. 
Their omission would result in the interpretations 'Do you know that he 
is living?' for 10-73 and 'I know that it went in' for 10-74,
10.2,3.3 -ba clause complements of verbs of perception
Events which are perceived through the senses can be expressed as 
objects of verbs like 'see', 'hear', 'feel' (i,e, of verbs of perception 
from class [l] at 7.4), in the form of -ba clauses;
(10-75) waQa;y-ga;~ndu(=dhi:) Qa:-nha / migga=dhu baga-ca-ba
NEG—IGNOR=2NOM(-10BL) see-PRES burrow+ABS=lNOM dig-PRES-SUB
'Can't you see (me) that I'm digging a burrow.'
(10-76) waf]a:y-ga;-ndu ga;=nha / migga baga-ca-ba
'Can't you see anyone who is digging a burrow?'
The inclusion of ;=dhi: 'me' at .10-75 provides 'see' with two objects in
apposition to one another, the NP 'me' as well as a clause describing 
the event in which 'I' am participating, 10-76 is a question of the same 
type as was illustrated at 10-62,
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10.2,3.4 -ba clause complements of stative verbs
Events which give rise to emotional states are indicated by -ba 
clauses:
(10-77) bugil=dhu ga-fa / Qindu badhiyi-ba
happy+ABS=lNOM be-PRES you+NOM arrive+PAST-SUB
'I am happy that you came.’
Til.6 is another example of this kind, to be literally translated 
'My poor late mother cried that she knew her father was bad', 
unless the transcription is at fault in the same way as that 
of 10-59 may be, and what appears as the subordinator -ba 
should be the enclitic particle -ba: (9.3.3.1). If this were
so, the translation would be ’my poor late mother cried. For 
sure she knew that her father was bad’.
10-78 shows a -ba clause indicating an event which causes a physio­
logical, not an emotional, state:
(10-78) gi;ri-guwa-nha=na bura;y gadhi-la; / gabul-u=na
itc h-PITY-PRES=3ABS child+ABS that+CIRC-EST louse-ERG=3ABS
gadhiyi-ba
bite+PAST-SUB
'The child is itching because of that, (namely, that) a louse 
bit him.'
-ba clauses cannot be marked for case. Yet a NP representing the cause 
of a physiological state like being itchy is marked with the circumstantive 
case (4.1,5.2), If a sore were causing the itchf one might say:
(10-79) gi:ri-guwa-nha=na bura:y bagin-di
sore-CIRC
'The child is itching because of the sore.'
The -ba clause is accordingly introduced by a demonstrative which carries 
the circumstantive case marking on its behalf. The -ba clause restricts 
the reference of the demonstrative as described at 10,2,2. Complements
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of the type illustrated at 10-77 appear to indicate events giving rise 
to only a limited number of exclusively emotional states.
APPENDIX A
TEXTS
The reader should be cautious in drawing conclusions about the 
structuring of Ngiyamba: discourse from any of the texts, and particularly 
from Text 1, to which two speakers contributed. Each text represents a 
conscious effort to tell a story in Ngiyamba:, which has been almost wholly 
supplanted by English in the everyday lives of the narrators. There was 
often considerable discussion in English both before and during the telling, 
while narrators worked out what to say, listened to the recording of what 
they had said so far, and suchlike. However, Eliza Kennedy's later stories 
(Texts 8-11) show a marked increase in spontaneity and fluency.
The texts have been supplied with English titles for easy identific­
ation, Absolutive forms have been used in titles and notes wherever the 
corresponding root forms need to be cited with a final N in accordance with 
2.5, Thus the word for 'initiation ceremonies' is written burba, not 
burbaN-, and that for 'ugly ones' wanda, not wandaN-, When the same 
morphemes occur in the same sequence in adjacent sentences, morpheme-by­
morpheme glosses are omitted in all but the first sentence, as at T5.11-13.
TEXT 1. Lily Hampton and Eliza Kennedy (Keewong): The burba (initiation
ceremonies)
The narrators recall memories of the last burba which took place in 
Waga:ybuwan country, at giranhanga (West McDonalds Tank) in 1912. Speakers 
who contriouted texts or recorded songs were in their teens at that time, 
except for Mamie King (Text 7) who was too young to remember anything. 
Archie King (Text 4) is the last survivor of those initiated then.
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1 gadur=lu-gal yajynjdjibu guri-miyi
windbreak+ABS=3ERG-PL around lie-CAUS+PAST
They laid a windbreak around.
2 gira:nh-dhi miyi gadur / babir gadur
leaf-CIRC make+PAST windbreak+ABS big+ABS windbreak+ABS
They made a windbreak out of leaves, a big windbreak.
3 bunda:yQ-gu=nu: / Qagu / ya;y=lu-gal gadur miyi
knee-DAT=20BL there+DAT thus=3ERG-PL windbreak+ABS make+PAST
Up to your knee, up to there, that's how they made the windbreak.
4 gagu=na ya:la: guri-miyi
there+DAT®3ABS thus+EST lie-CAUS+PAST
Up to there, that's just how they laid it.
5 guj;u-nhi=naQ-gal gadi-la: / gawu-ga-galay / waga-dhunma-giri-gu
enter-PAST»3ABS-PL there+CIRC-EST night-LOC-ONLY dance-GROUP-PURP-DAT
They went inside that windbreak, at night only, to corroboree together.
6 Qini-la:=nar)-gal waga-dhunma-gila-nha
here+LOC-EST=3ABS-PL dance-GROUP-CONT-PRES
This is where they generally corroboree together.
7 manhag-gu=naQ-gal Qima-djili-nji
paint-INST=3ABS-PL paint-REFL-PAST
They painted themselves with white paint.
8 yadama=naQ-gal mayimi-nji-la
good+ABS=3ABS-PL look-PAST-THEN
They looked good then,
9 Quluqgiyari=lu-gal muwag-galga: wafa-y-miyi /
headband+CIRC=3ERG-PL feather-PL+DIM+ABS stand-CM-CAUS+PAST
gila:Q-gu muwa / budja:n-gu muwa
galah-DAT feather+ABS wee juggler-DAT feather+ABS
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They stuck lots of little feathers in their headbands, galah feathers, 
wee juggler feathers.
10 dhu:rgalaQ-ga wa:ruy wamba-nhi / waga-nha:ra=naQ-gal
man-LOC aprontABS be on-PAST dance-CIRCUM=3ABS-PL
The men wore aprons when they were corroboreeing.
11 Quba:n-galaydja:Q-gu gudhi=luguQ-gal wagaymi;li-wa:giyi
spouse-RECIP PL-ERG song=3GEN-PL sing+ULT FOCUS-DUR+PAST
A married couple used to sing their song for (them),
12 ga:riga;Q-gu=lugu wagaymiyi 
husband-ERG=3GEN sing+PAST
Her husband sang,
13 gudhi-ga yanmiyi / balga; Q*-gu=lugu 
song-LOC join+PAST boomerang-INST=3GEW
(He) kept up with the song, with his boomerang.
14 winar-u=lugu
woma n+E RG=3 GE N
burbi-yi 
beat time-PAST
His woman beat time.
15 ya:la:=nag-gal waga-wa:giyi 
thus+EST=3ABS-PL dance-DUR+PAST
That's how they used to corroboree.
16 buyu-ga=lu-gal gira: 
shin-LOC=3ERG-PL leaf-ABS
mawiri bandiyi
string-CIRC tie+PAST
They tied leaves around their shins with string.
Time was kept by gently thumping a small burbil or "pillow" of 
crumpled rag. Informants do not know what the pillow was made of 
before rag was available. Women sang and "beat their rugs" according 
to Mathews (1897:128).
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17 yilgi-yilgir-ba-miyi / yama
REDUP-RUSTLE-VBLSR-CAUS+PAST DUßIT
(They) made a rustling sound, didn't they?
18 bulagar-magu: gabada:-ga=nag-gal waga-wa:giyi
two-one month-LOC^ßABS-PL dance-DUR+PAST
They used to corroboree for three months.
19 widju-ga:=nag-gal giyi-la
how-IGNOR=3ABS-PL be+PAST-THEN
Then I wonder what happened to them? (the boys to be initiated)
20 wandag-gu=nag-gal ga:nhi-laga
wanda-ERG=3ABS-PL take-PAST-THEN
2The wanda took them then,
21 dhu:rgalag-gu gurag-giyalu=lugug-gal bura:y-galga:=lugug-gal
man-ERG camp-BEL0NGING=3GEN-PL child-PL+DIM=3GEN-PL
gira:g-gu gu^uga-y-miyi-la 
leaf-INST be inside-CM-CAUS+PAST-THEN
The men covered over their "housewives" and little children with leaves.
22 waqa:y=ndu-gal Qa:-y-aga
NEG=2NOM-PL look-CM-IRR
"You won't look!"
23 waga:y=ndu-gal waba-l-aga
peep-CM-IRR
"You won't peep!"
24 ya:y giyaniggi:-na giyiyi 
thus us+PL+OBL-EXC speak-PAST
That's how (they) spoke to us.
2 See introduction to Text 2.
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25 wandaQ-gu-ba|;a=nu:Q-gal buma-l-aga / Qa:-nha:ra=nu:=lu
wanda-ERG-CATEG ASSERT=20BL-PL hit-CM-IRR see-CIRCUM=20BL-3ERG
"A wanda will be sure to kill you if he sees you."
26 bubu-galga:Q-gu=naQ-gal ga:-nhi-la 
bubu-PL+DIM-ERG=3ABS-PL take-PAST-THEN 
3The little bubu took them then, making
dhari-bunmiyi
disappear-cause+PAST
(them) disappear.
27 mu:mbapayQ-gula:y=naQ-gal ya:lbi-ya / Qina-gala: wandaq-galga:
bullfrog-LIKE=3ABS-PL croak-PRES this+ABS-PL+EST wanda-PL+DIM
They croak like bullfrogs, these little wanda.
428 dhuga bulawa wili-wilimiyi bubu-galga:q-gu
sugar+ABS flour+ABS REDUP-scatter+PAST bubu-PL+DIM-ERG
The little bubu scattered the sugar and tea.
29 munjbu-naq-gal yiramuruq-gala:n dhari-djunma-nhi-la
suddenly=3ABS-PL novice-PL+AUG+ABS disappear-GROUP-PAST-THEN
Then suddenly the big boys to be initiated all disappeared together.
See 2.12.3
The mother of one of the women then in their teens had provocatively 
boasted of killing a bat. In the mythology, the bat was responsible 
for making men's genitals. bubu punished this transgression by 
scattering her provisions although "it was starving times", dhiyal, 
'owlet nightjar' was responsible for making women's genitals, and 
the women would be likewise angered if a man harmed a nightjar. But 
no powers intervened in their interests, as bubu did for the men. 
Mathews mentions similar disciplinary destruction taking place in 
initiation ceremonies he witnessed, including those of the neighbouring 
Wiradjuri (Mathews 1897:133). Two late nineteenth century Wembawemba 
songs, an admiring song about the bat and a derogatory one about the 
owlet nightjar, reflect the same tradition (Hercus 1969:91-3). The 
tradition appears to have been general among the "Kulin" people to 
the south west of the Waqa:ybuwan and Wiradjuri as well as widespread 
in New South Wales. Hercus (loc, cit, ) cites its mention by Howitt, 
who speaks of the "sex totems" of the Wotjo nation, i.e. the N.W.
Kulin people (Howitt 1904:144-5).
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30 warja-.y qiyanu-na qa:-y-a:li-nji-la
NEG we all-EXCL see-CM-AGAIN-PAST-THEN
We didn't see them again then.
31 guwayu-ba[-a=naq-gal dhari-nji
for a long time-CATEG ASSERT=3ABS-PL disappear-PAST
They were away for a long time alright.
532 burbinj-djalaba:=naq-gal yana-nha madu-ga dhuni-ga
belly-PRIV+ABS=3ABS-PL go-PRES many-LOC sun-LOC
They go for many days without (filling their) bellies.
33 warja:y dha-^a-laqa
NEG eat-PRES-THEN
(They) don't eat then.
34 ya:la: wi:-guwa-nhi yuwan-dhalaba:
thus+EST sit-PITY-PAST (non-meat) food-PRIV+ABS
(They) stayed like that, poor things, without food.
35 yana-buna-nhi-laqa 
go-BACK-PAST-THEN
After that (they) came back.
36 ga:m-buna-nhi=naq-gal mayiq-girbaQ-gu gana:-ga 
carry-BACK-PAST=3ABS-PL person-PARTY-ERG shoulder-LOC
A lot of people brought them back on (their) shoulders.
37 nhuru bilma-dhunma-nhi
arm/wing+ABS spread-INTR+GROUP-PAST
(Their) arms were all spread out (like) wings.
Notice the use of the present tense here and at T1.33. People 
reminiscing often ignore the breakdown of their traditions. When 
searching for forgotten vocabulary they ask one another not "How did 
they say that?", but "How do they say that?"
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38 dhu:rgalaQ-gu=naq-gal gana:-biyi gadhal-gu
man-ERG=3ABS-PL shoulder-VBLSR+PAST novices’ shed-DAT
Then the men carried them on their shoulders to the novices'shed.
39 gadhal-i=lu-gal=naQ-gal gupugiyi-la 
shed-CIRC=3ERG-PL=3ABS-PL put inside+PAST-THEN
Then they put them inside the shed,
40 guni:Q-gu=luguQ-gal yuwan ga:-nhi
mother-ERG=3GEN-PL (non-meat) food+ABS carry-PAST
Their mothers brought food.
41 winar-u=naQ-gal balga: wana-nhi-la
woman-ERG=3ABS-PL boomerang+ABS throw-PAST-THEN
Then the women threw them boomerangs (before they would eat).
42 Qani-f)ur-a=na gadhal-a^lugug-gal dhuwa-nhi-la /
there+LOC-SIDE-LOC=3ABS shed-LOC=3GEN-PL fall-PAST-THEN
balga:
boomerang+ABS
It fell on the far side of their shed, the boomerang.
43 bara:y=nag-gal wi:-nja:ni-nji 
quick+ABS=3ABS-PL sit-ADOPT POSI-PAST
Quickly they sat down.
44 waQa:y=giyanu-na=naQ-gal dhi;rba-nhi
NEG=we+PL-EXC=3ABS-PL know-PAST
We didn't recognise them.
6 gadhal was a specially built shed, higher than the heads of the novices 
being carried on the men's shoulders.
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45 manhag-gu=nag-gal gima-nhi
white paint-INST=3ABS-PL paint-INTR+PAST
They were painted with white paint.
346 manabi-nji giyanu-na 
hunt-PAST we+PL-EXC
We were hunting (i.e. the two narrators and a third sister).
47 giyanu-na yana-wa-nhi-la ga^ag-gu / gali ga:fug-giri-gu
we+PL-EXC go-MOVING-PAST-THEN tank-DAT water+ABS drink-PURP-DAT
Then we were walking along towards a tank to drink water.
48 miri=dji: bibuwa-wa-nhi muru-ga
dog+ABS=lOBL run-MOVING-PAST road-LOC
My dog ran along ahead.
49 bulagar gini-la: mayig-gu ga: (ju-gila-nhi
two here+LOC-EST person-ERG drink-CONT-PAST
Two people (i.e. novices) were drinking at this place as they usually 
did.
50 Qa:-nhi-la-lu-bula: galu-ynja
look-PAST-THEN=3ERG-DU that+INST-UP
Then the two of them looked up.
After this the women went towards the novices, each carrying a spear 
with a bunch of feathers on the end, the crest and wings of a wee 
juggler. The novices were supposed to run away at their approach, 
thereby acquiring strength. Some whom Lily Hampton saw failed to 
run through ignorance, and were severely admonished. After this 
the novices remained hidden for a period of many months, living in 
a separate camp with a windbreak and leaf mattresses about half a 
mile away from the main camp. The women "carted tucker" when they 
were absent during the day. When the novices eventually rejoined 
the main camp "you wouldn't recognise them". They had changed from 
boys into men.
giyanu-na, i.e. the three sisters, Liza, Lily and Lizzie, surprised 
a couple of novices drinking at a tank during the period when they 
were supposed not to be seen. The remainder of the text is devoted 
to this incident.
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51 qa:-nhi=lu-bula:=na dha:y wagaba-na:ra 
see-PAST=3ERG-DU=3ABS hither run-CM+CIRCUM
They saw it running towards them.
52 gira:=lu-bula: warumiyi-la 
leaf+ABS=3ERG-DU pick up-THEN
Then they picked up leaves.
53 balaq-ga mi:miyi / waqa;y-djan qiyanu-na Qa:-giri 
head-LOC hold+PAST NEG-LING EVID we+PL-EXC see-PURP
(They) held (them) against (their) heads, so that we shouldn't see
(them) .
54 bala=nam-bula: gu£uga-y-ma-djili-nji
head+ABS= 3ABS-DU be inside-CM-CAUS-REFL-PAST
Each covered his head with leaves.
55 gira:m-buwan bala / waqa;y-djil-dhan qiyanu-na dhi:rba-giri 
leaf-COMIT head+ABS NEG-IMPOSS-LING EVID we+PL-EXC know-PURP
(They) had leaves (on their) heads, so that we wouldn't be able to
recognise (them).
56 gunuma-nhi dhugay=nam-bula: bibuwa-nhi
energetically move-PAST indeed=3ABS-DU run-PAST
They ran really hard.
57 ga(;iba-nhi qiyanigi:-nanh-dhi
run away-PAST we+PL+OBL-EXC-CIRC
(They) ran away from us.
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TEXT 2. Eliza Kennedy (Keewong): dhuwi, the hairy wanda
wanda means 'ugly'. People prefer to avoid naming mythical beings 
such as bubu (T1.20 ff) and dhuwi. Instead they refer to them as wanda, 
i.e. 'ugly ones'. The kind of wanda described here is called dhuwi on 
account of its call, "dhuwi, dhuwi, dhuwi ...".
1 wandag-gu-ba^a giyanigi: mama-l-aga
wanda-ERG-CATEG ASSERT we+PL+OBL seize-CM-IRR
The wanda might get us.
2 dhirama-ga wi:-nja 
hill-LOC sit-PRES
(He) lives in the hills.
3 waga:y=na giyanu-na ga:-nhi
NEG=3ABS we+PL+NOM-EXC see-PAST
We haven't seen him.
4 muwam-bura / muwam-bil
body hair-WITH PROMINENT body hair-WITH A LOT
(He's) bristling with hair, (he's) really hairy on the body.
5 yulu ba:mir
nail+ABS long+ABS
(He's got) long nails.
6 birma-l-aga=nu: 
scratch-CM-IRR=20BL
(He) would scratch you.
7 babir dhugay 
big+ABS indeed
(He's) really big.
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8 wara:y / buga-gu budha-nha
bad+ABS rotten-INST smell-PRES
(He's) no good, (he) stinks of rottenness.
9 wagga-wagga^a-y-bunma-ca 
REDUP-get lost-CM-cause-PRES
(He) makes you get properly lost.
10 waga:y=ndu badha-l-buna-y-aga-la 
NEG=2NOM come-CM-BACK-CM-IRR-THEN
Then you won't come back.
11 ga:-y-aga=nu: 
carry-CM-IRR=20BL
He might carry you (off).
12 dhari-bunma-l-aga 
disappear-cause-CM-IRR
(He) might make (you) disappear.
13 gunama-l-aga=nu: wandag-gu
eviscerate-CM-IRR=20BL wanda-ERG
(That) wanda might take your belly out.
14 burbi=nu: dhunma-l-aga
belly+ABS=20BL remove-CM-IRR
(He) would rip out your belly.
15 mungu=nu: dhar-l-aga
pylorus of stomach+ABS=20BL eat-CM-IRR
(He) would eat your "tripe".
16 dha-l-aga=nu: mu:nda-l-aga
eat-CM-IRR=20BL completely eat-CM-IRR
(He) would eat you, eat (you) right up.
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17 mirga-dhi gu^u-y-aga-la / bunhdhu
cave-CIRC enter-CM-IRR-THEN sated-NOM
(He) would go into his cave then, full up.
18 yuwa-y-aga-la=na 
lie-CM-IRR-THEN=3ABS
Then he'd lie down.
19 gaj;a :nhdhi-l-aga=nu: yaymbuga
look for-CM-IRR=20BL in vain
They'd look for you in vain.
20 guni: g-gala: Q-gu giyaniggi : -na giya-l-wa:giyi 
mother-LATE-ERG we+PL+OBL-EXC say-CM-DUR+PAST
My mother used to say to all of us:
21 war)a:y=ndu-gal dhagurma-gu yana-y-aga
NEG=2NOM-PL cemetery-DAT go-CM-IRR
"None of you are to go to the cemetery!"
22 dhagun-di=nug-gal gucuga-l-aga wandag-gu
earth-CIRC=20BL-PL put inside-CM-IRR wanda-ERG
"The wanda might put you inside the ground. "
23 waga:y=nug-gal ga:-y-a:li-y-aga-la
NEG=20BL-PL see-CM-AGAIN-CM-IRR-THEN
"Then we wouldn't see you again."
24 gara: galu-y-la: yana:
PROHIB that+INST-YONDER-EST go+IMP
"Don't go over there!"
25 wanda gana-y-la: wi:-nja
wanda+ABS that.+ABS-Y JNDER-EST sit-PRES
'Wanda live over there.
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26 waQa:y=ndu-gal Qadhi-la: dha;y mu;n badha-l-buna-y-aga
NEGc2N0M-PL there+CIRC-EST hither alive+ABS come-CM-BACK-CM-IRR
"You wouldn't get back here alive from there,"
TEXT 3. Eliza Kennedy (Keewong); wa;way, river-maker
This text and the following one concern wa;way, called 'rainbow- 
serpent* in the anthropological literature (Radcliffe-Brown 1930) , Ngiyamba: 
speakers never translate the word. They liken a wa;way to a big snake, 
and to the whale which swallowed Jonah, No connection is made, nowadays 
at least, between wa:way and the rainbow, although the rainbow has some 
rememioered cultural significance. (You must not point at the rainbow lest 
your mother's mother die,)
Though this story refers to a single wa:way, it is generally thought 
that a number of them shared in creating the rivers, When wa;way came up 
in conversation on another occasion, somebody said;
gilu-gala;-ba£a babir dhiggag-gu ba:wan
that+ERG-PL+EST-CATEG ASSERT big creature-ERG Darling+ABS
miyi
make+PAST
- and went on to list other rivers, then explained, '’Them big animals made 
all the rivers."
Several encounters with wa;way are claimed to have taken place within 
living memory. In one, a man was swallowed together with a bag of groceries 
He tickled its stomach and was spewed up again, but lost the groceries.
He was discovered prostrate, with shreds of his purchases scattered about.
In another, two men approached a wa:way hole which was steaming and bubbling 
fiercely. One of them was of Bargandji descent. He pacified the wa:way by 
addressing it with a few words of Baigandji,
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The hill which thwarted wa:way's progress in this story is Mount Manara. 
Eliza Kennedy heardl the story in her childhood from Ellen Bourke, who was 
a nhi:lyigiyalu from the area around Marfield station. Ellen Bourke spoke 
Ba:gandji as well as Ngiyambar, Ba:gand.ji people associated Mount Manara 
with Qadji (the Ba:gandji equivalent of wa:way).
1 warway winjdja-ga yana-nhi
wa;way+ABS mud-LOC go-PAST
warway travelled through the mud,
2 galiyar warwa-dhu miyi / barwan-yanbir
Lachlan river+ABS wa:way-ERG make+PAST Barwon-ADD TOPIC
warway made the Lachlan, and the Barwon (Darling) too.
3 bungu-bu=lu=niq-gal miyi / babir-u dhiQgarQ-gu
many-UNIV=3ERG=3ABS+VIS-'PL make+PAST big-ERG creature-ERG
He made them all, the huge creature.
4 dhurbidhurbi=lu=nar)-gal miyi-la / galinj-djan
REDUP-steep=3ERG=3ABS-PL make+PAST-THEN water-LING EVID
galu-y bibuwa-giri
that+INST-YONDER run-PURP
Then he made them sloping, so the water would run away.
5 warway waqga^a-nhi
warway+ABS get lost-PAST
warway got lost.
6 balu-nhi-la dhiratoa-ga 
die-PAST-THEN hill-LOC
Then(he) died at the hill.
7 gali=lugu Qini-lar wamba-nha guwayu-bu
water=3GEN here+LOC-EST be up-PRES long time-UNIV
His water still rises at this place in the hole.
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8 waqa:y=ni dhirama-dhi gu^u-nhi
NEG=3ABS+VIS hill-CIRC enter-PAST
He couldn't get through the hill.
9 ga^ul walan manga;n
rock+ABS hard+ABS DEGREE ADV
The rock was too hard.
10 yaba=lugu qani-la: guri-nja
track=3GEN there+LOC-EST lie-PRES
His tracks are there.
11 gali qini-la: wamba-wa :ga-i;a-la dhirama-ga
water+ABS here+LOC-EST be up-DUR-PRES-NOW hill-LOC
And now there is always water in this (place), at the hill,
12 waqa:y=na buduba-nha
NEG=3ABS dry up-PRES
It doesn't dry up.
TEXT 4. Archie King (Trida): Redbreast kills wa:way
During the conversation in English which preceded the recording of 
this text, Archie King explained that the events related in the story took 
place near ya:rali (Yat’nong station). For information about wa:way, see 
the introduction to Text 3. It is not known who Redbreast's companions 
at the feast were.
1 qadhi-la:=lugu munil giyi / ga^ul-i
there+CIRC-EST=3GEN hole+ABS be+PAST rock-CIRC
That's where his hole was, in the rocks.
2 budhu bangiyi qadhi-la: munil-i
smoke+ABS burn+PAST there+CIRC-EST hole-CIRC
Smoke burnt out of that hole.
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3 wa:wa-dhu gali yuri-miyi
wa:way~ERG water+ABS move-CAUS+PAST
wa:way made the water heave.
4 gina-la: midja;qga;y
this+ABS-EST redbreast+ABS
Qa:-giri / badha-na:ra 
see-PURP emerge-CM+CIRCUM
Redbreast sat watching this
coming out of the hole.
5 balga;nh-dhuray midja:qga:nhdhu banmi-nji / buma-l-i-gu=na 
boomerang-COMIT redbreast+ERG wait-PAST hit-CM-PURP-DAT=3ABS
w a :way 
wa:way+ABS
Redbreast waited with a boomerang to kill waiway.
6 qidji-la: munil-i yala^a-nhi
this-CIRC-EST hole-CIRC slide-PAST
(He) came sliding out of this hole.
7 buma-yi-la=lu=na / wuru gadhinmiyi
hit-PAST-THEN=3ERG=3ABS neck+ABS break+PAST
He killed him, hitting so as to break (his) neck.
8 mamiyi-la=lu-gal=na 
take+PAST-THEN=3ERG-PL=3ABS
Then they took hold of him,
9 ga;-nhi-la=lu=gal=na 
carry-PAST-
Then they carried him.
10 gulgu=lu-gal bagiyi-la
pit+ABS=3ERG-PL dig+PAST-THEIsi
wi;-mi-nji / wa :way-dja=Lu^
sit "WATCH T-P AS T wa :way+ABS-LING EVID=3ERG
munil-i
hole-CIRC
(place), so that he could see wa:way
Then they dug a pit.
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TEXT 5. Lily Hampton (Keewong); How Porcupine got his spines
Lily Hampton was somewhat uncertain as to the identity of Porcupine's 
companion at the beginning of the story, but settled for Honeyeater. 
According to the late Fred Biggs (of the Trida mob), Porcupine was with 
Crow. In his version, still known to Trida speakers, Porcupine drops a 
talking turd before he makes off with the emu. It is the turd which tells 
Crow to keep going further afield for leaves (Blows 1975:32).
1 mayig-galga:Q-gu guruy bumiyi
person-PL+DIM-ERG emu+ABS hit+PAST
Some people killed an emu,
2 wiri-nji-la=lu-gal=na 
cook-'PAST-THEN=3ERG-PL=3ABS
Then they cooked it.
3 gala:y manabi-nji-la 
again hunt-PAST-THEN
Then (they) went hunting again.
4 dhigarbila-gu gana-la: guruy manumiyi-la
porcupine-ERG that+ABS-EST emu+ABS steal+PAST-THEN
Then porcupine stole that emu.
5 dhudhubaynj-djul mayi Qiyiyi-la yana-giri / gira:
honeyeater-DIM+ABS person+ABS tell+PAST-THEN go-PURP leaf+ABS
gama-l-i
break-CM-PURP
(He) told the little honeyeater fellow to go, to pick leaves."*"
1 A cooked emu would be placed to cool on a platform in a tree, on 
top of a layer of freshly picked leaves.
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6 galu-la: mayin j-d jul-u gira: gama-l-ga-na:ra /
that+ERG-EST person-DIM-ERG leaf+ABS break-CM-PROG-CM+CIRCUM
dhigarbila-gu Qana-la: Quruy manumiyi-la
porcupine-ERG that+ABS’-EST emu+ABS steal+PAST-THEN
While that little fellow was picking leaves, porcupine stole that emu,
7 ga^ibi:li-nji-la=na guruynj-dji giyani-gi:
run away+ULT F0CUS-PAST-THEN=3ABS emu-CIRC we+PL-OBL
"Now he has run away with our emu!"
8 manabi-nji-ba / dhigga:=lugug-gal dhari-nji-la
hunt-PAST-SUB meat+ABS=3GEN-PL disappear-PAST-THEN
When (they) had finished hunting, their meat was gone.
9 manabi-n ji-ba / gala;y;=lu-gal munil ga:-nhi-la
again=3ERG-PL hole+ABS see-PAST-THEN
After hunting, they looked at their hole again.
10 badha-l-buna-nha;ra giyanu / guruy gimba-l-i-gu /
arrive-CM-BACK-CIRCUM we+PL-NOM emu+ABS uncover-CM-PURP-DAT
dhari-nji-la=na 
disappear-PAST-THEN=3ABS
"While we were coming back to uncover the emu, he disappeared,"
11 yabiyi-la=lu’-gal=na 
track+PAST-THEN=3ERG-PL=3ABS
Then they tracked him.
12 mamiyi-la=lu-gal=na 
catch-
Then tney caught him.
13 bumiyi-la=lu-gal=na 
hit-
Then they hit him.
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14 mura-gu=na dhu-ni-la
spear-INST=3ABS spear-PAST-THEN
Then (they) speared him with spears.
15 Qalu-la: ya;la;bu qiyiyi
that+ERG-EST thus+EST-UNIV say+PAST
He went on talking all the same,
16 bunga-bungagiyi-la=lu-gal=na 
REDUP-pierce+PAST-THEN=3ERGH?L=3ABS
Then they punctured him.
17 qi:nj-dji-ga:=lu qiya-fa
anus-CIRC-IGNOR=3ERG speak-PRES
"Is he speaking through his arse?"
18 qi;q-gu-galay gibayiyi 
anus-INST-ONLY reply+PAST
Only with his arse did he answer back,
19 qi:nj-dja=lu-gal=na bumiyi-la bundi-gu / malu
anus-L0C=3ERG-PL=30BL hit+PAST-THEN bundi-INST silent-ABS
bundinmiyi-la
cause to become by hitting-PAST-THEN
Then they hit him on the arse with a bundi, hitting him to make him 
silent.
220 qabiyi-la=na
go 'qab1+PAST-THEN=3ABS
He shut up then.
2 qab is like ’phut' in English, It has been heard in reference to a 
candle going out and to a car breaking down, as well as to Porcupine 
falling silent.
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21 dhu-ni=lu-gal=na maga-magag-gu mura-gu
spear-PAST=3ERG-PL=3ABS REDUP-other-INST spear-INST
They speared him with a variety of spears.
22 yiggala;-dhi dhigar-buwan waca-nha 
same+EST-CIRC spine-COMIT stand-PRES
That's why (porcupines) still have spines,
yiQgala;-dhi=luguQ-gal baggaba: dhigar ga-ca / buluy
=3GEN-PL white+ABS spine+ABS be-PRES black+ABS
dhigar ga-ca
That's why they have white spines, black spines.
gana-gala; ya;Cu buluy ga-ca
that+ABS-PL+EST yarran+ABS 
Those yarran ones are black.
325 malga Qina-la: baggaba: and buluy gaca
mulga+ABS this+ABS-EST &
The white and black ones are mulga.
26 mali Qina-la: baggaba: ga-ca
mallee+ABS
The white (spines) are mallee.
TEXT 6. Lena Parkes (Trida); How to catch porcupine
Punctilious speakers of both dialects would not use dhinaN- 'foot' 
for ’footmark’, as is done throughout this text, but yaba ’track1.
1 yuruQ-gu 
rain-ERG
gidja-na:ra / Qa:-y-aga-la=ndu=na / dhina=lugu
rain-CM+CIRCUM see-CM-IRR-THEN=2NOM=3ABS foot+ABS=3GEN
When it's raining, you’ll see it, its footmarks.
The narrator was unable to find a way of saying that some spines are 
both black and white, and reluctantly insisted that English ’and’ 
would have to be included.
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yana-nha:ra dhigarbila / yaba-l-aga-la=ndu=na / migga-dhi 
walk-CIRCUM porcupine+ABS track-CM- burrow-CIRC
gupu-nha:ra 
enter-CIRCUM
If the porcupine is on the move, you'll track it going into its 
burrow.
3 baga-l-aga-la=ndu=na 
dig-
Then you'll dig it (out).
4 milga:y=lugu dhina wapa-y-aga madhar-a / gupu-nha:ra
conspicuous+ABS=3GEN foot+ABS stand-CM-IRR wet earth-LOC enter-CIRCUM
miQga-dhi
burrow-CIRC
Its footmarks will stand out clearly in the wet earth, going into the 
burrow.
5 dhalagay dhina=lugu=ndu gai-y-aga / gucu-nha:ra migga-dhi /
fresh+ABS foot+ABS=3GEN=2NOM see-CM-IRR
yurum-ba: 
rain-TIME
You'll see its fresh footmarks going into the burrow, in rainy weather.
6 yuruQ-gu Qidja-na:ra / Qa;-y-aga=ndu dhina=lugu miQga-ga /
rain-ERG rain-CM+CIRCUM see-CM-IRR=2N0M foot+ABS=3GEN burrow-LOC
wapa-nha:ra / yana-nha:ra / gupu-nha:ra migga-dhi 
stand-CIRCUM walk-CIRCUM
When it's raining, you'll see its footmarks by the burrow, stopping, 
walking about, going into the burrow.
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7 waQa:y=lugu=na dhina Qa:-nha badha-l-buna-nha:ra / yuruq-gu=na
NEG=3GEN=3ABS foot+ABS see-PRES emerge-CM-BACK-CIRCUM rain-ERG= 3ABS
Qulaga-na:ra
wash away-CM+CIRCUM
(You) don't see its (old) track coming back out, because of the rain 
washing it away.
8 dhuni-ga yaba-l-aga gina dhigarbila
sun-LOC track-CM-IRR this+ABS porcupine+ABS
(You) will track this porcupine during the day.
9 gu^uga-y-aga Qina-la: migga-ga
be inside-CM-IRR this+ABS-EST burrow-LOC
It will be inside this burrow.
TEXT 7. Mamie King (Trida): Spring, a favourite dog
The contributor of this text is between ten and twenty years younger 
than the other authors of texts. She is the only one literate in English.
1 yura;bad=yu guba-^a
rabbit+ABS=3ERG chase-PRES
He chases rabbits.
2 gadha-ca=lu 
bite-PRES=3ERG
He catches (one).
3 ga:m-buri-nja=lu 
carry-BACK-PRES=3ERG
He brings (it) back,
4 Qu-nha-la=dhi:=lu=na 
give-PRES-THEN=10BL=3ERG=3ABS
Then he gives it to me.
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5 girbadja=yu guba-l-wa:giyi 
kangaroo+ABS=3ERG chase-CM-DUR+PAST
He used to chase kangaroos.
6 waQa;y=lu girbadja gadha-pa-la
JNiEG=3ERG kangaroo+ABS bite-PRES-THEN
He doesn't chase kangaroos now,
7 budjiriwa:ni miri ga-l-wa:giyi
pretty+3ABS+VIS dog+ABS be-CM-DUR+PAST
He used to be a fine dog.
8 manabi-nji Qiyani 
hunt-PAST we+PL+NOM
Several of us went hunting.
9 gu;ga:r=yu gubiyi-la
tree goanna=3ERG chase+PAST-THEN
Then he chased a tree goanna.
10 gu:ga:r-gu=ni gadhiyi-la buyu-dhi
tree goanna-ERG=3ABS+VIS bite+PAST-THEN shin-CIRC
Then the goanna bit him on the leg.
11 girambi-yi-la=ni 
sick-PAST-THEN=3ABS+VIS
Then he was sick.
12 yada=ni ga-£a-la 
well+ABS=3ABS+VIS be-PRES-THEN
He is better now.
13 ya:la-bu=yu yuratbad guba-l-ga;-nha
thus +EST-UNIV= 3ERG rabbit+NOM chase-CM-A BIT-PRES
He chases rabbits a bit all the same.
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14 ga:-nha-la=dhu=ni / manabi-nja;ra
take-PRES-THEN=lN0M=3ABS+VIS hunt-CIRCUM
Now I take him out when I go hunting.
15 wilba:r-dhuray giyani bibuwa-nha / manabi-nja;ra
vehicle-COMIT+ABS we+PL+NOM run-PRES
We drive with the sulky when we go hunting.
TEXT 8. Eliza Kennedy (Keewong); Lost in the mallee
1 manabi-nji=li:-na ga;dhi;Q-galaydja:
hunt-PAST=lNOM+DU-EXC sister-RECIP PL+ABS
The two of us sisters were hunting.
2 banduT’-buwan yuru walga-nhi-la
thunder-COMIT+ABS rain+ABS climb-PAST-THEN
Then thundery rain came up.
3 waga:y-djili;-na dhuni ga:-nhi
NEG-IMP0SS+1N0M+DU-EXC sun+ABS see-PAST
We could not see the sun,
4 gadhu wagga^a-nhi 
I+NOM forget-PAST
I was lost.
5 wanhdha-la-wa:=li: ga-^a
where-LOC-EXCIjAM=lNOM+DU be-PRES
"Where are we?"
6 ya:y=dju ga:dhi:=dji; Qaya:ma-nhi
thus=lNOM sister+ABS=10BL ask-PAST
I asked my sister.
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bibuwa-buna-nha 
run-BACK^PRES
(to camp)'"
8 ya:y=dji;=lu giyiyi 
thus=10BL=3ERG say+PAST
she said to me.
7 garbu-baga:=li: bindai
enough-CNTR ASSERT=1N0M+DU straight+ABS
"But we are running back straight enough
9 gadhu-na giyiyi 
I+N0M=3ABS
I said to her,
10 wamam-baga ;=ndu bibuwa-nha
wrong-CNTR ASSERT=2N0M run-PRES
"But you are running (the) wrong (way)J"
11 waga:y=dju dhi:rba-nhi 
NEG=1N0M know-PAST
I did not know.
12 badha-l-buna--nha:rag-galay gurag-ga / ya :nhdhu-la;-galay=dju 
arrive-CM-BACK-CIRCUMr-ONLY camp-LOC at that time-E S T-ONLY= 1NOM
dhi;rba-nhi 
know-PAST
Only on arriving back at the camp, only at the end did I know.
13 yiggala;-dhi=dju 
same+EST-CIRC=lNOM
waga:y giya-pa / waga:y=djil mayi 
NEG say-PRES NEG-IMPOSS person+ABS
waggapa-nha-ba
forget-PRES-SUB
That’s why I don’t say that blacks can’t get lost.
14 gadhu-bapa waggapa-nhi
I+NOM-CATEG ASSERT forget-PAST
I got lost, that's for sure.
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lb qadhanga:-dhan ga:dhi: wama bibuwa-nhi
BELIEVED TRUE-LING EVID sister+ABS wrong run-PAST
I thought (my) sister was running (.the) wrong (way) .
16 Qadhu wamaq-galay yana-giri-Qinda giyi
I+NOM wrong-ONLY go-PURP-CARIT be+PAST
I was the one who wanted to go quite (the) wrong (way).
TEXT 9. Eliza Kennedy (Keewong); The Whinger
This is an invented dialogue between two speakers, speaker A (the 
whinger), and speaker B,
Al gari;-ga;=ndu dhi:rba-nha / qani=na wi:-nja-ba
true+ABS-IGN0R=2N0M know-PRES there+L0C=--3ABS sit-PRES-SUB
"Do you truly know where he's living?"
B2 dhi:rba-nha=dhu 
f=lNOM
"I know.
3 q ani-wa=na wi:-n j a 
there+L0C-FURTHER=3ABS sit-PRES
"He lives further on,
4 yarur=dhi: manmi-ya;
slow+ABS=lOBL follow-IMP
"Follow me steadily."
It is impossible to render qadhanga;-dhan by an English construction 
which is impersonal in the same way. The closest English equivalent 
is probably 'From what's been said, (you will gather that) I believed 
it was true that,..' But this is too involved for colloquial 
narrative. If telling this story in English, a bilingual speaker 
would not attempt to convey so much information at this point, "I 
thought my sister was running the wrong way." was the narrator's own 
translation. For a possible analysis of qadhan-ga; see 9.2.3.
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A5 gunu-ba(;a=dhu ga-pa / manmina: ra=nu:
fed up-CATEG ASSERT=1N0M be-PRES follow+CM+CIRCUM=20BL
"I'm sick of following you.
6 dni:rba-nha-ga=ndu / gagu=ndu yana-nha-ba
know-PRES-IGN0R=2N0M there+DAT=2N0M go-PRES-SUB
"Do you know where you're going?"
B7 dhi;rba-nha-bani=dju
know-PRES-TOPIC IS0LAT0R-1N0M
"I know alright!
8 gani-wa-baga:=na
there+LOC-FURTHER-CNTR ASSERT=3ABS
"He does live further on."
A9 maga=ndu mayi waga:y barawiyi
other+ABS=2N0M person+ABS NEG ask+PAST
"You didn't ask anybody else (to accompany you).
10 minjag-gu-wa;=ndu gadhi;-galay barawiyi 
what-DAT-EXCLAM=2N0M me+OBLK)NLY
"Why did you only ask me?
11 wara:y-baca=dhu ga:ganma-nha
bad+ABS-CATEG ASSERT=1N0M feel-PRES
"I feel really no good.
12 ya:ymbuga-baca=li ; yana-nhi
in vain-CATEG ASSERT=1N0M+DU walk-PAST
"We have just come for nothing.
13 yu:di-ba=li: yana-nhi 
to excess-ASSERT=lNOM+DU
wi:-nja
sit-PRES
We have gone too far.
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14 gali-ginda=li: nhugi: banga-y-aga
water-CARIT=lNOM+DU throat+ABS dry-CM-IRR
"We are going to have dry throats for want of water."
B15 gani-wa ga^anh-dhul ga-j-a
there+LOC-FURTHER tank-DIM+ABS be-PRES
"There's a little tank further on.
16 gagu-la:=li: yana-giri
there+DAT-EST=lNOM+DU go-PURP
"Let's go there!
17 galim-buwan-gila: lay=na guwayu-bu ga-£a
water-C0MIT+ABS-MAYBE=3ABS a long time-UNIV be-PRES
"Maybe it still has water in it,"
TEXT 10. Eliza Kennedy (Keewong) : A pig that wasn't
'We' refers to three women who were in their late teens at the time 
of this story, the narrator (Liza), Edie, and Edie's sister.
1 giyanu-na dhariyal-ba; wiri;-dji yuwa-wa:giyi
we+PL+NOM-EXC summer-TIME open-CIRC lie-DUR+PAST
We used to sleep out in the open in the summertime.
2 gindu bawug-ga yuwa-dha 
you+NOM middle-LOC lie-IMP
"You lie in the middle!
3 wi:wi: manga:n-bapa ga-pa
hot+ABS DEGREE ADV-CATEG ASSERT be-PRES
"It really is very hot!"
4 ya:y=lu / Edie-gag-gu giyiyi 
thus=3ERG E.-NAME-ERG say+PAST
That's what she, Edie, said.
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5 guy Qiyanigi:-nag-ga yana-dha-y-gabi-nji
white man+ABS we+PL+OBL-EXC-LOC walk-REFL FOCUS-CM-AT NIGHT-PAST
A whitefellow came after us in the night "for his own satisfaction".
6 Edie-gag-ga=na magalag-ga yuwa-nha:ni-nji-la
E .-NAME-L0C=3ABS back-LOC lie-ADOPT POSI-PAST-THEN
Then he lay down at Edie's back.
7 buni-bunigga;-nhi=na 
REDUP-breathe-PAST=3ABS
He was snuffling.
8 galu-la:=na Edie-gag-gu
that+ERG-EST=3ABS E .-NAME-ERG
This (is what) that Edie (said):
9 wa; / bigibigi-bidi=dju winaQa-nhi 
Hey pig-AUG+ABS=lNOM think-PAST
"Hey! I thought (there was) a big pig!"
10 Qadhu muga-mugambuwan bara-nhi
I+NOM REDUP-sleep-COMIT+ABS rise-PAST
I got up, half-asleep.
11 bigibigi-baga: gina ga-^a / ya:y
pig+ABS-CNTR ASSERT this+ABS be-PRES thus
"That's a pig indeed! So (that's it)!"
12 gadhu=na giyiyi-la 
I+NOM=3ABS say+PAST-THEN
I said to her then,
13 waga:y-baga;=na bigibigi giyi
NEG-CNTR ASSERT=3ABS pig+ABS be+PAST
But that was no pig!
Text 10 391
14 guym-baga :=na giyi 
white man-CNTR ASSERT=3ABS be+PAST
"It was a whitefellow!
15 Qalu-y=na bibuwa-nhi
that+INST-YONDER=3ABS run-PAST
"He ran off that (way).
16 dhuwad bara-nhi
shirt+ABS fly-PAST
"(His) shirt (tail) was flying."
17 giyanhdha-y-gabi-n ji-la Qiyanu-na 
fear-CM-AT NIGHT-PAST-THEN we+PL+NOM-EXC
Then we were afraid at night,
18 Qadhu bawuQ-ga yuwa-giri 
I+NOM middle-LOC lie-PURP
"I must lie in the middleJ"
19 ya:y=lu Edie-gaq-gu Qiya-l-gabi-nji 
thus=3ERG E ,-NAME-ERG say-CM-AT NIGHT-PAST
That’s what she said at night, Edie.
20 magaQ-gu ga:dhi:Q-gu=lugu 
other-ERG sister-ERG=3GEN
Her other sister (said),
21 waQa:y Qindu bawuQ-ga yuwa-y-aga
NEG you+NOM middle-LOC lie-CM-IRR
"You’re not going to lie in the middle!
22 Qadhu bawuQ-ga yuwa-giri / Liza-ga
I+NOM lie-PURP L.-NAME+ABS
"I must lie in the middle, (with) Liza on
nhiri:n-da 
outside-LOC
the outside."
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23 y&:nhdhu-la: gunh-dhu QiyaniQgi; ^-na giyanhdha-y-baganmiyi-la
at that time-EST white man-ERG we+PL+OBL-EXC fear-CM-CAUS+PAST-THEN
At the finish the whitefellow had us frightened.
TEXT 11. Eliza Kennedy (Keewong): A frogmouth brings bad news
.1 mayiQ-gu=dhi: dhi:rba-nhi / girambi-l-guwa-nha:ra barbimba:Q-gala:
person-ERG=10BL know-PAST sick-CM-PITY-CIRCUM mother's father-LATE+ABi
My people knew, when (my) poor late grandfather was sick.
2 wara:y=na ga-l-guwa-nhi"*’ 
bad=3ABS be-CM-PITY-PAST
He was bad.
3 dhibi:nj-djul badhiyi / bulu:r-dhul
bird-DIM+ABS arrive-PAST frogmouth-DIM+ABS
The little bird appeared, the little frogmouth.
4 yuQa-y-guwa-nhi=na 
cry-CM-PITY-PAST=3ABS
It cried,
5 QanuQ-ga=na wi;-nji yuga-nhi
mia-mia-LOC= 3ABS sit-PAST cry-PAST
On the mia-mia it sat and cried.
6 guni:Q-gala:=dhi: yuga-y-guwa-nhi / dhi:rba-nhi-ba=lu /
mo ther-LATE+ABS=10BL cry-CM-PITY-PAST know-PAST-SUB=3ERG
ba:ba:-lugu wara:y“*' giyi-ba
father+ABS=3GEN bad+ABS be+PAST-SUB
My poor late mother cried, (because) she knew that her father was bad.
wara:y ga-1 'be bad' is a euphemism for 'die'. warary nunma-1 'make bad' 
is equivalent to the English euphemism 'lose' used of a dead person.
The frogmouth was the old man's Quya: 'pet'.
APPENDIX B
SONGS
About fifteen songs and song fragments have been recorded. Only 
one of them was appreciably longer than the songs presented here. It 
concerns a station-owner's child who was lost in the hills, how he 
survived, was discovered and restored to his distraught parents, It 
proved impossible to establish a reliable enough text to include it here. 
The language of the songs, in so far as they are remembered, does not 
differ in any way from the language of ordinary speech, except that line- 
final syllables are stressed. (No word-final syllable is stressed in 
ordinary speech, unless it contains a long vowel.)
All the surviving songs were composed by men a generation older than 
the informants who contributed to this study, Sarah Johnson sang and 
elucidated all those presented here, The composer's name is given for 
each, together with a mnemonic title in English, WaQa;ybuwan people 
however never give the songs titles, referring to them as "the song about 
such-and-such", or "poor old so-and-so's song".
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SONG 1. Fred Biggs (Trida); The crows
1 buriman-wa: wa:Cu ga-ca
tame-EXCLAM crow+ABS be-PRES
So the crows are tame I
2 Qigu-wa:=dhi: manmi-l-Qari-nji
here+DAT-DISCOV=10BL follow-CM-MORNING-PAST
So (they) followed me here this morning!
3 yiQgal-maylaQ-gu bala 
same-QUANTITY-DAT head+ABS
Heads past counting!
4 gad hi dha:y Qigu bara-nhi
there-t-CIRC hither here+DAT fly-PAST
(They) flew up here from far and wide.
yiQgal-maylaQ-gu indicates the number of crows' heads by reference to 
a gesture: 'to this same quantity...', i.e, 'This many...' (3.3.1,2)
The segments laQ are not accounted for. One possibility is -la: 
'established reference' (5,2,2). But it is not known why -la: should 
take the form -laN- here.
SONG 2. Fred Biggs (Trida) ; The erotic dream
1 gabuga(;a: g-gu-ga :=nu: bala gabuga:
bug-DAT-IGN0R=20BL head+ABS egg+ABS
Do you have the brains of a bug?
2 wi;-mi-nja 
sit-WATCH-PRES
(He) is sitting watching.
3 wa^i:li-nja-ba;=na gana-y
stand+ULT F0CUS-PRES-ASSERT=3ABS that+ABS-YONDER
He’s over there, upright!
4 wara;y-wa:-gara=lu yadha:rmiyi
bad+ABS-EXCLAM-SENS EVID=3ERG dream+PAST
You can see he had a naughty dream alright!
5 warugay-dji=lu gu;ggaymi-ya
butt of tree-CIRC=3ERG watch from cover-PRES
He is peering round the butt of (that) tree.
SONG 3. Jack King (Trida) : The constant woman
1 Ivanhoe-ga:=lu qiyiyi 
I.-IGNOR=3ERG say+PAST
Did she say Ivanhoe?
2 qini-gala:-bu=na 
here-PL+EST-UNIV=3ABS
All around those parts
(for her).
3 maradhal-gila: banjdjid-ma-l-a-nhi
long ago-HYPOTH fancy it-VBLSR-CM-RECIP-PAST
A long time ago it must be, they took a fancy to one another.
4 wulduman-gila: bunbi-nja-la
old woman+ABS-HYPOTH becorae-PRES-THEN
I suppose she's getting an old woman now.
ga;riga; wi:-nji
"right meat" man+ABS sit-PAST
is where the man lived who was right meat
1 i.e. eligible as a spouse
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SONG 4 . Moolbong Johnson (Wiradjuri) : Changing ways
Jack Johnson was known as Moolbong from his association with Moolbong 
Station. He was a much revered and feared wiriqan or 'clever man'. He 
was a Wiradjuri man, but composed a number of Ngiyamba: songs which are 
still remembered. He is mentioned by Berndt (1947:329).
1 waqa:y-ma ya:la: wi;-wa:giyi
NEG-CNTRFACT thus+EST sit-DUR+PAST
(Black) people wouldn't have used to live this way,
2 qindu-gal yuwan-di=nu:q-gal gi:ri-dja
you+NOM-PL (non-meat) food-CIRC=20BL-PL itch-IMP
You mob, get randy on your food!
3 yadama-gila: yuwan dhari-nji ' / wiru:mbutJay /
good+ABS-HYPOTH (non-meat) food+ABS disappear-PAST mushroom+ABS
yarayibiyan 
wild apple+ABS
I reckon the good food has disappeared, mushrooms, wild apples.
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SONG 5. Tommy Williams (Keewong) ; The train
1 bara-bara:y=ndu-gal bara-ga
REDUP-quick+ABS=2N0M-PL rise-IMP
Put a bit of speed on and get up, all of you!
yana-giri-mindi; dnanda;y buma-na;ra-ga yuriyalway ga;-giri-gu
go-PURP-ADD TOPIC frog+ABS hit-CM+CIRCUM-LOC railway+ABS see-PURP-DAT
And let's go to see the train at dhanda;y bumana:ra"*-
gadhi gadhi mayi gufunhdhila-dha
there+CIRC there+CIRC person+ABS assemble-IMP
Gather there, people! There!
4 guramba:g-gu=ligi: yuriyalway yalaca-biya-y-gai -nha
tribal country-DAT=10BL+PL railway+ABS creep-NECESS-CM-A BIT-PRES
2The train is creeping to our country for a little while every day.
1 place-name, literally 'frogs getting killed'.
2 yala^a-y indicates the movement of snakes and of babies crawling.
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